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ANNOUNCEMENT
This combined issue (Nos. 1 and 2, 1981) of the Journal of Space Law carries
contributions submitted by eminent authorities in connection with the symposium on

"Space Law in Perspective" which was held on April 21, 1980 at the University of
Mississippi Law Center under the chairmanship of Professor Stephen Gorove. The
ptesentations deal with vital issues of space law within the broader framework of policy
and trend perspectives, both domestic and international.

This issue also includes the names of two new members of the Editorial Board and
Advisors of the Journal. They are Messrs. Michel G. BourHy and Nandasiri
Jasentuliyana. Mt. Bourely received his Doctor of Laws degree from the University of
Patis and served subsequently in the Ministry of Justice in Paris. In 1962 he joined the
staff of ELDO as legal adviser in charge of external relations and in 1972 he was
appointed to ESRO (now ESA) as Legal Adviser, Head of the Legal and Intellectual
Property Department. He is a member of the Board of Directors of the International
Institute of Space Law and the author of a book on the European Space Conference and
of several articles in English and French legal periodicals. Mr. Jasentuliyana received his
undergraduate law degrees in Ceylon and London and his LL.M. at McGill University.
He has been working in the United Nations since 1965 where he has served as Secretary
or Deputy of the United Nations Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outet Space and its
Scientific and Legal Sub-Committees as well as of the Working Group on Navigation
Satellites and the Working Group on Direct Broadcast Satellites. He has reptesented the
United Nations at several international meetings, including the INMARSAT,
INTELSAT and lTV conferences, the International Astronautical Federation (lAF),
Committee on Space Research (CaSPAR) and other United Nations meetings. He is
presently the Chief, Committee Services and Reports and Research Section of the U.N.
Outer Space Affairs Division. Mt. Jasentuliyana has lectured at Princeton, Stanford,
Columbia, Boston and McGill Universities and has authored sevetal articles on spacetelated subjects as well as a Manual on Space Law published by Oceana and Sijthoff. The
JOURNAL takes great pleasure in welcoming these two distinguished authorities to its
Editorial Board.

1

SOME REFLECTIONS ON THE STATE OF THE LAW OF OUTER SPACE
Manfred Lachs •
Background
It may be timely to compare this new chapter of law opened due to the
development of science and technology with others which were born as the result of
similar activities of men penetrating into new dimensions. New types of activity were
carried out in dimensions where man has lived for centuries and has established its
institutions, such as railways, carriages and cars. There has been another chapter where

man began activities in areas which he had not penetrated before. These were
steamships and airplanes. The steamship concerned water, which was known to man in
rivers and lakes. For centuries air has also been accessible to man, because he has been

bteathing it and has been in contact with it as a hunter, climber or simply sportsman.
There was only one dimension in air which was unknown to man; that was the height
and the consequences of movement above inhabited territories, and the dangers of

doing so.
Outer space was a completely new proposition because all dimensions were new:

space irself, planets, stars, galaxies; all this was known only through observations and
magnifying glasses; therefore, man was operating on the basis of a certain speculation
and anticipation of events. There was no certainty; there were merely hypotheses. In fact
there were the many old dreams. You know most of them ~ Lucien Somasata whose hero

found himself on the moon by accident and where he found inhabitants called
Hippogippi. The strangest among them was perhaps that of Francis Goodwin, the·
Bishop of Hereford , living around the 16th century, who reported a journey in a device
drawn by 25 geese to the moon and who called his story The Man on the Moon: it was
Domingo Gonzales who landed in 1599 on the moon. Particular effort was made to
convince the readers that he really was on the moon.

Today it is suggested that the name Domingo Gonzales was a pseudonym for
Francis Goodwin. The Man on the Moon appeared five years afterthe death of Goodwin
and was entered into the catalogue as being written in Spanish by Domingo Gonzales
and translated into English by Edward Mahen. But enough of legends!
New chapters of law were born as the result of man's penetrating either into

uninhabited areas like the Arctic and Antarctic, the sea or the air. Once the first flying
objects appeared above land and states saw the need to establish rules concerning aerial
navigation, the law of the air was born, expressed in the Paris Convention of 1919 and in
Chicago in 1944.
The start of the work on the law of Outer space was taken very early, and fortunately
so. Soon 22 years will have passed since the first Sputnik was sent into orbit and relayed
information from outer space. On the 12th of April, 19 years will have passed since Yuri
Gagarin embarked upon a journey around the earth and entered into orbit in his space
vehicle; and only 11 years ago, on July 21, 1969, Neil Armstrong put his foot on the

,
'Judge, International Court ofJustice. The Hague.
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moon having descended on the Sea of Tranquility. His landing was followed by further
landings on the earth satellite in the same year, in 1971 and in 1972. To some of these
great events the simple, modest, but significant words of Neil Armstrong apply: "That
is one small step for man, one giant leap for mankind."
General Observation
Two decades have passed since mao entered into space and began a new venture.

The twO decades may be divided into two parts; in the first ten years satellites were sent
into orbit around the earth to obtain scientific information and instruments were sent in
the direction of the moon, Mars and Venus. During those years guidance accuracy
improved; communication with spacecraft became more precise; the capability of man
to operate in zero gravity was demonstrated; and the use of space for communication,

navigation and meteorological satellites was considerably enlarged. Further transmission
of information by sound and picture made serious progress; the Van Allen radiation belt
was discovered. On the other hand, the nature and character of solar winds and storms
were ascertained.
The first decade was concluded also by man's landing on the moon and
undertalting long journeys around the earth. The landing on the moon was in itself a
very great success; for we have to realize that it constitutes 27.5 % diameter of the earth thus a satellite one quarter as big as the planet earth itself. Since there is no atmosphere
on the moon, it offered an excellent area for astronomic obsenration; in particular its
very vacuum constituted an environment in which materials could be manufactured for
scientific purposes. There were even scientists who visualized the possibility of certain

tests being conducted with a cell. In other words, if the moon's crust were analyzed and
represented an organic substance at a certain stage part way to life or sub-life, then it
would contain the most primitive cells known on earth. Thus it should have been
possible to determine what goes wrong in a counter cell.

The aforementioned hopes did not materialize. Most of the discO\'eries proved that
the moon was covered by crystalline rock with volcanic activity; that layers of iron and
titanium may have been found at the bottom of the ancient lava pools, but it was not
ascertained how the moon came into being; as a result scientists have remained in

doubt. Two theories which have been fighting each other are: (1) the moon was a
fragment of the earth, and (2) the moon was formed outside of the earth and was
captured by its gravity.
In these circumstances, no final conclusion could be made. Thus it has been argued
by certain scientists that the experiments conducted on the moon were much more an
engineering than a scientific triumph.
There were other achievements of the astronauts, namely the pictures made by

them of the earth's surface. These pictures have produced invaluable information
concerning the subsoil and the raw materials which are hidden by the surface of the
earth .
Altogether the first decade of space exploration has given man the opportunity to
use space for all sorts of experiments, in particular, as one of the scientists put it,

following the pattern of Fleming's culture plate ,on which penicillin was born or
Pasteur's sour milk. Scientists could then proceed further to the exploration and
penetration of space and the universe.
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While the discoveries made on the moon have not satisfied human curiosity and we
have not really obtained what we expected, the adventure has gone on. We have moved
further; discoveries concerning Venus and Jupiter may be worth mentioning. What was
found, in fact, was a new solar system: moons, each with the surface the size of Mrica
with some volcanoes on them and, as an American sgentist, Dr. Lawrence Soderblon
said, "We have seen the oldest, the brightest, the darkest, the reddest and the most
active bodies in the solar system." From the fIrst day and throughout we have faced the
great question: what will be the furiher practical consequences of these discoveries?
Many ideas guided those who were embarking upon these adventutes. Scientists,
technicians, those heroes, "the envoys of mankind" - we call them - who venrured into
space without knowing whether they would ever return to earth. It is not the purpose of
this writer to go into the many objectives which were in the minds of those concerned.
but certainly two were very important. One was to penetrate as far as possible into this
immense sphere outside our small globe to discover what is in it; to penetrate the secret
links between life here - events and facts ovet there, and secondly, to see how these
journeys into outer space could help and develop life on our planet. [So within 22 years
about 10,650 satellites or bits of debris were tracked in space; about 4,500 or more are
still there.] The urge to do it was stronger than the many warnings uttered at the time,
and one of them was very peculiar-one may recall the words of Berttand Russell.:
"A Minister for Foreign Affairs will go to the moon, will be conscious of his public
obligation, honestly and nobly carried out, and will retain without shame his stupid

views with which he commenced the journey. "

In other words, Russell, like others, claimed that the journey into outer space
would not make us wiser. Yet it was inevitable. It was, as stated earlier, man's urge to
penetrate the Universe and to discover the secrets of life - that urge as old as history
recorded by the ancients in the writings of Heraclitus and Democritus, or Polibius. One
may recall the early ideas about the Universe by the poet Lucretius, who in his De Rerum
Natura spoke of infInite atoms in eternal motion, of evolving and disintegrating earths
and suns, of man's thoughts, penetrating all barriers. A few thousand years later,
Jacques Monad returned to this idea and spoke of life in his Hasard et Ne~essite~
"In the last few years we have come to understand life and to reach the conclusion that it
has no architect; it is a product of a gigantic lottery which throws numbers out at
random."

Could one therefore draw the conclusion that we have made a full circle' It is
doubtful that this would be right. The journey has to continue.
Voyager I and II on theit way to Jupitet took with them coppet plates with recorded
sounds of the earth like Beethoven's Violin Conceno, and greetings in 55 languages for
other civilizations, if they exist, to hear. Frank Drake, the physicist, continues with the
search for signals from other planets from a special installation, a bowl-shaped antennae
suspended in the hills of Pueno Rico in Aricibo with a radio-telescope as large as a
football fIeld, waiting for voices from space. Fred Hoyle, the great astronomer,
continues to claim that life began outside our globe. Earlier Kant thought that Jupiter
had inhabitants, and the gteat mathematician Gauss thought the sarae of Mars. But we
remain suspended in doubt as to the probabiliry of life existing elsewhere.
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Some scientists are now beginning to take a different approach, claiming that, in
order to establish the existence of life or civilizations elsewhere, we have to change man' 5
approach, based on the search for a civilization similar to ours while those "over there"
may be entirely different and therefore different criteria must be applied in order to
make progress in the cognitive process.
Yet, however we may view it, the venture into space should be seen as one of the

three great revolutions man has gone through in this age. The other two were the
splitting of the atom and the breaking of the genetic codes. Each was a milestone in the
history of man. Small wonder that it has been said that scientists "come to be regarded
almost as magicians, feared rather than admired". Thus the venture into space is not an
isolated phenomenon. It is part of a concentrated effort of man' 5 search and continuous
attempt to master nature, to control it, to use and change it for his own purpose.
Turning to another element involved in this process, there is a new unity reflected

in the relationship between science and technology.
This relationship has rightly been described as follows: "Science has fed reliable
information to technology, and technology has reciprocated by providing science with
ingenious precision instruments. The new instruments have extended the range of the

human senses and provided a speed of reaction and accuracy beyond human
limitations."· Thus technology is following in the footsteps of science at a tremendous
speed. The consequence of it is that science is directly intervening in events; technology
is becoming an economic, social and political factor in the life of nations and in the life
of the international community. This global process of technological development has
several characteristic features. One important, even decisive. element is that each of the
inventions. each of the great achievements of our generation and each of the three

revolutions we have gone through can be used for the good or evil of man, for its
progress or its destruction.
Here is a domain in which it is essential for law to intervene; it must enter it in a
dual capacity. First there is its regulatory force concerning the objective of a certain
invention. its use and practical application and secondly. its use as an instrument of

control of what has been described as the by-product of many inventions. For apart from
the objective to which an invention is directed which may be constructive and salutary to
man, it may bring about by-products of so harmful a character that it may fInally vitiate
the very purpose of the invention itself. It may overshadow whatever good has been
done by the invention in the particular fIeld. In fact, this has been the function of law
from the very outset.
One may raise the question, why the term "outer space"? While the venture was a
great achievement, there is something presumptious in it. Why did we call it "outer
space"? Space is "outer" in relation to the small planet called earth. In fact, it is the
universe - minus our globe, or perhaps minus a small, narrow band of the air space
surrounding it. Thus in building a law for the universe minus our globe we are relying
on an anthropocentric approach. In all domains and so in law-making this
anthropocentrism is the result of our special capacities so well described by a great
scientist:

lR. Calder, Man and Cosmos

5 (1968).
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Amongst the multitude of animals which scamper, fly. burrow and swim around us,
man is the only one who is not !o~ked into his environment. His imagination, his
reason, his emotional subtlety and his thoroughness made it possible for him not to

accept the environment but to change it.l

Faced with the tremendous dimension which is the universe, man has tried to
establish the fIrst rules of conduct in regard to it and within it. This leads to the main
purpose of the general observations on the subject: reflections on the balance sheet of .
the twO decades.
First, it may be true that once the first satellite was launched into outer space, man

thought that the links between space and our globe would become much more regular;
that a quicker and more permanent communication would be established between what
is nOW considered outer space and ioner space. In this respect, we may have been
disappointed. Second, events in outer space have not had the impact we expected on
what is happening on earth - to be more correct, less in what we expected. and more in
what we did not expect. The worlds in inner and outer space have remained separated;
only a few men have undertaken the journey to the stars; the progress in this respect has
been much slower than that of aerial navigation.
The two worlds also remain separated in other spheres: it is science and perhaps
technology which are the main benefIciaries of the venture - and only on a long term
basis. Moreover, a fascinating phenomenon has begun to dominate the scene. While we
penerrate other planets and try to discover the secrets of remote worlds, among the
greatest achievements we have to count the discovery, through this r()undabout way and
from such a distance, of the hidden treasures of our globe and the atmosphere
surrounding it. It is here where developments have concentrated on issues other than
those we expected. Through outer space we turn deeper into our earth. A similar
phenomenon may affect law: through some new concepts applied to outer space we
improve-this author would say more-we revolutionize the law here on earth.
Thus those journeys have consequences affecting our lives ~ not because we know
more of the universe but because through it as a medium. our life. in various
dimensions. progresses and becomes richer. Few could have expected these surprising
results; it is as if a remote perspective was needed to familiarize ourselves with the depth
of our globe, to improve the rules oflaw with great achievements of modern technology.

Some Key Issues
Before going into greater detail in these conclusions, a look at the beginnings is
necessary. We fIrst embarked upon this work 20 years ago; it was then that the fIrst ad
hoc committee met from May 6, 1959 to June 25, 1959. Three key issues faced the law
makers in this respect. First was the question of entry into outer space; second the status
of it; and third the activities within outer space.
The rules concerning the way into space belonged to that part of the law which has
been shaped by practice, via facti without any special written agreement. States which
began launching space objects announced the fact but did not request permission of
overfligbt from those States the territories of which they overflew. What is more the
States directly concerned did not protest; they made no reservations. This practice,

2J. Bronowski, The Ascent of Man

19 (1973).
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established from the very outset, continues and entry into space has become a generally

recognized principle open to all States that can benefit from such flights. Thus
potentially every State, the Maldive Islands and the United States, the Congo and the
Soviet Union has the right to enter outer space. In view of this practice having been
established for some years, can we speak already of the existence of what may be called
the "right ofinnocent passage"?
The time factor is today much more limited than in the past. This view has been
expressed by this writer in a different context:
With regard to the time factor, the formation of law by State practice has in the past

frequently been associated with the passage of a long period of time, There is no doubt
that in some cases this may be justified. However. the great acceleration of social and
economic change, combined with that of science and technology, have confronted law
with a serious challenge: one it must meet, lest it lag even farther behind events than it
has been wont to do,!

The International Court ofJustice made it clear that the passage of a short period of
time in itself cannot be an obstacle in the formation of a customary rule of law ,4
As to overflights, no protest was launched at a time when the scope of outer space
was not yet clearly defined. This practice has continued from the day when outer space
was declared "free for exploration and use to all States." In the circumstances, as this
writer stated, "The law relating to access to outer space must facilitate and not frustrate
the endeavours of any State to avail itself for lawful purposes of the rights flowing from
it. ",
The question which remains open and which has not been regulated yet is: what
should be defined as "innocent passage"? Obviously, it is a passage of an object which
moves into outer space in order to explore it and use it in a lawful way. Thus the notion
of innocent passage is closely linked with the utilization of outer space itself; that is its
objective.
For while accepting it, one cannot presume it as having been granted by the States
concerned for all types of flights whatever their character and whatever the nature of the
object. The overall objective, peaceful use of outer space, international co-operation and
all the general principles so clearly established in the first documents, made it clear that
the notion of innocent passage could be accepted with the growing acceptance of the
limitation of activities of States in the interest of the international community only. Not
all writers share this view on the subject.
Turning now to the second key issue faced by the law makers, that is the status of
outer space, the principal question concerns the status of that huge void called space and
all the objects situated within it. Articles 1 and 2 of the Space Treaty indicate that: "The
exploration of outer space including the moon and other celestial bodies shall be carried
out for the benefit and in the interests of all countries irrespective of their degree of
economic or scienrific development and shall be the province of mankind."
3North Sea Continental Shelf case, [1969J I.e.). 230.
4(1969J I.e.]. 42, para. 73. It stressed that, "Although the passage of only a short period of time is not
necessarily, or of itself, a bar to the fonnation of a new rule of customary imemationallaw on the basis of what
was originally a purely conventional rule ... . " Id. at 43, para. 74.
~M.

bchs, The Law ofDucer Space 60 (1972).
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Free exploration based on equality is guaranteed by the access to all areas of tdestial
bodies. A corollary to this is the provision of Article 2 that: "Outer space is not subject
to national appropriation

by claim of sovereignty by means of use or occupation or by

any. other means."
Do the words "the province of mankind" define a clear legal status? A similar term
was later used in connection with the Ocean Floor and Seabed in the declaration of
December 17, 1970. Some writers suggest that the obligations defined in Article 1 and 2
of the Space Treaty are of a purely moral character, that they have no legal
consequences. Others, including this writer, think that there is more in it, though
further precision on the subject would be desirable. Tbis is confirmed by the recent draft
of the Treaty on the Moon accepted on July 3, 1979, by the UN Committee on the
Peaceful Uses of Outer Space which does not limit itself to the term "province of
mankind" and "the benefit and interest of all countries irrespective of their degree of
economic and scientific development," but declares the resources of the moon to be
"the common heritage of mankind." This is important progress. The sarne term is used
in the draft elaborated by the Third Conference on the Law of the Sea. 6
Here we have the first illustration of the impact of an institution intended for outer
space only - getting down into other dimensions. This notion is now gaining root in
international law and more precision should be given to the terms "province" and
"heritage" of mankind. Any possible distinction between them should be made clear.
It has been this writer's view from the beginning that the term should not be defined as
rex extra comercium. It is a question of the object remaining within the disposition of
the international community as a whole. Moreover, a distinction could be made
between what could be regarded as an object which can be used and an object which
canoot be used. For instance, space itself constitutes an area which is used for purposes
of travel while a star or planet may contain resources which could be used for one or the
other purposes. The concept itself, while now applied in regard to outer space, to the
resources of the moon, to the ocean floor and seabed, may expand further; in particular,
in the context of a new international economic order certain resources may become the
common heritage of mankind in order to make the distribution of wealth more
equitable. It is interesting to record that the institution and the term originated in the
first treaty for outer space.
For obvious reasons only very few States are able to use and explore outer space. The
question of the participation of others in these explorations is a matter for the future. It
is therefore. important to give the term "common heritage" such a meaning thatit
becomes practical and it does not remain within the sphere of theory. It is therefore
worth recalling that:
Parties -to the treaty cond~~-ti~g·"acti~it-i~s in outer ·space, incl~ding the moon and other
celestial bodies agree to inform the Secretary~General of the United Nations as well as
the public and the international scientific community to the greatest extent feasible and
practical of the nature, conduct, location and results of such activities. 7

6Cf Art. 136 of the Informal Composite Negotiating Text Doc., A/CONF. 62/WP .10/REV. 1: "The
Area and its Resources Are the Common Heritage of Mankind. "
7Treaty on Principles Governing the Activities of States in the Exploration and Vse of Outer Space,
Including the Moon and Other Celestial Bodies, Jan. 27, 1967, Art. 11, [1967] 18 U.S.T. 2410, T.I.A.S.
6347,610 V.N.T.S. 205 (effective Oct. 10, 1967).
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This provision has some legal implications though the decision as to what extent it
is "feasible and practical" to convey such information remains within the sole decision
of the State concerned. Thus further elaboration of the principle is called for.
It is interesting to note that, in view-of the immense size of outer space, no thought
was given to the problems that may arise in regard to the accumulation of an excessive
number of instruments and vehicles. Yet we have now reached the stage where, in some
areas, overcrowding occurs: of man-made instruments this is the case of a geostationary
orbit where at present about 108 vehicles are concentrated togerher wirh a lot of debris.
Thus it has become an issue which calls for serious attention. 8
Conclusion

The following are some problems which deserve some reflection. "In rhe postRenaissance era," said Sir Peter Medawar, President of the British Association for the
Advancement of Science, in his presidential address of September 3, 1969, "it was
taken for granted that the poor old world was superannuated; that history had all but
run its course and was soon coming to an end. Today, we are conscious that human
history is only just beginning." This statement by one of the great scientists of our day
describes the real situation. We are only starting to develop science, as human beings
and members of the international community, we are at tbe beginning of the road. In
this respect 0llter space is one of the big chapters of man's. activities which sh.ows _i~~
potentialities. M~n-entered into it driven by an inborn urge for adventure and greater
control of nature. Technology gave him the instruments necessary to reach so far out of

the era of our normal life and here science has proved what Einstein so rightly defined
as, "a phenomenon which pervades all aspects of our life." Once man moved there it
was necessary to establish a code of conduct. So far, we have too few rules on the subject
and rhey require further elaboration and adaptation to the needs and goals they are
intended to serve. We must expand the realm of law and make it serve the interests of
man. The law on the subject must particularly develop in the areas referred to earlier;
those which have an impact on events on our globe; the common heritage of mankind;
to make the benefits of the use of outer space accessible to all; to prevent abuse and
strive towards an equitable progress.
The law which has been established so far is only a scaffolding for the law to come.
We have started at the right point in time, and we have established a set of rules, but
rhey have to be supplemented by new provisions. The Law of Outer Space is not only a
system of rules concerning activity in a new dimension; the environment to which it is

related may also become a model, an illustration to others.
At rhe very outset when rhe United Nations Committee for the Peaceful Uses of
Outer Space was established, two Subcommirtees were brought into being; one legal,
and the other scientific and technological. This initiative, aiming at closer cooperation
between jurists and scientists is both significant and symbolic. Also in this respect the

sIt is in this' context that mention should be made of the action of a group of the so-called equatorial
States: Colombia, Ecuador, Zaire, Uganda, Guatemala and Indonesia; Declaration at Bogota on December 3,
1976, in which they proclaimed claims to segments of the geostationary orbit. For a text of the English
translation of the Bogota Declaration, see lTIJ, Broadcasting Satellite Conference, Doc. No. 81-13 at Annex 4
Ganuary 17, 1977), reprinted in 6J. Space 1. 193 (1978).
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lawmaker has made a new and most useful approach; he has given an example to be
followed by others. For progress in either field, in the interest of both, requires the
cooperation of both.

THE ADVANCES IN INTERNATIONAL LAW THROUGH THE LAW OF
OUTER SPACE

Aida Armando Cocca'

Undoubtedly, Space Law is the most advanced legal science. It would be incorrect
to say that it is the most sophisticated branch of international law as this would amount
to ignoring rhe origin and perspective of rhe Law of Outer Space.

The concept of Space Law is related to a humanistic philosophy wich began gaining
ground until it reached the feeling of peoples and the consensus of lawyers, even before
any international agreement was adopted. Its realm goes beyond inter-statal
relationships. It considers the welfare of man as rhe beginning and the end of all human
activity, even though a so-called "humanized" technique may be used and
notwithstanding the fact rhat rhe improvements in machines-including surprisingly
refined robots-are trying i:o outspace the person as main objective of all space activities.
The distance of those areas already reached cannot-wirhin the cosmic dimensionreflect rhe intention of not considering men as the holders of fundamental and nontransferable human rights.
The fact that Space Law is elaborated wirhin the United Nations confirms the above
statement. The cycle followed by men-by human beings-as subjects of Law is as
follows: MAN-SOCIE1Y-STATE-INTERNATIONAL COMMUNI1Y-MANKIND. The
United Nations is a forum where the international community expresses its views. Only
such -community, as a whole, may indicate the principles and determine the rules to
govern this law of a universal scope.
Space is the culmination of the concept MAN-SOCIE1Y. It is a reflection of rhe
present stage and perhaps the definitive one in rhe development of man within the
community. For this reason Space Law is able to determine advances and progress, which
amounts to the perfecting of International Law. However, the reverse is not true.
It is understood that in the present paperthe term" advance" is used in rhe sense
of improvement. Growth or development may turn out to be defective. It may only be
seen as an "advance" when it implies an improvement.
Progress in rhe field of Space Law is of no small importance and mostly comes
under the category de lege ferenda. With regard to International Law, and within the
field de lege lata, rhe following may be mentioned:
1. Jus Humanitatis
Jus Humanitatis is rhe Law of, and for, Mankind. Man is its natural holder within
the social complex. It is not International Law-which governs international relationseven if Man were considered as a subject of International Law. Neither is it the
international community-the third political dimension of Man-but it is the human
race as a whole, that is to say, the fourth political dimension of Man .
• Ambassador.at--large of Argentina, Professor of Law . Universities of Argentina. President of the Council
of Advanced International Studies.
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This has led many writers to consider Mankind as a legal subject and even state that
such a characteristic arises from Law after the entry into force of the Outer Space Treaty. 1
The Outer Space Treaty repeatedly refers to "mankind," "peoples," instead of
"international community", "States", "nations". In the Preamble it is,said: "Inspired
in the great prospects opening up before Mankind . .. ", "Recognizing the common
interest of all Mankind . .. " (italics of the author). In these cases the word "Mankind"
appears strengthened by the term "all" and "interest" by the word "common". Thus
the intention of the drafters of the Treaty could not have been more explicit.
The Preamble equally states: "Believing that the exploration and use of Outer
Space should be carried out for the benefit 0/ all peoples irrespective of the degree of
their economic or scientific development ... " (italics of the author). Therefore,
"peoples" isstrengthened by "all".
Anicle I provides that "The exploration and use of outer space, including the
Moon and other celestial bodies, ... shall be the province 0/all mankind" (italics of
the author).
Because of its nature as universal Law, the Treaty "shall be open to all States"
(anicle XIV). Anicle V provides that' 'States Parties to the Treaty shall regard astronauts
as envoys 0/mankind in outer space ... " (italics of the author).
The reference to . 'prospects", "common interest", . 'benefits' " "the province"
are indicating the existence of a legal subject which is not the State, but rather mankind
or, to be more precise, HUMANKIND.

2. Res Communis Humanitatis
International Law has taken the idea of res communis from Roman Law and applied
it to the different areas in Earth. From the moment that outer space and celestial bodies
are subject to ajus humanitatis, it is proper to speak of a res communis humanitatis. The
latin term "humanitatis" is ambivalent and, as already stated, means of and for. We are
therefore referring to things-in the legal sense-belonging to and for Humankind.
All the references made in the last paragraph are fully applicable to this concept. It
is, however, necessary to add an important provision contained in the Outer Space
Treaty (article II): "Outer Space, including the moon and other celestial bodies, is not
subject to national appropriation by claims 0/ sovereignty, by means 0/ use or
occupation, or by any other means" (italics of the author). Thus, if no national
occupation on the part of States is possible, it is something common to all Humankind,
considered as a whole.

3. The Common Heritage a/Mankind
This expression was used for the first time at the United Nations by the present
writer in 1967:

ITreary on Principles Governing the Activities of States in the Exploration and Use of Outer Space,
including the Moon and other Celestial Bodies (hereinafter the' 'Outer Space Treaty' ') ,Jan. 27, 1967, [1967]
lBU.S.T. 2410, T.I.A.S. 610 {effective Oct. 10, 1967).
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Indeed, the paternity of the 'common heritage' concept is, more often than not,
attributed to the Permanent Mission of Malta to the U.N. in a Note Verbale of 17
August 1967 (recorded in Doc. AJ669S of 18 August 1967). Yet it is not quite exact. If
one looks at the Archives of Pub~ications in the Library of the Palais des Nations at
Geneva, it is easy to realize that it was in the U.N. Committee on Outer Space, and not
in the Seabed Committee, that the expression 'common heritage' was first used and
explained. In this connection reson has been made to Doc. AJAC.lOS/C.2/SR 75

(Spanish, English and French texts) corresponding

to

the inaugural session of that year,

19 June 1967, at 3: 15 p.m. 2

Because it was believed that the concept in question would finally be accepted by
the international community, we later proposed-in May 1970-the "Draft Agreement
on the_principles governing the activities of States in the use of the natural resources of

the moon and other celestial bodies.'" Article 1 of this Draft Agreement provides that
"The natural resources of the Moon and other Celestial Bodies shall be the common
hen/age of ALL MANKIND" (italics of the author). This is the flrst international text
where the principle appeared. It was later examined in the Seabed Committee and
towards the end of 1970 a U.N.G.A. Resolution was adopted-although not a binding
agreement-where reference was made to the concept of common heritage which was

born in 1954 during the Vth Congress of the International Astronautical Federation,
Innsbruck, and applied to the law of outer space. The International Law of the Sea has
so far not agreed upon any international text including the principle. It is worthy of
mention that, after 26 years of holding priority both in doctrine and as an actual
proposal at the U.N. Outer Space Committee (UNCOPUOS) some 13 years ago, the
principle of the common heritage of mankind was embodied in the Agreement
Governing the Activities of States on the Moon and other Celestial Bodies. 4
Article XI of this Agreement establishes thar "The Moon and its natural resources
are the common heritage ofmankind, which finds its expression in the provisions of this
Agreement and in particular in paragraph 5 of this article" (italics of the author).
The above-mentioned paragraph 5 states that" States Parties to this Agreement
hereby undertake to establish an international regime, including appropriate
procedures, to govern the exploitation of the natural resources of the moon as such

exploitation is about to become feasible. This provision shall be implemented in
accordance with atticle XVIII of this Agreement". Article XVIII provides that: ... A
review conference shall also consider the question of the implementation of the
provisions of Article Xl, paragraph 5, on the basis of the principle referred to in
paragraph 1 of that article and taking into account in particular any relevant
technological developments" (italics of the author).
It is essential to point out that the Agreement, in the above-mentioned article in
fine, determines the nature of the common heritage concept as a legal principle. The
discussion went on for nine years at the U.N. to determine whether it was merely a
2Williams, "The Role of Equity in the Law of Outer Space," 5 Int'!' ReI. 1 (1975).
3U.N. Doc. AI AC.l05/C.2/i. 71 and Carr. 1 (1970). Also, inter alia, U.N. Doc. AI AC.l05f85, July 3,
1970, Annex II, at 1.
4Agreement Governing the Activities of States on the Moon and Other Celestial Bodies, (hereinafter
"Moon Agreement"), U.N. GAOR, 34th Sess., Suppl. No. 20, Doc. A/34f20 (1979). See also U.N.G.A.
Res. 34/68 (De<:. 14, 1979).
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concept-a thesis supported by those who did not agree on the inclusion thereof in the
text-or a legal principle, which was the firm position of the author of the first dtaft and
also of all who shared his opinion.
It is not possible within this brief analysis to go into the question of the
extraordinary importance that the solemn and unanimous adoption of this legal
principle by the international community on 14 December 1979, at the U.N. General
Assembly has meant for the development of Space Law and, consequently, of
International Law. Yet, reference ought to be made to the Working Paper submirted by
Argentina on 17 April 1973 at the Legal Sub-Committee of U.N. COPUOS'. Without
any claim to exhaust other inherent points of substance, the following may be stated:
A realization on the part of all States and peoples that they are entitled to the benefits

derived from the principles and norms established for outer space and celestial bodies;
The need to link to the exploration and use of outer space the exploitation thereof;
The search for profit, with an attempt to share its results;

Equitable sharing of the profits derived;
Consideration of the needs and interests of developing collntries;
Supervision of this activity with a view to equitable distribution;
The instirution of an international regime;
The establishment of appropriate procedures for such a regime;
The existence of an international machinery or an international authority to give effect
to all the expectations that have been voiced.

The major merit of replacing the vague expression "province of all mankind" by
the more meaningful expression "common heritage of all mankind" is that in so doing
one has specified the commencement of an action, replacing an abstract statement by a
means of operating, within a specified legal framework.
With respect to the international regime-twice mentioned in the document in
question-reference may be made to my opinion given to my distinguished friend, Mrs.
Eilene Galloway in a letter of 31January 1980 which is quoted with her permission.
It is rather dangerous to crystallize in a definition the principle involved in a concept
which is being just born in a new domain of Space Law, such as "the common heritage
of mankind", as it was established in the Moon Agreement. As for the "international
regime" concerned, I dare say it is not a matter of definition; I feel it must be the
outcome of the implementation of the guidelines set fonh in the agreement. 6

}U.N. Doc. AI AC.l05/115, Annex I, at 29-30-31 (1973).

6The Council of Advanced International Studies, Ambassador Cocca's correspondence, No. 384 (Jan.
1980).
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Finally, in my view, it is preferable to speak of the common heritage of mankind,
so as to give a more spiritual connotation to the newly adopted legal principle.
4. Representation ofMankind in Outer Space and Celestial Bodies
The importance of the provision in article V of the Outer Space Treaty: "States
Parties to the Treaty shall regard astronauts as envoys of mankind ... " lies in the fact
that astronauts have been invested with the legal representation of mankind in outer
space and celestial bodies. No other former representation has ever been as wide, andpolitically-it goes beyond the most audacious ambition. On the other hand, it should
be borne in mind that it has been conferred by the international community as a whole,
in a public assembly, by unanimity and acclamation. Also, there is no precedent on any
similar means of conferring a mandate.
5. Exploration and Use for the Benefit and Interest ofall Peoples
The Preamble to the Outer Space Treaty speaks of "the benefit of all peoples
irrespective of the degree of their economic or scientific development". Article I
confirms the Preamble: "The exploration and use of outer space, including the moon
and other celestial bodies, shall he camed out for the benefit and in the interests ofall
countries, irrespective of their degree of economic or scientific development, and shall
be the province of all mankind"(italics of the author). It should be recalled that the
Declaration of Legal Principles which preceded the Treaty required that all activities of
exploration and use shall be carried out for the benefit and in the interest of all

mankind. 7

~

The use of the verb "shall be" is of great iroportance in both cases. And all of us
who have some tiroe taken part in the elaboration of this Treaty certainly are aware of
the difficulties of reaching consensus on the tense used within the text.
6. International Cooperation as a Requisite for the Lawfulness of Activities of
Exploration and Use
The term' 'international cooperation" appears several times throughout the text of
the Outer Space Treaty. The tense of the verb clearly indicates that it amounts to
something more than an aspiration: it is an obligation undertaken by States Parties to
the Treaty. Article I, paragraph 3, with regard to scientific investigation establishes that
"States shall facilitate and encourage cooperation in such investigation" (italics of the
author). Article III providesthat States Parties "shall carry on ... [activities] promoting
international cooperation and understanding". Arricle X states: "In order to promote
international cooperation in the exploration and use of outer space ... the States Parties
to the Treaty shall consider. .. ". Siroilarly, article XI provides: "In order to promote
international cooperation in the peaceful exploration and use of outer space ... States
Parties agree ... ". Article XII states that, "All stations, installations, equipment and
space vehicles on the moon and other celestial bodies shall be open ... ".

'U.N.G.A. Res. 1962fXVIIl (Dec. 13. 1963).
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From the foregoing observations one may fairly conclude that the participants in

the CNIE-UNESCO Seminar on "The teaching ofInternational Law as applied to outer
space and space communications" (Buenos Aires, August 1972) were certainly right in
declaring that international cooperation was a legal obligation arising from the Outer

Space Treaty, an obligation which conditioned the lawfulness of space activities.'
7. Freedom ofExploration and Use of Outer Space and Celestial Bodies and Banning of
National Appropriation

When the exploration and use of outer space is carried out for the benefit and in
the interest of Humankind and international cooperation is a necessary assumption for
outer space activities-which may never be carried out for the benefit of one State or

group of States but only, for the general benefit of mankind-it obviously follows that
outer space and celestial bodies are open for exploration and use. Hence the reading of
anicle I: "Outer Space, including the moon and other celestial bodies, shall be free for
exploration and use by all States without discrimination of any kind, on a basis of

equality and in accordance with international law, and there shall be free access to all
areas of celestial bodies" and "There shall be freedom of scientific investigation ... "
The recognition of these rights to States entails cenain obligations: every State is
bound to respect the rights and interests of other states, which amounts to speaking of'
the rights and interests of mankind which is acting through the State.
The principle of non-appropriation, established in article II of the Outer Space
Treaty, is a necessary complement to the principle of freedom: "Outer space, including
the moon and other celestial bodies, is not subject to national appropriation by claim of
sovereignty, by means of use

Of

occupation, or by any other means". This principle was

first enunciated in Resolution 1721 (XVI) of the U.N. General Assembly' and was later
included in the Declaration of Legal Principles contained in Resolution 1962.
8. The Predetermined Legal Framework

Anicle I, paragraph 2 and article III of the Outer Space Treaty establish the
application of international law and the U.N. Charter to all outer space activities.
Hencefonh and so far, the determination of a precise legal framework has remained the
goal of the drafters of these treaties. If we look at the recently adopted Agreement
Governing the Activities of States on the Moon and other Celestial Bodies, it may be
seen that it includes the traditional mention ofInternational Law and the U.N. Chaner,
later adding: "and taking into account the Declaration on Principles of International
Law concerning Friendly Relations and Cooperation among States in accordance with

the Charter of the United Nations" (October 24, 1970). Most significant is a specific
reference to the law of outer space contained in the Preamble to the said Agreement

where the four preceding Conventions are also referred to.

sLa Ensenanza del Derecho Imernacional aplicado al espacio y a las communicaciones espaciales, CNJEUNESCO Seminar, Buenos Aires, August 1972, at 81.
9U.N.G.A. Res. 19711XVI (Dec. 20, 1961).
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9. Demilitanzation
A complete demilitarization is established for the Moon and other Celestial Bodies,
according to the second paragraph of anicle IV of the Outer Space Treaty. There is a
regime of partial demilitarization for objects carrying nuclear weapons or any other
kinds of weapons of mass destruction, install such weapons on celestial bodies, or station

such weapons in outer space (aniele IV, first paragraph).
Anicle III of the Moon Agreement provides that" Any threat or use of force or any
other hostile act in the moon is prohibited. It is likewise prohibited to use the moon in
order to commit any such act or to engage in any such threat in relation to the Eanh. the

Moon, spacecraft, the personnel of spacecraft or man-made space objects" (paragraph
2). "States Panies shall not place in orbit around or other trajectory to or around the
moon objects carrying nuclear weapons or any kinds of weapons of mass destruction or
place or use such weapons on or in the moon" (paragraph 3). "The establishment of
military bases, installations and fortifications, the testing of any type of weapons and the
conduct of military manoeuvres on the moon shall be forbidden" (paragraph 4).

10. International Responsib,Jity and Full Compensation
International responsibility, that is, the liability of States and international
intergovernmental organizations. is an important step in the pursuance of a better legal
balance among the rights and obligations normally recognized among States. In the
field of Space Law, the State is the first responsible.
The principle of State liability appears in the 1962 D.N.G.A. Declaration (XVIII).
It is embodied in anicle VI of the Outer Space Treaty as follows: "States Panies to the
Treaty shall bear international responsibility for national activities -in outer space,

including the moon and other celestial bodies, whether such activities are carried on by
governmental agencies or by non-governmental entities ... " When activities are carried
on by an international intergovernmental organization. the "responsibility for

compliance with this Treaty shall be borne both by the international organization and
by the States Panies to the Treaty panicipating in such organization" . Anicle VII states
that' 'Each State Party to the Treaty that launches or procures the launching of an object
into outer space ... and each State Pany from whose territory or facility an object is
launched, is internationally liable for damage to another State Pany to the Treaty or to
its natural or juridical persons ... "

The Moon Agreement repeats the principle in anicle XIV, paragraph 1. Paragraph
2 provides that "States Parties to the Treaty recognize that detailed arrangements
concerning liability for damage caused oe the moon, in addition to the provisions of the
Outer Space Treaty and the Convention on International Liability for Damage caused by
Space Objects, may become necessary as a result of more extensive activities on the

moon. Any such arrangements shall be elaborated in accordance with the procedures
provided for in article XVIII of this Agreement".
The principle of "full compensation" appears in the Convention on International
Liability for Damage caused by Space Objects." The Preamble recognizes in its founh
I(lConvemion?n International Liability for Damage caused by Space Objects, March 29, 1972, (1973J 24
U.S.T. 2389. T.I.A.S. 7762 (effective Oct. 9. 1973).
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paragraph "the prompt payment under the terms of this Convention of a full and
equitable measure of compensation to victims of such damage" (italics of the author).
The nucleus of this Convention, however, is the non-limitation of the quantum: "in
order to provide such reparation in respect of the damage as will restore the person,
natural or juridical, State or international organization on whose behalf the claim is

presented to the condition which would have existed if the damage had not occurred"
(article XII).
11. The prevention ofcontamination ofouter space and the Earth

It is hardly surprising to speak of contamination and pollution, particularly after
the 1972 Stockholm Conference where general consensus existed on the serious damage
threatening the health of humanity and life on this planet due to contamination caused
by man himself.
Space Law has, in this field, important precedents: in 1965 the Scientific and
Technical Sub-Committee raised the problem in a recommendation artacbed to a report
submitted by COPUOS to the XX Session of the General Assembly.
Resolution 2130 (XX) adopted the above-mentioned recommendation concerning
the struggle against potentially harmful interference of space activities. J J
The Outer Space Treaty has freed outer space from radioactive contamination in

article IX. A possible contamination by Earth substances in outer space has also been
foreseen, as well as the prevention of eventual damage to the Earth environment due to
the introduction of extra-terrestrial matter.

Article IX provides that" ... States Parties to the Treaty shall pursue srudies of
outer space, including the moon and other celestial bodies, and conduct exploration of
them so as to avoid their harmful contamination and also adverse changes in the
environment of the Earth resulting from the introduction of extra-terrestrial matter and,

where necessary, shall adopt appropriate measures for this purpose". This article also
establishes the right and obligation of holding consultations at international level when
the activity of a State would cause potentially harmful interference with the activities or
experiments of others or its own.

These innovations undoubtedly mean an advance in the field of legal sciences. The
law of outer space and celestial bodies has proudly gained a place within the realm of
juridical knowledge and, as a precursor in many aspects, holds a legitimate paternity
with respect to new disciplines, such as the law of the seabed and ocean floor which, in a
first generation, borrowed the concept of the common heritage of mankind from the law
of outer space. This principle is now being taken on by international environmental law
and international energy law.

lIU.N.G.A. Res. 2I30/XX (Dec. 20, 1965).

PERSPECTIVES OF SPACE LAW
E,/ene Galloway'

During the past twenty-three years, a body of space law has come into existence and
is now recognized as a specialized branch of international law. The legal guidelines for
States to observe in the conduct of their space activities have been formulated to avert
conflicts among nations as well as to provide procedures designed to solve or mitigate
problems. During this time the law has kept abreast and even ahead of space science and
technology as numerous applications developed to improve functions of worldwide
benefit to society. A point has now been reached where current forecasts portend even

greater advances in uses of the space environment for earth-oriented activities and
consequently compels a reexamination of assumptions and policies underlying space
law. Perspective is defined as "the relationship or proportion of the parts of a whole,
regarded from a particular standpoint or point in time." Today is our point in time and
the perspective on the past, present and future is my own, resulting from experience
with national and international developments since 1957 when the space age began.
The deep roots of space law can be traced for several decades prior to 1957. Many
legal articles had been published before that time, largely by authors motivated by their
need to define the upper limit 'Of sovereign airspace and make philosophical
comparisons with debatable boundaries of territorial seas,1 Pre-satellite articles were
based not merely on hypothetical situations, however, because considerable knowledge
had been produced by scientists and engineers who wanted to explore the Universe.
Early predictions were even made on the practical benefits likely to revolutionize
communications and meteorology. They were simply awaiting advances in the art of
rocketry.
Ideas and concepts for the governance of outer space as a fourth environmentadded to land, air and sea-had already been generated long before spacecraft were
launched into earth orbit. Space law was not only for outer space as a separate and
distinct spatial area but also for operations performed there for functional uses on the
Earth. Between 1958 and 1963, space law concepts were embodied in United Nations
resolutions. 2 They had been nurtured during the International Geophysical Year (lGY)
when 67 nations cooperated in scientific experiments from July 1, 1957 to December 31,

~Honorary Director, Inremational Institute of Space Law; President of the Theodore Von Karm{n
Memorial Foundation, Inc.; Member, International Academy of Astronautics; Member of the International
Astronautical Federation Committee for Liaison with the United Nations Committee on the Peaceful Uses of
Outer Space and its Subcommittees: Consultant on international space activities for the U.S. Senate and
Office of Technology Assessment.

l"Space Law: A Symposium," ptepared at the tequest of Senator Lyndon B. Johnson. Chairman. Special
Committee on Space and Astronautics; prepared by Eilene Galloway. Senate Special Comm. on Space and
Astronaurics, 85th Congo 1st Sess., at 573 (Comm. Print. 1958).
2U.N.G.A. Resolutions: 1348/XIII (Dec. 13, 1958); 1378/XIV (Nov. 20, 1959); 1472/XIV (Dec. 12.
19;9); 172I1XVI (Dec. 20, 1961); 18021XVII (Dec. 19, 1962); 18841XVIIl (Oce. 17, 1963); 19621XVIII
(Dec. 13, 1963); 19631XVIIl (Dec. 13, 1963).
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1958.' In fact, the first U.S.S.R. and United States satellite programs were undertaken
as part of the IGY whuse planning was dominated by mission-minded scientists and
engineers dedicated to international cooperation for peaceful purposes. 4 Political

policymakers were able to garner a quick harvest of ideas to incorporate in the first
formulation of space law. By October 10, 1967, basic space law concepts were already in
force according to the Treaty on Principles Governing the Activities of States in the

Exploration and Use of Outer Space, Including the Moon and Other Celestial Bodies.'
Furthermore, a procedure was set in motion to expand legal coverage in new treaties

when technological advances required additional regulation. Now, more than two
decades later, the quality of foresight exercised at that time can be evaluated. What
future problems were perceived and how were they solved or mitigated by preventive
measures?
This question can be answered by examining the major positive features of the 1967
Treaty on Outer Space.
1. Space activities have been carried out "in the interest of maintaining
international peace- and security and promoting international cooperation and
understanding." (Article III). For more than a generation this new activity has been free
from destructive aggression with hostile intent. Emphasis has been continuously upon
peaceful benefits, e.g., global communications, worldwide meteorological services,

improved navigation for ships and planes, land management, health and medical
advances, exploration of celestial bodies and deep space probes. We have not had a war
in outer space or hostilities directed to the Eanh. Reconnaissance satellites collect data as

part of a peacekeeping function and must be regarded as a use of space technology to
deter any outbreak of hostile activities, especially patterns of aggression that might be
formed on the Earth. Even though Article IV of the Treaty is limited in prohibiting
earth-orbiting objects" carrying nuclear weapons or any other kinds of weapons of mass
destruction" and States Parties agree not to "install such weapons on celestial bodies, or
station such weapons in outer space in any other manner," the practice for more than

two decades has gone far beyond this injunction and no nation, whether or not a party
to the Treaty, has carried out hostilities with weapons of less th"; mass destruction. This
situation derives not only from compliance with the spirit of the 1967 Treaty but also
from the global nature of space technology which necessitates a high degree of
international cooperation in order to achieve operational efficiency. When it is
considered that space science and technology can be used for both peace and war, it is no

mean achievement to have built up a 23-year historical record of peaceful space
functions which have benefited many people and nations. Fear that this measure of arms
control, not achieved for land, air and sea, may not endure for outer space can be a
positive influence gained from this perspective of the past in compelling continued and
greater concentration on disarmament provisions designed for the future.

2. When the 1967 Treaty was being formulated, claims of sovereignty over outer
space and celestial bodies were seen as the source of future conflicts which could disrupt
3International Cooperation and Organization for Outer Space. Senate Committee on Aeronautical and
Space Sciences. 89th Congo ISlSess. 353-354 (Doc. No. 56, 1965).
4/d. at 361-62, 372.

'[1967J 18 U.S.T. 2410, T.I.A.S. 6347, 61OU.N.T.S. 205.
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international cooperation and lead to hostilities. One of the great achievements at this
time was the acceptance of Article II prohibiting national appropriation by claim. use,
occupation or "any other means," Legal form was given to a customary practice. To
imagine the opposite of this principle-that each State could and would make sovereign
claims-is to deduce instantly the resulting chaotic international situation and to
conclude that the framers of the 1967 Treaty were especially gifted with foresight in
dealing with the question of sovereignty to this extent. Again, the nature of space
science and technology made an indelible imprint on politics because the rapidity of
orbiting satellites with global functions demanded new attitudes toward sovereignty in
an unclaimed environment.
3. The third remarkable example of foresight was the inclusion of the use of outer
space for peaceful purposes. Early drafts dealt only with exploration and had they
prevailed, the Treaty's provisions would not have applied to all the uses of the space
environment for activities performed on the Earth. By providing for the uses of outer
space, all functions developed then and thereafter are covered by the Treaty, including
communications, weather prediction, remote sensing, navigation, etc. Some late comers
to outer space activities have assumed that the Treaty covers only those functions in
existence at the time the Treaty went into force and that its provisions are not applicable
to such specific functions as direct television broadcasting satellites and remote sensing
by satellites. Such misconceptions may arise from lack of knowledge of space science and
technology, specialization in only one type of space activity and unawareness of the total
history of space applications. Lack of comprehension of the applicabiliry of the 1967
Treaty has led to proposals which are unnecessary and therefore confuse the analysis of
essential tasks that lie ahead. It is not necessary to abandon the past, explicitly the 1967
Treaty when it does not mention every conceivable use; rather, this Treaty is a
foundation to be built upon when such appreciable scientific and technological
advances have been made as to require more specific guidance to States in the conduct of
their space activities.
4. Freedom for scientific investigation became a guideline coupled with equal
access of nations to participate in space activities without discrimination. These
provisions produced practical results for scientists and nations as can be seen from a
study of the texts of official agreements on projects involving international cooperation. 6
Freedom for scientists to conduct research is a right which has deep rOOts in the past and
indeed the concept is embodied in recent treaties, particularly notable in the Antarctic
Treaty of 1959.' A concomitant feature is the privilege of disseminating the results of
research. At the beginning of the space age it was assumed that any nation could
contribute scientists and engineers to the enlargement of beneficial space activities and
opportunities have been made available during the past twenty-three years. Similarly,
Article I of the 1967 Treaty also is based upon according opportunities for all States to
enjoy the freedom to explore and use outer space.

6United States International Space Programs: Texts of Executive Agreements. Memoranda of
Understanding, and Other International Arrangements, 1959·1965. Sen. Comm. on Aeronautical and Space
Sciences. 89thCong. IstSess., 575 (Doc. No. 44, 1965).
7Amarctic Treaty, December 1, 1959, [1959] 12 U.S.T. 794, T.LA.S. 4780, 402 V.N.T.S. 71. entered
into force for the Vnited States onJune 23, 1961.
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The original two space powers-the United States and the U.S.S.R.-did not seek,
either individually or jointly, a monopoly on space exploration and use. The concept
that space activities "shall be the province of all mankind" was implemented by
launching spacecraft and space experiments for other nations. The United States has
consistently followed a policy of making its launching facilities available for peaceful
purposes to numerous nations as well as to international organizations such as

INTELSAT and the European Space Agency.' The results of U.S. space research have
also been made available to the United Nations, and, in the case of LANDSAT data
alone, more than 104 countries have been involved. The Soviet Union has also launched
satellites for other countries and regularly reports satellite data to the United Nations.
Nevertheless, there is an assumption by the representatives of a few nations that
they cannot have equal access unless they have their own launching facilities. Often such
allegations are made because the spokesmen do not know the facts concerning the

availability and use of launching facilities for projects conducted by their own nations.
Studies could be made of individual countries that have had outstanding space
progtams during the past two decades and yet have not had national launching
capabilities. It can also be demonstrated that it would not be economically prudent or
technologically desirable for each nation in the world to build its own launching facility.
Although launching capabilities can and are being expanded, there must be some
accommodation between nations with due regard for cooperation in harmony with

scientific and technological imperatives. This particular perspective of the past and
present should enable uS to make an objective study of practicable plans for launching
satellites, economic and political factors, fair and equitable arrangements for
guaranteeing "equal access" to activities designed to bring worldwide benefits from

using outer space. This multidisciplinary problem cannot be appropriately handled by
legal words alone but must be based on factual information regarding past policy and
performance, a realistic appraisal of the present situation, and an appropriate plan for
the future.
5. The 1967 Treaty anticipated the possibility of damage from space accidents and
included provisions which were further developed by the Convention on International
Liability for Damage Caused by Space Objects which entered into force on October 9,
1973.' Originally it was thought that a malfunctioning space object would burn up
entirely in the atmosphere, and had this estimate been scientifically accurate, no legal

problem would have been created; however, experience proved that space objects had
"component parts" and this term is included in the 1967 Treaty as well as the Liability
Convention. That this was a foresighted provision was evident when the U.S.S.R.
Cosmos 954 satellite fell on Canada on January 24, 1978, scattering radioactive debris.
over an area the size of Austria." Legal guidelines for handling this situation had been
worked out prior to the creation of the problem.
SSpace Law: Selected Basic Documents, 2d ed., Sen. Comm. on Commerce, Science, and Transponation,
95th Congo 2d Sess., 600. (Comm. Prim. 1978). U.S. launch Assurance Policy at 557.

'[1973) 24 U.S.T. 2389, V.A.S. 7762.
lOGalloway, "Nuclear Powered Satellites: the U.S.S.R. Cosmos 954 and the Canadian Claim," 12 Akron

1. Rev. 401 (1979). See also Galloway, "U(lited Nations Consideration of Nudear Power for Satellites," Proc.
22nd Colloquium on the Law of Outer Space 131 (1980).
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6. The 1967 Treaty expressed {he strong motivation of scientists, engmeers,

politicians and the general public to protect the Earth and outer space from
contamination and avoid harmful consequences from space activities. Protection of the
environment has become a consistent policy enunciated in relevant international
agreements.
7. State responsibility and the role of international governmental organizations

were identified and added to the structure designed to head off future difficulties which
might arise. Because of the analysis that had gone into the provisions on these subjects,
it was easier to work out the relationships between nations and such organizations as the
European Space Agency, INTELSAT, etc.
8. The framers of the 1967 Space Treaty also foresaw the possibility of an expanding
role for the Secretary General and the United Nations, and in subsequent treaties on
astronauts, liability, registration, the Moon and other celestial bodies, the trend has
been to enlarge responsibilities, thus creating a central international point on which to

focus.
9. Finally, it should be noted that while the provisions of the 1967 Treaty on Outer
Space are general guidelines, they are sufficiently specific to elicit agreement concerning

their meaning. Compromise has not been achieved by such ambiguity that phrases can
be accorded diametrically different meanings. Success has been achieved by the method
of taking a general principle and delineating it in greater detail in space treaties
subsequently formulated by the Legal Subcommittee and the Committee on the
Peaceful Uses of Outer Space. This practice proved its wisdom as compared to that used
in the Law of the Sea negotiations where multitudinous problems and functions are
incorporated in a lengthy document containing so many issues that agreement is

difficult to achieve. 11 Separate attention successively applied to specific problem areas
has proved its worth in achieving consensus on legal guidance for astronauts, liability for
damage, registration and celestial bodies.
There were additional positive factors influencing the formation of space law which
benefited from early establishment of institutions to deal with problems requiring
multidisciplinary knowledge essential to working out legal solutions. International law
embodying guidance for future operations cannot be shaped in a vacuum but must

depend upon the interaction of other factors-scientific, technological, political,
economic, and cultural. The U.N. Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space and
its two subcommittees-the Scientific and Technical and the Legal-have outstanding
records of accomplishment in dealing with outer space situations, particularly when

compared with other specialized categories of international law. Their procedure of
decisionmaking by consensus ensures the equality of all members since anyone can

object

to

a proposal, and the ultimate support of all nations represented on the

Committee guarantees a firm foundation of compliance. 12 The Outer Space Affairs
Division and arrangements for coordination of space activities within the United

Nations are also evidence of foresight rewarded through the years by accountable results.
IIInformal Composite Negotiating Text/Revision 1. United Nations Third Conference on the Law of the
Sea. Eighth Sess., Geneva, March 19 to April 27, 1979. Doc. A/CONF.62/WP.10/Rev. 1, 140 pp., 7
Annexes (Aprii28, 1979).
ilGalloway, "Consensus Decisionmaking by the United Nations Committee on the Peaceful Uses of
Outer Space," 7J. Space 1. 3 (1979).
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Established international institutions for specific functions, part.icularly (he U.N.
specialized agencies, adopted space science and technology as a tool to improve their
performance. The International Telecommunication Union expanded its role to include

space technology for global communications. The Wotld Meteorological Organization
was ready to exercise responsibility when space technology wrought a revolution in
weather prediction and associated services. UNESCO took account of the opportunities
to be derived from using space technology for educational purposes. The Food and
Agriculture Organization expanded its programs on the basis of information supplied
by spacecraft. Ships and planes have increased safety because of space navigation
projects. In fact, space technology permeated every function that could be advanced by

its use.

Although the record reveals unusual and rapid adjustment internationally to
concepts and institutions following the inauguration of the space age, there have been
criticisms of space law and organizations. Had these criticisms come into focus in 1958 it

is unlikely that the record of accomplishment could have been as strong as that which
developed. The criticisms have arisen in recent years, usually in relation to problems

which have not yet been solved. And these problems, which involve hard core issues not
easily dissolved by compromise, come to a head in the Legal Subcommittee of the
Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space. Satellites for international direct
television broadcasting and remote sensing of the Earth have been under consideration
for some years without achieving a consensus on total rules for international guidance.

Both subjects are examples of the use of outer space and are thetefore subject to the 1967
Treaty on Outer Space. To expand regulation beyond this Treaty, and beyond
applicable provisions in other international law , would require a resolution of the issue
of prior consent demanded by some countries which wish to approve programs before
they are broadcast and give advance consent to the dissemination of remotely-sensed

data. This issue stems from basic cleavages in the philosophy of government: the United
States favoring the free flow of information and ideas whereas the U.S.S.R. insists upon
controlling program content and data collected by remote sensing. There are adherents
for each side of this question in the Legal Subcommittee.
Another question which has been discussed for many years is the definition of outer

space. This question was set aside when the 1967 Treaty on Outer Space was formulated,
and for some time thereafter, because it was assumed that any object in orbit was in
outer space: the framers were not responsible for determining where sovereign airspace
ends, scientific and technical information could not provide the basis for a decision, and

no problems arose which could have been solved by an arbitrary line between airspace
and outer space. The statement of the question as it now appears on the agenda of the
Legal Subcommittee is practically impossible to solve because a number of elements

have been added and one proposed solution will not cover all the combined aspects.
Beginning with the simply-stated question of the relation of sovereign airspace and
prohibitions against sovereignty in outer space, the agenda expanded the item to
"Questions relating to the definition and! or delimitation of outer space and outer space
activities, also bearing in mind questions relating to the geostationary orbit.'· This
statement commingles the functional approach with the spatial question and is worded
so that it can be interpreted as an effort to delimit space activities. If a purely legal
approach is taken toward delimiting space activities, unnecessary prohibitions could

impede desirable progress in applications of space technology. All the questions
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concerning uses of the geostationary orbit cannot be solved by drawing a legal boundary
line between airspace and outer space, leading to the conclusion that the geostationary
orbit should be a separate agenda item. Curtailing space activities by means of a
boundary line between airspace and outer space could not be the sole means of
regulating international space programs or national programs with international

characteristics.
It should be noted that the 1967 Tteaty on Outet Space includes both spatial and
functional concepts in such a ffiwner that each or both can serve as the basis for legal
guidance related to a specific objective. This is not a case of either/ or spatial and

functional concepts but of both being used simultaneously. There is nothing unusual
about this
the same pattern exists on the Earth where identifiable functions are
performed in designated geographic areas. Almost all the nations represented on the
Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Ourer Space are on record that the 1967 Treaty

as

places the geostationary orbit in outer space and thus denies claims of equatorial
countries to segments of that orbit. In fact, it does not seem that the Legal
Subcommittee can achieve a consensus on solutions to all these related problems, many
of which are not in its sole jurisdiction. The International Telecommunication Union
performs a crucial function in relation to the geostationary orbit by allocation of
frequencies and policy statements concerning its status as a limited natural resource. The
International Civil Aviation Organization, which is undoubtedly concerned about the
upper height of sovereign airspace, is evidently waiting for a request from some nation.
to study this matter. The agenda item on the Legal Subcommittee needs to be worded
with regard to the objectives sought by defining outer space, i.e., what purposes will a
boundary achieve and how can these purposes be attained without impeding desirable

advances in space science and technology?
This perspective on the present situation should enable us to examine possibilities
concerning the future course of formulating space law within the United Nations.

Looking toward the year 2000 and beyond, the objective should be to formulate a basic
body of space law with the widest international acceptance. The record of the Legal
Subcommittee should not be graded on the number of treaties agreed upon in the
shortest period of time. General Assembly directions to the Committee on the Peaceful
Uses of Outer Space and its Legal Subcommittee need not be based upon the
assumption that each assigned subject should result in a resolution and/or a treaty.
Some subjects should be placed on the agenda for discussion and analysis. New subjects
might include legal provisions for coordination of existing institutional arrangements, a

plan well suited to the expertise of official observers from United Nations specialized
agencies and other international organizations. Options could be studied for the
international regime envisaged by the Agreement Governing the Activities of States on

the Moon and Other Celestial Bodies which was opened for signature at the United
Nations on December 18, 1979." The success and failure of methods employed by
different international organizations could be analyzed in order to propose effective
13" Agreement Governing the Activities of States on the Moon and Other Celestial Bodies: History and
Analysis," prepared at the request of Senator Howard W. Cannon, Chairman, Committee on Commerce,
Science, and Transportation, by Elene Galloway. U. S. Sen., 96th Cong. 2d Sess. (Comm. Prim, 1980).
Resolution adopted by the General Assembly on the report of the Special Political Committee (A/34/664)
and on Agreement Governing the Activities of States on the Moon and Other Celestial Bodies. (A/RES/34/68
at 1-2, Annex at 3-12 (December 14,1979).
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plans for the future. Solar power satellites could receive more study in connection with

possible legal proposals. Legal arrangements for space colonies could be outlined. The
national space laws of each nation need to be compiled and disseminated together with
information now furnished the United Nations on national space activities. Participants

in the Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space and its two subcommittees
should become familiar with the science and technology of space programs and
interrelationships with other factors of which the law is only one. Additional effort could
be made to integrate the work of the Scientific and Technical Subcommittee with that Of
the Legal Subcommittee. If the Legal Subcommittee meets for one month each year and
considers only subjects that are basically irreconcilable, the member delegates will
become frustrated over inability to form a consensus. International space problems

cannot be settled by majority vote, but if consensus is reached by broad generalities
which have different meanings for different nations, space law cannot be strengthened.
The most essential [ask for the immediate future is to increase the number of States
that are Parties to the space treaties. Of the 47 nations represented on the Committee on

the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space, only 14 have ratified or acceded

to

the four space

treaties in force: Bulgaria, Canada, Czechoslovakia, France, German Democratic

Republic, Federal Republic of Germany, Hungary, Mexico, Niger, Poland, Sweden,
U.S.S.R., United Kingdom and the United States. Thirteen ofthe COPUOS members
have not ratified the 1967 Treaty on Outer Space: Albania, Benin, Chad, Chile,
Colombia, India, Indonesia, Iran, Kenya, Morocco, Nigeria, Philippines and Sudan.
Twelve COPUOS members have not ratified the Astronaut Agreement; twenty are not
parties to the Liability Convention; and 31 have not yet ratified the Registration
Convention. By April, 1980, of the approximately 150 nations, the 1967 Treaty on
Outer Space had been ratified by only 76 countries; the 1968 Astronaut Agreement by
71; the 1973 Liability Convention by 58, and the 1976 Registration Convention by 26."
This tabulation was made prior to November 3, 1980 when the UN General
Assembly by Resolution 35/16 increased the COPUOS membership by adding China,
Greece, Spain, Syria, Upper Volta, Uruguay and Viet Nam, making a total of 53.
Greece and Turkey will alternate membership every three years as will Spain and
Portugal.
This raises another legal problem to which the Legal Subcommittee might give its
attention: what is considered customary international space law? Answers to this

question vary from considering the whole or patt of the 1967 Treaty on Outer Space as
customary international law to those who think only States are bound by each treary they
ratify. We are in the anomalous siruation of having formulated a substantial body of
international space law which has not been ratified on a worldwide basis and yet the
practice of nations has been to abide by some principles recognized as customary

international space law. Although the Legal Subcommittee should have some items on
its agenda which are not being pressured into assuming treaty form, nevertheless it is a
treatymaking body and should have continuous summary records of its proceedings, It is
important to have the history of treaty negotiations in order to interpret provisions, and

it is essential that delegates, particularly when they are newly assigned

to

the Legal

Subcommittee, be able to inform themselves of the past history and status of current
14The Byelorussian S.S.R. and Ukrainian S.S.R. are listed separately as rarifying the space treaties, but the
United States considers that they have been covered by U.S.S.R. ratification.
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negotiations on each agenda item. It is fortunate that the summary records, abandoned
during 1980 in an attempt to reduce costs, will be res[Qred in the future. n
The paramount priority should be accorded to continuing and maintaining outer
space for peaceful purposes. Control of armaments and the settlement of outer space

disputes should be high on the list of objectives to attain in the future. The foresight we
exercise for the future should equal and go beyond that with which we so successfully
approached the opening of the outer space frontier.

UBudget Committee VOtes in Favor of Restoring Services of Summary Records to Seven Subsidiary
Organs of Assembly. Thirty-futh Genera! Assembly, Fifth Camm. U.N. Press Release. GAl AB/1980, (Oct.
24.1980).

INTERNATIONAL SPACE LAW AND DOMESTIC LAW:
PROBLEMS OF INTERRELATIONS

v. S.

Vereshchetin'

1. Interaction o/International Space Law and Domestic Law in Space and Time

The activities associated with the exploration and use of outer space are carried on
not only in outer space proper, but also on the Eanh. While these activities such as the
development of facilities of rocket-space technology along with launching sites and
operations related to the launching of space vehicles take place within the confines of a
state territory they are govemed, in the main, by the rules of national law. Upon
emerging into outer space, these activities come, primarily, under the rules of
intemational space law. This" geographical" delimitation of the spheres of operation of
national law and international space law, however, is valid only to the extent to which
we can speak about a predomination of one or another system of law.
International space law regulates the relationships among states and among other
subjects of international law in connection with their activities in outer space not only
subject to the place of the said activities, but also subject to their nature and time of
performance. A combination of the Wee mentioned factors, namely place, nature and
time, directly influences the sphere of operation of definite rules of international space
law. Thus, the provisions of the Outer Space Treaty! in Article N, prohibiting any
military activity on the moon and other celestial bodies, strictly determine the place and
nature of the activity. The obligation, provided for under Article IX, to avoid harmful
contamination of outer space and celestial bodies and adverse changes in the
environment of the Earth resulting from the introduction of extraterrestrial matter is

primarily associated with the nature of activities both on the eanh and in outer space.
Operations related to the rescue and return of cosmonauts in distress and recovery of

space objects regulated by the Rescue Agreement' provide for the activity on the Eanh.
Space objects come under international space law, as a rule, beginning with their
launching into outer space.

Thus, we see that rules of international space law are space, function and time
oriented and are designed for application not only in outer space but in aerospace and
on the surface of the Eanh. Naturally, when these rules are to be applied on a territory
*LL.D., Vice-Chairman ofIntercosmos, Moscow.
ITreaty on Principles Governing Activities of States in the Exploration and Use of Outer Space, Including
the Moon and Other Celestial Bodies, January 27,1967,18 UST 2410, T.I.A.S. 6347, 610 U.N.T.S. 205.
(effective Oct. 10, 1967). For the Russian text, see: Repons of the Supreme Soviet of the U.S.S.R., 1967, No.
44, at 588 (hereinafter cited as the Outer Space Treaty).
~The Agreement on the Rescue of Astronauts, the Return of Astronauts and the Return of Objects
Launched into Outer Space, April 22, 1968, 19 U.S.T. 7570, T.LA.S. 6599. 672 U.N. T.S. 119 (effective Dec.
3. 1968). For the RUs<;ian text. see: Reports of the Supreme Soviet of the U.S.S.R .. 1969. No.6 at 31
(hereinafter cited as the Rescue and Return Agreement).
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of a sovereign State, questions arise about the interrelation of international and national

legal orders and the legal force of international rules within the framework of a national
legal order.
To a certain extent, the rules of domestic law which govern the activities in outer

space also are characteristic of the spatial and the functional approach. Though these
rules afe primarily designed for operation within a country and in terms of territory do
not extend

to

outer space proper, their sphere of operation covers people and objects in

outer space.

In other words. there is a reciprocal "penetration" of international space law and

domestic law into areas which may be the appropriate spheres of their primary
regulation. This. however, is not a spontaneous process, rather a deliberate one,
necessitated by the complexity of interrelationships of national and international space
activities.

The general treaties on space, in a number of instances, provide directly for the
operation of rules of domestic law in outer space. In keeping with the rules of national
law we see the exercise of the jurisdiction and control over space objects and ,. over any

personnel thereof" while in outer space or on a celestial body. Ownership of space
objects launched into outer space and of their component parts can also be regulated by
national law .3

A specific feature of the interaction of international and national legal orders in
outer space is the link-up with the law of the State where the space object is registered.
This important provision of the Outer Space Treaty reduces, though it does not
completely exclude, the probabiliry of collisions of national legal orders of different
States in outer space. In keeping with the mentioned Article VIII of the Outer Space
Treaty, a State on whose registry an object launched into outer space is carried retains
jurisdiction and control over such object and over any personnel thereof: i.e. the
jurisdiction of the State of registry becomes thereby exclusive and prevailing over all
other possible legal bases, for instance, nationality of crew members or the right of
ownership of the space object.
Though prior to the flight and upon its completion, space objects and their crews
may be under the jurisdiction and control of other States, rather than the State of
registry, for instance, when the flight is performed by an international crew, while they
are in outer space, the exclusive rights of jurisdiction and control belong to the State of
registry. This State, however, should assure that the operation of the space object and of
its crew towards which it exercises its jurisdiction and control should be in full
compliance with the requirements of international space law. Hence the registration of a

space object is not a voluntary act; it may be exercised only by the State which stands in
real relation to the space object and its crew and which can effectively control and
regulate their actions. 4
Since outer space is mainly a sphere of activities of international rather than of
national orders, the terms' 'jurisdiction and control" rather than sovereignty are used in

treaty rules of international space law when identifying rights and powers of States
towards space objects and their crews. It is understood that the scope of rights and
30uter Space Treaty, art. VIII.
4For greater detail, see Vereshchetin, "Legal Status of Internationa! Space Crews", 3 Ann. Air & Space L.
546-552 (1978).
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powers ensuing from jurisdiction is not as broad as the fights and powers inherent in
sovereignty as a whole. It is, however, indubitable that jurisdiction and control, which
are spoken of in space treaties, represent an aspect of sovereignty and incorporate the

rights and powers to exercise legislative, judicial and administrative authority towards
personnel and objects in outer space, including celestial bodies. As it is properly pointed
out by a well-known U.S. specialist in international space law, S. Gorove, "traditional
aspects of territorial sovereignty are the ones that have been abolished in relation to
outer space; but the functional aspects of sovereignty, the exercise of sovereign rights

and similar manifestations, continue to be recognized.'"
The problem of competing national jurisdictions in ourer space has not been fully
resolved. The problem could become very pressing in the future if several states
contribute to the development of large-size assembled sttuctures in outer space and
subsequently of international space communities. However, the link-up with the law of
the State of registry makes a positive solution rather easy at the present level of
exploration and use of outer space. The situation is more complex in the event of an

emergency landing of a space object and its crew beyond the territory of its own State. In
a given situation the law of the State of registry is no longer the sole national law
covering the space object and its crew.
It is not without interest in this connection to see the alteration of the legal status of
a space object and its crew subject to the factors of time and place, and also to the nature
of interaction of international space law and the national law of different states.
Before the launching of a space object the activiry related to its development and
the preparation for launching is, as a tule, completely in the sphere of national
regulation of the given state. Its legal status is determined by the rules of domestic law.
However, even in this stage, the state is obliged to observe a number of requirements of
international space law, for instance, not to install weapons of mass destruction on
objects designed to orbit the Earth, and to ensure, whenever necessary, certain measures
are taken to avoid harmful contamination of a celestial body. Besides this, in case of a
joint development or launching of a space object, its legal status for instance, ownership
relations, may be largely determined by an appropriate bilateral or multilateral
agreement of the collaborating states.
Beginning with the launching of the space object or its construction in outer space
including celestial bodies, it comes, primarily, under the rules of international law. The
Liability Convention' in Article I clarifies that the term "launching" includes attempt
launching. This means that in case of damage, as it is provided for by the Convention,
even in case of an unsuccessful launching, the relations of international legal liability
anse.
While in outer space, including celestial bodies, a space object does not sever its
legal relationship with its State, provided one important condition is observed: it has to
be on the registry of the given State. All other possible legal bases, for relation to the
space object, besides registry, while the object and its crew are in outer space have a
'Gorove, "Sovereignty and the Law ofOurer Space Reexamined", 2 Ann. Air & Space L. 321 (1977).
6Convention on International Liability for Damage Caused by Space Objects (hereinafter "Liability
Convention"), March 29, 1972, [1973] 24 U.S.T. 2389, T.I.A.S. 7762 (effective Oct. 9, 1973). For the
Russian text, see: Collection of operative treaties, agreements and conventions concluded by the U.S.S.R. and
foreign states. 29 M. Mezhdunarodnye Otnosheniya Publishers 95·101 (1975).
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secondary, subordinate role. As it was shown earlier, the State of registry acquires not

only the right of exercising exclusive jurisdiction and control over a space object and its
crew bur shall bear responsibility for assuring that their activities are carried out in
conformity with the provisions of international space law. The right of ownership of
space objects and of their component parts while in outer space is retained by the same
States, juridical entities or physical persons to whom they belonged prior to the flight. 7
Upon return to the Earth the legal status of a space object and of its crew changes
again. From that moment it depends largely upon the place of landing: a) the territory
of the launching State, b) the territory of some other State, or c) the territory not under
the jurisdiction of any state such as the high seas or the Antarctic. In the ftrst case, the
specific tules of international space law are no longer applicable to the object and its
crew; they come fully under the national law of their country. In case of an international
launching, their further legal status is determined by agreement among the cooperating
states.
In case of an emergency landing on a foreign territory, the space object and its crew
remain in the sphere regulated by international space law such as the order of search and
rescue and the liability for damage. Simultaneously, they come under the operation of
two or more competing national jurisdictions: the State on the territory of which the
object and its crew landed, the State of registry, the launching State, the State which
owns the space object or the State (s) whose nationals are members of the crew. A similar
problem of competing jurisdictions might arise in the event of the space object landing
on the high seas or any other area not under the jurisdiction of any state.
The choice of jurisdiction in such situations has not been speciftcally regulated by
international space law. As for the crews, it follows from Article V of the Outer Space
Treaty and Article IV of the Rescue Agreement, which make prompt return of
cosmonauts in distress obligatory, that preference should be given to the jurisdiction of
the State of registry.' The same State, most likely, should be given the preference to
exercise jurisdiction in case the cosmonauts land on the high seas. The treatment of

cosmonauts as "envoys of mankind in outer space" in Article V of the Outer Space
Treaty does not free them from the responsibility to stringently comply with the laws of
the State in which they happen to stay as a result of an emergency landing. In the event
of an intended, unauthorized landing on a foreign territory, the prevailing jurisdiction

is that of the territorial sovereign.
Selection of jurisdiction in relation to the space object itself may present
difficulties. At the same time, the responsibility established by Article VIII of the Outer
Space Treaty and Article V of the Rescue Agreement, of the state on whose territory a
space object has been found is to return that object or its component parts upon request

of the State of registry as per the Outer Space Treaty or "launching authorities" as per
the Rescue Agreement. This should most likely be interpreted to mean that under
international space law the factors of registry and place of launching of a space object
prevail over other possible bases for jurisdiction. It also should be taken into

70uter Space Treaty, art. VIII.
SIt should, however, be borne in mind that the Outer Space Treaty, an. V, provides for the return of
cosmonauts' 'to the State of registry of their space vehicle," while the Rescue and Return Agreement, an. IV,
states the return' 'to representatives of the launching authorities."
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~onsideration that the ownership of spa~e objects and of their component parts is not
affected by their return to the Eanh.
The question of competing jurisdictions over space objects might arise also in the
event of the passage of air space of foreign States or over the high seas on its way to outer
space or during its return to the Earth. True, the probability of such a question arising in
practice is slight owing to the briefness of the stay of an object in air space and because
the rule of free passage of a space object in the air space of other states during take-off or
landing is finding increasing recognition. As for maneuvering and other operations in
the air space of another state, they defmitely call for advance agreement of the territorial

sovereign.
Space activity, thereby, is regulated by international law and by domestic law. The
degree of influence of one on the other system of legal rules upon this activity depends
upon the place, nature and time of the activity. The international legal aspect of
activities in outer space is regulated in greater detail than that of national. National
space laws of even large powers are but in the embtyonic stage. The rules of
international space law determine the framework of operation of national jurisdiction in
outer space and only outline the ways of avoiding collisions of national jurisdictions on
the Earth.
As space studies and their applications become further extended and more
complex, a better developed mechanism of legal regulation within and among states
shall be necessary. However, the elaboration of international space law and of national
space law and their relationship and coordination cannot be channeled into developing
"an integrated legal system for space" as some lawyers believe.' Two independent
systems of law, international and national, can be coordinated, concened and made
consistent but not integrated into a single system. This gives rise to another important

question, the mechanism of application of international space law within a given State,
the binding force of its rules for the organs of a State, organizations and physical
persons.

II. Implementation of the Rules of International Space Law Within the Sphere of
Domestic Law
The exploration and use of outer space is carried on by means of automatic and
manned space vehicles which are designed, developed, launthed and controlled in outer
space not by States as such, but by concrete state owned or private entities. Space flights
are performed by nationals of definite countries. This means that space activities of
States which are the subject of space treaties and for which States bear international legal
responsibility are actually implemented by juridical entities andphysicalpersons.
Hence, there exists the legal problem of the binding nature of international space
law provisions for state owned or private entities and for individuals. Since the subjects
of international space law, as of a branch of international public law, are states and
intergovernmental organizations, rather than the juridical entities and physical persons,
the problem should be resolved in the context of the general theoty and practice of
relationship of international and domestic law. In more concrete terms it is associated

9DeSaussure, "An Integrated Legal System for Space", 6J. Space L. 179·192 (1978).
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with the rules of implementation of international treaties 10 conformity with the
national legislation of different states.
In settling the problem in the light of the mentioned general standpoint one must
take into consideration the specific nature of legal regulation of space activities. These
specifics are manifested, in particular, as follows. Firstly, national space law, thus far, is
still in its formative period. and in most- countries non-existent. Hence, the urgency of
the question exists in intrastate relations concerning the possibility of applying the rules
of international space law which, as it is known, is based in the main, on treaties.
Secondly, a number of rules of international space law seem to be directly addressed to
physical persons and juridical entities. Thus, Article V of the Outer Space Treaty states,
. 'In carrying on activities in outer space and on celestial bodies, the astronauts of one
State Party shall render all possible assistance to the astronauts of other State Pardes"
[emphasis added]. Article VI of the same treaty determines that "the activities of nongovernmental entities in outer space ... shall require authorization and continuing
supervision by the appropriate State ... ".
In several recent years, in connection with the adoption of the New Constitution of
the USSR (1977) and the Law on the Order of Conclusion, Execution and Denunciation
of International Treaties of the USSR (1978)", a number of papers by Soviet lawyers
specialiZing in international affairs have been published touching specifically or
indirectly on the problems of the relationship of the international and domestic law."
These questions have been discussed at the annual meeting of the Soviet Association of
International Law in 1979.
The Soviet theory of international law is undivided on the fact that international
law and domestic law are two independent legal systems which function in different
spheres while being closely interrelated. Neither of them, as a complete system, prevails
over the other but both are under strong reciprocal influence and are in need of
coordination.
Since we regard international and national law as two legal systems operating in
different spheres, we are bound to make a logical conclusion that the rules of national
law, provided they have not also become treaty or customary international rules, cannot
regulate international relations; and the international legal rules which have not become
national rules, cannot regulate domestic relations. At the same time, however, it should
not be overlooked that while the rules of national law express the will of only one
sovereign State and are not therefore binding for other States owing to the principles of
sovereign equality and independence of States, the rules of international treaties, a party
of which is a given State, reflect the will of that State too.

lOSubsequendy referred to as the Law of 1978. See its text in the Reports of the Supreme Soviet of the

U.S.S.R., 1978, No. 29, art. 439.
nSee Usenko, "Theoretical Problems of the Relationship of International and Domestic law," 1977
Soviet Y. B. Int'!' L. 57·90; Lukashchuk, "The Relationship of the Domestic and International Law in the

Light of the New Constitution of the U.S.S.R.," 8 Mezhdunarodnye Otnosheniya i Mezhdunarodnoye Pravo
313 (1979); Tunkin & Mullerson, "The Law of International Treaties of the U.S.S.R.," Sovietskoye
gosudarstvo i pravo, 1979, N 2, p. 22-31; Talalayev, "The Law of International Treaties," M.
M_ezhdunarodnye Otnosheniya 161·165 (1980); Talalayev, "The Law ofInternational Treaties of the U.S.S.R.
io the Service of Peace, ,. M. Yurdicheskaya Literatura 41-60 (1979).
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Having undertaken an international treaty obligation, a State owing to the
principle of pacta sunt servanda is bound to undertake all the necessary measures to
prevent the violation of the obligation by actions of its physical or juridical entities.
International law leaves the choice of the relevant techniques and means to the
discretion of the State concerned, without predetermining the mechanism of the
national implementation of the rules of international law .
With the idea of observing its international obligations a State may adopt special
laws or other normative acts which create, alter or repeal domestic rules and thus,
seemingly transform international legal rules into rules of national law which is the socalled transformation act 12 . We use the expression "seemingly transform" because, in
real fact, we deal i~ such cases not with a transformation of international rules into
domestic ones, but with the emergence of domestic rules which correspond to
international ones.

Wide use is also made of different types of the so-called acts of referral or referral
rules which do not establish new rules of national law, but rather authorize the
application of rules of international treaties to one or another area of internal

regulation." Most likely, requests addressed to State and other orgaoizations and
persons to take guidance from the provisions of an international treaty, which are made

sometimes upon ratification (approval) by the supreme authority of the State might be
considered a form of referral. However, even in the absence of specific transformation or
referal acts, it is improper, to aUf mind, to conclude that in this event, provisions of
international treaties, which are binding for a given state, may be viewed as

unobligatoty by state organs which are responsible for the observaoce of state
commitments. Such a conclusion would be directly contradicting the principle of
observing in good faith international treaties by states. It would be more proper to
conclude that in this event, a State taking guidance from certain considerations had
found it unnecessary to issue a specific internal act, in the understanding that even in its

absence the treaty provisions would be observed by the relevant organs. In this case, the
ratification (approval) of a treaty can be viewed as a tacit authorization of its application
by appropriate organizations. A different interpretation would be tantamount to a State
failing to create the necessary national normative ordinaoces aod deliberately giving way
to violations of its international legal obligations.
The intrastate binding nature of international legal rules sets the moment a treaty
enters into force for the given state. It is therefore imponant that it should be timely
published or in any other way brought to the notice of the orgaoizations and entities
concerned. As it was indicated earlier, in some cases, this is accompanied by the
institution of appropriate rules of national law; in other cases, the matter at issue is

simply the application of definite rules of international treaties in the internal sphere of
a state. It is known that international aod national rules differ by their legal and social
nature. It is therefore. not always expedient or possible to "transform" international
uA number of Soviet authors use rhe term "transformation" in a broader meaning of the word to
designate any juridical relationship of international and national law. According to these authors, the
application of international rules to national sphere is impossible without transforming them into rules of
national law. See more about this in Usenko, supra note 11, at 67·80.
USee Tunkin & Mullerson,supra note 11, at 29.
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rules into national. At times it is simply enough to apply the requirement of
international treaties by competent organs. This is besides saying that there is the
category of the so-called "selfexecuting" treaties which relate only to the state as a
whole,
It should be also borne in mind that all the known juridical-technical models of
domestic observance of international treaties have their advantages and drawbacks, Let
us say, that simply to declare all international treaties concluded by a given state a part
of the law of the land does not, as such, guarantee the observance of the provisions of
these treaties in the domestic sphere, Thus, in the U,S.A. where this formula is adopted
under Article VI of the Constitution, there operates, according to American lawyers, a
rule in keeping with which' 'federal statute prevails not only over a previous statute, but
also prevails over previous international treaties and agreements. "14 In other words, the
national law of the United States being placed on an equal standing with the rules of
international treaties might repeal the operation of the latter in the internal sphere
following the principle of lex posterior derogat prior and thus entail the violation of
international obligations contrary to the principle of pacta sunt servanda. Besides this,
the treaties, though they are declared "the supreme law of the land," require an
implementing legislation to be operative in U.S. courts."
Let us now turn to the relevant rules of Soviet legislation. Article 29 of the
Constitution of the U.S.S.R. determines that "the U.S.S.R.'s relations with other states
are based on ... fulfillment in good faith of obligations arising from the generally
recognized principles and rules of international law , and from the international treaties
signed by the U.S.S.R.". This means that the generally recognized international legal
principle of observing in good faith international obligations is also a constitutional
principle in the Soviet Union.
The Constitution of the U.S.S.R. just as the constitutions of the majority of other
countries, does not contain a general provision regarding the order of operation of
international legal rules in the territory of the U.S.S.R. or regarding the order of settling
collisions between national and international legal rules. At the same time, as it is
correctly pointed out by 1.1. Lukashchuk, "constitutional formalization of the principle
of observance of international obligations in good faith means that all organs,
organizations and individuals who come under the operation of Soviet law are bound to
respect rules of international law. This obligation arises from the Constitution itself and
does not require a confIrmation by an additional legislative act."16 We may add that
Soviet legislation does not make this obligation subject to some preliminary condition of
embodying rules of international law into rules of Soviet domestic law.
The need in appropriate national normative acts is determined by the Council of
Ministers of the U.S.S.R. which is instructed to take measures to assure the observance of
international treaties signed by the U.S.S.R.l7 Suggestions about the adoption of acts of

14Gorove, "Legal Aspects of the Space Shuttle," 13 Int'lLaw. 1)7 (1979).
11DeSaussure, supra note 9, at 185; Gorove, supra note 14, at 157-58.
16Lukashchuk,.fupra note 11, at 9.
17 Art.

131, § 6 Constitution of the U.S.S.R. and art. 20 of the Law of 1978,supra note 10.
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domestic law necessary for the observance of an international treaty signed by the
U.S.S.R. are submitted by ministries, State Committees and administrations of the
U.S.S.R. concerned, upon agreement with the Ministry ofJustice of the U.S.S.R. as per
Article 24 of the Law 6f 1978. These State organs may issue also their own normative acts
if they are necessary and would assure the observance of international obligations.
The provision of the Law of 1978, namely that "ministries, State Committees,
administrations of the U.S.S.R., Councils of Ministers of Union Republics and other
state organs whose sphere of competence covers questions regulated by international

treaties of the U.S.S.R., assure the fulfillment of treaty obligations undertaken by the
Soviet side" ... is of a fundamental importance for the question which we are
considering (Article 21). This provision of the Law of 1978 directly provides for not only
international legal, but also the national legal binding character of the treaties, a Party
to which is the Soviet Union. IS Again, the binding nature is unconditional and not
subject to a preliminary embodiment of international legal rules into rules of domestic
law.
It may be concluded from all this that, according to Soviet legislation, provisions of
international treaties concluded by the Soviet Union even in the event when no
corresponding national normative act has been issued are binding for the state organs

within their terms of reference.
As it was mentioned earlier, the Constitution of the U.S.S.R. does not carry any
general rule in case of a collision between the rules of Soviet law and rules of
international treaties. At the same time, a number of laws of the U.S.S.R. and of Union
Republics stipulate that in case of such collisions, the rules of international treaties
should be applied. Such formulations are included into the fundamentals of Soviet
legislation for 20 spheres of regulation which make it possible to speak about an
emerging principle. l9 Considering, however, that this rule is not on record as a general
rule in the Law of 1978, it would most likely be premature to extend it automatically to
all possible cases of collisions between the rules of the law and of the treaty. 20
With the idea of avoiding such collisions, the Law of 1978 provides for a number of
measures, both in the stage of preparation, conclusion and ratification of international
treaties, and in the process of their internal implementation. Thus, in keeping with
article 6 of the Law of 1978, "suggestions to conclude international treaties of the
U.S.S.R. which establish other rules than those contained in Soviet legislation are
submitted to the Council of Ministers of the U. S. S.R. upon agreement of the Ministry of
Justice of the U.S.S.R."
This requirement of the Law makes it possible, in case of need, to begin the process
of coordination of the rules of domestic law and the provisions of the future treaty at a
vety early stage. The same objective is in the requirement of the Law about obligatory
ratification of treaties which establishes other rules than the ones contained in legislative
ISTunkin & Mullerson, supra note 11, at 28.
I~See A.A. Gromyko, Report at the Session of the Supreme Soviet of the U.S.S.R. on the Dran Law on
the Order of Conclusion, Execution and Denunciation of International Treaties of the U.S .S.R. Pravda, July 7.
1978.
10 Another point of view is offered by Lukashchuk, supra note 11, at 10-11; G. V. Ignatenko and D .D.
Ostapenko (eds.), International Law 82 (1978).
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acts of the U.S.S.R. (Article 12, Part 1). Finally, to fulfill international treaties of the
U.S.S .R., as it was already mentioned earlier, whenever necessary, a provision is made
for the institution of specific legislative acts, the suggestions about adoption of which
should be agreed upon in advance with the Ministry ofJustice of the U.S.S.R. In those
cases when collisions are possible with other tules of national law, such acts usually
authorize the application of appropriate provisions of an international treaty. The
system of mentioned measures minimizes the possibility of collisions between domestic
and international rules oflaw.
The important practical conclusion arising from these provisions of Soviet
legislation for the area of space law, which is of interest to us, is as follows. Despite the
fact that the ratification of multilateral general treaties on space was not accompanied by
the adoption of specific national normative acts in the Soviet Union in addition to the
Decrees about their ratification, the provisions of these treaties are legally binding not
only for the State as a whole in international relations, but also for appropriate State
organs and organizations which, within their competence, should apply them in their
work associated with the exploration and use of outer space;

ENERGY FROM SPACE: AN IMPERATIVE FOR INTERNATIONAL
COOPERATION
Stephen Gorove'
One of the most important problems that the internati~~~S()!!1munity will have to
face in the years to come has to do with finding a long,term solution ofhm. to satisfy the
ever-growing energy needs of the world, a problem which has become more acute in
view of the dwindling supplies of conventional fuel. One major proposal relates to the
utilization of solar energy for the generation and transmission of huge amounts of power
from geostationary satellites by microwave or laser beams down to ,earth for conversion
into electricity and eventual terrestrial use. 1
It is anticipared that many technical problems will have to be resolved and very
large financial outlays made before solar power satellites (SPS-s) can become
operational. It is also anticipated that there will be international implications such as,
for instance, those arising from the utilization of geostationary orbit,2 frequency
allocation and the impact of microwave or laser beams on the environment.:!
In view of these considerations, one of the key issues that policymakers will have to
face is whether the SPS system, its research and development, should be
internationalized and, if so, in what manner.
In order to arrive at a rational decision, a careful assessment must be made of the
pros and cons of internationalization with reference to the totality of the basic value and
institutional processes rather than 'on the basis of a single value or institutional
alternative. Positive or negative answers may well depend on the meaning of the term
"internationalization" and various possible fonns which it may assume.' A full-fledged
anal ysis of the policy choice whether or not to internationalize should also take into
~President, Association of the United States Members of the International Institute of Space L~~;--
Corresponding Member of the International Academy of Astronautics; Chairman, Editorial Board,Journal of
Space Law.

lFor details, see Glaser, Power from the Sun: Its Future, 162 Science 857·886 (Nov" 1968).
2A comprehensive analysis of the legal implications of the utilization of geostationary orbit may be found
in Gorove, The Geostationary Orbit: Issues of Law and Policy, 73 Am.). Int'J 1. 448 (1979).
3Many of the international and domestic issues have been investigated in studies initiated by the U.S.
Depanment of Energy and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. See, for instance. Carl Q.
Christol, Satellite Power System (SPS)-International Agreements (DOE/NASA, 1978); Stephen Gorove.
Satellite Power Systems-International Agreements (U.S. Dept. of Energy, 1978); see also C. E. Bloomquist,
A Survey of Satellite Power Stations (PRC Systems Sciences Co., Los Angeles, 1976); ECON, Political and
Legal Implications of Developing and Operating a Satellite Power System-Final Report (Princeton, 1977).
On microwave exposure standards, see Gorove, Legal Aspects of Solar Power Satellites; Focus on
Microwave Exposure Standards, Proe. 22nd Colloquium on the Law of Outer Space 1 (1980).
4"Internationalization" may be viewed to include bilateral as well as multilateral (regional or global)
agreements for the establishment of international cooperation penaining to SPS research and development.
See Gorove, Internationalization of Solar Power Satellites: Some Legal and Political Aspects, Proe. 23rd
Colloquium on the Law of Outer Space 169. at 173 (1981).
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account other schemes of proposed internationalization such as, for instance, the
international regime governing the exploitation of the deep seabed or the resources of
the moon and other celestial bodies. Their relevance or lack of relevance with respect to
the internationalization ofSPS should be clearly determined.
One major conclusion of a study of pros and cons could be that, in view of the
anticipated huge financial outlay required for the development of SPS, it would appear
to be in the general interest [0 have the costs of research and development spread not
only domestically between government and private enterprise but also internationally
among nations of the world. 5
Another major conclusion could be that if the Agreement Governing the Activities
of States on the Moon and Other Celestial Bodies' is ratified without reservation by the
technologically advanced countries, the establishment of an international regime to
govern the exploitation of solar energy through SPS, as such exploitation is about to
become feasible, will likely be regarded by an overwhelming majority of States an
obligation to be carried out in good faith by the Parties. 7
Still another conclusion may be that a policy of internationalization would appear
to reflect both altruism and enlightened self-interest: on the one hand, solar power as a
spacial resource would be used for the benefit of mankind and, on the other hand, an
international pool would be cost-saving. An additional advantage of such policy would
be that it would undercut any argument by the developing nations that the current
system is inequitable inasmuch as the benefits of outer space utilization accrue only to
the space powers.

Yet another conclusion of a study of pros and cons could point to the disadvantage
of sharing control over the SPS, should the developed countries have to accept such
sharing as the price of internationalization.
Once the preference for internationalization of SPS as a policy option is established
(and it is urged that it should be established soon), the developed nations should
seriously consider taking global, near-global, regional or bilateral initiatives to pool
material and human resources for the development of SPS programs. As one of their
policy options, the technologically advanced countries could take a positive role in
calling for an international pool of resources to help in the assessment of the feasibility,
benefits and impediments associated with the development of satellite power systems
and evenrually assist in the development itself. Such scheme could include participation
by all countries in some form, through their contributions to natural and human
resources needed for the SPS program. Contributions could be taken into account when
the eventual benefits would be reaped after the SPS system became operational. This
would be

to

~Stephen

the advantage of all participating countries in that benefits would accrue

Gorove, Satellite Power Systems (SPS)-International Agreements 44ff (U.S. Dept. of Energy,

IlJ78).
6For a text of this Agreement. commonly referred to as "Moon Agreement", see Annex to the U.S.
General Assembly Resolution (Doc. AlRESI 34/68 of 14 December 1979) which called for the widest possible
adherence to the agreement.
7 A detailed analysis of some of the legal and political considerations leading to this conclusion may be
found in Gorave, Internationalization of Solar Power Satellites: Some Legal and Political Aspects, Prac. 23rd
Colloquium on the Law of Outer Space 169 (1981).
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commensurate to the amounts of contribution. Key issues will include the criteria on the
basis of which human and material resources will be evaluated and also the question
whether or not the total contribution by a single country or a group of countries ought to
be the sole factor in determining the distribution of eventual benefits.
.

In the implementation of its proposal the developed nations may conveniently
utilize almost all avenues of international cooperation to arrive at an agreement. On the

politico-legal level the global approach may be initiated at the United Nations both
before the General Assembly and the Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space
(UNCOPUOS) and its legal subcommittees. With global approach at the technical
level, the resources and rich experience ofITU-related bodies should be fully utilized in
helping to investigate all relevant aspects of the SPS, including the effects of massive
microwave power transmission on radio services. The technical Subcommittee of
UNCOPUOS may provide further input and guidance as necessary. Specialized
agencies, such as UNESCO and WHO, may also be called upon for assistance in their
areas of competence.

On a less than global level, the experience in the field of international satellite
communications may provide useful insights to draw upon for possible framework.
Regional agreements in some regions may be more difficult to negotiate but
opportunities for such should be explored. Insofar as bilateral cooperation is concerned,
current research agreements on solar energy between some countries could be amended

to include cooperation in the development of SPS in whatever form it may be agreed
upon. Alternatively, entirely new bilateral or multilateral agreements may be concluded
involving both developed and developing nations.' Appropriate bilateral agteements
may also be considered with international regional organizations.

Initially, possibly for the next three-five years, these agreements could aim mainly
at coordinating feasibility studies, including effects of microwave power transmission on
humans and biota as well as on radio services, research of technical problems,
determinations of appropriate sites for receiving antennas, and meeting of experts and
many other matters. Possibly, some of these topics (such as exchange of information,
coordination of research) are already covered in some current bilateral agreements
pertaining to solar energy and, to that extent, this may facilitate negotiations. In the
conduct of negotiations, the Parties may wish to proceed on a case-by-case basis taking
into account their general relations.
Insofar as specific initiatives for internationalization of the SPS system are
concerned, it appears reasonable to assume from past experience that the global options

would likely encounter more difficulty than the regional or bilateral arrangements. A
great deal may depend on the nature and content of the proposed arrangements, the
international political climate, bilateral relations, anticipated benefits and deprivations,
and many other factors.

There appears little reason that would ptevent the developed countries from
pursuing virtually all of the indicated international avenues simultaneously. Past
experience, for instance, in the field of development of international agreements for
safeguarding the peaceful utilization of atomic energy show that the United States
entered into many bilateral agreements while it simultaneously championed the

8For an elaborate discussion, see Gorove, Solar Power Satellites: Framework for an International
Cooperative Agreement, Proc. 23rd Colloquium on the Law of Outer Space 165 (1981).
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establishment of the In[ernatiunai Atomic Energy Agency which for many years did not
come into existence.
International arrangements on whatever scale (bilateral, multilateral, regional,

near-global or global) would appear to give the SPS program a substantial boost both
psychologically (prestige-wise) and materially, particularly if all or most of the
developed and developing countries participate. As intimated beforehand, it would also
take off the edge of the charge of injustice and inequity advanced by many developing
nations. Also, once such agreements are negotiated, it is unlikely that countries would
create difficulties in relation to the use of the geostationary orbit by invoking claims of
sovereignty or the" common heritage" principle or with respect to frequency allocation

or perhaps even exposure standards. All in all, a cooperative program on the
international level would likely speed up rather than retard the development of the SPS.
Should an international cooperative effort for the development of the SPS prove
completely unsuccessful-which appears somewhat unlikely-and should the Moon
Agreement not be ratified or ratified with reservation pertaining to SPS utilization, the
technologically advanced countries could still continue their own development programs
and put their conscience to rest in the frrm knowledge that current practices and
recognized principles of international law are fully supporting the principle of freedom
of use of outer space and that they have made a good faith effort to attempt to
implement in a concrete manDer the "common interests" principle of the 1967 Outer

Space Treaty' and open the door for wide international participation in the SPS program
on the basis of equity and fairness.

9See Treaty on Principles Governing the Activities of States in the Exploration and Use of Outer Space,
Including the Moon and Other Celestial Bodies, January 27, 1967 (effective October 10, 1967). [1967] 18
U.S.T. 24lO, T.I.A.S. 6347. 610 U.N.T.S. 205, Act. 1.

ESSENTIAL FEATURES OF INTELSAT:
APPLICATIONS FOR THE FUTURE
David M. Leive'
Introduction
International cooperative activities in outer space are increasing and will require a
variety of institutional forms, mechanisms and approaches. This article will focus on
some concepts concerning the ways in which these activities can be organized. These
concepts are drawn from the experience of one particular international organization, the

International Telecommunications Satellite Otganization (INTELSAT),' dealing with
one particular set of space-related activities: space communications. This experience,

howevet, may have some broader applicability not only

to

space-related activities but

also to other areas of international cooperation as well.

It should be emphasized that INTELSAT is not a model. It is not possible to take
one organization developed in one context and at a particular time and simply apply it
in another context and at another time. Morever, INTELSAT deals with satellite
communications, which is only one small part of the range of outer space activities. But

the particular institutional features and mechanisms ofINTELSAT are not limited to or
only reflective of problems concerning satellite communications. Rather, they can be
regarded as responses or solutions to particular sets of problems or needs.
This article addresses five specific problem areas: first, the question of timing the
institutional arrangements; secon~ the question of combining political and technical

aspects; third, the question of management; fourth, the interrelated questions of
finance and control; andfifth the matter of technology transfer.
1. The Problem of Timing the Institutional A17angements
It goes without saying that it is not easy to judge the right time to establish an
international institution and its set of arrangements. In areas with a heavy technological

component, there is the risk of being premature and acting before the technology, or
perhaps more accurately, the application of the technology, has sufficiently jelled to
permit a realistic assessment of the most appropriate institutional arrangements.

Sometimes, even if the technology is defined and its application is clear, it may not be
possible, for political or other reasons, to reach agreement· on institutional
arrangements. In short, institutional arrangements do not exist in a vacuum.
It also may not be wise to place too much reliance on the existence of an
amendment process later to revise institutional arrangements in the light of experience.

Many international agreements, particularly those establishing institutional
arrangements, are a bundle of interrelated compromises adopted as a single package
·Legal Adviser, INTELSAT, Washington, D.C.
lAgreement Relating to the International Telecommunications Satellite Organization, lNTELSAT,

August 20.1971. [1971J 23 U.S.T. 3813. T.I.A.S.}532.
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after a long struggle. It may be very hard to stan amending one aspect without having a
"ripple effect" on other interrelated aspects. Moreover, once a precedent is established
commence the process of amending an agreement, the door may be opened to
frequent amendments or attempts at amendments on a wide range of matters.
Consequently, there may be a strong reluctance to commence using the amendment
process for adjusting the institutional arrangements to changing conditions, even if
to

specific changes can be amply justified.
Concerning timing, the choice does not have to be between all or nothingbetween either establishing a complete set of international arrangements or deferring
any action until a later date. This either/or choice is a fallacy. In this respect, one aspect
of the INTELSAT arrangements-involving a phased transition in the establishment of
the Organization-may have some general applicability.
INTELSAT was established on an interim basis in 1964 by an "Agreement
Establishing Interim Arrangements for a Global Commercial Communications Satellite
Consortium," 2 which dearly contemplated that it would lead to a permanent or
definitive form of organization. A time period was specified in the Agreement for a
study to be conducted by the international governing body, called the Interim
Committee, and submitted to all members. The report was to consider: "among other
things, whether the interim arrangements should be continued on a permanent basis or
whether a permanent international organization with a General Conference and an

international administrative and technical staff should be established.'"
The 1964 Agreement provided for the convening of an international conference to
consider the report and set a target date of 1970 for the entty into force of definitive
arrangements adopted by the Conference. However, no fIXed deadline was set for the
end of the interim arrangements and for the transition to permanent arrangements; in
the absence of agreement, the interim arrangements as a formal matter could have

continued indefinitely.
In 1964, when the interim arrangements were established, it was premature, both
technically and politically, to establish a permanent international organization with a
sufficiently large degree of authority to manage fully a complex activity such as the
global communications satellite system. In that early stage of space activities, the
technology and expertise resided largely in one country, the United States. At the same
time, the nature of the activity-establishing paths of communications between
nations-required some form of international cooperation. Thus, it was not too early to
set up some international framework and to make provision for a later transition to a
more permanent arrangement.
The international negotiations to establish these permanent arrangements, which,

stretched over more than a two-year period from 1969

to

1971, were far harder

to

accomplish than setting up interim arrangements of course, because the arrangements

were to be permanent. Yet here, too, the issue that proved to be the most difficult one
resolve concerned the shift from management of the system by a national entity to
management by the international organization itself. The e#her/ or dilemma referred to
to

2Agreemenr Establishing Interim Arrangements for a Global Communicacio-ns Satellite System. [1964]
15(2) U.S.T. 1705.
3/d
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above was avoided and a six-year transition scheme was worked out (as described more

fully below).
The applicability of this type of phased-timing arrangement to other areas depends
on many factors, such as the technology involved, the political situation, and the prior
history of cooperation. For example, in the case of the international organization created
to own and operate a communications satellite system to provide maritime services, the

situation was quite different: more than a decade had passed in which the technology
had matured and its application had been defined, and experience had been gained
with the workability of institutional arrangements in the form of INTELSAT.
Accordingly, there was not the same need to proceed more slowly with a phased
transition into an international organization. In other activities which are yet to emerge,

such as space platforms, the situation undoubtedly will be different, calling for
different arrangements.

2. The Question o/Combining Political and Technical Elements
There are many international cooperative activities in technical areas, such as

health, aviation, food standards, communications, energy, etc. Much of the work at the
national level in connection with these activities is done primarily by the technical
government ministries and the departments concerned rather than by the foreign
ministries. This work includes development of positions, representation at international
meetings and subsequent implementation of the international standards. regulations or
recommendations.
It is a fallacy to assume that in practice. governments are monoliths. speaking with
one unified voice. Very often, the technical experts and representatives to international
conferences may have more in comIDon with each other than each may have with their

respective foreign ministries. In view of the common technical background and
education, shared professional concerns and goals are understandable and not at all
undesirable. At the same time, however, coordination of the technical and political
elements is obviously necessary at the national level as reflected in the various

governmental ministries. The question then becomes how appropriately to combine'
both of these elements in an institutional framework concerned with international

cooperative activities. lNTELSAT provides one example of how this question has been
answered.

INTELSAT is governed by two international agreements: the Agreement setting
forth the basic provisions and principles and structure of the organization, signed by
governments through their foreign ministries. and an Operating Agreement setting

forth more detailed financial and technical provisions and signed by the governments or
their designated telecommunications entities. In most cases these Signatories are the
ministries of communications of the countries concerned. but in some cases they are
quasi-public or private entities under varying degrees of governmental control or

supervision. (The most prominant example in this respect is the Signatory representing
the government of the United States in the Organization-the Communications

Satellite Corporation, a private corporation established by federal legislation to
represent the United States in the international arrangements for the global
communications satellite system.)
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INTELSAT's structure contains three representative organs which reflect this

distinction between political and technical representation. First, tbe Assembly of
Parties, which meets every two years, is composed of all States party to the Agreement,
and is primarily concerned with "those aspects of INTELSAT which are primarily of
interest to the Parties as sovereign States." Decisions are taken on a one-country. one-

vote basis, and the principal representation is provided by the foreign ministries.
Second, the Meeting of Signatories, which meets annually, is composed of all che
Signatories to the Operating Agreement, and is primarily concerned with financial,
technical, and program matters of a general nature. It is empowered to take certain
specified decisions of a general nature in these areas, such as raising the capital ceiling
and establishing general principles for utilization charges. Decisions are taken on a anecountry. one-vote basis, and representation is provided by the Signatories. for the most
part, communications ministries; thus, it is more technically and operationally oriented
than the Assembly of Parties.
Third, the Board of Governors, which meets at least four times a year, is the organ
with tbe basic responsibiliry to take decisions covering the design, development,
establishment, operation and maintenance of the space segment. It is composed of
Governors representing Signatories with a certain minimum investment share, singly or
in combination, and, with certain limitations, Governors representing at least five or
more Signatories. Decisions are taken by weighted vote, each Governor casting a vote
equivalent to his Signatory's investment share. The representatives of the Signatories to
the Board of Goverriors are officials concerned, -in their home countries, with the
operation and management of the satellite system, and generally have a management,
technical, or financial background. The Board, in turn, is assisted by several advisory
committees covering technical, financial, and planning matters, and these groups are
comprised of specialists from their respective Signatory organizations.
This arrangement works well in practice. Decisions are considered and taken by
technically oriented representatives who will have the responsibility, within their home
countries, for implementing these decisions (e.g., the construction of new earth
stations), and who have a direct and practical common interest in the continued viability
of the operational system. At the same time, recognizing that many decisions of a
"technical" nature have interwoven political and foreign policy aspects, tbere is, of
course, often consultation and coordination on particular issues by the Governors and
representatives to the Meeting of Signatories with their respective foreign ministries.
The arrangement works because of the large degree of common interest among the
member states and because the subject matter is not one in which controversial issues of
a political nature predominate. Whether this type of arrangement would work as well in
other areas would depend on such factors as the nature of the membership, the political
issues involved, and the extent to which a shared common interest existed.

3. The Question o/Management
The question here is management on an international level of an operational
system. It is not a question of an international secretariat: almost all international
organizations have such secretariats, but such organizations are primarily concerned with
regulatory or coordinating functions. With the exception of the World Bank and its
associated institutions, there are almost no intergovernmental organizations with a
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direct operational responsibility. Thus, INTELSAT's experience as an international

organizarion with the direct responsibility of owning and managing a global
communications satellite system may be instructive and of some applicability in other
situations.
As discussed earlier in connection with the question of timing, it is important to
avoid an either/or dichotomy: either the international organization is entrusted with

management functions at one time or not at all, and either it will be entrusted with all
management functions or with none. As to both of these choices, the INTELSAT
experience indicates that there are a wide range of alternatives which avoid this
dichotomy. The issues ace to what extent, how fast, and under what terms should

effective management control be shifted from the national to the international level?
These are, of course, as much policy issues as technical or management issues.
Various transition schemes are possible to time the introduction of international

management arrangements. A principal feature of the permanent INTELSAT
Agreements was the provision for a phased shift from national to international
management over a seven-year period.

In the first phase, which extended from 1973, when the organization was first
established, to the end of 1976, the international staff was headed by a Secretary
General and a relatively small support staff. However, the technical and operational
management of the system was entrusted to the Communications Satellite Corporation,

which was the U.S. Signatory to the Operating Agreement and had served as Manager of
the global system under the interim arrangements in force from 1964 to 1973. The
INTELSAT Secretary General had no direct authority to supervise this contractor, which
reported directly to the Board of Governors, but had a monitoring role to keep the
Board informed about its activities.

The second. phase, from 1976 to 1979, saw a further shift in the direction of
international management. The Secretary General became the Director General with
responsibility for all management services and for supervision of the performance of the
management services contractor. While the monitoring and reporting relationships in

this interim period were complex and would not have been devised by an efficiency
expert, they did reflect the realities of the situation.
The third phase, which commenced in 1979, in a sense marked the end of the
period of transition to international management. The management contract with a

national entity had ended, but the Agreements provided some criteria to help
determine whether all management functions would be conducted in-house or not.

Article XJ(c) (ii) provided:
The Director General, on behalf of INTELSAT, shall contract out, to one or more
competent entities, technical and operational functions to the maximum extent
practicable with due regard to cost and consistent with competence, effectiveness and
efficiency. Such entities may be of various nationalities or may be an international
corporation owned and controlled by I~SAT. Such contracts shall be negotiated,
executed and administered by the Director General.

A significant ponion of the functions previously contracted out were now assumed

by the Organization itself, with a consequent major increase in staff, including the en
masse transfer from the contractor of the technical personnel who had previously
performed these functions. As part of this process, an expanded and revised
orga~izational

structure for the Executive Organ was also established.
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ln addition, in applying the criteria specified in rhe Agreement (and quoted
above), lNTELSAT concluded two technical services contracrs with the same entity rhat
had previously provided management services to provide assistance in certain defined
areas for periods of six and four years. An additional con traer was also concluded for
specified laboratory services for a three-year period. These contracts differed from the
preceding management service contracts essentially in that the scope and discretion of
the contractor was greatly reduced and its role was confined to the performance of

specified tasks.
As these contracts come up for review in the flext few years, judgments will have to

be made, in light of the above-quoted, mandated criteria, as to which specific functions
should be brought in-house, which should continue to be contracted out, to whom, and
under what arrangements.
Quite obviously, the management arrangements. just described and their
transitional aspects reflect a particular situation and cannot automatically be applied in
other situations. For one thing, the international organization inherited an ongoing
operational system which was already under the effective management of a national
entity and upon which many countries relied for their telecommunications. Time was

needed to build up an international staff and to gain the requisite experience in this
highly specialized activity.
In other areas, where an international organization could be put in place before an
operational system was established or complex activities were commenced, it might not
be necessary to have so elaborate a transition scheme. Moreover, in certain areas,

depending on the state of the technology and its distribution, the question of the extent
to which certain technical and management functions should be contracted out to

national or other international entities could be resolved differently. What seems clear,
however, is that if there is to be a division of the activities in question between the
international organization, on the one hand, and other entities, whether national or
international, on the other hand, the key to success is close cooperation and effective
working relationships, in view of the interrelated nature of these activities.

4. Finance and Contra!

The problems are: how is power and authority to be distributed among the
member states of an international organization? What criteria should apply?
Since the financial contribution and status of the members are different, one
cannot reasonably have a one-country, one-vote rule for those decisions having major

financial consequences. (At the same time, one must recognize the basic principle of
nondiscriminatory access by all members to the benefits and technology resulting from
the Organization's activities.)
It is easier, of course, to state the problem than to devise a workable solution. As

always, the particular solution will depend on the specific situation and context. But
here again, INTElSAT's experience may be instructive.
INTELSAT's basic philosophy is that each member's financial interest in the
Organization-its investment share-is strictly proportional to its use of the system, as
determined on a annual basis. If member X's use of the system, as measured in revenues
paid in a given year, is, let us say, 9%, then its investment share is 9%, and it is
required to contribute 9% of the costs incurred by the Organization in carrying out its
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activities. The corollary concept is that each member's vote in the Board of Governors,

the key organ that takes the key decisions relating to the establishment of the system,
including those having financial consequences, is based on its investment share. As a
member's proportionate use of the system will fluctuate over the years, so its investment

share in the Organization and its voting power on the Board will also fluctuate. (There
are some exceptions to this basic principle, as applied to voting, to reflect the interestsin
representation on the Board of those co~ntries with minimum financial status in the.

Organization, and in terms of the majorities necessary to adopt decisions.)
In practice, decisions are rarely taken on the basis of votes, but are normally arrived
at by consensus after a process of consideration and consultation over a period of several
meetings. This is especially true for significant decisions with major financial
consequences.
5. Transfer of Technology
In the course of international cooperative work, particularly in high technology
areas such as space activities, advanced technology in the form of information and data
will be developed. The questions then are: how are the members of the Organization,
which financed the activity that produced the technology able to share in its fruits?
What rights should they have, what restrictions should be imposed, and how is the
information to be transferred to them?
INTELSAT has had some fairly elaborate experience in this area. Under its interim
arrangements, during the period 1964-1973, the basic principle was that INTELSAT
itself would own the technical data and inventions that arose from work it financed,
such as contracts for the manufacture of spacecraft and research and development
contracts. In light of experience, this policy was changed in the permanent
arrangements, which entered into force in 1973, so that INTELSAT obtained only a
non-exclusive, royalty-free license to use the technology, with the developer retaining
ownership rights.
Under both systems, an elaborate procedure was developed to identify the technical
information and data and then to make arrangements for its transfer to those members
wishing to utilize it and to safeguard, from a proprietary standpoint, INTELSAT' s rights
in such data. For example, determinations need to be made as to whether a particular
invention should be the subject of a patent application, and if so, in which countries
and which respective Signatories should be notified.
The arrangements, though complex, have worked reasonably well in practice in
terms of an effective transfer of the technology to members wishing to utilize it. One
area where practical solutions still need to be found is in the application of national laws
concerning dissemination of data. The applicability of this type of arrangement to other
areas would depend, among other factors, on the nature of the technology in question
and the degree of its demand by member states. In INTELSAT's case, while
INTELSAT's members benefited from the application of this technology to the global
system, as a general matter, they did not have the capability or need to utilize it directly
themselves, apart from the Organization. In other situations where such a widespread
need might exist, the arrangements might well need to be different.

COMMERCIAL PARTICIPATION IN SPACE ACTIVITIES
Martin Menter *

The United States extended to outer space its proven basic philosophy of private
and corporate ownership of the means of production and distribution with the
enactment and implementation of the Communication Satellite Act of 1962,' which
gave birth to COMSAT-a private corporation "created ... for profit.'" The
corporation is authorized to create and, c:ither by itself or in conjunction with foreign
governments or business entities, operate "a commercial communications satellite
system.' '3
The U.S. Civil Space Policy, announced on October 11, 1978,- and various

legislative proposals introduced during the 96th Congress' reflect contemplation of
increased participation of private enterprise in space endeavors. The President's
announcement further stated that the Policy 'was to "confirm our support of the
continued development of a legal regime in space that will assure its safe and peaceful
use for the benefit of mankind."6
Earlier, in June 1978, the President established a Space Policy Review Committee
within the Executive Office of the President, under the chairmanship of the Director of
the Office of Science and Technology, with the assigned objective, among others, of:
" ... the encouragment of domestic commercial exploitation of space capabilities and
systems for economic benefit and to promote the technological position of the United
States.' '7

A more recent White House Press Release of November 20, 1979 announced
assignment by the President of responsibility for planning and development of a civil
operational land remote sensing activity to the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
*Brig. Gen. USAF (Ret.): Of Counsel, Haffer & Alterman, Washington, D.C; Vice-Pres., International
Institute of Space Law.
IPub. 1. No. 87·624, 76 Stat. 419, 47 U.S.c. 701, et. seq. (1962).

'!d. § 301.

'lei. § 30)(a) (1).
4White House Fact Sheet, Oct. 11, 1978, "U.S. Civil Space Policy," republished in Sen. Doc., 95th
Cong., Comm. Print of Senate Comm. on Commerce, Science and Transportation "Space Law-Selected
B",i, Documents'" (2d Ed.) )61·)64 (1978).
lSee S. 212, 96th Cong., "The National Space and Aeronautical Policy Act of 1979"; S. 244, 96th
Cong., "Space Flight Policy Act of 1979"; S. 663, 96th Cong., "Earth Data and Information Service Act of
1979"; S. 875, 96th Cong., "Earth Resources Information Corporation Act of 1979" and H. R. 2337, 96th
Cong., "Space Industrialization Act of1979."
OU.S. Civil Space Policy, supra note 4, at 561.
7White House Press Release,]une 20, 1978, Presidential Directive on National Policy, republished in S.
Doc. 95th Congo "Space Law-Selected Basic Documents," supra note 4, at 559.
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Administration (NOAA) of the Depattment of Commerce. NOAA is to seek private
sector and international involvement in its planning with the view of eventual private
sector ownership and management of the United States' civil operational land remote
sensing activities. 8
It is not this author's intent to detail the many future activities in space deemed
feasible by scientific or technical advances; however, a brief, broad summary is necessary

as a basis for discussion of space law implications. Of all activities in outer space,
communication is and will continue in the near future to be the most advanced, in terms
of commercial return on investment. New operational capabilities now are foreseen.
patticularly with the new transpottation systems-such as the Space Shuttle' and ESA's
Ariane. The latter has already made a successful initial developmental flight;
operational use is foreseen as early as 1982: 10
John H. Disher, NASA's former Direccor of Advanced Programs, Office of Space
Transportation Systems, foresees that revenues "from commercial operations in space
over the next 25 years will grow co tens of billions of dollars per year. . . ." II
The opening statement of Ambassador Peter Jankowitsch, Chairman of [he U.N.
Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space (COPUOS), at the Committee's 1979

session at the U.N. contains an excellent concise recital apropos to future space
endeavors:
We are now seriously considering daily flights to orbit which might serve and supply
large technical facilities such as research laboratories, astronomical laboratories, earth
resources observatories. manufacturing facilities or communication centres. We are also
cOnsidering expanding direct-to-home television broadcasting throughout the world;
and erecting large structures in space, stabilizing them and moving them about. The

possible early demonstration of a large structure that could be pan of a large solar
experiment is under active consideration. And, finally, we are examining the possibility

8The Nov. 20, 1979 Presidential action was premised upon an ln~eragency Task Force study, "Private
Sector Involvement in Civil Remote Sensing," dated June 15, 1979. A future system of apparent interest to
the private sector participants is the development of a complementary' 'Srereosat" system to produce thirddimensional images.
9Glazer, 17 Colum.} Transnat'l L. 67, 97 (1978). Mr. Glazer, General Counsel of NASA Ames Research
Center, has observed that ownership and control of U.S. registered space transportation systems might well
pass to the private sector as advanced shuttle systems start to provide general carriage of goods and persons
between terrestrial and Earth-orbiting sites.
lO"International Implications of New Space Transportation Systems," U.N. Doc. AI AC. 105/244 at 7,
10 (1979). Currently, NASA advises that due to an engine problem, Ariane operational status will be delayed
until early 1982.
llDisher, "Space Transportation, Satellite Services and Space Platforms," 17 Astronautics and
Aeronautics 42, 67 (1979)·
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of setting up large, eanh-like communities several hundred thousand miles up in
space. I!

Mr. Arthur Goldberg, our then Ambassador and u.s. Representative at the United
Nations, speaking on the floor of the General Assembly on December 17, 1966, stated,
"As man steps into the void of outer space, he will depend for his survival not only on
his amazing technology, but also on this other gift which is no less precious: The rule of
law among nations. " 13
The foundation for the legal framework for commercial participation in space
activities is set forth in our initial U.N. sponsored 1967 Outer Space Treaty.'4 Many
countries were interested in the signing of the Treaty as their territory was subject to
over-flights of the orbiting satellites and the treaty addressed their natural concern for
their security and safety as well as their desire to share in this new, great adventure.
In this author's 1959 thesis on "Astronautical Law," a principal recommendation
was that the United States should" ... within the United Nations invite all member
nations to jointly (1) disclaim rights of sovereignty over celestial bodies and (2) agree
that sovereignty over celestial bodies will be exercised as the U.N. General Assembly
may determine. "15
I was naturally delighted when President Eisenhower, in an address to the U.N.
General Assembly on September 22, 1960, specifically proposed adoption of the
principle that" celestial bodies should not be subject to national appropriation by any
claims of sovereignty."" This concept became a guiding principle, unanimously

U34 U.N. GAQR (Supp. No. 20). Annex 1,25. at" 30 (1979). For articles setting forth in greater detail
future space endeavors. see: Report U.S. Compo Gen. (OPf 197413), Appendix I, "The Near Term Potential
of Manufacturing in Space" (Jan. 31, 1980); NASA, Space Settlements-A Design Study, SP-413. 56, 60.
87-110 (NASA SP·413 1977); NASA A Forecast of Space Technology 1980·2000," Part 2, Section I, (NASA
SP·387,Jan. 1976); NASA, Outlook for Space, a Report to the NASA Administrator by the Outlook for Space
Study Group, 178·180 (NASA SP·386 Jan. 1976); Waldron, Erstfield and Criswell, "The Role of Chemical
Engineering in Space Manufacturing," Vol. No. 86 Chemical Engineering 80, (1979); Criswell, "Commercial
Prospects for Extraterrestrial Materials," 7]. Con temp. Bus. 153 (1978); Salkeld, "Space Colonization Now?"
13 Astronautics and Aeronautics 30 (1975); O'Neill, "Space Colonies and Energy Supply to the Earth," 190
Science 943 (1975); Criswell, Glaser, Mayor, O'leary, O'Neill and Vajk, "The Role of Space Technology in
the Developing Countries," a paper presented at NGO Forum on Science and Technology for Development,
Vienna, Austria (Aug. 19·29,1979).
1356 Dep. State Bull. (1%7); reprinted in U.S. Sen. Staff Report, 90th Cong., Comm. on Aeronautical
and Space Sciences, on 1967 Outer Space Treaty, 14 (Comm. Print. 1967).
14Treaty on Principles Governing the Activities of States in the Exploration and Use of Outer Space,
Including the Moon and Other Celestial Bodies (hereinafter' 'Outer Space Treaty") ,Jan. 27, 1967, [1967] 18
U.S.T. 2410, T.I.A.S. 6347, 610U.N.T.S. 205 (effective Oct. 10, 1967).
nMenter, "Astronautical law," M59-119, I.C.A.F., 72, U.S. G.P.O. 19600-544683; reprinted in S.
Doc. No. 26, 87th Congo "legal Problems of Space Exploration: A Symposium," Sen. Comm. on
Aeronautical and Space Sciences 397 (1961).
165. Doc. No. 18, 88th Congo "Documents on International Aspects of the Explotation and Use of Outer
Space, -1954·1962, ,t Sen. Comm. on Aeronautical and Space Sciences 12 (1963).
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adopted by the U.N. Genetal Assembly" and reiterated in the 1967 Outer Space
Treaty: "Outer space, including the moon and other celestial bodies, is not subject to
national appropriation by claim of sovereignty, by means of use or occupation, or by any
other means.' '18

In past discovety and exploration of land on Earth, the validity of a claim of
sovereignty over such land rested upon an "effective occupation" over a terra nullius.

History is replete with conflicting claims leading to armed conflict. Without appropriate
international accord, States which established settlements on celestial bodies in space
might well be reluctant to then surrender whatever inchoate sovereignty rights they
accrued by such settlement. The time to resolve this foreseeable problem is before the
factual situation could develop.
The tenor of the 1967 Outer Space Treaty looked to international cooperation and
understanding rather than national rivalry fOf exploring and using outer space and its
celestial bodies." Such exploration and use was declared in the initial article to be "for
the benefit and interests of all countries" and "the province of all mankind."
Activities in space or on a celestial body are expressly permitted by private
companies ("nongovernmental entities") of a State Patty to the 1967 Outer Space
Treaty; however, "authorization and continuing supervision" of such State is
required. 20 This apparently does not mean that a Government representative is to be
ever-present with the commercial space activity. Rather, that the responsible

Government agency or agencies would issue apropos regulatory directives within
statutory guidelines. By consultations, reports, inspections and investigation of reported

discrepancies, compliance should be assured. To a great degree, the supervision would
be similar to and by the same regulatory agencies that corporations are today concerned
with on Earth.
The sponsoring State assumes international responsibility for the activities of the
commercial concern and for assuring that its activities conform to the State's Treaty

obligations." The sponsoring State thus is liable for any damages sustained by another
State or its nationals caused by the commercial concern's space object launched by, or
whose launching was procured by, the sponsoring State." Under the 1972 Liabiliry
Treaty, a rule of absolute liability is imposed upon the launching State for damages
caused by the space object on the surface of the Eatth or to aircraft in flight; liability for
damages to another object in space is to be premised on fault. 23
nU.N.G.A. Res. 172l1XVI (Dec. 20, 1961), International Cooperation in the· Peaceful Uses of Outer
Space, id. at 226.
laOuter Space Treaty, supra note 14, Art. II.
19S. Rep. 90th Cong., supra note 13, at 22.
200uter Space Treaty, supra note 14, art. VI.

2IJd.

art.

IX.

nIt/.

art.

VII.

23Convention on International liability for Damages Caused by Space Objects, Mar. 29, 1972. (1973} 24
U.S.T. 2389, T.I.A.S. 7762, (effective Oct. 9, 1973), arts. II, III. If claim is made to the launching State, itS
recoupment against its commercial entity would be governed by the contract between them.
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Ownership -of objects of a commercial concern carried into outer space or
constructed in outer space or on a celestial body is unaffected by their presence in outer
space or on a celestial body." In 1979, Congress authorized the NASA Administrator to
obtain liability insurance for users of the Space Shuttle to protect them from third party
damage claims resulting from approved space activities."
Under the 1967 Outer Space Treaty, personnel of a commercial concern aboard a
spacecraft or while on a celestial body or otherwise in outer space, and space objects of
the commercial concern, are subject to the "jurisdiction and control" of the State of
registry of the space object which carried them into space," subject to agreed
arrangements where another State under international law may also have jurisdiction. 27
This imposes on States the requirement of having authority to exercise jurisdiction and
control. The present Congress is considering legislation" to extend U.S. jurisdiction
over crimes aboard aircraft to spacecraft, and otherwise, over offenses where "the
offense is committed by or against a national of the United States at a place outside the
jurisdiction of any nation," which of course would embrace incidents on the moon or on
space stations or other habitats in space. 29 However, suppose the offense on a U.S. space
station or facility on the moon is committed by and against non-U.S. nationals. Quare,

240uter Space Treaty, supra note 14, art. VIII.- Similar recital is contained in art. 12(1) of the p~posed
Moon Treaty ("Agreement Governing the Activities on the Moon and Other Celestial Bodies") which
agreement, without objection in the U.N. General Assembly has been commended for States' signature and
ratification. For U.N. Resolution and appended text of Moon Treaty, see U.N.G.A. Res. 34/68 (1979).
Annex.
25Pub. L. 96-48 (enacted on Aug. 8, 1979) modified section 308 of the National Aeronautics and Space
Act of 1958, as amended, providing for insurance and indemnification under regulations to be prescribed by
the NASA Administrator. For a detailed discussion of the enactment, see Mossinghoff, "Managing Tort
Liability Risks in the Era of the Space Shuttle," 7 ]. Space 1. 120 (1979).
260uter Space Treaty, supra note 14, art. VIII. It may be noted that the Moon Treaty contains a similar
recital of jurisdiction and control by Parties to the Treaty' 'over their pepsonnel, space vehicles, equipment,
facilities, stations and installations on the moon." See Moon Treaty, D.N.G.A. Res. 34/68 (1979), art. 12(1).
27 Article II(2) of the Convention on Registration of Objects Launched Into Outer Space (1976), T.I.A.S.
8480 (effective September 15, 1976), provides that where there are two or more "launching States"
jurisdiction may be exercised by a launching State other than the State of Registry in accordance with an
agreement between or among the launching States. As such jurisdiction is not exclusive, a nonlaunching State
having jurisdiction under other accepted principles of international law may exercise such jurisdiction
pursuant to agreement with the launching State(s). For example, under the "nationality principle" a State's
law making body can extend its jurisdiction over offenses by its nationals wherever oceming.

2SSee, S. 1722, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. (1979), H. R. 6915, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. (1979), which is currently
under review of its sponsors for purposes of a bill proposal into the 97th Congress.
29Id. Proposed "Criminal Code Reform Act of 1980" S. 1722, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. (1979) brings
spacecraft within the "special aircraft jurisdiction of the United States" (§203(c» by the novel method of
defining the word "aircraft" as "including any craft used or designed for flight or navigation in air or ·in
space" (§ 111). The recital as to extraterritorial jurisdiction of the United States is set forth in §204 G) of S.
1722. The bill was favorably reported Out of the Senate Judiciary Committee, with amendments (see, S. Rep.
No. 96-553). A similarly entitled House bill H. R. 6915, 96th Cong., has been introduced as H. R. 1647 in the
97th Congress.
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whether U. S. jurisdiction 'would obtain under the further recital for extraterritorial U. S.
jurisdiction where
the offense is comprehended by the generic terms of, and is committed under
circumstances specified by. a treaty or other international agreement, to which the

United States is a parry, that provides for, or requires
federal jurisdiction over such offense. 30

~he

United States to provide for,

While at this writing the foregoing proposal is yet to be enacted, the more
immediate needs as to U.S. criminal jurisdiction over persons aboard U.S. Space Shuttle
flights has been effected. On March 7, 1980, a final rule of the NASA Administrator
was published in the Federal Register vesting" absolute authority" in the Commander
of the Space Transportation System (STS) to enforce order and discipline during all
flight phases of an STS flight and to take action necessary "for the protection, safety,
and well· being of all personnel and on·board equipment, including the STS elements
and payloads .... "31 This was an exercise of authority vested in the NASA
Administrator by the National Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958." Violation of the
STS Commander orders subjects the offender to a possible fine of up to $5,000 or
imprisonment for one year, or both." Military personnel, wherever performing assigned
duties, are additionally subject to U.S. jurisdiction under the Uniform Code of Military
Justice ~ ::1_4
Objects and personnel of a commercial concern in outer space should be accorded
the benefits recited in the "Rescue and Return of Astronauts Agreement."" The
Agreement does not use the term "Astronaut" that appears in the title but speaks of
rescue of . 'personnel of a spacecraft" and of obligations' 'to recover and return a space
object" to the representatives of the launching State." To safeguard the lives of all
persons on the moon, the Moon Treary expressly states that all persons on the moon are
to be considered as "Astronauts" within the meaning of Article V of the 1967 Outer
Space Treaty and as' 'personnel of a spacecraft" under the Astronaut Agreement."
30Id. § 204 (k), S. 1722. It will be recalled that under art. VIII of the Outer Space Treaty the State Party to
the Treaty on whose registry an object launched into outer space is carried "shall retain jurisdiction and control
over such object. and any personnel thereof, while in outer space or on a celestial body."
"14 C.F.R. § 1214,45 Fed. Reg. 14845·14846 (1980).

"§ 203 (c). § 304 (a), 42 U.S.c. 2455 (a). 2473 (c).
~318U.S.C.

799.

"Art. 2, U.C.M.]., IOU.S.C. 802.
3~ Agreement on the Rescue of Astronauts, the Return cif Astronauts and the Return of Objects Launched
Into Outer Space, April 22, 1968, 19 U.S.T. 7570, T.I.A.S. 6599, 672 U.N.T.S. 119 (effective Dec. 3. 1968).

36ft/.

arts. 1-5.

37Moon Treaty, supra note 24, art. 10. Under Art. V of the Outer Space Treaty, astronauts are to be
regarded as "envoys of mankind" and States Parties to the Outer Space Treaty are to "render to them all
possible assistance" in the event of accident or distress; further, "astronauts of one State Parry should render
all possible assistance to the astronauts of other States Parties."
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In light of the conceived space settlements. whether on the moon or on space
stations in space, the need for extension of beneficial civil law to such habitats is readily
foreseeable. This will require considerable study by international law specialists. One
approach that should be examined is the precedent which Congress provided for the
Trust Territories of the Pacific Islands. A High Commissioner of the Trust Territories,
appointed by the President with the advice and consent of the Senate, was vested with
all legislative, executive and judicial authority necessary for it's civil administration. 38 It
should be remembered that the jurisdiction then provided was over territory for which
the United States did not have sovereignty. This, of course, would be analogous to the
status of space stations in space or on the moon.
Would the proposed Moon Treaty enhance or restrict commercial activities in
space? There has been some opposition expressed by members of the Congress.

Individuals representing varying interests. magazine articles and some industry
newspaper advertisements have urged the Government against signing and against
ratification of the Treaty.
This opposition appears firmly to believe that private industry would not invest in
space activities involving exploitation of the natural resources of the moon. Such belief is
premised upon interpretation of undefined terminology of the treaty as requiring the
sharing of resulting profits and perhaps business secrets with States that had not shared
in the exploitation costs.
The apparent dilemma was introduced with the adoption of the phrase in Article
11 (1) of the Moon Treaty: "The moon and its natural resources are the common
heritage of mankind which finds its expression in the provisions of this Agreement, in
particular in paragraph 5 of this article." 39 The referenced paragraph 5 recites,

~648

U.S.c. 1681 (a) and 1681a.

39For text of Moon Treaty, secU.N.G.A. Res. 34/68 (1979), Annex. The "common heritage" concept
was not in the initial proposed "A Draft Treaty Concerning the Moon" submitted by the U.S.S.R. in
November 1971 to the U.N. First Committee of the General Assembly (U.N. Doc. A/C.l/L. 568) which draft
was specifically taken note of by the U.N. General Assembly in its request to COPUOS and its Legal
Subcommittee to consider as a priority matter the question of the elaboration of a draft international treaty
concerning the moon, U.N.G.A. Res. 2779 (XXVI) (Nov. 29, 1971). The common heritage concept. however,
had previously been suggested during the 1970 U.N. COPUOS Legal Subcommittee meeting by Argentina in
a proposal dealing solely with the use of the natural resources of the moon and other celestial bodies (U.N.
Doe. A/AC.l05/C2/L71 and Corr. 1). It was adopted in a U.S. draft proposal, during the 1972 legal
Subcommittee session, for a moon treaty (U.N. Doc. AI AC.105/C.2(XI)WPI2 Rev. 1, Apr!. 17, 1972). little
progress was made from 1973 to 1978 when a draft revision of the rearnining issues, after informal
consultations, was proffered by Austria. It was generally recognized that if the key issue concerning natural
resources of the moon was resolved that a compromise solution of the others would immediately follow. While
the Legal Subcommittee was unable to reach a consensus during its 1979 session for want of time and the need
for further consultation with home governments on a proposed compromise, the Subcommittee suggested
that its parent Committee, COPUOS, in its fonhcoming 1979 Session, consider its concluding a draft treaty
(U.N. Doc. 105/240, April 10, 1979, pars. 35, 38). During the COPUOS meeting a compromise was .
adopted, suggested by Brazil, to limit the breadth of the term common heritage in exchange for withdrawal of
a proposal fordefennent of exploitation of the natural resources of the moon. This resulted in completion of a
draft text for consideration by the U.N. General Assembly.
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States Parties to [his Agreement hereby undertake to establish an international regime,
including appropriate procedures, to govern the exploitation of the natural resources of
the moon as such exploitation is about to become feasible. This provision shall be
implemented in accordance with Article 18 of this Agreement. 40

The "main purposes" of the international regime, as recited in Article 11(7), are to
be the orderly, safe development and rational management of the natural resources of
the moon, the expansion of opportunities in the use of such resources, and an
... equitable sharing by all States Parties in the benefits derived from the resources,
whereby the interests and needs of the developing countries, as well as the efforts of
those countries that have contributed either directly or indirectly to the exploration of
the moon, shall be given special consideration."

Another recital presently concerned, in Article 11(3), provides:
Neither the surface nor the subsurface of the moon, nor any part thereof Of natural
resource in place shall become tbe property of any state, ... or of any natural person. 41

4oMoon Treaty, supra note 24, art. 18. The referenced art. 18 provides that consideration of the question
whether exploitation is about to become feasible will be a provision agenda item of the V.N.G.A. ten years
after the Treaty has come into force, and also be for elective consideration by a review conference at anytime
after the Treaty has been in force for five years at the request of one-third of the States Parties to the Treaty
with the concurrence of the majority of the States Parties.

41Jd. par. 3 art. 11. Par. 3 of art. 11 continues: "The placement of personnel, space vehicles, equipment
facilities, stations and installations on or below the surface of the moon, including structures connected with
their surface or subsurface, shall not create a right of ownership over the surface or subsurface of the moon or
any area thereof. .. " Other paragraphs of article 11, of concern, provide:
"2,

The moon is not subject to national appropriation by any claim of sovereignty,
by means of use or occupation, or by any other means." (It may be noted that
this wording is identical to that used in art. II, Outer Space Treaty, relative to
"outer space. including the moon and other celestial bodies").

"4.

States Parties have the right to exploration and use of the moon without
discrimination of any kind on a basis of equality, and in accordance with
international law and terms of this Agreement.·' (This is similar to 2nd par., art.
I. Outer Space Treaty.

"s.

All the activities with respect to the national resources of the moon shall be
carried out in a manner compatible with the purposes specified in paragraph 7 of
this article and the provisions of article 6, paragraph 2, of this Agreement .. ,

The latter, reference in pertinent part, recites that
"States Parties may in the course of scientific investigation also use mineral and
other substances of the moon in quantities appropriate for the suPPOrt of their
missions. "
The substance of the par. 7 reference has been set out in the text of this paper.
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It should be noted that the initial recital of rhe Moon Treaty provides that its
provisions relating to the moon "shall also apply to other celestial bodies within rhe
solar system, otherrhan rhe earth ... "
A reading of the Moon Treaty readily reveals the problems or issues concerned, such
as ascenaining the conceptions envisioned by the use of the terms" common heritage of
mankind," "an international regime to govern the exploitation of the natural resources

of the moon," "as such exploitation is about to become feasible," "equitable
sharing ... in the benefits derived from those resources," "developing countries,"
"celestial bodies" (particularly as including asteroids) and "natural resources in place.

In legislative drafting, phrases used to resolve conflicting views sometimes give rise
to problems of interpretation. Greater difficulty frequently arises where the drafting is
by an international body, where language differences are present and where substantive
changes in text may entail the representatives' obtaining clearance with their home

State. In the Legal Subcommittee of COPUOS, agreement is obtained by consensus;
that is, agreement is obtained only after no further objections are made to each of the
provisions severally and collectively considered. As objections are made, piecemeal
changes are suggested. Thus, while the end result intended by a revision is clear at the
time made, a subsequent third party not having the benefit of the detailed
consideration accorded the total draft effort may find the ultimate text wording faulty.
In interpretation of treaties, as with interpretation of statutes, resort may be had to

limited aspects of its histoty to ascertain the intent of the measure and the meaning to
be ascribed to terminology employed. The Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties'"
reflects, in Articles 31 and 32, customary international law as permitting examination of
U.N. documentation in the formulation of the several articles of the Moon Treaty and
the consideration accorded the completed text."
Assertion has been made that the wording of Article 11 (set forth in note 41), on its
face, precludes national or private ownership or exploitation of the natural resources of
the moon or celestial bodies, except pursuant to an international regime's governing

regulations. In support of such non-ownership conclusion, reference is made to the
express recital of paragraph 3 that' 'neither the surface or subsurface of the moon nor
any part thereof or natural resource in place" shall become the property of any State or
individual. Further, that rights of ownership shall not be created "over the surface or
subsurface of the moon or any areas thereof' by placement of personnel, vehicles,
equipment facilities, stations and installations "including structures connected with
their surface or subsurface." It is stated that it is thus absurd to conclude that once you

break off parts of the surface or subsurface, the prohibition against ownership no longer
applies. Yet, such appears the very intention of the drafters, as examination of the
4lFor text of Treaty, see "Executive L," 92nd Cong., 1st Sess., or Convention Doc. A/Conf. 39/27.
While the Treaty was signed by the United States on April 24, 1970, it has not yet been ratified by the United
States. However, arts. 31 and 32 here concerned, and the Treaty generally, reflects customary international
law.
43Dep. Ass't. Legal Advisor for Treaties, Anhur W. Rovine, Dep't. of State, in conversation with author.
ForU.N.G.A. consideration, see V.N.G.A. Res. 34/68 (Dec. 14, 1979); 34 V.N. GAOR, (Supp. No. 20). For
various working papers proffered by States, and texts considered by the Moon Treaty Working Group, see
1977 COPUOS Legal Subcommittee Report, Annex 1, U.N. Doc. AC/105/196 (April 11, 1977).
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negotiated history will reveal. It was the United States in 1973, that proposed the
insertion of the phrase in Article 11(3) of "or natural resources in place" before the
words "shall not become the property of. .. " etc. The U.S. Representative at the 1973
Legal Subcommittee meeting explained that the intent of the words "in place" was "to
indicate that the prohibition against assertion of property rights would not apply to
natural resources once reduced to possession through exploitation either in the
preregime period or, subject to the rules and procedure that a regime would constirute,
following establishment of the regime."" The intent, being thus ascertained, governs
and should resolve the issue.
The negotiated histoty also will sustain the conclusion that the Treaty contemplates
exploitation of the narural resources of the moon and other celestial bodies with no
deferment of exploitation pending establishment of an international regime to govern
the exploitation. 45

The U.S.S.R. for yeats did not accept the concept of the natural resources of the
moon as the "common heritage of mankind," preferring to substirute the prior
understood phraseology of "common province of mankind;" that is, celestial bodies
being" available for the undivided and common use of all States, but not jointly owned
by them."46 It was not until the final day of the COPUOS meeting (July 3rd of its 1979
session) that the U.S.S.R. acceded to the circumscribed Brazilian proposed compromise
recital of the natural resources of the moon as the common heritage of mankind' 'which
finds its expression in the provisions of this agreement and in particular in paragraph 5
of this article."
While the meaning of "common heritage" is to be confined to the Moon Treaty
itself, particularly to the recital in paragraph 5 concerning the States' undertaking to
44See Hosenball, 7J. Space 1. 95, 103 (1979). It is interesting to note in this connection the observation in
the recently published Manual for Space Law on the non-appropriation provision (an. II) of the Outer Space
Treaty.
. . . It would appear that the framers of the 1967 Treaty had in mind immoveable
concessions. & soon as a portion of the soil is removed, it is regarded as a moveable
rather than an immoveable object. Consequently, nothing would prohibit the
extraction, sale or exchange of soil and rocks. . . (Jasentuliyana & lee, I Manual of Space
Law 264 Oceana Sijthoff (1979).

It should be noted that the foregoing was in consideration of samples removal.
4SSee par. 6), 1979 COPUOS Report, 34 U.N.GAOR (Supp. No. 20). See also, statement of Neil
Hosenball, Chairman ofV.S. Delegation to 1979 COPVOS Meeting, given on July 3, 1979: "The draft
agreement ... as part of the many compromises made by many delegations, places no moratorium upon the
exploitation of the natural resources on celestial bodies, pending the establishment of an international
regime." Quoted in Hearings on International Space Activities before the House Committee on Science and
Technology, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. at 86 (1979). Note may also be made of earlier proposals for deferment of
exploitation, which were rejected; for example, D.N. Doc. AI AC.l0S/10I, par. 21; India Working Paper,
March 27, 1973, republished in V.N. Doc. AC/lOS/l96, Annex I at 10. The compromise reference by Mr.
Hosenball is believed to include the withdrawal on the session's last day of a proposal for deferment of
exploitation; such compromise resulted in the COPUOS achieving a consensus on the final text. See also,
Petree, U.S. Dept. Rep. to U.N. Security Council, in U.N.G.A. Special Political Committee on Report of
COPUOS and the Moon Treaty (press Release U.S. U.N.-I07(79) (Nov. 1, 1979).
46'

'U.S.S.R. Working Paper" U.N. Doc. A/C.105/101 (1973).
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establish an international regime to govern the exploitation of natural resources, there is
presently no accepted unequivocal recital as to the practical meaning of the required

"equitable sharing" with other States ot of the "special consideration" to be accorded
"the interests and needs of the developing countries. "47 While the initial common
heritage proposal in the COPUOS Legal Subcommittee, which was by Argentina, may
have been patterned after such phrases as were used in the Law of the Sea proposals"
and may have intended an equitable sharing of the profits derived,4. it should be clear
that in light of the U.S.S.R. rejection of such concept and the compromise proposed by
Brazil (said to be on behalf of the developing States), a more restricted meaning growing
out of the Moon Treaty itself must result. As the Moon Treaty is an expansion of the
basic concepts of the 1967 Outer Space Treaty with ample indication that it does not
intend to override such Treaty," argument has been made that the "benefits sharing"
may be similar to that required by the 1967 Outer Space Treaty's initial recital: "The
exploration and use of outer space, including the moon and other celestial bodies shall
be carried out for the benefit and in the interests of all countries.' 's}
to

47Moon Treaty, supra note 24, art. 11.

48"Argencina Working Paper," U.N. Doc. 105/196 (Annex I) (1973) whose two final paragraphs at p.

16. recite:
The major merit of replacing the vague expression 'proviItce of all mankind' by the
more meaningful expression 'common heritage of all mankind' is that in so doing one
has specified the commencement of an action, replacing an abstract statement by a
means of operating, within a specified legal framework.
The fact that General Assembly Resolution 2749 (XXV) on the seabed was adopted
without any dissenting vote is defInite proof of the existance of this legal viewpoint
common to all States, entirely irrespective of their special internal features, their
philosophical ideas or their policies.
15~16. Final consequences envisioned by the Moon Treaty were enunciated by Argentina as:
A realization on the part of all States and Peoples that they are entitled to the benefits
derived from the principles and nonns established for outer space and celestial bodies;
The need to link to the exploration and use of space and celestial bodies the exploitation
thereof;
The search for profit . .. ;
Equitable sharing of the profIts derived;
Consideration of the needs and interests of developing countries;
Supervision of this activity with a view to equitable distribution;
The instimtion of an international regime;
The establishment of appropriate procedures for such a: regime;
The existance of international machinery or an international authority to give effect to
all the expectations that have been voiced.

49Id. at

~OPetree,

supra note 45, at 5.

HId. at 7. In reference to art. 11 para. 7(d), Perree stated:
This language also reflects the international cooperation that exists to~day in the
communications and other practical applications of space: for example, Intelsat,
Intersputnik and Inmarsat, where those States who have expended large resources,
either public or pviate, to develop space systems to exploit these applications have
equitably shared the benefits with the international community.
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This writer has no present conclusion as to the construction to be accorded the
"equitable shating" paragraph. It wiJJ be the international regime and appropriate
procedures, agreed upon in a separate agreement that will ultimately determine the
breadth of application of the equitable sharing principle. Such further agreement wiJJ
not be binding upon the U.S.S.R. and the U.S. without their concurrence in its
provisions." If the U.S. does not agree to the governing regime proposed, it
nevertheless would remain obligated under Article 11 (8) of the Moon Treaty to conduct
its exploitation of moon resources compatibly with the purposes specified in paragraph 7
of such article, the provisions of Article 6 on scientific investigations and Article 7 for
environmental protection, which provisions were originally proposed by the U.S." The
requirements for compatibility with Article 11(7) would require unilateral
determination by the U.S. of the obligations envisaged for "equitable sharing" of
benefit derived from the resources and for determining the extent of scientific
investigations for which natural resources of the moon may be extracted. The referenced
environmental protection obligations include action" to prevent harmfully affecting the
environment of the earth through the introduction of extraterrestrial matter or
otherwise. ' ',4
Asteroids are celestial bodies whose resources may weJl be utilized at far less cost
than resources from the moon or Earth in building space stations or habitats in space)'
It had been this writer's belief that asteroids should have been expressly excluded from
the Moon Treaty." However, it may be noted that under Article 6(2) of the Moon
Treaty, minerals and other substances may be extracted from asteroids (as celestial
bodies) in quantities appropriate for the support of "scientific investigations." In the
absence of a limiting definition, the initial endeavor to use natural resources of the
moon or of asteroids, to establish a space station for solar energy collection and
transmission or for various experments, or to determine feasibility of commercial
enterprises in space, might weJl be determined as within the term "scientific
investigations.' ,
52Id. at 6, relating that a separate treaty would be required, subject to advice and consent of the Senate.
See also: Hosenball, Hearings International Space Activities supra note 45, at 96, 99. In part, Mr. Hosenball
testified' 'There is nothing ... in the Moon Treaty that binds us to anything in any follow-up conference. and
the world, I thing, may be a lot different when exploitation is proven feasible on a commercial scale, and that
common heritage may mean something completely different then." Id. at 96.

HId. at 99.
!i4Moon Treaty, supra note 24, art. 7(1).
"Asteroids as Resource for Space Manufacturing, Section IV, NASA SP-428 (1979). 159-204. An earlier
study states" ... the total quantity of materials within only a few known asteroids is enough to permit
building space colonies with a total land area many thousand times that of the_ Earth," Space Settlements-a
De,ign Study, NASA SP·413 at 60 (1977).
%Menter, "The Impact of Treaties on Commercial Space Operations" 16, a paper for the American
Astronautical Society Annual Meeting on The Industrialization of Space (San Francisco, Oct. 18-20. 1977). A
conclusion recited was " .. .in light of the desire ... to possibly consume asteroids in the construction of space
stations, consideration should be given to whether it is desired (in the pending Moon Treaty) to expressly
exclude asteroids from the term 'celestial bodies'." It is noted that an exclusion is recited for extraterrestrial
materials which reach the surface of the Earth by natural means, such as meteorites (art. 1(3)).
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Environmental protection has been herein indicated as a continuing responsibility

of States in their exploration and use of the moon and orher celestial bodies (Article
7(1)). This, however, is not to be construed as prohibiting the exploitation of narural
resources on celestial bodies. but to require that the manner of such exploitation
"minimize any disruption or adverse effects to the existing balance of the
environment."

H

Shortly after Sputnik I, Senator Kenneth B. Keating stated that "a genuine
international effort to define the rights of all nations in space is one of the world's
compelling needs. Anarchy in space could be more dangerous than anarchy. on
Earth .... "SB With the 1967 Outer Space Treaty, a new starus was given to activities
and discoveries in ourer space different than those enjoyed by nations and their
nationals on Earth. Disclaimer of sovereignty over the moon and other celestial land
masses was intended to obviate possible conflicts over "territorial claims;" rather, such
celestial "territories" are now the province of all mankind, and their exploration and
use are to be carried out for the benefit of all countries. International cooperation, rather
than international rivalry, was the hallmark of the 1967 Outer Space Treaty. Activities in
space afC "national" activities and a State is responsible for the activities of such private
enterprises in space as it may authorize.
The Moon Treaty and the three other space law treaties which became effective
following the 1967 Outer Space Treary amplify pertinent provisions of the 1967 Treary.
In similar fashion to the 1967 Outer Space Treaty, rhe Moon Treaty provides general
guidance as a basis for determining future specifics, should commercial exploitation of
celestial resources prove feasible. Similarly also, the time to do so is before these events
occur; otherwise. a State may be reluctant to surrender vested benefits.
We are on the threshold of a great expansion in space activities. It is plausible that
international controls will be sought for the common good of all States. Rather than
each State and- its authorized private enterprises in space determining the extent of its
authority and its obligations to other States, agreed concepts under an international
regime should govern. Such control on behalf of all States should serve to protecr the
biosphere, as well as assure the equitable sharing envisaged from exploitation of the
moon's resources.
It is, of course, clear that if a commercial enterprise in outer space is not concerned
with utilization of celestial bodies or with the exploitation of their natural resources,
nU.N. Doc. 1979 COPUOS Comm. Report, supra note 45, par. 65, at 11. It may be recalled that a
1874·1975 National Academy of Sciences Study, "Environmental Impact of Stratospheric Flight," pointed
out foreseeable adverse biological and possibly climatic effects of aircraft emissions in the stratosphere (N.A.S.
Printing, 1975). The most clearly established problem was the potential reduction of ozone in the
stratosphere, leading to an increase in biologically harmful ultraviolet light at ground level resulting in an
increase in skin cancer. A recent study by the International Astronautical Federation recites that "A further
consideration in the expanded use of new [spaceJ transportation systems, whether or not they themselves are
reusable, is the inevitable increase in quality of the propellant combustion products which are deposited in the
various layers of the atmosphere. Such products, even the water vapor generated by the combustion of
hydrogen and oxygen, clearly 'have global effects, and therefore the consequences of their deposition in the
atmosphere should be considered by an international body." U.N. Doc. A/AC.105/244, Secretariat's
Report-International Implications of new Space Transportation Systems 19 (August 16, 1979).
S8Keating, Hearings on the International Control of Outer Space before the House Comm. on Science
and Astronautics 86th Cong., 1st Sess. (1959).
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their space enterprises would not be affected by the ptesently proposed Moon Treaty. If
the commercial enterprise is concerned with exploitation of such natural resources, the
Moon Treaty, rather than being an obstacle, may serve as the legal basis for its resources
exploitation activity. Mr. Neil Hosenball, the chairman of the U.S. delegation to the
COPUOS meeting which reached concensus on the text of the Moon Treaty made the
following statement at a Congressional hearing on September 6, 1979: "I think the
treaty .. .does contain some very positive things. For example. there would have been a
question without this treaty whether there was any right to exploit natural resources at
all, whether you could gain ownership and control over natural resources. "59
- A~rospace technology has developed into a major segment of American industry. It
has had and continues to have a major role in Government space activities. Many
technologies from Government financed space research have spun off into commercial
uses. It remains the Government policy to transfer to the private sector major space
endeavors that have commercial potential. In construction of space stations, with the
view of various commercial enterprises thereon, the major initial funding undoubtedly
will be primarily that of Government. As private sector operation is contemplated,
participation of the private sector in the planning stages is desirable.
In the growth of the nations, Congress has provided incentives to the private sector
to undertaken new ventures-as in land grants to the railroads in the nation's westward
expansion, subsidies to air carriers to develop air transportation and tax deductions for
petroleum exploration. Where beyond normal risks are involved, the Government has
assumed the risk for payment of damage compensation, as in the development of atomic
energy. To induce private sector use of the Space Shuttle-as previously mentioned,
Congress has provided for acquisition of insurance against third party liability with
broad discretion in the NASA Administrator. 60 In light of the hearings on various
measures of the 96th Congress, there appears to exist a recognition for greater support
for private sector participation and entrepreneural enterprizes in outer space activities:
for example, H.R. 2337, 96th Congress, a Bill to establish a Space Industrialization
Corporation which would provide Government funds to private enterprises (with
repayment if the endeavor is financially successful) to promote, encourage and assist in
the development of new products, processes and industries in the space environment. 61
Other proposals and studies within the Senate previously noted look to the
enhancement of private sector involvement in space endeavors.62

WHearings on International Space Activities before the House, 1979, supra note 45, at 96.
60See note 25 supra.

6IH.R. 2337, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. (1979) introduced by Congo Don Fuqua, Chairman of the House
Science and Technology Committee. It recites that its enactment would assure private industry of an effective
and realistic opportunity to develop the activities involved into viable and profitable commercial ventures.
6ZSee note 5 supra. That increased funding by the Government, for increased private sector space activity.
as being necessary is emphasized in a Report by the Comptroller General of the United States to Sen. Adlai E.
Stevenson. then Chairman of the Senate Subcommittee on Science, Technology' and Space, Committee on
Commerce, Science and Transportation. The Report is entitled' 'U.S. Must Spend More to Maintain Lead in
Space Technology." Compo Gen. B-197413, (1980).
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The New York Times of September 13, 1979, carried a large boxed arricle reflecting
an interview with Hon. Edward R. Finch, Jr., the title of which reflects his views"Time for Earthlings to Sign a Moon Treaty", and this writer agrees.
It is the hope of this writer rhat the private sector may yet concur with the U.S.'s
becoming a Party to the Moon Treaty and provide guidance to the Government as to
recitals for the subsequent agreement on the international regime, its procedures and
regulations governing the exploitation of natural resources of the moon and other

celestial bodies. Among matters to be determined are the nature of the international
regime, and a clarification of the benefits and equitable sharing to be accorded other
States. As risk capital will be involved, to what extent should there be a recoupment of
costs and other entitlements in sharing resources or benefits accruing therefrom? Should
benefit sharing be extended to activities to which the exploited resources are applied?
Should still later developed commercial space activity aboard a space station consttucted
in part from exploited resources be included? As many years will surely elapse before
exploitation of natural resources can be determined to be commercially feasible,
experience gained may well assist in ascertaining benefit allocations.
Industry is naturally aware of the U.S. Government's philosophy for private sector
ownership and operation of the means of production and distribution. It is hoped that
industry will parricipate in the planning for its future role in space activities and assist
the Government towards these ends by financial parricipation where possible, and by
advising the nature and extent of Government support required.
Notwithstanding the clarifying recitals in the negotiated history of the Moon
Treary, well motivated attorneys find the Treaty's wording so equivocal as to conclude
that investment by private capital in related space activities is not warranted. This

appears to be an overreaction. In light of the clarification in the negotiated history, it is
suggested that in the U. S. government's signing the Treaty and in the Senate Resolution
of Ratification there be set out an "understanding" of questioned Treaty provisions to
accord with the clarification."

. 6~Vienna Convention ~n th~ Law o{1reatles, arts. 19, 23. The procedure ~ be1i~v~d to be ~bstantially as
to the following understanding premised upon the
negotiated history of the Treaty:

follows. The recital in essence would state: "Subject

a. With regard to Article Ill)
Paragraph 1. The term "common heritage of mankind" derives its meaning
solely from its use in this Treaty. As such, it ... (en.)
2)

Paragraph 3. The insertion of the phrase "or natural resources in place" is a
limitation on the recited prohibition of ownership of portions of the surface of
the moon; however, such ownership may obtain when the natural resources upon
exploitation are no longer" in place. "

3)

Paragraph 4. Exploration and use of the moon without discrimination includes
its exploitation. This interpretation is confmned by the recital in last sentence of
Article 6, paragraph 2.
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In light of the U.S.S.R's early and consistent views 00 the common heritage
doctrine until a satisfactory compromise was agreed upon, which restricted to the Treary
the meaning to be derived from that doctrine, and in light of further withdrawn
proposals for deferment of exploitation of resources, U.S.S.R. acceptance of the U.S.
"understanding" appears probable. With both major space powers in accord, other
States should more readily agree, particularly States which had participated in che
formation of and consensus on the Treaty at the 1979 COPUOS Meeting and who thus
are familiar with its negotiated history.
The Treary is presently open for signature by all States. Setting forth che U.S.
understanding, and che basis thereof, should preclude later criticism based on a reading
of the Treaty without benefit of its negotiated history. With acceptance of the U.S.
understanding, greater interest of the private sector should exist for participation in
space activities involving exploitation of the moon and other celestial bodies.

Paragraph 5. The undertaking to establish a regime does not defer exploitation.
The international regime and the procedures and regulations to govern resources
exploitation are subjects for a separate treaty negotiation to be undertaken
following review conference (convened pursuant to Article 18) determination
that such exploitation is about feasible.
The foregoing is but an example. Following the Senate's extensive hearings more items to be covered and
the position justifications will be determined. The Resolution of Ratification on receipt and concurrence by
the ,President would be transmitted to the U.N. Secretary General who would send it to other Treaty
signatories and adherents for their acceptance or objection. An objection to preclude entrance of the Treaty
into force between the U.S. and the objector must specificaIIy reject the U.S. recital of understanding. !fna
objection is made within one year, the U.S. understanding is deemed accepted. See art. 20. paras. 4(b) and 5
of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, supra note 4Z~

THE SPACE SHUTTLE IN PERSPECTIVE +

S. Neil Hosenball'
BriefDescnption ofthe Shuttle
The Space Shuttle flight system is composed of the Orbiter-an external tank and
twO solid rocket boosters. The Orbiter has a cargo bay in which the Spacelab or other
payloads may be carried. The Shuttle may carry propulsion stages or upper stages, which
may be used to take satellites from Earth orbit into either synchronous orbits, circular
orbits, geostationary orbits or planetary trajectories to one of the outer planets or to the
mooo.

The Space Shuttle is a reusable launch vehicle. It can deploy satellites and
undertake experiments; it can do on-orbit servicing and retrieve payloads. It is only an
earth-orbiting vehicle. It can go from an orbit of about 100 nautical miles to about 600
nautical miles above the Earth. It cannot go further intO outer space or deep space. It can
be used either as a space laboratory with a Spacelab or for other types of
experimentation, even without the Spacelab on board. It will be able to carry up to
65,000 Ibs. in its 60 x 15 ft. cargo bay. Its use can substantially decrease the cost per
flight. For instance, by the use of the Shuttle, the cost of a delta payload used for
launching a communications satellite could be reduced to about half the cost.
With this truncated description of what the Shuttle is and what it can do, let me
limit my perspective of the Space Shuttle to its commercial aspects.

Charges to Users
One of the concerns of the fairly large number of commercial users of
communications satellites (RCA, AT&T, Western Union, INTELSAT) has been that
they were charged actual costs. Consequently, they would sometimes receive a bill for
additional costs, far exceeding the original estimate-either as a result of inflation,
strikes, a lower than predicted launch rate or some other reason causing a price increase.

Commercial users prefer to have a fixed price for obvious reasons; future planning and
fIxing their cost exposure being just two of many good reasons. The Space Shuttle is a
considerable improvement on this situation, inasmuch as all standard launch services

charges, with the exception of escalation due to inflation, are included in the ftxed
price. In addition, there is a re-flight guarantee to the effect that if a mission is aborted,
it will be flown again for free. In other words, there will not be any charge for the second
mission if the abon was not caused through fault of a commercial user. In case of an
expendable launch vehicle, if there were a failure for any reason whatsoever, including
NASA's fault, one had to buy a new launch.
"General Counsel, NASA.

+ Ed,/or'x note: This arride the text of which has recently appeared in "The Space Shuule and the Law",
ediled by Professor Stephen Gorove is reproduced here with permission and exceptionally,for the reason that it
formed an integral pan of the Symposium on "Space Law in Perspective" .
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The user of the Shuttle may get 20% standby discount if the user is willing to go
when he is told to go. This is similar to the practice of airlines giving discount on a

standby basis. The user may also get discounts on charter flights when they buy the
whole payload capacity. The share-user concept is quite evident with respect to the
Shuttle.
Schedule a/Launches and Reimbursement

Originally, when the Space Shuttle program was first suggesred, nobody was
concerned about NASA's meeting its schedule. Instead, the concern was whether there
would be sufficient payloads to fully utilize the Shuttle's capabilities. It was thought
that NASA would probably meet its schedule, just like it met its Apollo schedule. Now
there is concern about the delay, since there would be considerable cost-saving for
commercial operations, if the Shuttle were used instead of an expendable launch
vehicle. It has been estimated that there will be sixteen launches in 1982, seven of which
will be NASA launches, while the others will be U.S. commercial, foreign or military
launches. In subsequent years, the number of commercial and foreign launches is
expected to increase. A significant number of these launches will be reimbursed
launches. At the current level of expendables, the U.S. is being reimbursed
approximately two to three-hundred million dollars a year, for either vehicles or services
that are being rendered for foreign government and U.S. commercial customers.
Kinds a/Payload and theirSelectian

If there is some extra space onboard, some very small self-contained payloads, socalled getaway specials, may be thrown on for a cheap price. However, rather rigid rules
apply as to what can be placed in them. Many universities have boughr a small selfcontained payload for experiments; several groups have bought some for high school
students. The Shuttle will enable us to send up such payloads into space relatively
cheaply and provide an opportunity to both non-profit and private enterprises to
experiment at small cost. The Shuttle is not going to fly souvenirs, coins or things of a

similar nature; it will be used for research and the development and manufacture of new
products. All kinds of requests have been received. Some people wanted to fly cereal sO
that they could sell the cereal on the ground as "space" cereal. Not too long ago, a
proposal was submitted from a funeral pador which wanted to spread ashes in space.
The request has been turned down. Initially, the Space Shuttle will be used as a research
vehicle and to move space application research toward commercial application. But
some of the more unusual proposals present some difficult questions. There was a
request, for example, from a sculptor who wanted to send up a small package filled with
water, which would then be injected into space to form an ice sculpture. In another
instance, a musician wanted to go up and play in space to see if it can be done and what
effect it might have. There are news broadcasters who want to be the fIrst news
broadcasters from space. There are movie producers who want to produce the first movie
in space. The most difficult question is who and what should be selected. Some of these
requests for the use of the Space Shuttle cannot be rejected lightly.
There has also been a great deal of discussion and research on building assemblies,
space stations and space platforms in space. There has been a great deal of discussion
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and research about constructing solar power stations in space, converting solar energy
into electricity, transmitting it to Earth by microwave or laser and reconverting it on

Earth into electricity.
NASA Authority
Insofar as the law is concerned, the most important task with respect to the Shuttle

was to determine if there was anything that the Shuttle would do that would be in
violation of existing domestic legislation or international treaties and if new domestic
legislation was needed to carry out the Shuttle program. More specifically, it had to be
determined what authority NASA had under the current Space Act' aud other
applicable statutes and what limitations, if any, might exist that would impact on Space
Shuttle operations.
While NASA is a Government agency with a very broad aud flexible statute that
served us well for over 20 years, we are nonetheless a Government agency whose
authority is both granted aud limited by statute. NASA cannot, under existing law, run
its operation like a commercial operation. NASA is not authorized by statute and recent
court decisions to make profit on the services it sells; to set up the normal reserves or

revolving funds that industry normally uses to take care of contingencies, risks and the
like; or to issue bonds or stock to finance its activities.
For these reasons, NASA assumes no hard contractual obligations for the success or
failure of a launch. If something goes wrong with the Shuttle aud it has to be brought
back or if something went wrong with a payload as a result of something that NASA had
done, NASA has no contractual liability for loss or damage to the payload, for loss of
revenue, or other consequential damages. There is no guarantee that everything that

NASA does will be free of negligence. NASA will use its best efforts, but it does not
take on a common carrier type of obligation.
Space Allocation

As to allocation of space on the Shuttle, NASA follows the principle of first-comefirst-served. There would be a problem, if one were to auction off space on the Shuttle
or allocate it by raising prices. NASA's launch policy, which has been in effect for some
time, is based on the principle of nondiscrimination. NASA will not charge anyone
more than it charges a domestic commercial concern. This is in line with the provision of
the 1967 Outer Space Treaty' which states that access to space should be 'on a
nondiscriminatory basis, and if one started auctioning off access to space, the rich
nations could buy it and others could not. NASA did not want to decide priorities
because if it decided that one commercial customer had priority over another
commercial user, it would _really have made an economic decision affecting the two

entities. Thus, NASA decided that it would follow the fIrst-corne-first served principle
and not intrude itself into these types of economic decisions. In this connection, the

INational Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958, As Amended, and Related Legislation, Pub. L. 85-568,
85th Congo H.R. 12575 July 29, 1958, 72 Smt. 426, 42 U .S.c. § 2451.

'[1967J 18 U.S.T. 2410, T.l.A.S. 6347. 610 U.N.T.S. 20) (effective Oct. 10, 1967).
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suggestion was made to users that if they wished and if they could avoid antitrust
implications, they should consider establishing a user's organization that could make
decisions on launch priority.

Who Should Operate the Shuttle?
Last year, the National Academy of Engineeting undertook a study to determine
what sort of operation the Space Shuttle should be; whether it should be retained in
government, in NASA or some other government agency-not necessarily NASA;
whether it should be a public corporation following the COMSAT model; or whether it
should be totally private enterprise, a stock company that would in effect operate the
Space Transportation System for all users-government, foreign

Of

private commercial

entities. The Academy has not precluded any of these options. It has suggested that at
least for now, the Shuttle ought to be a NASA operation.
Insofar as any restriction on a private company buying a Shuttle is concerned, the

Outer Space Treaty of 1967' stipulates that all national activities shall be under the
authorization and continuing supervision of the government. Thus, there must be a
government authorization to launch the Shuttle because of the requirement in the

Outer Space Treaty. In addition, there is the problem of financing. The Orbiter, once it
goes into production, would cost about $100,000,000. In theory, however, there is
nothing to prevent a private company from buying a Shuttle except the aforementioned
considerations and the need to use existing NASA and Air Force facilities. I doubt these
facilities would be turned over for the exclusive use of a private company without

Congressional authorization.

Risk, Liability and Insurance
Turning to problems associated with risk, there is commercial insurance available to
cover practically every risk in NASA' 5 launch services contract. There is also a provision
in the launch services agreement to the effect that the Government agrees not to hold

any user liable for damage to the Orbiter and, in return, the user agrees not to hold any
other user or the government liable for damage to his particular payload. Thus there are
cross waivers in effect, covenants not to sue, as wdl as an indemnity if a user fails to flow

down this provision to any party who could bring a separate action, including an action
based on the right of subrogation. This has been done because of a concern about the
capacity in the insurance market to insure such a risk. There was also a concern about the
mixtute of payloads and the differing value of payloads. For instance, a ten thousand
dollar payload may explode, causing damage to a $300,000,000 payload. A university,
research institute or small business ordinarily would not carry the kind of product or
third-party liability insurance that would be needed and, therefore, could not afford to
take the risk of flying on the Shuttle.
The past practice has been that commercial users have gone into the market and

insured their satellite. They have insured their spacecraft against damage from any
cause, based on its stated value (the cost of the spacecraft and associated launch). When
COMSAT took out its first policy, the premium was about 14 percent; more recently the
Vd.
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premium has come down significantly to abour 7 percent. When COMSAT attained its
first policy, it had what is called a two-failure deductible; so before you could receive
payment on the policy, you had to lose two sarellites Out of four. This went down to a
one-failure deductible policy and rhen to no deductible at all.
.
In addition to covering damage to propetty, the market has been writing loss of
revenue insurance, so-called satellite life insurance; so if the satellite stOpS operating
before its anticipated five-year life and loses revenue, you get loss of revenue coverage.

Mostly, Lloyds has been involved, but the market has become pretty much an
international market with Lloyds participating. When the European Space Agency lost
one of its satellites, insurance paid $34,000,000. A more recent loss of an RCA satellite,
insured for $70,000,000 with Lloyds, has also been paid.
As to third-party liability insurance, there is a general government policy against
the government's buying insurance covering third-party liability risk. Under Section
308a, a recent amendment to the NASA Act', NASA has the authority (1) to indemnify
(which will take care of the "little" user) and (2) to buy insurance to the extent it is
available and needed to protect itself and anybody else flying on the Shuttle. NASA is
in the process of issuing regulations implementing this new legislation. In the
meantime, NASA requires in its launch services contract with a commercial user or

foreign government, that the user provide up to $500,000,000 worth of third-party
insurance coverage, or such other amount that may be available, with the U.S.
Government being a named insured as well as the particular user. NASA has recently
participated in the negotiation of a policy in which the insured is Satellite Business
Systems-a partnership of COMSAT, IBM and Aetna Insurance, the United States
Government and those prime and subcontractors which the U.S. Government would be

required to reimburse for third-party liability losses. There are many provisions in the
policy which go beyond the normal commercial aspects of insurance. There is even a
provision that any defense based on the sovereign immunity of the United States
Government will not be asserted without the express consent of the Government. Thus,
the Government could, in a particular situation, waive its sovereign immunity defense

under the Federal Tort Claims Act'. It also provides for the payment of claims presented
under the 1972 Liability Convention' and for the U.S. Government to negotiate and
control, though in consultation with the underwriters, the settlement of claims.
Insurance availability, third-party liability, propetty damage or what is called fIrstparty liability and loss of revenue coverage are very important aspects of the everexpanding commercialization of space. If commercialization is to come about through

investment by private enterprise, users will want
damage.

to

spread the risk of loss or liability for

'42 U.S.c. § 2458 (b).
'28 U.S.c. § 1346.
6Convention of Imernational Liability for Damage Caused by Space Objects, March 29, 1972, [1973] 24
U .S.T. 2389. T .LA.S. 7762 (effective Ocr. 9, 1973).
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New Business Opportunities andjoint Endeavors
Until very recently, all of our commercial users of launch services were the satellite

communications companies. However, NASA is committed to involve other sectors of
U.S. industry in space-based business opportunities as well.
If researchers in virtually every discipline of science and technology knew that
within a hundred miles of their laboratories there existed a facility where they could
achieve a near-perfect vacuum, zero gravity and an unlimited vantage point from which
to view the Eanh, we are convinced that they wo.uld jump at the chance to use the

laboratory in a host of unique experiments-pharmaceuticals, materials processing.
electronics. solid state physics, crystal growth, communications, lasers, biology,
geological and geophysical exploration and so on. During the 1980's such a laboratory
will be available to U.S. industry, only it will not be a hundred miles down the road; it
will be a hundred miles overhead, in Earth orbit. That laboratory, of course, is the Space
Shuttle and the European-developed Spacelab.
OnJune 25, 1979, NASA issued Guidelines Regarding Early Usage of Space for
Industrial Purposes. Supplementing those broad guidelines, on August 14, 1979,
NASA issued Specific Guidelines Regarding Joint Endeavors with U.S. Domestic
Concerns in Materials Processing in Space'. And on January 25, 1980, NASA entered
into the first such joint endeavor with the McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company.
That endeavor, which involves substantial investment by McDonnell Douglas and its
associates, will utilize the unique capabilities of the Space Shuttle to develop and
demonstrate the technology of continuous-flow electrophoresis under low gravity

conditions. NASA will provide free flight time on the Space Shuttle in return for
McDonnell Douglas and its associates agreeing at their expense to conduct a three-phase

sequential program involving (1) feasibility studies, planning and ground research and
development; (2) flight experimentation and technology development; and (3)
applications demonstrations in space. In return for McDonnell Douglas promising to

make the results of the endeavor available to the United States public on reasonable
terms and conditions, NASA agrees to refrain from entering into a similar joint
endeavor or international cooperative agreement directly related to the development of
commercial devices and processes which would compete with those expected to result

from the McDonnell Douglas effort. NASA is not precluded from selling flight time on
the Shuttle to any other organization wanting to conduct the same or similar

experiments, but it is precluded from providing free flight time for such experiments.
Significantly, NASA will not acquire rights in inventions which may be made by
McDonnell Douglas or its associates in the course of the joint endeavor, unless
. McDonnell Douglas fails to exploit ~he inventions or terminates the agreement or the
NASA Administrator determines that an emergency situation exists. At least twO

additional proposals for joint endeavors with NASA are now being actively considered.
Conclusion
Insurance to reduce the risk, incentives that NASA is willing to make available to

U.S. industry, and the demonstrated willingness of industry and the financial

'44 Fed. Reg. 47, 650 (1979).
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community to invest theif funds in space ventures make it clear to me that the new
Shuttle capabilities will exponentially increase commercial acrivities in space during the
decade of the eighties. With the year 2000 only 20 years away, the next century may very
well see large numbers of people working and living in space, producing new and
improved products for those who have to remain here on Earth.

THE AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION AND TIlE 1979 MOON TREATY:
THE SEARCH FOR A POSITION

Carl Q. ChristoI'
1. Introduction
Professional interest, as reflected in reports produced by concerned sections of the
American Bar Association, has been directed toward the UN-sponsored Agreement
Governing the Activities of States on the Moon and Other Celestial Bodies of December
), 1979.' The Agreement, generally referred to as the Moon Treaty, is the frfth
international space law agreement that has resulted from the rigorous. consensus-based.
negotiating process of the UN's Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space
(COPUOS). The first four have entered into force. The United States is a party to each
of them.
The Moon Treaty will enter into force following the deposit with the SecretaryGeneral of the United Nations of five ratifications. At the time of this writing the
agreement has been signed by Austria, Chile, France, Guatemala, Morocco, The
Philippines, and Romania.
The wotth of the agreement, which had resulted from a careful assessment at the
UN lasting from 1970 down to 1979, and which was considered sufficient to merit the
unanimous approval of the General Assembly, has come under scrutiny in the United
States. Attracting major attention was the establishment of the principle of the
Common Heritage of Mankind (CHM) as a new substantive area of international space
law. Thus, Atticle 11, par. 1 of the agreement provided that "The Moon and its natural
resources are the common heritage of mankind. which fmds its expression in the
provisions of the Agreement and in particular in paragraph) of this article."2
In the process of writing the Moon Treaty the negotiators recognized that they were
introducing a new principle into international space law. Thus, without defining the
principle, as it applied to the Moon and to other celestial bodies, and to their natural
resources, the agreement identified the substantive elements of the principle. This was
done by way of enumerating the purposes to be achieved at a future and unspecified
date by a new international legal regime, including appropriate procedures, The
formation of the new regime and of the accompanying institutional processes was made
dependent on the fact that the exploitation of the foregoing resources was about to

• Professor ofInternational Law and Political Science, University of Southern California.

'U.N. Doc. A/34/664. 12 Nov. 1979; IS/LM 1434 (Nov. 1979).

2Ibid. The negotiating history of this provision, including wide-ranging alternative proposals, and an
assessment of its meaning is contained in my "The Common Heritage of Mankind Provision in the 1979
Agreement Governing the Activities of States on the Moon and Other Celestial Bodies," 13 The Int'! 1. 429
(19S0).
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become feasible.' Thus, Article 11, par. 7 of the agreement indicated that, pursuant to
the CHM principle, emphasis was to be placed on the resources of the area. Specifically,
the natural resources were to be developed in an orderly and safe manner. The resources
were to be managed rationally. Opportunities were to be expanded for the use of the
resources. It was also stipulated in par. 7 (d) that one of the main purposes of the regime
and procedures was to secure" An equitable sharing by all States Parties in the benefits
derived from those resources, whereby the interests and needs of the developing
countries. as well as the efforts of those countries which have contributed either direcdy
or indirectly to the exploration of the Moon, shall be given special consideration. "4
Article 11 was consistent with the terms of Article 1 of the 1967 Treaty on Principles
Governing the Activities of States in the Exploration and Use of Outer Space, Including
the Moon and Other Celestial Bodies.' That Article, dealing only with the specified
areas, and not with their natural resources, provided for the free and equal exploration,
use, and exploitation of the given areas. It also provided for free access to all areas of
celestial bodies, including the Moon.
As a result of the terms of the foregoing international agreements and their
negotiating histories, it has been suggested that the CHM principle is based on the
following considerations, and that they will have to be taken into account in its specific
implementation. These include (1) the areas, following the res communis doctrine
applicable to the high seas, are not the subject of appropriation; (2) a system of
management is to be installed which would be concerned for environmental protections,
forthe needs of future generations, and for a sharing of benefits pursuant to the formula
of equitability stated in par. 7 Cd); (3) the area and its natural resources are to be used for
peaceful purposes; and, (4) since, the area and its resources are to be subject to free and
equal exploration, use, and exploitation, property rights are not to apply to the area and
are to apply only to resources removed from their original "in place" location. This

follows the provision of Article 11, par. 3 of the Moon Treaty, which states' 'Neither the
surface nOf the subsurface of the Moon, nOf any part thereof or natural resources in
place, shall become the property of any State, international intergovernmental or nongovernmental organization, national organization

Of

non-governmental entity Of of any

natural person. "6 In sum, the CHM provisions of the Moon Treaty are to be
implemented through the formation of a future international legal regime pursuant to
the foregoing sharing formula so that benefits derived from the resources will go both to
States possessing the capabilities of exploitation and also to other States. Until such a
regime and the attendant appropriate procedures have been brought into being the
traditional res communis principle will continue to be operative. The analogy of the
freedom of the high seas will apply.

3Christol, "An International Regime, Including Appropriate Procedures, for the Moon; Article 11,

Paragraph 5 of the 1979 Moon Treaty," in Proceedings ofthe 23rd Colloquium on the Law a/Outer Space 139
(1981).

45upra note

1.

518 UST 2410; TIAS 6347; 610 UNTS 205. The Treaty entered into force for the United States on
October 10, 1967. It is now binding on about 80 States.

6Supra note 1.
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Following the approval of the agreement by the General Assembly in 1979, a
number of assertions were put forward as to its meaning and operational effect. Among

these were; (1) that the Treaty contained a moratorium provision that would prevent the
exploitation of the Moon and celestial body resources pending the negotiation of the
CHM regime; (2) that the agreement contained provisions that would prevent the freeenterprise system from engaging in exploitative activities; (3) that the agreement-as a
consequence of a commonality of voting outlooks on the part of the Socialist States and

the developing countries-served only the interests of such States; and, (4) that the
agreement had departed from the central mandate of the 1967 Principles Treaty, with
the result being that States could establish sovereign rights in the areas and resources of
the space environment, e.g., outer space, per se, the moon, and other celestial bodies.

Concerns such as these, among others, have resulted in academic, political, and
professional assessments of the terms and objectives of the proposed treaty. Important

studies have been published by the Senate Committee on Commerce, Science, and
Transportation.7 The same committee's Subcommittee on Science, Technology, and

Space conducted detailed hearings on the proposed treaty. 8
Two sections of the American Bar Association, namely the Section of International

Law through its Committee on Aerospace Law, and the Section of Natural Resources
Law reviewed the proposed agreement in 1980. On April 18, 1980 the Section of
International Law affirmatively recommended to the House of Delegates of the
American Bar Association that the U.S. Senate be urged to give its advice and consent to
the ratification of the agreement subject to four understandings and declarations in the
instrument of ratification. In addition to its recommendation the Section of

International Law submitted a detailed report in which it analyzed the purposes and
provisions of the agreement. The Section affirmed its belief that "the understandings
and declarations suggested ... should help guide and protect the position of the
United States in any future negotiation of an international resotirces regime, and shoul~

allay concerns that the United States is directly or indirectly restricting its right to engage
in or authorize the use of the natu~al resources of the Moon including their commercial
I

or other exploitation.' '9

2. The Initiative a/the ABA Section o/International Law
The Section of International Law took into account the then existing international

law of outer space when it put forward its proposed understandings and declarations. In
the fIrst of these the Section caHed attention to the terms of Articles 1 and 6 of the 1967
Principles Treaty which enable both governmental and non-governmental entities to
engage in the free and equal exploration, use, and exploitation of outer space, the

7Senate Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation, Agreement Governing the Activities of
States on the Moon and Other Celestial Bodies, Parts 1 through 4, 96th Congress, 2nd Session, (1980).
arhe Moon Treaty, Hearings before the Subcommittee on Science, Technology, and Space of the Senate
Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation, Serial No. 96-115, 96th Congress, 2nd Session,
(1980); cited hereafter as The Moon Treaty,
9Section of International Law, American Bar Association, Report
reprinted in The Moon Treaty. supra, note 8 at 76-81.

to

the House of Delegates 10 (1980),
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Moon, and other celestial bodies. The fIrst understanding also stated in modifIed form
the understanding attached by the U.S. Senate in 1967 to Article 1 of the Principles
Treaty. The Senate had indicated that' 'Nothing in Article 1, paragraph 1 of the Treaty
diminishes or alters the right of the United States to detetmine how it shares the benefIts
and results of its space activities. "" This was converted by the Section in 1980 to read
that "It is the understanding of the United States that nothing in this Agreement in any
way diminishes or alters the right of the United States to determine how it shares the
benefIts derived from exploitation by or under the authority of the United States of
natural resources of the Moon or other celestial bodies." n This proposal was relevant to
the proposed Moon Treaty, since it had made reference to benefIts derived from natural
resources. It was particularly germane since the 1967 Principles Treaty had not made
specific reference to natural resources.
In the second of the Section's understandings, specifIc reference was made to
property rights in such natural resources as had been taken into possession. It stipulated
that they are "subject to the exclusive control of, and may be considered as the property
of, the State Party or other entity responsible for their extraction, removal or
urilization." 12 This was designed to focus attention on the right to establish property
rights in the resources removed from their "in place" locations. This right had been
established in Article 11, par. 3 of the agreement. This paragraph constituted a
disavowal of efforts by the Soviet Union during the negotiations to avoid the
establishment of property rights in certain aspects of the Moon and its natural resources.
The proposed understanding captured both the terms of the agreement and the sense of
the negotiating history." The understanding was directed at allaying the concerns that
had emerged from allegations concerning restrictions on free-enterprise opportunities in
Moon and celestial body activity.
The third Section understanding dealt specifically with the CHM provision of
Article 11 of the Treaty. Paragraph 1 provided that' 'The Moon and its natural resources
are the common heritage of mankind, which fInds its expression in the provisions of this
Agreement and in particular in paragraph 5 of this article." ,4 This had been introduced
both to establish the principle and also to limit the CHM principle to the Moon and
other celestial bodies. Thus, this CHM principle was not to be confused with the law of
the Sea negotiations, which in Article 136 of the August 27, 1980 Draft Convention on
the Law of the Sea (Informal Text), as well as prior drafts, had made references to a
common heritage of mankind principle." Thus, the International Law Section explicitly
indicated that the Moon Treaty's reference to the CHM was to be based on the

lOTreaty on Outer Space, Executive Rep. No.8 to Arcompany Senate Ex. D., 90th Congress. 1st Session 4
(1967).

l!Supra note 9, at 2.
12Ibid.
13Christol, supra, note 2, at 470.

14Supra note 1.
HU.N. Doc. A/CONF.62/WP.ID/Rev. 3 (27 August 198~).
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provisions of the Moon Treaty" and not on the use or interpretation of that term in any
other context.' '16

The Section, in order to prevent charges that the terms of the Moon Treaty might
be in conflict with Articles 1 and 2 of the 1967 Principles Treaty, stated that recognition
of the CHM principle also constituted recognition" (i) that all States have equal rights
to explore and use the Moon and its natural resources, and (ii) that no State or other
entity has an exclusive right of ownership, property or appropriation over the Moon,
over any area of the surface or subsurface of the Moon, Of over its natural resources in
place."17 In this understanding the Section also took account of the provisions of

Articles 12 and 15 of the Treaty. Following the language of these Articles, and in
keeping with the documented, negotiating history of the treaty, the Section made it a
ma~ter

of record that these provisions meant that parties "retain exclusive jurisdiction

and control over their facilities, stations and installations on the Moon, and that other
States Parties are obligated to avoid interference with normal operations of such
facilities." 18
The extent to which the Section considered it necessary to formulate the foregoing
understanding was indicative of its concern with certain observations that had been
circulated respecting the operation of the free-enterprise system in the exploitation of
natural resources. Since the intent and purpose of the Moon Treaty demonstrably was
written in such a manner as. to allow for the application of the free-enterprise system by
private entreprene~rs, this understanding was based upon a superabundance of caution

on the part of the Section.
In its final understanding the International Law Section placed emphasis on the
future exploitation of the natural resources of the Moon and other celestial bodies. In
this understanding the Section endeavored to make it clear that the proposed treaty was
dealing with two time periods. The first, or pre-Article 11, par. 5 time period, would
allow for the application of the res communis principle to the exploitation of the natural
resources of the Moon. Pending the establishment of such new legal regime, with its
new appropriate procedures, the Section made it clear that until the indicated
eventualities had come about that there would be no prejudice to "the existing right of
the United States to exploit or authorize the exploitation of those natural resources. "19

In this connection the Section made specific the previously well-established fact that
"No moratorium on such exploitation is intended or required by this Agreement. "20
The Section also considered it appropriate to specify that, while the conduct of the
United States would have to be compatible with the terms of Article 6, par. 2 and
Article 11, par. 7, that the United States should reserve' 'to itself the right and authority

16Supra

17/bid.
Is/b£d.
19/b£d.

2°Ib£d.

note 9, at 2.
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determine the standards for such compatibility unless and until the United States

becomes a party to a future resources exploitation regime. "21

The second time period related to the negotiation of the regime rather than to the
fact of exploitation pending its creation. In this the Section agreed upon an explicit
caveat that had been well documented during the negotiating history of the proposed
treaty. The caveat stated that, in accepting the obligation to engage in good faith
negotiations for a future regime, the United States was not agreeing to "any particular
provisions which may be included in such a regime; nor does it constitute an obligation
to become a Party to such a regime regardless of its contents.' '22 Although it would
appear to be self-evident that the United States would possess such an option even in the
absense of the proposed understanding, the fact that it was put forward was some
evidence of the manifest concern that criticisms of the treaty-making process might have
gained some support.
Nonetheless, in the minds of some observers the use of well-intentioned and wellconsidered understandings and declarations contained some risks. Even where the .
process is legitimately employed, it invites other States to fIle their own special
interpretations. This can produce a splintering effect with a resultant loss of the general
agreement evidenced in the terms of the agreement and in its negotiating history.

3. The Concerns a/the Section a/Natural Resources Law
In this case the position taken by the Section of International Law undoubtedly
served a useful purpose. A record was made, which was to be examined critically by the
Section of Natural Resources Law. That Section, which has long been identifIed with a
concern for the exploitation of minerals, including the manganese nodules located on
the deep seabed and ocean floor, prepared a report, with recommendations, for the
House of Delegates of the American Bar Association." In the view of the Natural
Resources Section the Common Heritage of Mankind principle, as set forth in Article
136 of the 1980 Draft Convention on the Law of the Sea (Informal Text) and in other
provisions of that Text designed to secure the implementation of the principle, would
be prejudicial to U.S. mining interests and to the general well-being of the United
States.
The Natural Resources Section suggested three risks in accepting the Moon Treaty.
First, it was urged that the acceptance of the CHM principle would prejudice the
negotiations for a Law of the Sea convention as well as Antarctica. Second, it was argued
that acceptance would create substantially increased pressures on the United States "to
accept a 'celestial bodies' international regime which would control U.S. space
investigations. "24 Thirdly, it was contended that it was readily foreseeable that a claim

Z1fbid.
22Jbid.
~3Repon of the Section of Natural Resources With Recommendation to The American Bar Association
House of Delegates, in The Moon Treaty, supra, note 8, at 82.
24ft/.

atBS.
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would arise to the effect that' 'a moratorium on exploration and exploitation of space
resources is inherent in the Moon Treaty, pending establishment of machinery to govern

such activities under the control of the international regime.' '2' Thus. the Section urged
that any decision on the Moon Treaty should be delayed because of the risks involved.26
4. The 1981 joint Recommendation ofthe Two Sections
The views of the twO Sections, while not consistent, proved to be reconcilable. In
May 1981, following consultations, the Section of International Law, under the
chairmanship ofMr. 1. 1. Brinsmade, and the Section of Natural Resources Law, under
the chairmanship of Mr. J. c. Muys, issued a joint recommendation. The two Sections
recommended that the ABA House of Delegates adopt a resolution favoring the
signature and ratification of the Moon Treaty.27
In arriving at their joint recommendation the two Sections had been able to
consider highly relevant materials gathered by the Senate Committee on Commerce,
Science, and Transpottation and the Hearings conducted by the latter's Subcommittee
on Science, Technology, and Space." The efforts of the two Sections were eased by
focusing on the exploitation of the natural resources of the Moon and other celestial
bodies. Section representatives accepted the fact that the CHM principle of the Moon
Treaty was to be applicable to the Moon and to its natural resources. In this context the
principle was to be separated from that contained in the current Draft Convention on

the Law of the Sea (Informal Text). Further, the representatives were in agreement that
the issue was sufficiently important for the United States to assert its views as to the
ultimate meaning of the agreement, rather than being reactive to such interpretations as

might be forthcoming from other States. Thus, certain policy statements were set fotth
in the prearnbulatory portion of the joint recommendation.
In an exemplary way the recommendation associated the peaceful uses of the entire

space environment with the rule of law and with the national interest of the United
States. It accepted the fact that existing international space law authorizes the
exploration, use, and exploitation of the space environment. Operating on that correct

premise, it was concluded that the United States, and presumably other States equally
bound by presently existing international law, possessed "the unilateral right to
undertake both scientific exploration and commercial development and use of natural
resources found in outer space. "29 The recommendation also took account of the
2~Ibid.

26See , for example, the testimony of L.S. Ratiner and Congressman J. Breaux, in International SPace
Activities, 1979, Hearings before the Subcommittee on Space Science and 'Applications of the House
Committee on Science and Technology, 96th Congress, 1st Session 109 and 142 (1979); See also the testimony
ofl.S. Ratinerand M.A. Dubs, in The Moon Treaty, supra note 8, at 105 and 139.
27American Bar Association, Report to the House of Delegates 1 (1981), See Appendix. Following their
agreement the two sections referred their recommendation and the attached report to other relevant Sections
so that the matter might come before the House of Delegates in August, 1981.

28Supra notes 7 and 8.
29Supra note 27, at 1.
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legitimate interests of the United States and other members of the world community in
the space environment. Included in this ennumeration were voluntary international
cooperation, arms control constraints on the use of the space environment consistent
with the security of the United States, protection of the natural environment of the area,
and the safeguarding of the life and health of persons located in the area.
In order to protect the national interests of the United States, it was recommended
that the ratification of the proposed treaty should include express declarations consistent
with six principles. When compared with the four principles put forward in 1980 by the
Section ofInternational Law as understandings and declarations, it is clear that the 1981
recommendation is in many critical respects the same as the previous one of that Section.
The six principles, namely (a) through (f), were arrived at through separating the
Section of International Law's first recommendation of 1980 into rwo parts and the
fourth recommendation of 1980 into two pans.
Aside from form the 1981 statement made some modest drafting changes, such as
substituting for the term "understanding" in 1980 for the expression "position" in
1981. The 1981 statement in principle (a) substituted the expression" develop and use"
for "develop and exploit" as these terms applied to commercial or other purposes.
However, the 1981 statement added to the foregoing' 'and no constraint is accepted by
this ratification" to the existing rights of exploration, development, and utilization of
Moon and celestial body resources for commercial or other purposes.'·
Principle (b) of 1981 retained the language of the second sentence of the fmt
understanding of 1980, except that it adopted the expression "existing right" of the
United States "to determine unilaterally how it shares the benefits derived from
development and use by or under the authority of the United States of natural resources
of the Moon or other celestial bodies."31 Thus, the 1981 version used "development
and use" rather than "exploitation.' '32
Principle (c) of 1981 followed the thesis ennunciated in the second understanding
of 1980. However, the 1981 version strengthened the preceeding formulation. It made
reference to natural resources "extracted or used" by a party to the agreement in lieu of
"resources extracted, removed or actually utilized." The 1981 version stated that such
resources' 'are subject to the exclusive control of, and shall be the property of the State
Party or other authorized entity responsible for their extraction or use."" This replaced
the 1980 clause reading' 'are subject to the exclusive control of, and may be considered
as the property of, the State Party or other entity responsible for their extraction,
removal or utilization.' '34
Principle (c) of 1981 also contained the sentence reading: "In this context, it is the
position of the United States that Articles XII and XV of this Agreement preserve the
Supra note 27, at 2.

30

31fbid.

32Ibzd.
Hlbtd.

upra note 9, at 2.

34S
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existing right of States Parties to retain exclusive jurisdiction and coolrol over their
facilities, stations and installations on the Moon and other celestial bodies, and that
other States Parties are obligated to avoid interference with normal operations of such
facilities. "~5 This was a modest revision of the third sentence in the third understanding
of 1980. The principal differences were that the 1981 joint recommendation indicated
that its terms were to be treated as "the position of the United States. "36 This replaced
the expression that "the United States notes that. "37 The 1981 statement made
reference to the preservation of' 'the existing right" of the United States. This language
had not been used in 1980, although both vetsions had made reference to Articles 12
and 15 of the treaty.
Principle (d) of 1981, like understanding 3 of 1980, took into account the CHM
principle. Substantial changes were made in 1981. The 1981 version did not repeat the
1980 declaration that "the meaning of the term 'common heritage of mankind' is to be
based on the provisions of this Agreement. and not on the use Of interpretation of that
term in any other context.' '38 Thus, the non~reference in 1981 to the exact terms of the
agreement can be explained as avoiding the obvious.
Principle (d) of 1981 has advanced a new and very restrictive view as to the
substantive content of the CHM principle. Undoubtedly this new approach will add
complications to an already complex situation. This can be best portrayed by reciting the
terms of the 1980 understanding. In 1980 the Section of International law suggested as
an understanding that' 'Recognition by the United States that the Moon and its natural
resources are the common heritage of all mankind constitutes recognition (i) that all
States have equal rights to explore and use the Moon and its natural resources, and (ii)
that no State or other entity has an exclusive right of ownership, property or
appropriation over the Moon, over any area of the surface or subsurface of the Moon, or
over its natural resources in place."39 This language, which was consistent with the
provisions of the Moon Treaty and with its negotiating history, called attention to some
of the consequences of the CHM principle. The proposed understanding of the Section
of International Law signaled the foregoing characteristics of the principle as subjects of
special recognition, but did not endeavor to restrict the CHM principle only to the
identified characteristics.
The 1981 proposed principles of the two sections drastically modified the original
approach of the Section of International Law. The joint statement accepted the
previously identified substantive aspects of the CHM principle, but suggested that
recognition by the United States that the Moon and its natural resources are the CHM
would be "limited" to the specified illustrations. 40 Further, the joint statement rejected

nSupra note 27, at 2.

1bid.

36

37Supra note 9, at 2.

1bt"d.

38

39lbid.
40Supra note 27, at 2.
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the reference made by the Section of International Law to "in place" natural resources.
The joint statement substituted for the 'in place" qualification of natural resources the
C

following: "natural resources which have not been, or are not actually in the process of
being, extracted or used

by actual development activities on the Moon.' '41

"The proposed principle (d) was a major departure from the terms of Article 11 of
the Moon Treaty. In rejecting the "in place" terminology of Article 11, par. 3 the
proposed principle would not only repudiate a major contribution made by the United
States in the drafting of the treaty. It would also introduce terminology, namely,
"natural resources which have not been, or are not actually in the process of being,
extracted or used

by actual development activities on the Moon, "42 which possesses no

known pedigree and undoubtedly would offer no guidance to whatever goals were
intended to be served by such language. Although the joint statement contains a section
entitled "Report," which deals with the indicated principles, the report offers no
explanation or interpretation of the quoted language. Presumably the foregoing
language was introduced because, according to the joint statement, "the negotiating
record shows that some countries take the term 'common heritage' to mean that they
have some form of right to control or extract benefits from the activities of countries
which do undertake the burdens and risks of the exploration and use of outer space. "4'
Apparently operating on this premise, the joint statement called attention to the
possible impact of such expectations on the early exploitative activities of those States
possessing such capabilities.
This outlook appears to have been based on a fundamental misunderstanding of
the terms of the Moon Treaty and the record made during its negotiation. Factually it is
clear that at the present time the international legal regime for such natural resources is
one of res communis, This means that there is no present limitation on the free and
equal explanation, use, and exploration, of such resources. Only at a future date when it
has been demonstrated that there are valid prospects for large.scale exploitation will it
be necessary to proceed, according to Article 11, par. 5 of the agreement, to put into
place the internationallega! regime that would secure the practical implementation of
the CHM principle. In arriving at such a legal regime, and in putting the CHM principle
into effect, it will be necessary to achieve the goal, among others specified in Article 11,
par. 7 of "an equitable sharing by all States Parties in the benefits derived from those
resources, whereby the interests and needs of the developing countries, as well as the
efforts of those countries which have contributed either directly or indirectly to the
exploration of the Moon, shall be given special consideration.' '44 This heavily bargained
provision contains the specific formula for the future sharing of benefits on an
equitable, not equal, basis. 4 ' The presence of this formula will impose well-understood
41Jbtd.

421bid.

4?>Id.

at

5.

44Article 11, par. 7 (d) of the Moon Treaty, Supra, note 1.

4'C. Q. Christal, supra, note 2, at473.
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limitations on claims which might possibly be put forward by nOll-resource States having
an interest in either controlling or extracting benefits from the operational achievements
of countries such as the United States. It also appeared from the language of the Report

of the two Sections that a concern continued whether the specific language of Article 11,
par. 1 of the agreement had conclusively established a distinction between CHM
regimes for the space environment and for the ocean. This lingering doubt is
regrettable, since Article 11, par. 1 in clear and uncertain terms, as reflected by
overwhelming evidence during the recorded negotiations, separated the CHM principles
applicable to the Moon and its natural resources from those of the ocean. Further, the
joint statement expressed concern over the possibility of confusing the "implementation

procedures" of the two agreements. 46 Again, this observation does not accurately reflect
the fact that the 1980 Draft Convention on rhe Law of the Sea (Informal Text) makes
detailed references to such procedures, whereas the Moon Treaty merely prescribes that
at some future date a conference may be assembled to spell out the appropriate legal
regime and appropriate procedures. 47
Principle (e) of the joint recommendation borrowed heavily on the fourth
understanding of the Section of International Law. Both stressed that no moratoriu~
was intended or required by the agreement. The International Law Section applied this
to "exploitation," while the joint recommendation stated that there should be no
moratorium "on the commercial ,or other exploration, development and use of the
natural resources of the Moon or other celestial body. "48 The joint statement
concentrated more heavily on the development and use of the natural resources of the
Moon and other celestial bodies than had the International Law Section. The joint
statement, consistently with the International Law Section's 1980 understanding,
acknowledged the duty of parties to act in a manner compatible with Articles 6 (2) and
11 (7). The joint statement followed the understanding of the International Law Section
in prescribing compatible conduct. It now reads: "However, the United States reserves
to itself the right and authority to determine the standards for such compatibility unless
and until the United States becomes a party to a future resources regime."49 The
acceptance of the terms of Article 11, par. 7 in the foregoing principle will necessitate a
further clarification of the joint statement. The apparently unqualified acceptance of all
of the CHM criteria identified in that paragraph will have to be examined for
consistency in the light of the limited recognition set out in principle (d) as mentioned
above.
The final joint principle (t) restated in a slightly more restrictive fashion the 1980
understanding put forward by the Section of International Law. As agreed to in 1981,
the principle reads: "Acceptance by the United States of the obligation to join in good
faith negotiation for creation of a future resources regime in no way constitutes
acceptance of any particular provisions or proposed provisions which may be included in

46SlIpra note 27, at 6.
47Supra note 3, at 139.
4IJSupro note 27, at 3.
49Supra note 27, at 3.
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an agreement creating and controlling such a regime; nor does it constitute any
obligation or commitment to become a Party to such a regime regardless of the contents
of any such agreement." 50
The Section of International Law had called for an "exploitation" regime. It had
not made ref~rence to "proposed provisions." The final principle by referring to a
"future resources regime" identified the fact that the significant debate over the terms
of the proposed rreaty had related to the use of natural resources. Thus, the joint reporr
of the two sections had focused on the issues raised by the provisions of the agreement
dealing with that subject.
5. Conclusion

In appraising the product of the joint statement it is evident that both broad and
specific considerations must be weighed. At the present time in the United States, as
well as in some other countries. there is an increasing tendency to attach resenrations or
understandings to proposed international agreements. This tendency weakens the
international legislative process in the sense that the end product is not allowed to
become a consistent and coherent whole. Special interests that have not been able to
prevail at the international bargaining table seek to advance their self-serving interests in
the legislative halls of nations. Such understandings may produce a victory for
manipulative skills rather than for the national interest. The adoption ofunderstandings
may be precedent setting. Many States may wish to reserve certain determinations to
their unilateral judgments. In highly complex international agreements the prospects
for reservations, parricularly when identified with influential, single-issue
constituencies. may result in an almost unfathomable network of international

agreements. Thus, in principle, from the srrategic and political approach to general
international order, it is desirable to keep special reservations, interpretations, and

understandings to a minimum.
From the legal point of view it is well recognized that if a State files an
"understanding," when it ratifies an international agreement, that this constitutes an
interpretation of treaty terms. A "declaration" constitutes a national statement -of
policy. When such qualifications relate to the international application of the
agreement, such formal statements become binding in international law between the
United States and those States which either accept or do not object to the indicated
national position. This has been applied to the proposed Moon Treaty, as follows: "So,
for example, any U.S. understandings on the meaning of 'common heritage,'
'equitable sharing,' 'in place,' the existence--(or not) of a moratorium, or any other
subject related to rhe international application of the Moon Treaty, will be legally
binding as between the United States and parties who accept such understandings or
who do not object with a stated intention of preventing the treaty relationship with the
United States from entering into force. "51
In the light of the legal consequences flowing from declarations and
understandings attached by States to international agreements, it is clear that their
~OIbid.

~IA. W. Rovine, Letter to R. Stowe, in The Moon Treaty, supra note 8, at 82.
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terms should both serve the national interest and be at least as clearly drafted as the
terms of the basic international agreement to which they are to be appended. To the
extent that the separate proposals of the Section of International Law and the Section of
Natural Resources Law and the joint proposal of the two Sections merely reconfirm the
express terms of the Moon Treaty, or can be legitimately supported from the negotiating

history of the agreement, these proposals are acceptable. They may be redundant, but in
the interest of abundant caution, they are not objectionable. However, the terms of the

proposed principle (d) of the May 1981 Recommendation of the two Sections to the
House of Delegates constitutes, in its efforts to give to the CHM principle a limited
meaning, a rewriting of the terms of Article 11 of the 1979 treaty. The Report of the two
.Sections does not provide a satisfactory explanation for endeavoring to effect this major
change. It did not provide a substantive assessment of the meaning to be attributed to

its terms.
It has not been demonstrated that the national interest of the United States would
be served by the proposed principle. The principle contains ambiguities. No reference
point was provided whereby the meaning of the terms nor the special interests sought to
be served could be validated. Further, it was inconsistent with the terms of the principle
(e), which accepted the fact that signatories will be obligated to conform their conduct
to the terms of the agreement, and in particular to the critical terms of Article 11, par. 7.
Finally, from the perspective both of the development of the rule of law in international
relations and of the legitimate interests of the United States, a considerable amount of
caution is required in the formulation and use of understandings and declarations to
international agreements. Perhaps the Association's House of Delegates will be able to
obtain a clarification of the joint recommendation received by it from the two Sections,

and in particular the meaning to be attributed to proposed principle (d), In any event-it
is to be expected that the members of the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations will
take into due account any communication it may receive from the American Bar
Association on the subject.

Although this analysis of the joint efforts of the two Sections to advance the
national interest, as perceived by their various constituencies, has raised some questions
concerning the validity of the indicated perceptions, one fact remains. The two Sections, _

subject to their respective outlooks, now support the signarure of the Moon Treaty and
its ultimate ratification. Unless the United States becomes a party to the agreement, it
will not be a participant in the negotiation of the future international legal regime and
appropriate procedures respecting the disposition of the natural resources of the Moon
and other celestial bodies.
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APPENDIX
AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION
REPORT
TO THE HOUSE OF DELEGATES
(May 1981)
RECOMMENDATION

The American Bar Association Section of International Law and Section of Natural
Resources Law recommend the following resolution for adoption by the House of
Delegates of the American Bar Association:
BE IT RESOLVED that the American Bar Association

Believes that the content of international law governing the peaceful uses of outer
space, including the Moon and other celestial bodies, is a matter of substantial
importance to the national interests of the United States;
Believes that the United States should preserve its rights under eXlStmg
international law to undertake national exploration and use of outer space, including
the unilateral right to undertake both scientific exploration and commercial
development and use of natural resources found in outer space; and
Believes that encouragement of voluntary international cooperation in outer space,
arms control constraints on the use of outer space consistent with the security of the

United States, protection of the environment in outer space, and safeguarding of life
and health of persons in outer space, are legitimate interests of the United States and of
the international community.

BE IT ALSO RESOLVED, therefore,

That the American Bar Association favors the signature and ratification by the
United States of the •• Agreement Governing the Activities of States on the Moon and
Other Celestial Bodies" on the explicit condition that the United States Signature and
Instrument of Ratification be subject to and include express Declarations consistent with
the following principles:
.
"(a) It is the position of the United States that no provision in this Agreement
constrains the existing right of governmental or authorized non-governmental entities to
explore and use the resources of the Moon or other celestial body, including the right to
develop and use these resources for commercial or other purposes, and no such
constraint is accepted by this ratification.

"(b) It is the position of the United States that nothing in this Agreement in any
way diminishes or alters the existing right of the United States to determine unilaterally
how it shares the benefits derived from development and use by or under the authority
of the United States of natural resources of the Moon or other celestial bodies;
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"(c) Natural resources extracted or used by or under the authority of a State Party to
this Agreement are subject to the exclusive control of, and shall be the property of the
State ;Party or other authorized entity responsible for their extraction

Of

use. In this

context, it is the position of the United States that Articles XII and XV of this
Agreement preserve the existing right of States Parties to retain exclusive jurisdiction

and control over their facilities, stations and installations on the Moon and other
celestial bodies, and that other States Parties are obligated to avoid interference with
normal operations of such facilities;

"(d) Recognition by the United States that the Moon and its natural resources are
the common heritage of all mankind is limited to recognition (i) that all States have the
rights to explore and use the Moon and its natural resources, and (ii) that no State or
other entity has an exclusive right of ownership over the Moon, over any area of the
surface or subsurface of the Moon, or over its natural resources which have not been, or

are not actually in the process of being, extracted or used by actual development
activities on the Mooo.

"(e) It is the position of the United States that no moratorium on the commercial
or other exploration, development and use of the natural resources of the Moon Of other
celestial body is intended or required by this Agreement. The United States recognizes
that, in the development and use of natural resources on the Moon, States Parties to this
Agreement are obligated to act in a manner compatible with the provisions of Article VI
(2) and the purposes specified in Article XI (7). However, the United States reserves to
itself the right and authority to determine the standards for such compatibility unless
and until the United States becomes a party to a future resources regime.

"(f) Acceptance by the United States of the obligation to join in good faith
negotiation for creation of a future resources regime in no way constitutes acceptance of
any particular provisions or proposed provisions which may be included in an agreement
creating and controlling such a regime; nor does it constitute any obligation or

commitment to become a Party to such a regime regardless of the contents of any such
agreement. "

MARITIME AND SPACE LAW, COMPARISONS AND CONTRASTS
(AN OCEANIC VIEW OF SPACE TRANSPORT)
Hamilton DeSaussure *

Welcome to the flew age of Outer space, President Carter has stated that the advent
of the shuttle will mark the second era in outer space development.' It is very likely that
new transportation systems will accelerate manned activity in this flew domain at a
geometric fate.
Few realized, when the ftrst Echo satellites were launched in the early sixties, the
dramatic way in which communications satellites would fill the skies.' Nor did they
realize how crowded the geostationary orbit would become and how great the need
would be for international regulation. The ftrst satellite to operate in geostationary orbit
was Syncom 2, which was launched in 1963. Between one hundred and ten and one
hundred and twenty satellites now occupy that orbit. From one-quarter to one-half of
them are functioning.' A recent NASA study concluded that by the year 2000 there
wo"uld be a tenfold increase in the international demand for communications satellite
circuits ..~
The emergence of a transportation system in space, particularly a reusable system,
will promote the same exponential growth in the carriage of cargo, and in human
activity. How will it grow? Will it be by each nation regulating its own transpon systems
independently, by commonly agreed upon standards and practices, or by a new
international agreement regulating space transportation?
The answer lies partially in the degree to which the most technologically advanced
states believe it to their advantage to work out internationally accepted practices for their
space operations. The U.S. will have the Space Shuttle, the USSR their Salyut-SoyuzProgress system, and France has Ariane. The Soviets are repotted to be planning a
reusable spacecraft.' China and Japan are trying to develop more sophisticated launch
systems.- The answer also lies in how much priority the U.N. Committee on Peaceful
Uses of Outer Space (COPUOS) assigns to the formulation of an international regime
for space transportation. The subject of space transportation systems was an agenda item
a( the most recent session of the Scientific and Technical Subcommittee, but there was

'B. F. Goodrich Professor of Law, University of Akron School of Law.
'Press, "U.S. Space Policy-A Framework for the 1980's," 35 Astronautics and Aeronautics 34 (1979).
lSee Lay and Taubenfeld, The Law Relating to Activities of Man in Space 109-121 (1970).
3This is the estimate of Dr. Lubas Perek, former Chief of the Outer Space Affairs Division.
4N.Y. Tunes, Mar. 24, 1980, § D, at 1.
5Aviation Week and Space Technology,Jan. 8, 1979, p. 11; Feb. 18, 1980, p. 25.
6See U.N. St:Cretariat Report, International Implications of New Space Transporation Systems 7, 8 (Aug.
16.1979).
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no substantive discussion. The subject was not on the agenda of the recent session of the
Legal Subcommittee.
A current report prepared by the International Aeronautical Federation at the
request of the Scientific and Technical Subcommittee states:
" ... it is conceivable that with the projected growth in both launches and the
population and size of orbiting satellites there will come a time when the probability of
interference with spacecraft performance, and possibly even physical collision, may
become high enough to require consideration [of a global traffic control system]."
This, in my view, is most certainly an understatement. It is not only conceivable,
but inevitable. The only issue subject to doubt is as to the timing.?
Whether a space transport regime takes shape through unjlateral practice,
concordant national rules, or multilateral treaty, the maritime and aviation regimes for
international carriage are important references. Commerce at sea and in the air space has
flourished by virtue of stable, internationally accepted rules, which regulate navigation.
The purpose of this paper is to examine a few of the more important aspects of the
maritime analogy for their appiicability to space transport.
Status ofthe Instrumentality

None of the existing multilateral treaties regulating the use and exploration of
outer space provide any definition of a spacecraft or a space vehicle. To my knowledge
no bilateral treaty does. A recent amendment to the NASA Act defines space vehicle as
"an object intended for launch, launched or assembled in outer space, including the
Space Shuttle and other components of a space transportation system, together with
related equipment, devices, components and parts."8 This definition seems broad
enough to cover all space objects contemplated by the Outer Space Treaty.
The terms spacecraft and space vehicle seem to be used interchangeably in the
Outer Space Treaty and in the Astronaut Agreement, and frequently refer to space
objects which carry personnel.' The Liability and Registration Conventions refer to
neither spacecraft nor space vehicle, only space objects and launch vehicles.lO A great
deal of confusion exists as to the exact meaning of the two underscored terms. The
former Chief of the Outer Space Affairs Division, Dr. Lubos Perek, has stated that in
technical literarure, the terms spacecraft, space vehicle, and space object all mean the

71d. at 18.
Spub. L. No. 96-48, § 308 (f), 93 Stat. 349; 42 USC 2458 b.
9Treaty on Principles Governing the Activities of States in the Exploration and Use of Outer Space,
Including the Moon and Celestial Bodies (hereinafter Outer Space Treaty), Jan. 27, 1967, [1967] 18 V.S.T.
2410, T.I.A.S. 6347, 610 U.N.T.S. 205, Art. 5 (effective Oct. 10, 1967); Agreement on the Rescue of
Astronauts, the Return of Astronauts and the Return of Objects Launched into Outer Space (hereinafter
Rescue and Return Agreement) April 22, 1968. [1969] 19 V.S.T. 7570, T.I.A.S. 6599, 672 V.N.T.S. 119,
Art. 1-4 (effective Dec. 3, 1968).
loConvention on the International Liability for Damage Caused by Space Objects (hereinafter "Liability
Convention") March 29, 1972 [1973J 24 U.S.T. 2389 T.I.A.S. 7762 (effective Oct. 9,1973); Convention on
Registration of ObjeTts Launched into Outer Space (hereinafter "Registration Convention"), .January 14,
1()75, [19781 28 U.S.T. (it)~, T. L A.S. H480 (cffcrtivc Sepl. I~, 1l)7G).
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same thing. 11 This is supported by the McGraw-Hill Dictionary of Scientific and
Technical Terms. It defines spacecraft as "devices manned and unmanned which are
designed to be placed into an orbit about the earth or into a trajectory to another
celestial body." (No definition is given in the dictionary for space vehicle.)
There has always been a need accurately to define aircraft and ships and to
distinguish them from other objects which transit or occupy their respective spheres. A
similar need will emerge to define those spacecraft used for transport and to distinguish
them from other space objects.
The International Regulations for Preventing Collisions at Sea define vessels to
include, "every description of water craft, including non-displacement craft and
seaplanes, used or capable of being used as a means of transportation on water"u
[emphasis added]. The INMARSAT Agreement defines the term ship as meaning "a
vessel of any type operating in the marine environment (including inter alia) hydrofoil
boats, air-cushion vehicles, submersibles, floating craft and platforms not permanently
moored. "13

It seems that as space travel grows, we will need to establish a common definition of
transport spacecraft or space vehicles. That is, spacecraft used primarily to carry goods or
personnel from one place to another. It will also be necessary to distinguish them legally
from other varieties of space objects. The key to defining the spacecraft for transport is
navigabiliry. Does it have the primary function of transportation? Is it designed basically
for space flight rather than parking in a particular orbit? The fact that many satellites
have internal rocket propulsion enabling ground controllers to reposition them in space
does not endow them with navigability. Communications, remote sensing, weather,
and reconnaissance satellites are not designed or intended for navigation in space. They
carry only sufficient fuel to reach the desired orbit and perform their mission.
INTELSAT satellites have been recently supplied just enough extra fuel to kick them out
of the geostationary orbit at the end of their useful life. A true navigable craft however
has enough fuel to transverse space and return to a particular place or orbit.
Navigate has been defined as steering or directing a ship or aircraft. 14 Of all the
space objects, it will be the spacecraft for the transport that most nearly resembles ships
and aircraft. How should they be described to differentiate them from other space
objects? Webster's dictionary defines spaceship as "a rocket propelled vehicle for
'travel' in outer space."" One might have preferred a definition which substituted the
word transport for the word travel. It is broader. Transport clearly embraces cargo as well
as human beings. If one adopts the test of navigability as described above, then a
spaceship could be manned or unmanned. The U.S. Space Shuttle clearly qualifies as a
'.

"Ioterviewwith Dr. Perek, New York, New York, March 27, 1980.

12Cooventioo

00

the International Regulations for Preventing Collisions at Sea (Oct. 20, 1972) T.I.A.S.

8587, Rule 3.

13Convention on the International Maritime Satellite Organization, INMARSAT, July 7, 1979 [1979]
T.I.A.S. 9605. Art. 1.
14Webster's New World Dictionary 948 (2nd ed. 1974).

15Id at 1364.
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spaceship. So, I submit, do the unmanned transport orbiters being developed by the
Soviet Union, Japan, and the European Space Agency.
Once having defined the spacecraft for transport as a spaceship, its classification

according to ownership and use becomes important. At sea, different fights and
responsibilities flow from a ship's legal characterization. There are warships, other
governmental vessels (with a subclassification depending on commercial or public use)
and private merchant vessels. At the highest end of the scale is the warship. It enjoys
complete sovereign immunity from foreign jurisdiction and has certain extraordinary

rights on the high seas. Other governmental ships used for public purposes also have
sovereign immunity, but not the special rights of warships. In most states, governmental
ships used for private purposes no longer have immuniry and, of course, neither do
private merchant vessels. It has been necessary to classify vessels in order ~hat all who use
the high seas, or participate in maritime activity, understand the respective rights and
duties of each type of vessel."
The dawn of the new space transport era will bring a similar need to classify
spaceships. The latest draft of the Law of the Sea negotiating text defines a warship as
one bearing distinctive marks, commanded by a commissioned officer, in the service
registry, and with a crew subject to military discipline. 17 A recent report indicates that

out of a total of thirty-nine U.S. shuttle missions scheduled through September 1984,
five are dedicated military missions. IS

As the capabilities of the shuttle are demonstrated through experience, this is
probably an underestimate of both the total number and the number of military
missions. Should spaceships from the very outset be separately classified according to
mission? In my view the answer is yes. Unlike other space objects, spaceships are

instrumentalities of navigation. They are capable of a wide variety of tasks including
military ones. Those ships operated by the military for military purposes, like their
counterparts at sea and in the airspace, need particular identification. Following along

the lines of the Law of the Sea draft, military spaceships should be defined as those
which are under military control and whose ground controller or space crew are subject
to

military discipline.
At the initial stage of development, the spaceship will be an experimental vehicle,

serving predominantly science, exploration and national security. As it begins to achieve

economies that make it commercially useful for industry and for non-launch states, the
spaceship will become an instrument of trade and coITunerce. It is interesting to note
that under the U.S. Sovereign Immunities Act, a foreign state is not immune from U.S.
jurisdiction in admiralty actions to enforce maritime liens against governmental vessels
or cargoes used in commercial activity.1 9 However, U.S. public vessels may not be
16For a gene!"al discussion of the legal regime of warships and merchant ships, _fee Chapters VII and VIII,
Colombos, International Law of the Sea 259, 285 (6th ed. 1957).
I7Art. 29, Revised Informal Composite Negotiating Text for the Eighth Session, United Nations
Conference on the Law of the Sea, March 19·27, 1979. The text is in 181m'!. Legal Materials 686, 709 (1979).
lllAviation Week and Space Technology, Mar. 31, 1980, pp. )4·55.
19Foreign Sovereign Immunitie.~ Ac! of 1976, 28 U .S.c. J6()5(b). Under [he Public Vessels An, however,
!lO lieo may be t:rcllled O1gainsl lilly public vessel uflhe! I.S. ,j(. I r.S.c. 781, 78H. In some foreign states, U.S.
puhlic vessels

u~ed fur (,(llTllllNriallll!ivilY may

he suhjn I !Il :I libl·1 actioll.
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libeled in the United States. Some foreign nations refuse to accord any immunity to

property owned by foreign governments and used in trade and when shuttle orbiters
carry substantial commercial payloads, they may well be equated to public property used
for private purposes and subject to attachment.

Dr. John Cobb Cooper, the first Director of the Institute of Air Law at McGill,
wrote that vessels have a sui generis status. 20 While land transportation entities have no
distinctive status, and aircraft have only nationality, vessels also possess a quasi

personality which permit them to be held personally responsible for contracts and torts
independent of owner responsibility. Justice Story wrote that a shipowner' 5 innocence of
any offense made no difference in the condemnation of a vessel suspected of' 'piratical
aggressions. '.
"It is not an uncommon course in the admiralty, acting under the law of nations,
to treat the vessel in which or by which, or by the master or crew thereof, a wrong or

offense has been done as the offender, without regard whatsoever to the personal
misconduct or responsibility of the owner thereof.' '21
Without delving into the subject of maritime liens, it is apparent that to vest
spaceships with the same quality of responsibility attributed to vessels could have

dramatic implications. A spaceship, part of whose payload is carried under contract with
a private corporation, which lands on foreign soil through intent or accident, might find
itself the subject of an in rem proceeding brought by a foreign claimant. Nothing in the
Liability Convention prevents judicial recourse by private claimants even where that
Convention might apply.
As spaceship operations become routine and the options they afford for commercial
venture more advanced, their legal status becomes a matter of great importance and so

will the analogy to public and private vessels.
The Right a/Passage

Defining and classifying spaceships is only the start. Greater activity in space means
more launches, which could mean more launch sites, or, as they will certainly come to be

known, spaceports. There are probably fewer than a dozen separate launch facilities in
the world today. Since the cancellation by Zaire of a contract with OTRAG, a private
West German company for rhe development of a private launch facility in that country,
all launch sites are owned and operated by Governments or Intergovernmental
Organizations. However, there are those who believe that commercial launch sites are on
the horizon and that they will multiply as commercial space ventures prove feasible.
Eight nations have expressed interest in establishing new international launch facilities.
Five of these are equatorial states. Will there be, before the end of the century, an
explosion in space transport to equal that generated by air transport in the last quarter of
a century? It is certainly a distinct possibility.
The rapid proliferation of communications satellites may prove an interesting
precedent. Technological advances and economies of increased spacecraft production

2OCooper, The Legal Status of Flight Vehicles Explorations in Aerospace Law 206-213 (Vlasic ed. 1968).

"The Malek Adhel, 43 U.S. 210, 233 (2 How. 1844).
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will provide direct access to space for more and more states. This will require the greater
traverse of foreign airspace.
Many writers have addressed the problem of innocent passage through airspace to
the outer space and have suggested the development of a rule comparable to the right of
innocent passage for ships through territorial waters. 22 I prefer the analogy to the
landlocked state. That state has no access to the unique environment of the oceans
except through the territory of another. It has no sea coast. Without a freedom of transit
such a state cannot reap the benefits of ocean transport. In the same manner, states who
develop the capability to launch vehicles in space may not be geographically positioned
to do so without transiting foreign airspace. They too are landlocked. The Geneva
Convention on The High Seas provides that landlocked states shall enjoy the right of
free access to the sea and equal treatment in pons. 2 :) A similar right is needed in space. It
is at the outset of an active transport era that the greatest opportunity lies for the
establishment of the principle of free transit to and from space. This right is less likely to
emerge from the practice of states than by bilateral or multilateral agreement. Free
transit through foreign air space would reduce the urgency to set forth a geometric
border between air and outer space.

The Exercise ofExceptionalJurisdiction
The maneuverability of the spaceship will make it possible to approach and inspect
alien satellites which are suspected of being a threat to the eanh environment. It will be
possible to remove the satellite to a high energy orbit, neutralize it, or control its return
to earth.24 The Outer Space Treaty makes it clear, however, that the registry state retains
jurisdiction and control over its space objects and undoubtedly this is meant to be
exclusive. Any exercise of control over a foreign satellite would have to be on exceptional
grounds.
The corollary to the principle of the freedom of the high seas is that all states
normally have a duty not to intetfere with foreign ships outside territorial waters. In a
famous admiralty case a BritishJudge declared.
In places where no local authority exists, where the subjects of aU States meet upon a
footing of entire equality and independence, no one State, or any of its subjects, has a
tight to assume or exercise authority over the subjects of another.2)

However, there is an exception to this principle of freedom of navigation. This
exception involves the high seas right of approach. It is the right of any warship to
approach a suspicious merchant vessel and verify her nationality and ensure she is not

225ee e.g" Christol, "Innocenr Passage in the International law of Outer Space," 7 Jag L Rev, 22, 29
(1965).

BConvention on the High Seas (1958) T.I.A.S. 5200, Art. 3.
24See this wriler's view on the removal of earth threatening satellites in 3 Ann. Air & Space L 383-394
(l(nR).
l~Lc

Louis 210 (2 Do(ls. 1817) quotcd in Colomh[)s, .wpra n. 16, at 310.
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violating internatiooallaw relating to fishing, submarine cables, and piracy, as well as
misuse of the national flag. If the crew of the warship decides to board the suspect
vessel, there is a heavy burden to substantiate the suspicion. Failure to do so makes the
flag state liable for the loss, damage or delay to the merchant ship." Whether a similar
exceptional right of approach will develop in space rests on the good will of spacefaring
states. Both the fall to earth of the Soviet Cosmos 954, breaking up over an area of
northwest Canada about the size of Austria, and the uncontrolled return to earth of
parts of the eighty-five ton Skylab, illustrate the risks involved in deteriorating
satellites. 27
The use of nuclear power sources in space is now being studied by a working group
of the Scientific and Technical Subcommittee." But nuclear power is only one specific
source for earth contamination. There are other threats as well, including rhe possibility
of physical damage. The ultimate answer lies in an internarional agreement for the safe
deorbit or reorbit of satellites which threaten the environmental norm. Until such
agreement is reached, military spaceships of any nation should have the right to

approach a hazardous satellite and take preventive measures.
safety a/Navigation
It might appear at present that space voyages will not require the type of uniform
rules for navigation that govern at sea. Space is limitless. the public oceans are not. Sea

transit will far exceed space transit for decades to come. The risk of actual collision
between two manned craft in space is minimal when compared to shipwreck and
collision. However, the near earth and geostationary orbits will be the most frequented
areas of space and as noted above there is already overcrowding in the latter orbit. As
fully reusable launch systems transport large payloads from earth to low orbit and return
them, and as reusable space-based orbital vehicles develop to transfer men and
equipment from low to high orbit and to land on celestial bodies, uniform rules will be
required ~o govern landing, docking, staging and inter-orbital transfers. It is an
inexorable certainty that a navigation code will become as necessary for space safety as it
became for traffic safety in the air space and at sea.
International rules of navigation applicable to high seas navigation have been
enacted by virrually all maritime states, and amendments are usually made
simultaneously by international agreement. The International Regulations for
Preventing Collisions at Sea of 1972 are a part of these rules. They set forth measures to
avoid collision, for maneuvering, towing, warning and distress signals. 29 There have
been a number of conferences between maritime states called for the purpose of

16Supra fl.

16, at 311.

27For an excellent analysis of the deorbit of Cosmos 954, see Galloway, "Nuclear Powered Satellites: The
U.S.S.R. Cosmos 954 and the Canadian Claims," 12 Akron 1. Rev. 401 (1979).

28See Report of the Scientific and Technical Subcommittee on the Work of its Seventeenth Session,
AI AC.105/267, Annex II, 1 (1980).
29Supra n. 12, rules 12-33.
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standardizing rules for structural safety, fire and life saving equipment, and the use of
radio and other navigational aids.

Whether an international space traffic code emerges through the concordant

national legislation and regulation of the principal spacefaring nations, or through
formal international agreement, it will become imperative to achieve uniform standards
and practices. The Scientific and Tethnical Subcommittee working group on the use of
nuclear power sources should be invited to consider the larger question of spaceship
safety and to set forth suggested rules for uniform practices.
Status of Crew and Others

The Outer Space Treaty provides that all parties should regard astronauts as envoys
of mankind. 30 What special protection this affords, apart from providing all possible
assistance in the event of accidents. distress, Of emergency, is Qot clear. It is true they will
not be treated as diplomatic envoys with governmental immunity. If they are forced
down in foreign territory or on the high seas they will have a temporary diplomatic
immunity until they are returned to their own country. To what further protection are

they entitled?
Seamen have long been regarded as wards of the admiralty. They are endowed
special protection not accorded fellow workers on land, except by statute. Two andent
rights which they have acquired through practice and usage are the rights to
maintenance and cure. and to a seaworthy vessel. Whenever a seaman becomes disabled

during a sea voyage through sickness or accident, he is entitled to the continuance of his
wages until restored to health, and to all medical expenses. This duty of the shipowner
to provide all necessary treatment is an absolute one, not dependent on his negligence or

on the freedom from fault of the seaman. The seaworthiness of the vessel is also an
absolute requirement, and due diligence and care by the shipowner provides no
exoneration for him if the court finds the vessel was not fit for whatever reason or cause.
The concordant practice of maritime states has shaped a very strong maritime law in this
regard. 31
Will states whose nationals sojourn into space develop a similar set of protective
rules for all spacefarers? I think it likely. Land-based rules for employer liabiliry are
shaped around work done "in the course of employment" and "within the scope of
authority." On-duty and off-dury status and whether the aggrieved employee was
deviating from his normal route or performance become important considerations. In
space, as at sea, the spacefarer should be comprehensively protected without regard to
any of the legal considerations. Whether his travel into space is for only a few days, or for
weeks or months, he has a high risk occupation and his dury period, like that of the
sailor, is for twenty-four hours each day. Consider how appropriate to the future
spaceman is the language used by Justice Rutlege in describing the sailor's life. He
wrote:

300uter Space Treaty, supra n. 9, art. 5.
}lSee generally on the subjects of maintenance and cure, and vessel seaworthiness, Gilmore and Black,
The Law of Admiralty 151-15'), 281· 314 (2d ed. [975).
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. Unlike men employed in service on land, the seaman, when he finishes his day's

work, is neither relieved of obligations to his employer nor wholly free

to

dispose of his

leisure as he sees fit. Of necessity, during the voyage he must eat, drink, lodge and

divert himself with the confines of the ship. In shoft, during the period of his tenure the
vessel is not merely his place of employment; it is the framework of his existence. For
that reason, among others, his employer's responsibility for maintenance and cure

extends beyond injuries sustained because of, or while engaged in activities required by
his employmc;nt. 32

Federated States such as the U.S. should exercise legislative and judicial jurisdiction
only at the national leveL In the United States, a Federal Wrongful Death statute for
outer space is needed which would preempt state law. It might be useful to extend the
Death on the High Seas Act to activities in space." The Federal Tort Claims Act should
be amended to specifically cover acts in space and further revised to include claims based
on strict liability for governmental conduct." As long duration voyages and habitation
in space become a reality, the relatively short statute of limitations for judicial recourse
needs to be extended. In admiralty, by constitutional grant, Federal jurisdiction is
exclusive (with certain exceptions not relevant here).35 A uniform national space law is
preferable to the hodgepodge of tort law applicable to aviation mishaps where state as
well as Federal law is relevant. The working conditions of space crews and other
personnel, minimum health standards for space flight, the provision for medical care
and the extent of disciplinary authority of the mission and flight commanders must be
defined only at the national and internationallevds.
On March 7, 1980, NASA promulgated rules on the authority of the shuttle
commander in flight.'6 Shuttle commanders have been given authority similar to that
held by sea captains and aircraft commanders including the power to arrest and to use
force if necessary to maintain law and order in orbit. The rules also establish a chain of
command on board the shuttle in the event the commander or his copilot are
incapacitated. The new rules recognize that the shuttle will carty non-NASA scientists,
engineers and foreign researchers.

32Waterman, S. S. Corpjones, 318U.S. 724, 731, 733 (1943).
33Death on the High Seas Act, 41 Stat. 537,46 V.S.c. § 7, 1·768 (1920). It has been judicially extended
to death over the high seas. InD'AJeman v. Pan American World Airways, 259 F 2d 493 (1958)Judge Moore
wrote, "The law would indeed be static if a passenger on a ship were protected by the Act and another
passenger in the ideoticallocation three thousand feet above in a plane were not." It is extremely doubtful
whether courts will judicially extend that Act to deaths on board an orbiting spaceship. Bur there is a similar
need in space to unify tbe law. Courts have dearly held that tbe need for uniformity at sea required tbe
DOHSA to supersede any state wrongful death statute. See Dugas v. National Aircraft Corp., 438 F. 2d, 1386
(1971).
34The applicability of the Federal Tort Claims Act to acts in outer space has not been examined by the
courts. F.T.CA. 28 V.S.c. 1346 (b), 2671. Legislation precludes its applicability in cases where admiralty
jurisdiction applies (see § 741·752 of the Suits in Admiralty Act 46 USC 741 et. seq. Since the F.T.C.A. is
basically territorial in scope, it will not, in my view, be held to apply to negligence which occurs in the outer
space environment.
3lU.S. Canst. an. 3, § 2.

"45 Fed. Reg. 14845 (1980). 14 C.F.R. 1214.
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As one of the two great spacefaring states in the world, U,S, law and practice on
space welfare will set the mark for other nations to follow as they develop their own
space transport systems either in concert with other states or individually.

Salvage
Some years ago, Mr. Page, the President of the General Electric Missiles and Space
Division, predicted there would be a million satellites in earth orbit in the 1990's, As
time slips by, this prediction seems much too optimistic. There are approximately 4,500
space objects orbiting earth at the present, about one forth of which are functioning."
Although he may have miscalculated, the problems implicit in his prediction will be
generated. The U.N. Secretariat's Report states it will "almost certainly" be necessary in
time to sweep non-geostationary orbits planned for extremely large structures, such as
those planned for in space construction of solar power satelIites. 38 It is also true that

much of the artifacts brought into space will be salvageable. The Astronaut Agreement
does not address the question of salvage. It does provide that, upon request, objects
launched into space found outside the launching state shall be returned or held at that
state's disposal. It also provides for the recoupment of expenses.'9
At sea, every recovery of lost or abandoned property, or property in peril, is subject
to a salvage claim. Though limited to the value of the property saved, the award can be
far in excess of expenses. This depends on the hazards involved, the value of the
property at risk, the value of the property saved, and other considerations.
There is a duty imposed on the master of every vessel to render all assistance in
saving life at sea and there is no reward for life salvage. The salvage of property at sea is a
voluntary act and here a generous reward is possible except for those public ships such as
Coast Guard vessels which have a duty imposed by law. 40
The law of maritime salvage has been stated to be a part of international law, and
the courts of maritime states have taken a liberal attitude toward entenaining salvage

claims against a ship libeled in their ports. This is ttue even though the only contact with
the port state is that the rescued ship was brought there after rescue. In maritime
practice a wide variety of acts have been held to constitute salvage from simple towing to
a place of safety to raising a sunken vessel. Will this body of maririme law have any
relevance in space? I think the analogy is appropriate and that the need for uniformiry, a
Jusg;;~tium' in space, is equally necessary. The question of who may become salvors,
how the award should be computed and distributed, who is liable for the award, and
what types of salvage may arise under contract will become important considerations in
rescue operations in space.
It-is not too early for an appropriate body such as COPUOS to consider whether a
salvage law for space will require an international agreement comparable, perhaps, to

31Interviewwith Dr. Perek, supra n. 11.

3SSu/Jra n. 6, at· lB.
39Rescue and Return Agreement, art. S.fupra n. 9,

ee Norris, The Law ofSaivage, § 172-179 (1958).
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the Btussels Salvage Convention of 1910, or whether it can best develop through
natiooallaw and practice.
Protection ofthe Environment
Already mentioned in connection with the need to control earth-threatening
satellites such as unstable nuclear powered satellites is the need for a safety regime in
space. However, the question of back and forward contamination in space is much

broader than just the exercise of any right of removal of deleterious space objects. A
special set of safety standards, uniformly adopted throughout the community of
spacefaring states, is extremely desirable.
The Geneva High Seas Convention provides that every state shall draw up
regulations to prevent pollution of the seas by the discharge of oil from ships and shall
take measures to prevent pollution from the dumping of radio-active waste." The
International Maritime Consultative Organization (1M CO) has sponsored both the
Convention for Oil Pollution Damage and the Convention on the Prevention of Marine
Pollution by Dumping Wastes and Other Matters. The U.S. is a party to both.·'
Respected admiralty lawyers have stated that ocean contamination presents
"problems of staggering complexity as to which no consensus has yet emerged. "., No
less than 45 articles are devoted to the protection and preservation of the marine

environment in the most recent draft of the Law of the Sea negotiating text. While it
should be superficially attractive to transfer concepts being developed in this most vital
area from the sea to space, it probably is not a useful analogy. First, because the law of
the sea itself in a state of confusion on this subject, and second, because the distinctive
characteristics of the two environments call for entirely different approaches to the
problem. Nevenheless, there must be a uniformity of approach, common standards and
an international repository for the communication and- exchange of all information on
space contamination.

is

Conclusion

While the law of the sea does not represent an infallible guide to the developing
law of space, space lawyers need some appreciation of maritime law. They need to
become conversant with basic admiralty rules to vessel identification, navigation,

management of ships, rights of seamen, die law of salvage, limitations of liability and
governmental activity in sea commerce. It is with this perspective that they can compare
the two environments, consider the relevance of maritime law, and select for adoption

for space transport those legal principles which have proved beneficial

to

commerce on

the oceans.

41High Seas Conveotion,supra n. 22, art. 24, 25.
420i! Pollution Convention, May 12, 1954 (1954) T.I.A.S. 4900; Dumping of Wastes Convention,
December 29,1972, T.I.A.S. 8165.

43Supru n. 30, at 826.

SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTS IN SPACE LAW:
A PROJECTION FOR THE NEXT DECADE

Stephen E. Doyle'
Ongoing Space Programs in 1980
Basically, the main elements of ongoing space programs may be divided into five
categories: applications of space technology, space science and exploration, space
transportation, space tracking and data acquisition, and related technologies research
and development.
"Space applications" is an encompassing term including many current activities of
both national aod international character. Employment of satellites for communication
purposes is perhaps the best known, most widely used of space applications. There are
five countries with totally independent national communication satellite systems:
U.S.S.R., Caoada, the United States, Indonesia aod]apan. In all of these countries the
systems provide point-to-point relay of telephone, telegraph, facsimile, television and
data services, aod in some countries there are dedicated facilities used for both radio aod
television broadcasting. There are at least fifteen countries, maybe more, that use the
multilaterally owned spacecraft of the International Telecommunications Satellite
Consortium (INTELSAT), for domestic communication services with wholly owned
national earth station complexes. There are some countries involved in regional systems
for satellite communication and there are more thao one hundred and twenty-five
countries using international satellite systems to help meet their global communication
requirements.
"Space applications" also include meteorological satellite systems, which can
collect and deliver broad-area cloud cover pictures, meteorological data aod certain
kinds of time-sequence imagery of weather patterns. Combined with ground-acquired
data and computer systems, these space systems have permitted greatly improved
capabiliry to find, analyze aod predict meteorological phenomena.
Another important "space application" is the sensing of the earth's surface from
space, whether laod or water. Nations use both active (radar) sensing systems and passive
(latent or reflected electromagnetic radiation) sensing systems, aod data is collected that
is useful for cartography, crop inventory, forestry, land maoagement, pollution control,
geographic, geologic, and oceanographic work, to mention only some of the importaot
uses. Developed aod developing countries gain substantially from the use of such earth
sensing data collection systems.

There are other more specialized . "space applications," including mobile,
maritime and aeronautical communications; surveillance and verification systems;
navigation systems; continuous surface and atmospheric monitoring data relay systems;
'Former Program Manager for Telecommunication, Infotmation and Space Studies. Office of
Technology Assessment, U.S. Congress, Washington, D.C.
I Agreement Relating to the International Telecommunications Satellite Organization, IN1ELSAT, with
Annexes, [1971J 23 U.S.T. 3813. T.I.A.S. 7532.
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and amateur radio relay. "Space applications" also include experimental work done in
laboratory environments, as in Apollo spacecraft, Skylab, Soyuz, and Salyut, and in the
Apollo-Soyuz Test Project of 1975. This includes materials processing for crystal growth,
alloy mixing, pharmaceutical blending and, eventually, manufacturing processes that
can turn a near zero-G environment or a near perfect vacuum into an advantage. or a

medical or surgical benefit.
All of these' 'space applications" represent what we know and what we believe we
can do and, in some cases, are doing today. But experience teaches us clearly that it is
likely that we will discover new applications, new systems, new technologies and new
uses, that have not yet crossed our minds. We are not at the end of our experience with
"space applications." we are just beginning!
In the area of' 'space science and exploration," we are also only just beginning. We
are beginning to perceive the intricate, complex relationship between the earth and the
sun; the nature, flow and effects of the solar wind, solar flares and extra-solar radiation
sources. We afe still measuring and defining the near-earth environment in space,
essentially the characteristics of the cis-lunar sphere, lying within the distance from the
earth to the moon. And, we afe beginning now to digest and appreciate what we have

learned about the moon itself-its composition, history, value to and relationship to the
earth. We are gaining a clearer view and better understanding of the planets of our solar
system and their many satellites. And we are learning a great deal about extra-galactic
space, the nature and life cycle of stars and nebulae, the composition, behavior and
interrelationships of galaxies, and we are discovering anomalies and new mysteries such
as pulsars, quasars and black holes!
It cw'be said of "space applications" and "space science and exploration" that
nations have enjoyed and benefited from a wide range of successful, productive
international cooperative programs in these areas. Major new institutions have arisen to
carry out space applications programs and some important new organizations are
emerging in the space science areas, institutions like the Lunar and Planetary Institute in
Houston, Texas, and the contemplated astronomical institute to collect, analyze and
archive data to be acquired by the planned 2 .4-meter space telescope now being built.
Space dependent organizations like INTELSAT, Intersputnik, the European Space
Agency (ESA) , INMARSATand the Arab Communication Satellite Corporation didn't
exist twenty years ago, but they do and can provide vital global and regional services to
many countries.
As a contrast, in "space transportation," for reasons of national security interests.
proprietary interests, national prestige and economics. there has not been the extensive
sharing of technological know-how and experience that characterizes space applications
and space science. In "space transportation." some nations have preferred (0 retain
their independence and autonomy and there has been a more apparent spirit of
competition. Early in the spaceflight era, i.e., in the early 1960's, the United States
opened access to its launch capabilities to all nations, and in 1972, the President of the
United States formally declared such availability to the entire world, for peaceful
applications on a non-discriminatory basis.
Today, in the "space transportation" area, new regional and national launch
competence is being demonstrated. In addition to the major launch programs in the
U.S.S.R. and the Unired States, there are modest capabilities in other countries to orbit
more limited payloads, such as in France, China and Japan, and an important new
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regional capabilliy was successfully demonstrated on December 24, 1979, when ESA
successfully launched Ariane-l from the jointly sponsored launch range located in
Kourou, French Guiana. The United Nations Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer
Space reviewed in some detail, for the fIrst time last year, the status of space
transportation systems, their development and availability to member states. The
United Nations will and should continue to monitor the activities of states in regard to
use of and sharing of space transportation capabilities.
The United States is moving forward in its development of a reusable space orbiter
known as the Shuttle. This remarkable vehicle represents a major new step in the
technology of space transportation and, not surprisingly, it is experiencing some
temporary delays in the process of proving a wholly new, significantly improved
launcher capability. But such problems are to be expected in so complicated and
sophisticated an undertaking.
The Shuttle will add a major new capability to the world's stable oflaunch vehicles.
With 60,000 lb. payload capability and up to 30 days orbital stay time, combined with
ESA's nearly completed Spacelab, it will offer a shirt-sleeve working environment, onorbit, for astronaut-scientists who are now in training. The Shuttle's technological
development is possibly the most important event that will occur in space transportation
in the next decade.
In "space tracking and data acquisition" programs, too, a new era is dawning.
Whereas in the 1960's and 1970's spacefaring nations had to locate tracking stations in
many countries, in aircraft and on ships at sea to keep track of and communicate with

spacecraft and space vehicles, we will soon see, deployed by the United States, a new
system for tracking and data acquisition, based upon geostationary satellites located
above the Atlantic and PacifIc Oceans. The new Tracking and Data Relay Satellite
System (TORSS) will be commercially operated and leased to NASA on a dedicated
basis to support missions involving U.S. originated spacecraft and Shuttle operations.
Of course, the current NASA Deep Space Nerwork (DSN), which employs large disk
antennae at eanh stations in Australia, California,

and Spain, will continue to serve

space missions beyond the coverage capability of the TORS system.
Coming then to "space technology research and development" we really come
inexorably into the realm of prediction. What will happen next? What will nations
independently and cooperatively do? With what legal consequences and implications?
But before describing what I believe will occur legally in the decade of the 80's, permit
me to briefly sketch the space technology of the 80's.
Technological Developments in the Next Decade

We need not worry whether or not space technology will be developed-it will.
National and cooperative international programs will continue to drive developments to
lower costs, increase reliability, enhance survivability, increase flexibility and increase
access to space services and systems. Especially in applications areas such as meteorology,
communications, remote sensing, navigation and materials processing, major new

strides will be taken, even by nations other than the United States and the U.S.S.R.
Nations will continue to develop scientific instrumentation, sensors, detectors,
recorders, analytical tools and skills to increase our learning speed and ability in space
science and exploration. For the reasons enumerated above, selected nations will forge
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ahead in development of new, less costly, more reliable, capacious launcher systems.
Space transportation will continue, however, to be an area characterized by limited

cooperation, closely controlled sharing of know-how and preciously guarded
technologies. Depsite these limitations, I believe there will be more choices of launch
service sources and more diversity of capabilities. I have privately expressed the opinion
to close associates for several years that in due course the U.S.S.R. will enter the market
oflaunch services as a provider. The Russians still have a great deal to learn about how to
work with other non·communist nations in cooperative arrangements.
As the 1980's unfold, in addition to continued concentration on non-manned.

service-oriented systems, I believe nations, preferably in groups, will reflew attention to
problems and technologies associated with man in space. Manned facilities will be
developed for research, work and construction stations in low earth orbits (LEO),
probably no higher than 500 miles. There will be improved technologies for power
supplies, power storage and evenrually (possibly by the rurn of the century) power
transmission to the eanh's surface. Manned and unmanned orbital transfer vehicles will
be developed to facilitate movement of persons and supplies between and among
various orbits and orbital locations. New fabrication devices are going to appear, along
with sophisticated remote manipulator systems.

Of course, while these technologies are being developed and tested we will also
have to learn more about the effects of long stay time on man. We will add to our
biological, physiological and psychological understanding of ourselves. An importaIlt
new space technology spin-off will appear on earth-the automation to do routine work

and repetitive functions. But they will not cost millions of dollars, as they have in the
past; they will cost a few hundred dollars. New and/ or better biological processes will be
developed for food production, waste recycling and other life-support related functions.
A new industry in space recreation will begin to emerge. There will be a flow-back to
earth of benefits derived from new, strong, light-weight materials and new methods of
collecting and converting solar energy to other usable,forms. We will learn how to
construct new habitats that will become "trendy" on earth, new clothes, new food
forms. To be sure, we may not see all of these kinds of things wirbin a decade, but short
of some unforeseen cataclysm or a major, devastating war, these things may be expected
to occur because they are the logical extension of the history of man. Such things as
major manned stations in high earth orbit or at geosynchronous altitudes, solar power
satellite systems, manned colonies in space are not beyond man's capability or beyond

our capacity to realize, though admittedly, they are somewhere beyond the next decade!
Space Law in the Next Decade

Turning now to the questions raised earlier about rbe law, legal needs, legal
implications, legal consequences of all these amorphous speculations, the next ten years
of space law will not be a period of isolated development. It will be a period of growth,
based on current foundations, and it will be a period of adaptation and creation of
concepts to meet new needs. In the last fifty years, the world's legal community has

produced a body of space law, some parts in isolation at first, through orchestrated
harmonization and accommodation. After a period of exploration and speculation in

concepts and principles, prior to the first orbiting of a manmade object in 1957, there
came a period of definition and consolidation of fundamental principles. After a
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number of major declarations in the form ofV.N. General Assembly Resolutions, the
Outer Space Treaty of 1967' emerged. There then followed a period of elaboration and
regulation. We are still in that phase of legal development, and we will be for an
indefinite time. In these evolutionary phases the newest separable phase has only
recently opened. It may be called the extraterrestrial law phase, beginning in December
1979, when the V.N. General Assembly promulgated the Moon Treaty.'
While separate national legislatures dealt in separate ways with perceived needs for
national law based on levels of national activities related to space, international law

began to grow into the body of space law known today, almost immediately after the
first Sputnik launch. The international law began through bilateral contracts,
arrangements and agreements. These evolved and paralleled regional developments that
generated flew regional organizations and agreements; and, in due course, the United

Nations took on the central role of global coordination and formalization of new global
treaties. Regulations began to emerge along with the new regional global organizations
created to develop and exploit the technology.
To understand what will happen in the next decade, a clear picture of the current
foundation is essential. The main strut in the foundation of international space law is

the 1967 Outer Space Treaty.' From principles enunciated therein came the Rescue and
return Agreement of 1968,' the Liability Convention of 19736 , the Registration
Convention of 1976,7 and, in substantial measure, tbe Moon Treaty of 1979.· But there
were, in addition, other events and legal activities of import, such as the 1959 World
Administrative Radio Conference, the 1963 Extraordinary Administrative Radio
Conference, the 1964 INTELSAT Conference, the 1971 World Administrative Radio
Conference on Space Communications, the 1971 Intersputnik Agreement, the 1977
World Administrative Radio Conference on the Broadcasting Satellite Service, the 1977
INMARSAT Conference and the 1979 World Administrative Radio Conference. All of
these conferences and agreements may be only a prelude in comparison with world radio
conferences now scheduled and anticipated in the 1980's. Also, activities of the General
Conferences of UNESCO during the 1970's deserve to be mentioned as important
lTreaty on Principles Governing the Activities of States in the Exploration and Use of Outer Space,
Including the Moon and Other Celestial Bodies (hereinafter "Outer Space Treaty' ').)an. 27. 1967, [1967] 18

U.S.T. 2410. T.I.A.S. 6347,610 U.N.T.S. 205 (effective On. 10, 1967).

3Draft Agreement Governing the Activities of States on the Moon and Other Celestial Bodies (herein
referred to as the "Moon Treaty"), U.N. GAOR, 34th Sess., Supp. No. 20, Doc. A/34/20 (1979).
<lOuter Space Treaty, supra note 2.
~ Agreement

on the Rescue of Astronauts, the Return of Astronauts and the Return of Objects Launched

into Outer Space, April 22, 1968, [1969]19 U.S.T. 7570, T.LA.S. 6599, 672 V.N.T.S. 119 (effective Dec. 3.
1968).

6Convention on International Liability for Damage Caused by Space Objects, March 29, 1972, [197 3J 24
U.S.T. 2389. r.I.A.S. 776l(effectiveOct. 9, 1973) .
. 'Convention on Registration of Objects Launched into Outer Space,]an. 14, 1975, [1978] 28 U.S.T. 695.
T.I.A.S. 8480 (effective Sept. 15, 1976).

sMoon Treaty, supra note 3.
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contributors to the understanding of predictions for the 1980' s. Apart from these
meetings other plenipotentiary conferences and conferences of a constitutional nature

should be recalled, including the Conference to formulate the law of the sea.
For an attentive student of space law, the last two decades may appear to have been
a hectic but undeniably productive time. From now on the productivity level for
international space law may be expected to show a decreasing growth rate with a possible
leveling of the curve toward the end of the next ten years. But as international space law
creation stabilizes. a new series of national and regional laws and arrangements will
emerge. New national and international laws will be discussed or proposed to deal with
such matters as: insurance and liability claims; protection of patents and proprietary
rights originating in space; codes of conduct and possible international criminal law to
regulate mao's behavior in space, new forms of sanctions for non-respect of laws; new
institutional forms to facilitate more and better international cooperation; standard or
model contracts or agreements for purchase or lease of space-related services; regulations

for specialized space-based services; regulations for piloted vehicles moving about in
space; regulation of the use and exploitation of extraterrestrial resources; settlement
regulations for persons interested in relocating in space, and international registration
procedures for persons, vehicles and activities in space. The United Nations will
continue to provide the central focus for international coordination and reponing of

space-related activities and, in my opinion, the next decade will see the establishment of
a new U.N. agency to deal with man's activities in space.

One major problem that will demand the best and most creative of all our skills, is
how we will implement the new regime of "common heritage." Mankind, collectively,
has a great deal to learn about and to gain from space, the space environment and space

resources. We appear to have unanimously agreed that the 19th century's model of
exploitation and conflict cannot be tolerated in the 21st century. But it must be
understood that if there is to be no domination by a few countries, there reciprocally

must be no domination by the majority.
The key concept for realizing the use and benefits of space is equity. Benefits
cannot flow to the indolent. Non-contributors can take no measure of satisfaction from
the labors of others. Opportunities must be nondiscriminatory and there must be a
possibility for all to contribute to and share in endeavors in space. But returns must
reflect contributions. There is no "free lunch."

The benefits of space are to be available to all nations, regardless of their levels of
economic development; that is agreed. But that should not be read to mean that every
nation has a right to share equally in benefits regardless of contribution. The
international community still has some important clarifications to address in this area of

equity. Hopefully, major strides regarding equity will be made within the next ten
years.

THE MAJOR ISSUES IN THE "AGREED" PRINCIPLES ON
REMOTE SENSING
Jean-Louis Magdel[nat'
Foreword
In the United Nations Committee on Peaceful Uses of Outer Space (COPUOS),
Canada noted, regarding remote sensing,- that there is no automaticity in the
application of intemationallaw to this new activity.' Professor Bin Cheng in a brilliant
article denies this statement but adds: "What is true is that there is not a specific
international legal regime governing remote sensing". This remark was made in March
1978' and stiII stands; almost no progress has been made since the 1978 version of the
"Draft Principles on Remote Sensing of Earth from Space." The Working Group has
agreed only to remove brackets or shift the sequence of the article. Some guidelines,
however, have acquired the consensus of the delegates to the Legal Subcommittee of
COPUOS. With time and the effective operation of remote sensing a general acceptance
may be reached. Meanwhile, the two major issues are still discussed: the permissibility of
sensing other States' territory and the dissemination of the resultant data and
information.
I. Introduction

With the energy crisis, man realized the limited nature of global natural resources
and the necessity of preserving the environment of our planet. It has not been surprising
that those space tecbnologies employed in the late 1950's and 1960's for purposes of
military reconnaissance and meteorology have been extended to the study of the natural
resources of the earth and its environment. This technology is termed remote sensing, a
"system of methods for identifying the nature and for determining the condition of
objects on the earth's surface and of phenomena on, below or above it, by means of
observations from airborne or spaceborne platforms.'" This paper will focus on the legal
issues presented by remote sensing activities which, while conducted in space, are earthoriented.
The sensing techniques employed on satellites take many forms. Besides
sophisticated camera systems, infrared, microwave and ultraviolet sensors, as well as

radar and laser instruments, are in common use. 4 Sensing can be either passive or active.
*Assistant-Ditector of the Institute of Air and Space Law, McGill University. The author thanks Mr.
Grant Mazowita (LL.B.) for assistance in the research.

'U.N. COPUOS Doc. AI AC.l05/C.l/WGA L.ll, para. 25 (1974).

2Cheng, "Legal Implications of Remote Sensing," Proceedings of an International Conference on Earth
Observation from Space and Management of Planetary Resources, held at Toulouse, March 6-11,1978 (ESA
SP-134).
'U.N. Doc. AI AC. 105/98 (1972).

4Christol, "Remote Sensing and International Law" , V Annals of Air and Space Law. 375 at 379 (1980).
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Passive sensing involves the reading of the natural radiation emitted by an object. Active
sensing, on the other hand, is accomplished by first transmitting electromagnetic
radiation down ro the object and then reading the reflected energy. Since each object
emits differing amounts of electromagnetic radiation, it is possible to obtain its

distinctive' 'spectral signature". This 'energy disrribution differentiates the object from
others and can indicate density, surface regularity, moisture content and various other

physical and chemical properties.' Comparisons of the data collected in space are made
with measurements talcen of the object at the surface of the earth for correlation
purposes. Over the years, sensing equipment has been refined to the point that objects
on the ground can be identified with precision down to less than 10 meters. 6
Remote sensing serves many functional purposes. Information can be gathered
relating to the environment, agriculrure and forestry, geography, geology and mineral
resources, oceanography and marine resources, hydrology and water resources, and
atmosphere~meteorology, including disaster assessment. 7 The environmental,
economic, social, cultural and scientific benefits to be gained are obvious. As
paradoxical as it may sound, through military surveillance satellites, remote sensing also
serves to promote international peace and stability by providing a means of weapon
verification. 8
Any successful remote sensing system must contain three elements: (1) one or more
satellites; (2) a ground data handling center; and (3) an adequate infrastrucrure,
including a good interpretation and analysis capability and an effective structure for the
malcing and carrying out of policy decisions.' The American LANDSAT Program is a
prime example of both the versatility of sensing techniques and the organizational
framework necessary for national and international benefits. LANDSATS 1 and 2,
launched in 1972 and 1975 respectively, have already returned to earth after providing
information on types and conditions of vegetation, surface, soil and rock conditions,
water quality, and other information beneficial to man's needs." LANDSAT 3,
launched in 1978, is still functional and a fourth satellite is to be put into operation in
1982. LANDSAT data has been distributed to over 100 countries and there are 8 ground
stations in 7 countries outside the United States. Bilateral negotiations are continuing
for ground stations to be built in at least 6 other nations, including China. In Europe,
ESA (European Space Agency) is planning its own sensing satellite and France alone is
developing its Spot satellite for the same purpose.

~Doyle, "Remote Sensing by Satellite: Technical and Operational Implications for International
Cooperation" in N. M. Matte and H. DeSallSSllre (eds.), !.ega/Implications a/Remote Sensing From Outer

Space; (1976).
6Christol, supra note 4, at 380.

'U.N. Doc. A/AC.l0;/118, at 32·34 (1973).
SChristol, supra note 4, at 379.
9Henein, "Notes on the 'Real World' Framework for Space Law as Applied to Remote Sensing" in N. M.
Matte and H. DeSallssure (eds.), supra note 5, at 141·142.
lODoyle, supra note 5, at 6- 7 .
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Remote sensing has not developed without legal consideration. The United
Nations Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space (COPUOS) has been the forum
of most of these efforts." Substantive discussions took place in Vienna in 1968 at the
fust U.N. Conference on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space. The Scientific and Technical
Subcommittee called attention to the use of remote sensing techniques as a means
suited to the planning of global resources in 1969. In 1971, an interdisciplinary
"Working Group on Remote Sensing of the Earth by Satellites" came into being as an
organ within the Scientific and Technical Subcommittee and in 1974, the subject of the
legal implications of remote sensing from space was placed on the agenda of the Legal
Subcommittee. By this time, 7 proposals of draft principles were in existence: Argentina
(1970);" France (1969);" the USSR (1973);14 Brazil (1974);" France/U.S.S.R. (1974);16
Argentina/Brazil (1974);" and USA (1975).18 Working with these drafts, as well as
input from other members of COPUOS, the Working Group of the Legal
Subcommittee was able to identify 5 common principles in 1975.'9 In 1979 the number
of principles stood at 17,20 many, however. without consensus and subject to alternate
formulations.

II. The Rights and Obligations a/Sensing and Sensed States
A. Introduction
In 1976 the Scientific and Technical Subcommittee of COPUOS identified the
structural aspects of remote sensing to include:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

LISee

Date acquisition (satellites and command stations);
Data reception (antennas and receivers);
Data pre-processing (formatting and recording);
Data storage and dissemination (archiving and reproduction);

Vlasic. "The Evolution of the International Code of Conduct to Govern Remote Sensing by

Satellite Progress Repon," 3 Ann. Air & Space 1. 561-562 (1978).

"U.N. Doc. AI AC.105/C.21L. 73 (1970).
"U.N. Doc. AI AC.105/C.2/L.69 (1969).
"U.N. Doc. A/AC.105/C.2/L.88 (1973).
"U.N. Doc. AI AC.l05/122 (1974).
"U.N. Doc. AI AC.l05/C.2, L.99 (1974).
"U.N. Doc. AI AC.105/C.l, 1047 (1974).
"U.N. Doc. AI AC. 105/C.Z, L.10l (1975).
19U.N. Doc. AI ACIOS/ 147, Annex 3 at 1-2 (1975).

2°U.N. Doc. A/AC.105/240, Annex 1 at 7 (1979) (hereinafter referred
reproduced in 8]. Space 1. 147-149 (1980).

to

as "1979 Principles"),
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Data analysis (interpretation or user processing);
Information utilization (practical applications by users)."

The fIrst four elements concern what is referred to today as "ptimary data" and
which is defIned as
[TJhose primary data which are acquired by satellite-borne sensors and transmitted from
a satellite either by telemetry in the form of electromagnetic signals or physically in any
form such as photographic film or magoeiic'-fape, as well as preprocessed products
derived from those data which may be used for later analysis. 22

The fInal two elements concern "analyzed information" which is the "end product
resulting from the analytical process performed on the primary data combined with data
and! or knowledge obtained from sources other than satelliteCborne remote sensors.""
The 1979 Principles also define" remote sensing of the earth" as meaning" remote
sensing of the earth and its environment."24 While all three of the above defInitions are
subject to further debate, they serve as a starting point for this discussion. The major
issues are: the right to sense, ie, the right of a State to acquire primary data of another
State and the right of the sensing State to disseminate both the primary data and the
analyzed information concerning the resources of the sensed State.
B. The Right to Sense
The right to sense has been the most controversial issue throughout the discussions

in COPUOS. By 1979 a number of positions as to the legality and conditions under
which remote sensing might take place had been articulated. These positions ranged
from the uninhibited right to sense the resources of another State to one of a prohibition

without the prior consent of the sensed State. The fundamental principle behind all this
was that of sovereignty, with all of its political, economic and legal trappings. The
sovereignty of the sensing State to participate freely in outer space activities confronted
the sovereignty of the sensed State over its natural resources and, as advocated by some
States, the information pertaining thereto. Between these two extremes were those

States which accepted the legality and necessity of remote sensing in a general way and
sought only prior notification or consultation regarding the sensing of their territory and
those States which were more concerned with the dissemination of the primary data and

analyzed information to third parties."
Those States which would require prior consent as a pre-condition for the sensing of
their territory based their arguments on territorial sovereignty, sovereignty over natural
resources and wealth, and the security and economic considerations therein involved.
~lU.N.

Doc. AI AC.105/170 at 8 (1976).

221979 Principles, Jupra n. 20, Principle I (b).
231979 Principles, Jupra n. 20, Principle I (c).
Z41979 Principles, Jupra n. 20, Principle I (a).
25Christol, supra note 4, at 392-397; Jee alJO Cheng, Jupra note 2, at para. 2.1.
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This position was put forth in the joint ArgentinaiBrazil Draft Treaty of 1974." Article
V of that Draft established the strict rule that States shall refrain from undertaking
activities of remote sensing of natural resources belonging to another State without the
consent of that State. Article VI of the same Draft provided that States will take all
measures authorized by international law to protect their territory from femote sensing
activities for which they had denied theif consent. It is unclear whether this provision
would extend to the destruction of the offending satellite by the sensed State.
Not unexpectedly, the United States has been the main proponent of the position
advocating complete freedom to sense. It should be stated at the outset that this is the
preferable view not only legally but also economically, socially and technologically. The
United States has always maintained that the free collection of data is in accordance with
international law. 27 Although earth-oriented, remote sensing is a space activity and,
therefore, subject to the 1967 Principles Treaty and its fundamental principle that outer
space is free for the exploration and use by all States. In the 1973 United Nations
Secretariat Background Paper entitled "Legal Implications of Remote Sensing of the
Earth by Satellites", it was stated: (1) there does not appear to be any principle or rule of
international law that makes it unlawful for a country to freely observe everything and
anything in another country so long as it carries out its observations from beyond the
limits of national sovereignty; (2) the only restrictions afe those contained in the
obligation to act in accordance with international law and to respect the corresponding
interest of other States, as well as the duty to inform the United Nations Secretary
General and the public, to the greatest extent feasible and practicable, of the nature,
conduct, locations and results of national space activities. 28 One can also point to
customary international law which has evolved over the last decade from the established
practice of States in conducting peaceful space activities. 29
The United States' position was reiterated in the Presidential Directive ofJune 20,
1978, which provided that: (1) the United States rejects any claims to the sovereignty
over outer space or over celestial bodies, or any portion thereof, and rejects any
limitations on the fundamental right to acquire data from space; and (2) the United
States will develop and operate on a global basis active and passive remote sensing
activities in support of national objectives.
The right or freedom to sense is perhaps best justified on other than legal grounds.
From the technical aspect, satellites are not able, despite their scientific sophistication to
detect invisible political boundaries. 30 Such determinations would be necessary if the
right to sense was premised on the prior consent of the many States scanned by the
satellite. It is also clear that the problems to which remote sensing are addressed are of
l6See n. 17 Jupra.
l7See Chriswl, supra note 4. at 395.
"U.N. Doc. AIAC.1O)11l8 (1973).
29Christol, supra note 4, at 393.
~OLeigh. "United Stares Policy of Collecting and Disseminating Remote Sensing Data," in N. M. Matte
and H. DeSaussure (eds.),supra note 5, at 149.
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global, or at least regional, proponion.31 An open system of sensing and distribution of
information would contribute to the preservation of the environment and effective
management and control by States of their natural resources. The United States has long
advocated international cooperation in these endeavors. These principles will be further

developed when the right to disseminate primary data and analyzed infonnation is
discussed.
The Legal Subcommittee of COPUOS has been trying to formulate a legal
framework for remote sensing activities since 1975. Many of the 1979 Principles, of
which are seventeen, simply restate those principles found in such documents as the
Principles Treaty, the Registration Convention, the Charter of the United Nations, the
UN Declaration on Principles of International Law concerning Friendly Relations as well
as general principles of international law." The rights and duties of States are often
articulated in the broadest of terms or are ambiguous. It should also be noted that those
principles which are regarded as in derogation of the sovereignty of either the sensing or
the sensed State are without consensus. All of the Principles, however, are based on the
assumption that States have a right to engage in remote sensing of the earth and its
environment. 33 Those principles which seek to impose specmc conditions on the
collection of data and dissemination of data and information do provide a useful
starting point from which to establish a legal regime for remote sensing activities.
Areas of general agreement in the 1979 Principles include: the distinction between
primary data and analyzed information;" the fact that sensing is to be carried out for
the benefit and in the interest of all countries (but with special consideration for the
needs of the developing countries);" and the understanding that sensing is to be subject
to international law, the U.N. Charter and the 1967 Principles Treaty." Frequent
references are made to international cooperation. 37

With respect to the right to sense, it is provided that a State which intends to
conduct remote sensing of the earth from outer space shaH give "advance notification"
to

the States whose territory will be sensed. 38 The Secretary General of the United

Nations

is also-to receive notice of the sensing activities and publish such information

received. 39 This is a much more liberal regime than that of "prior consent". In fact, it
cannot be regarded as a serious abridgment of the freedom to ~onduct remote sensing of

32Vlasic,supra note 11, at 567.
33See Christol, supra note 4, at 411.
}41979 Principles, supra n. 20, Principle I.
3~1979
36

Principles, supra n. 20, Principle II.

1979 Principles, supra n. 20, Principle III.

37See 1979 Principles, supra n. 20, Principles IV, VI, VII.
381979 Principles, supra n. 20, Principle XIII.

391d.
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the eanh by satellite and does not amount to an intolerable restriction on sensing
States'o Funhermore, the need for such a provision is questionable in light of proposed
Principle VII (2), Article XI of the Principles Treaty and Article IV of the Registration
Convention, which require States to inform the Secretary.General of their space
activities. As the Secretary-General makes this information public, the sensed State
would have knowledge of the sensing in any event. It is reasonable to assume, however,
that the "advance notification" of Principle XIII would be more particular and, more
importantly, in . 'advance" . something which is not assured under other provisions. The
U.S. Working Paper of 1979 called for advance notification of remote sensing programs,
to the extent feasible and practicable, to be given to the Secretary-General and the
informing of other States as soon as practicable on theif request. 41
Principle XVI also touches on the right of a State to·sense. It states that, "without
prejudice to the principle of the freedom of exploration and use of outer
space ... remote sensing of the earth (should) (shall) be conducted with respect for the
principle of full and permanent sovereignty of all States ... over their natural
resources. ,. 42

The right of a State to sense is also conditioned by proposed Principle XIV, which
provides for consultations between the sensing and sensed State.
Thus, these appear to be few restrictions on the right of a State to conduct remote
sensing of the earth and its environment under the 1979 Principles. It is to be hoped
that no further limitations will be imposed.
C. The Right to Disseminate Primary Data and Analyzed Information

This issue is so explosive that the 1979 Legal Subcommittee did not even discuss it
in order to avoid useless lengthy discussions. Divergent positions exist with respect to the
right to disseminate primary data and analyzed information to third parties and the
sensed State's right of access to the data and information. While some States favor
universal dissemination, others maintain that the sensed States enjoy the exclusive right
to receive the end product of the sensing process. 43 Complicating the matter is the fact
that primary data and analyzed information are substantially different commodities."
While it may be argued that the raw data collection violates a State's sovereignty over its
natural resources, it is necessary for the sensing State to process the data in order to
convert it to useful information. The sensing State thus has substantial input in the
analyzed information. Besides these distinctions, it is questionable whether sovereignty .
even extends to "information" concerning natural resources in the first place.4~ In any

4°Vlasic,supra note 11, at 570.
41U.N. Doc. AI AC.l05/240, Annex I at 13, WG. III (1979) (W.P. 7).
42Note that many of the Principles are subject to a variety of different formulations.
43Christol, supra note 4, at 394.

441d.
4~See

Cheng, supra note 2, at 605, para. 2.
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event, the views of States on access to and dissemination of data and information closely
parallel their views 00 the right to sense.
Again the better view is that of the United States, i.e. free dissemination of data
and information. The free availability of facts advances world security and the better use

of world resources. Global benefits are realized through the sharing of data and
information. The aforementioned Presidential Directive of June 20, 1978 stated that
.. data and results from the civil space programs will be provided the widest practical
dissemination to improve the condition of human beings on earth and to provide

improved space services for the United States and other nations of the world". This
policy is consistent with the United States Freedom ofInformation Act which requires
that U.S. citizens have access to sensed data. The United States is opposed to the veto by
individual States of the dissemination of data and information relating -to their

territories for a variety of reasons, including: (1) the aforementioned fact that satellites
are not able to detect political boundaries; (2) the problems to which remote sensing
satellites are addressed are of global, or at least regional, proportion; (3) it is unlikely
that countries obtaining data could effectively operate ground stations under a
restrictive dissemination system; and (4) a restrictive dissemination system would
exacerbate the division between rich and poor countries and between technologically

advanced and less advanced States. 46
The 1979 Principles do provide an open regime for information relating to the
preservation of the natural environment of the earth. Principle V calls for the protection
of the environment and the necessity to make available information useful for the
prevention of phenomena detrimental thereto. Principle VIII provides that data and I or
information indicating an impending natural disaster shall be disseminated as promptly
as possible to at least those States likely to be affected. There is general acceptance of

both of these provisions.
Other Principles deal with data and information on a broad level. It is provided
that the "data and information (shall) (should) be used by States in a manner
compatible with the legitimate rights and interests of other States. "47 Also a
consideration is the disputed provision calling for respect for the principle of sovereignty
over wealth and natural resources, extending to the inalienable right to dispose of those
resources and the information pertaining thereto." Principle XIV calls for consultations
between the sensing State and the sensed State in regard to the dissemination of data
and information.
Besides the general principles, two conditional dissemination regimes are
presented. The first accords to the sensed State timely and non-discriminatory access to
data pertaining to its territory on reasonable terms. This access is to be on a continuous
and priority basis and, in any case, no later than the dissemination of the data to any
third State. 49 The second formulation is that States carrying out remote sensing of the

46Leigh,.rupra note 30.
471979 Principles, supra n. 20, Principle IX.
481979 Principles,supra n. 20, Principle XVI.
49 1979

Principles, supra n. 20, Principle XII.
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earth shall not, without the approval of the States whose territories are affected by these
activities, disseminate or dispose of any data Of information on the natural resources of
these States to third States, international organizations or public or private entities. 50

There is no general consensus on either of these versions.
One interesting proposal which did not find its way into the Principles was that of
the U.S.S.R. which sought to classify the information acquired through remote sensing
according to spatial resolutions. It suggested that there be "global," "regional" and
"local" information. While global and regional information would be freely
disseminated, local information, that with a resolution of 50 meters or finer, could not

be distributed without the consent of the sensed State." This classification, motivated

by security considerations, was rejected. 52
In summary, there is need for some legal regulation for the access of the sensed
State to the data and information and of the right of the sensing State to distribute it to
third parties. It can only be hoped that the limitations on an open, free system be kept
to a minimum, As the social and economic benefits of open disseminatio.n become
known to those who now seek strict regulation, it is possible that many of the limitations
now being suggested will have less appeal." It is similar to legislating in advance for fear
of some consequences that practice later shows to be unjustified, as, for example, the
Concord case in New York.
III. International Cooperation
A recurring theme of the 1979 Principle is that of international cooperation. with

special regard to be given to the developing countries. Both echoing and extending
Article 1 of the 1967 Principles Treaty, the Principles speak of "international
cooperation", the "benefit and .. .interests of all countries" and the "particular needs

of the developing countries."54 Principle IV calls on sensing States to promote
international cooperation by making available to other States the opportunity to
participate in their programs. States afe also encouraged to consider agreements for the
establishment of shared regional facilities. Principle VI advocates technical assistance.
The United Nations and its agencies are also given a role to play. They should promote
international cooperation, including technical assistance, and act as a coordinator of the

remote sensing of the earth." The United Nations is not only to be notified of remote
sensing programs, but States ace also encouraged to make available any relevant
technical information involving possible operational systems which they are free to

~01979

Principles, supra n. 20, Principle XV.

HSee Christol, supra note 4, at 399 et seq.
Wd. at417.
HId. at420.

j41979 Principles, supra n. 20. Principle II.
H1979 Principles,mpra n. 20, Principle VII (1).
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disclose. 56 Numerous other Principles -cali for agreement and consultation among
Stares. 57
Again it should be emphasized that many of these provisions are already found in
other instruments of imernationallaw. It is also important (0 note that the transfer of
technology problem and security considerations involved with the open dissemination of
information will remain as obstacles to the acceptance by States of the Principles.
Nevertheless, repeated and concentrated efforts to break down those barriers may prove
successful in the long run.
Those States in favor of freedom of sensing and dissemination of data and
information can point to the call for international cooperation as supportive of their
position. Global and regional solutions to environmental and resource problems can
only be achieved in a rdatively open regime. Restrictions on sensing and dissemination
are not easily reconciled with international cooperation. For there to be cooperation,
there must be access to the information.
The U.S. LANDSAT program is an outstanding example of how a free system lends
itself to international cooperation. The construction of ground stations around the
world, joint participation in specific scientific programs and the wide dissemination of
information are all evidence of the benefits which can be realized."
In closing, it should be stressed that the emphasis on international cooperation
does not preclude remote sensing by private concerns. While States are reluctant to
assume international responsibility for the ground segment of private sensing programs
(evidenced by the lack of consensus for Principle XI), such problems should be resolved
in the future. The United States has already made extensive studies on the future role of
government and private industry in remote sensing and how the transition to private
concerns could be accomplished.~9
In conclusion it may be stated that remote sensing is an essential space activity
which should be used freely for the benefit of all. Any form of cooperation,
collaboration, partnership or common exploitation as in INTELSAT should be
envisaged, not limitations or restrictions. It is good behavior and friendly relations that
should inspire the guidelines; political stands should not dictate the interdiction.

S61979 Principles, supra n, 20, Principle X,

nSee 1979 Principles, supra n, 20, Principles XIV and XVII.
)SSee Christol, .fupra note 4, at 381-382,
wPrival (' S{'nor invt)[v("1n("1l1 in Civil SI);lIT [{emol {'
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CURRENT DOCUMENTS
I.

REPORT OF THE CHAIRMAN OF THE WORKING GROUP
ON REMOTE SENSING'
1. The Sub-Committee, at the ftrst meeting of its present session on 17 March
1981, re-established its Working Group on remote sensing.

2. The Working Group noted that the Legal Sub-Committee was required, under
paragraph 5 of General Assembly resolution 35 I 14 of 3 November 1980, to continue as
a matter of priority its detailed consideration of the legal implications of remote sensing
of the earth from space, with the aim of formulating draft principles relating to remote
sensmg.

3. The Working Group held its 1st meeting on 17 March 1981 and concluded its
work on 3 April 1981, having held a total of nine meetings. There were also informal
consultations.

4. The Working Group had before it the report of the Legal Sub-Committee on its
nineteenth session in 1980 which contained the report of the Chairman of the Working
Group and, in the appendix to the report of the Chairman, the texts of the draft
principles as they appeared at the conclusion of the nineteenth session (AI AC.105 I 271,
annex II, appendix).
5. The Working Group noted that the subject of remote sensing was an item on the
agenda of the Scientific and Technical Sub-Committee at its eighteenth session held in
February 1981, and that chapter IV was the relevant section of the Scientiftc and
Technical Sub-Committee's report on that session (AI AC.I05/287).
6. The following working papers were submitted in the course of the discussions of
the Working Group at irs present session: a working paper submitted by the delegation.
of Colombia (WG/RS(I98I)/WP .1) with respect to prInciple I and principle XV; and a
working paper, entitled "Principles relating to remote sensing of the earth, its natural
resources and its environment, " submitted by the delegation of Mexico
(WG/RS(I98I)/WP.2). The working papers are included in section B of the appendix
to this repott.
7. As to the otganization of its work, the Working Group agreed that it would,
beginning with principle I, review the texts of the draft ptinciples set out in the
appendix to the repott of the Chairman of the Working Group at the nineteenth session

~Taken from U.N. Comm. on (he Peaceful Uses of Outer Space, Repan of the Legal Sub-Committee 00
the Wmk of its Twentieth Session (16 March-IO April 1981), Doc. AI AG.I051288, Annex I, pp. 1-6 (1981).
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of the Sub-Committee (AI AC.105/271, annex II, appendix)". Principles II to X,
however, in which the words "[shall] [should]" alone appeared in square brackets,
would not be reviewed unless a delegation wished a particular principle considered. The
views expressed in and the results of the discussions of the Working Group are
summarized below.

8. Principle 1. The suggestion was made to delete the asterisk appearing in the
present text and relating to the term" analysed information. " Other delegations were of
the view, however, that consideration of a proposal to delete the asterisk was premature
since the Working Group had not yet adequately determined the content of this term
and the necessity of retaining it.
With the aim of introducing a new approach to the definitions contained in this
principle, the delegation of Colombia tabled a working paper in which new definitions
of the terms used in the draft principles were suggested. These new definitions, it was
held, took better account of the existing distinction between "macroscopic" and
"microscopic" remote sensing as well as the fact that there existed information collected
by other sources than satellites. While some delegations indicated their agreement with
the basic approach of the Colombian proposal inasmuch as a distinction was drawn
between different types of remote sensing activities and conclusions were drawn from
this distinction as to the regime for the dissemination of data. other -delegations felt that
the new definitions proposed by Colombia were likely to create more problems than
they could solve because by introducing new concepts such as .. macroscopic" and
., microscopic" remote sensing and drawing certain conclusions from these concepts they
attempted to encompass too much, thereby complicating marters still further. Still other
delegations felt that in attempting to regulate activities which could not be considered
"space activities" the Colombian proposal was going beyond the mandate of the Legal
SubMCommittee. Since there was no consensus 00 the Colombian proposal, the present
text, including the foot-notes, was retained arid it was decided to attach the working
paper submitted by Colombia to the report of the Chairman of the Working Group.
9. Principles II to X. These principles were not specifically discussed although
refetences were made by some delegations to some of these principles in the course of
the discussion of other principles.
10. Principle Xl. It was suggested that, as a first step, brackets now appearing
around this principle as a whole should be deleted and that the Working Group should
then try to eliminate the remaining brackets in the text. Other delegations also stressed
the importance of retaining this principle relating to the international responsibilities of
States for remote sensing activities, some of these delegations indicating their preference
for usiog the expression "shall" rather than "should." Furthermore, it was stated that
this principle should also apply to the activities of non-governmental organizations.
Other delegations were of the view that this principle should not go beyond what is
already regulated in other legal instruments, e.g., article VI of the Outer Space Treaty of
1967. and should therefore be eliminated. To the extent that the principle went beyond

•• Editor'_f n()te; For a text ofDae. AI AC.l0S 1271, annex II, appendix, see 8]. Space L. 119-123 (1980).
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article VI of the Outer Space Treaty of 1967, it was, in the view of those delegations,
unacceptable in its present form. Reference was also made in this (annexion to principle

III which had been tentatively agreed upon. Since there was no consensus, the present
text was retained.
1L Principle XII. In view of the relevance of this principle to other principles, in
particular principles XIII and XV, the Group again decided to permit delegations to
refer to related principles in the course of the discussion of principle XII if they so
desired. Although there was agreement that sensed States should have timely and nondiscriminatory access to primary data obtained from remote sensing and relating to their
territory on reasonable terms, no consensus could be reached on specific language for
this principle because opinions were divided as to the necessiry of such terms being
agreed upon between the sensing and the sensed States and as to the time element
involved, Some delegations, proposing to delete the square brackets around the word
"agreed,' , stressed the importance of reaching agreement on the practical aspects of the
transfer of data without, however, such an agreement in any case obstructing access to

the data by the sensed State. Other delegations, speaking in favour of deleting the term
., agreed," pointed out that a requirement to reach agreement on the terms for the

transfer of data could lead to the refusal of the sensing State to grant access to data and
would therefore be tantamount to a right of veto. The view was expressed that, for some
civil remote sensing programmes, which the principles cover, the requirement of specific
agreements with the sensed States on terms of access was impracticable. In this
connerion the view was expressed that the above definition of remote sensing
programmes lacked precision. To advance the discussion it was then suggested to delete
"agreed" from principle XII and to treat the concept underlying this term in the
context of principle XV. Although the link between these two principles was
recognized, the suggestion did not, however, meet with general support because of the
controversial nature of principle XV, Principle XII was therefore left unchanged.
12, Principle XIII. Reference was made to two proposals relating to this principle
submitted by the USSR and the United States, respectively, in 1979. In the course of the
discussion, basically three ways of notification in connerion with remote sensing
programmes became apparent: prior notification of the general nature of such
programmes and their geographical coverage, notification after commencement of the
programme, and giving notification that primary data had been received from such
programmes. Each of the approaches mentioned received support from some
delegations, some delegations also supporting various combinations of those
alternatives. In the course of the debate it became evident, however, that some
delegations would insist on some form of prior notification of remote sensing
programmes and that other delegations could not accept such an obligation. These
delegations pointed out that practical and technical circumstances might prevent States
from carrying out remote sensing programmes in the exact manner described in the
notification prior to the actual beginning of the remote sensing activity. Those
delegations who supported prior notification pointed out, on the other hand, that such
prior notification involved respect for the sovereignty of States and also would give
States the opportunity to participate in the remote sensing programme so being notified
and to co-operate with the sensing State. In the view of some delegations the concept of
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States, the territories of which were intended to be sensed, was also

contained in the second sentence. The Working Group decided to delete the first
sentence of the principle. The remaining part of this principle was leff unchanged in
view of the failure to achieve consensus on any specific language.

13. Principle XIV. There was a short discussion on this principle. Some delegations,
pointing out that similar ideas were already contained in other principles, in particular

principle IV, expressed the view that principle XIV could be deleted or, at least, the
language at present proposed streamlined. Other delegations, while not excluding the
possibility of ultimately deleting this principle, felt that it would be premature to take a
decision on the deletion before other principles, in particular principle XV, had been
agreed upon. It was therefore decided to retain this principle in its present form.

14. Principle xv. Opinions were again divided in the Working Group with regard
to the contents of this principle. Some delegations felt that there should be no
restrictions on the dissemination of data obtained by remote sensing of the earth by
satellites or analysed information derived therefr:om since a system of unrestricted

dissemination would be in the best interests of all States and that prohibitions on
dissemination were impractical. These delegations therefore held the view that principle
XV should be excluded from the set of draft principles. Other delegations, on the other
hand, felt that making the dissemination of certain data and information subject to the
approval of the State whose territory was affected by the remote sensing activity was

necessary, this being a corollary to the principle of the sovereignty to States. Some of
these delegations, while accepting in principle the approach suggested by principle XV
as at present drafted felt, however, that the concept underlying the proposal made by
the delegation of the USSR in 1979, which introduced spatial resolution as a criterion to
describe the types of data whose dissemination should be subject to consent, might be
preferable since it used an objective criterion to define the categories of data to which

the consent regime would be applicable. Some of the delegations who spoke in favour of
a system of unrestricted dissemination pointed out,

with regard to the Soviet proposal,

that notwithstanding their objection in principle against a consent regime, spatial

resolution would not provide a reliable and standard reference because of technical and
practical difficulties in establishing the actual spatial resolution in each instance.
Those delegations supporting the requirement of prior consent for certain types of
data further pointed out that those data which are of use Of beneficial to all countries

should indeed be freely disseminated but that certain data obtained through remote
sensing of the territory of the State, the unrestricted dissemination of which could cause

damage

to

that State, should only be disseminated with the consent of that State.

Reference was made in this cannexion

by way of example to data relating to harvests or

crop yields. Other delegations felt on the other hand, taking account of developments in
recent years, that at present all States would benefit from a system of unrestricted
dissemination of data because attempts to conceal such data could be used to
manipulate the market unfairly and because in a restrictive system some States would
have more data, thereby obtaining an advantage over other States which would not
possess these data. Some of these delegations were of the opinion that a restrictive
system would be an obstacle to international co-operation and participation in remote
sensing systems. Other delegations were of the opinion that international legal
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regulations of dissemination of remote sensing data was hardly a hindrance to co-

operation between States in the field of remote sensing of States. Still other delegations
felt that because at present only a relative small number of States had access to remote
sensing data Of were in a position to do their own analysis of such data, it would be to

the disadvantage of those States which did not have access to data, in particular
developing countries, if data pertaining to their natural resources would be freely

disseminated to third States. These delegations could, however, foresee in the future,
when a greater number of States would participate in femote sensing programmes, that

the consent regime might be changed so as to allow umestricted dissemination of
remote sensing data. Other delegations, while considering that a wide unrestricted
dissemination of data from femote sensing would be able to serve the interests of sensed

States, in particular developing countries, felt that it was necessary to restrict the
dissemination of cenain data obtained with a resolution below a certain threshold.
The delegation of Colombia, pointing out the inadequacies which, in the view of
that delegation, existed in the present text of principle XV, as well as in the proposal of
the Soviet Union, tabled a working paper proposing new langnage for chis principle.
Some delegations indicated general suppon for the thrust of the Colombian proposal,
but some of these delegations thought that the introduction of new concepts such as
"agricultural crops" would create additional difficulties in the application of this
principle. Other delegations felt that the proposal was unacceptable because it again
provided for the consent of sensed States with regard to the dissemination of cenain
data. It was also suggested to replace the present text of this principle with the text
proposal by Colombia. However, since there was no consensus on the proposed new
text, it was decided, in accordance with past practice, to retain the present text and to

attach the Colombian working paper to the repon of the Chairman of the Working
Group.
15. Principle XVI. Some delegations indicated their support for the retention of
this principle which, in the opinion of these delegations, was a natural complement of
other principles, in particular principles XII and XV. Other delegations, noting that the
meaning of the principle was not clear and that the concept of permanent sovereignty
over natural resources was being discussed in various other forums without consensus
having been achieved so far, held the view that the principle should be deleted. The
view was also advanced that the contents of this principle should be placed in the
context of the preamble without prejudice, however, to che final acceptance of this
concept. Some delegations also proposed to delete the reference in this principle to
.. natural and juridical persons" but other delegations felt that this reference was
necessary and should be retained. Since there was no consensus it was decided to retain

the principle as drafted at present.
16. Principle XVII. It was suggested to delete the words "of activities covered by"
and replace them with the words "or interpretation of." Other delegations preferred
not to restrict the application of this principle to legal disputes. It was also felt that the
present text gave undue preference to only one means of dispute settlement. Finally,
attention was drawn to the asterisk relating to this principle, which stated that this

principle was subject to review in the light of the full set of agreed principles and a
decision on the legal nature of the principles, it being felt that the present text should
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be retained unchanged. Since no consensus was reached on the present text or on any

alternative formulation, it was decided to leave this principle unchanged.
17. There was only a brief and preliminary exchange of views on the working paper
submitted by the delegation of Mexico. Some delegations supported the working paper
in principle, reserving the right however

to

comment in detail on the proposed

principles at the next year's session of the Legal Sub-Committee.
IS. The Working Group held its final meeting on 3 April 19S1, when it considered
and approved the report to be made by its Chairman to the Sub-Committee.
19. The texts of the draft principles as they appeared at the conclusion of the work
of the Working Group are set out in section A of the appendix to this report.
II.

REPORT OF THE CHAIRMAN OF THE WORKING GROUP ON DIRECT
TELEVISION BROADCAST SATELLITES·
1. The Sub-Committee, at the first meeting of its present session on 17 March
19S1, re-established its Working Group on direct television broadcast satellites.

2. The Working Group noted that the Legal Sub-Committee was requirec!, under
paragraph 5 of General Assembly resolution 35/14 of 3 November 19S0, to continue as
a matter of priority its detailed consideration of the elaboration of draft principles
governing the use by States of artificial earth satellites for direct television broadcasting.
3. The Working Group had before it the report of the Legal Sub-Committee on its
nineteenth session in 19S0 which contained the report of the Chairman of the Working
Group, the texts of the draft principles as they appeared at the conclusion of the
nineteenth session, and the working papers which were before the Working Group at
the nineteenth session (AI AC.105 I 271, annex 1 and appendix). The working papers
were the following: the "clean text': of principles submitted at the eighteenth session
of the Sub-Committee by the delegations of Canada and Sweden
(AI AC.I05/C.2/L.117) and the working papers submitted by other delegations at the
eighteenth and nineteenth sessions of the Sub-Committee with respect to particular
principles, namely, a working paper submitted by the delegation of Belgium
(A/AC.I05/C.2/L.120) with respect to the preamble, a working paper submitted by
the delegation ofIraq (WG.II(1979)WP.4) with respect to the principle on international
co-operation, a working paper submitted by the delegation of the Netherlands
(WG.II(1979)/WP.2/Rev. 1) with respect to the principle on State responsibility; and,
with respect to the principle on consultation and agreements between States, a working
paper submitted by the delegation of Colombia (WG/DBS(l9S0)/WP.2), a working
paper submitted bv the delegatinn of the United Kingdom (WG/DBS(1'!80)/WP.l),
'Takc:o from U. N. Cumm. ,In the Peaceful Uses of OUler Spate, Repof(
ille Work

()f!

he Legal Sub·C:()rnmillee on

O)f jls TWt'lllit"1 h Se~siol1 (16 Man h-IO April 1(81), 00(. AI AC. J 0')1 2HH, Anllt'x II, pp. 1-2 (19H I).
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and a working paper submitted by the delegation of the United States
(AI AC.l05/C.2/L,118). It was suggested that the texts which appear in the appendix to
the nineteenth session's repon of the Chairman of the Working Group
(AI AC.1051 271, annex 1"" and appendix) should be appended to this report. It was so
agreed and the texts are accordingly set out in the appendix to the present repon. The
Working Group also had before it the United Kingdom working paper concerning the
Wodd Administrative Radio Conference of 1977 which had been submitted to the SubCommittee in 1977 (AI AC.105/196, annex IV).
4. As to the organization of its work at its present session, the Working Group
decided that it would: (a) conduct its work on the basis of the texts of the draft
principles as they appeared at the conclusion of the nineteenth session of the SubCommittee (AI AC.I051 271, annex 1, appendix); (b) begin with a consideration of the
following texts which contained square brackets or unresolved foot-notes, namely: State
responsibility; duty and right to consult; peaceful setdement of disputes; consultation
and agreements between States; prograrnrne content; and unlawful! inadmissible
broadcasts; (cJ postpone until later its consideration of the preamble and of texts of draft
principles which contained no square brackets.
5. The Working Group held preliminary discussions on the question of State
responsibility and consultation and agreements between States. During the discussions
views were expressed which in the main were refleered in last year's repon. The
remainder of the draft principles were not discussed. The Working Group decided
without delay to commence informal consultations in the hope of promoting success in
its work.
-

6. Accordingly, the Working Group adjourned its meetings to enable informal
consultations open to all members of the Sub-Committee to take place.
7. Informal consultations were held in an effort to remove the remaining
differences and to reach agreement on a text to be considered by Governments and the
parent body. However, no consensus was reached.

8. The Working Group held its final meeting on 7 April 1981 when it considered
and approved the report to be made by its Chairman to the Sub-Committee .

• 'Editor'J note: For a text of Doc. AI AC.105/271, annex 1, see 8J. Space L. 188·192 (1980).
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RESOLUTION APPROVED BY THE XXII CONFERENCE OF THE
INTER-AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION, MARCH 14-20,1981
QUITO, ECUADOR
Res. 3
Solar Power Satellites

WHEREAS:
There exist an ever increasing world-wide demand for energy and limited
availability of conventional sources of energy, the Inter- American Bar Association.

RESOLVES
To recommend to individual members, member associations of the Inter-American
Bar Association, and other organizations. that they encourage the governments of their

respective countries to promote international cooperation, among other fields, in the
research and development of solar power satellites.

IV
DOCUMENTS ON THE MOON AGREEMENT

APPENDIX I-ARGENTINA: PROPOSED AGREEMENT
SUBMITTED TO LEGAL SUBCOMMITTEE (COPUOS), 1970'
AIWENTINA: DRAFl' AGREEMENT ON THE PRINCIPLES GOVERNING ACTl\"ITIE8 IN THE
USE OF THE NATURAL RESOURCES OF THE MOON AND OTHER CELESTIAL BODIES
(A)AC.I05/C.2jL.71 AND CORR :1)

Thf State~ Parties to this Agreement.
Bearing in mind that activities in the use of the natural

resource~

of the Moon

have begun.
Reaffirming that mankind bas a common interest in promoting the use of
outer SpaCE. including the Moon and other celestial hodies, for peaceful purposes.
Considering that the Treaty of 27 January 1967 does not establish regulations
specifically for activities in the use of the natural resources of the Moon and
other celestial bodies,
.
Rdi('ving that it is ne<.'essary to complete the provisions of that Trf'atr ,,·ith
rpspect to the legal system for activities in the use of such resources,
Bearing in mind the benefits to be obtained from the prompt establishment of
principlp-s for the use of the natural resources of the MOOD and other celestial
hodies by means of n general ugreeml?Ilt within the fraIDf'\York of thp 1967
Treaty.
Recalling that the Ufo;P of onter Hpace mUl;f hI" for tpP he.llP.ftt and in Lhp interestr.; of all countries. and shall be the province of all mankind,
Have agreed on the following:
ARTIeLL

~

The natural resource::;; of the Moon and other celestial hodies shall hf' tht> common heritage of all mankind .

• Soutl'e: United NationQ document AI AC.105/8~. Annex II, p. 1 -2.
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All substances originating in the Moon
garded as natural resources.

;;!

01"

other celestial /lnrlies shaH be re-

ARTICLE 3

The legal system applicable to natural resource::; used in their place of origin
shall be distinct from that applicable to those brought to the Earth for use.
ARTICLE

~

The benefits obtained from the use of the natural resources of the Moon and
other celestial bodies shall be made available to all peoples without discrimination of any kind.
UTICLE G

In distributIng such benefits, 9.ccount shall be taken of the need to promote
the attainment of hIgher standards of living and conditIons of economIc and
Bocial progress and development, pursuant to article 55a of the Charter of the
United Nations, in the light of tbe iutereHts and requirements of the developing
countries and the rights ot those undertaking these activities. (}I'ollowed by the
formal provisions or tinal clauses on the lines of those of the Treaty of 1967
and the Agreement ot lllOO).

APPENDIX 2-UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS: PROPOSED TREATY REQUEST TQ THE U.N. GENERAL ASSEMBL Y, JUNE 4, 1971 •
REQUEST FOR THE D1CLUSION 01<' AN ITElI IN THE
PROVISIONAL AGENDA OF THE TWENTY-SIJ.."rH SESSION
PREPARATION OF A TREATY CONCERNI:'>OG THE MOON
LETTER DATED 21 MAY 1971 FROM THE MINISTER. FOR FOREIGN AFFAiRS 010' THE
OF SOVIET SOCIALIST BEPl.TBLICS ADDRESSED TO THE 8ECRI:.'TAUY-GENER..~L

'CiUO~

On instruction!:; from the Goyernment of the t"nion of SO\'iet Socialist Republics I would request the ineiusioll of an item in the agenda of the twenty·
sixth session of the General Assemhly of the United Xations entitled "Prepara·
tioll of a tr~aty concerning the Moon",
In re<~ellt ...-ears major new adYunces haye heen made in space research. On thtbasi.__ of lUodern science and technology. extensin' researcb programm~ relat·
ing to the }'looll are lJeing undertaken. The missions of United States astronauts
nn(l the I2'XIJf'rimenl~ COnUl]cte(\ by the USSR with the help of Lunokhod·l and
nther autolllatk de\"ice~ haH' opened up ne\"\' prospects for mankind in the ex·
llloratiull of the }'lOOll. These achie~;ements will promote the further expansion of
adiYitie~ hy :-;tates 011 the Moon.
At all stages of space exploration, the Soviet Union has invariably advocated
the vrogressive development of international law on outer space in the interests
d all ve,)vles. E!'tablishing a_solid illternational le~al lJasis for the activities of
:-irate:; in outer space serves the cau~t' of peace and helps to strengthen mutual
uIUJerstunding alill co--operation among States. It will be recalled that it was the
initiati\*e of the t-iodet Union which led to the conclusion of the Treaty on Prin·
dples Governing tiL~ Activities of ~tates in the Exploration and Use of Outer
Space. including the :'I100n and Other Celestial Bodies, and the Agreement on the
Rescue of Astronauts, the Return of Astronauts and the Return of Objects
Launched inw uuter Space.
The So,'iet GO\'ernment 1s of the uvinion that steps should be taken now
towards the further elaboration and formulation of rules of international law ,to
govern the activities of States on the Moon. As the Earth's only natural satellite,
the )loon has an important role to play in the conquest pf outer space and it

·Source: United Nations document A/8391.
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...;iloultl ut' us('u pxc!ush-eJ,r in the intereHtl; vf Veace and for the benefit of all man·
kind. It i~ f'~~ential tilat UlP adiYities of States OIl the Moon should not be allowed to hecome a source of international conflict and that a legal basis should
be established for IJHtential uses of the Moon. The conclusion of an appropriate
international treaty would serve this purpose.
I am transmitting to yOll a draft Treaty concerning the Moon, whicb is based
011 generally accepted rules of iuternational law, including the Charter of the
United XutiOllS and agreements relating to outer space concluded earlier. It contains the follO\ving basic prOl"jsjons :
!.1) The exploration and use of the Moon are to he cllrried out \vith due regard
to the interests uf present and future generations.
.
(2) In aC(:tJrdance with the principles of the Charter of the United Xations,
the threat or use of force or any other hostile activities on the Moon as well as
the use of the .Moon to carry out such activities in relation to the Earth are
prohil.lited.
.
(3) The prohIbition against the installation em the Moon of nuclear weapons
- and other weapons of mast-; destruction and against any other activities involving
the use of the Moon for military purposes is reaffirmed.
(4) The Moon is to be explored and used by mean!' which ensure that any
adverse changes or contamination tlf the lunar environment are avoided.
(5) The surface.and subsoil of the Moon canDot become the property of States,
international intergo,-ernmental or nOIl-govf'rnmental org-anizations. national org-anizations or juridical or natural persons,
(6) States Parties are to take all possible steps to safeguard the life and health
of any lllall on the Moon.
A tre.aty ba~ed Oil the. above principles \vould be all important contribution to
rhe formation and de-l'e-Iopment of international ~pace law. The- conclUSion nf
,;uch a treaty would promote the further elaboration of rules of international
law relating to the 8cti"dties of 8tates in the (>xploration of ce-Iestial bodies.
The Government of the '['nion of Soviet Socialist Republic,; trU!'its that at its
twenty-sixth session the General Assembly will give due rrtte-ution to the- item
"Preparation of a treaty concerning the Mnon",
Since the L'nited Xations Committee on the Pf'Rceful Lse~ of Outt'r ;;;puce and
its Leg-al Sub-Committee- are to hold ~essiolls before the opening of the twentysixth ~ession of the General Ai-::-,;embly, 1 would ask you to bring the Rovipt draft
Treaty concerning" the- ~Ioon tn the attention of those bodieB.
I would request you, Sir. to regard this letter as an explanatory memoranduul
under rule 20 f}f the rules of prot'f>dure of (he General As!'€"mbly and to circulat('
it, together with the text of the draft Treary. ns un official document of the- United
XatioDs.
(Signed) A. GRO!.fYKO.

Minister jor

Fort~iun

A.ffalr8 ot the 'Union 01 Forict ,%eialist

Rep!lIJlic<~.

The ~tate!,1 Parties to this Treaty.
Xotjng the goain.'; madf' hy State~ ill rhe <:'x;)Iornrion of the :\Ioon,
Recognizing that thl" )'loon a~ tht> onl~· l1::tura1 ~atellitf" of the Enrth, has all
lillllOrt<tut role to play iu the t'onftlle~t nf 01l~er ..:pace.
De!":irinl! to prf'w'nt the :Uo(jn from hf'Comilig :1 ~enf' nf international contliet.
IJe-t('TmiIled To promote thf>- further deyebpment of co-operation among State~
in the- explof8tion and use of the ),.-loon find its sllbsoil and of circumlunar i':pace,
Recalling the pfo\'i~inns of th€' Treaty on Princivles Governing the Activities
of Hr;nf>-~ in thE' Exploration and n~e of Outer SpBce, including the Moon and
Other Celestial Bodies. and the lJrovisiollS of the Agreement on the Rescue of
Astronauts, the Return of .\stronautl; anti the Return (If Objects Launched into
Outer Space,
Taking into account the need to define and develop tbe proviSions of these
international instruments in relation to the :Moon \vith a view to further progress
in tbe conquest of outer space.
Hs ve agreed on the following:
ARTICLE I

1. States Parties shall pursuf' their acth·ities on the ).1oon and in circumluuur space in accordance with internutional law, includiug the Chllrter of OIt'
('nilt'd Nations,
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2. In accordance with the principles of the Charter of the United ~ations,
the use of force in any form or the threat of force, as well as any other hostilf'
actions or threat of such actions. shall be prohibited on thE'- Moon. The use of
the Moon to commit any of the aforementioned actions in relation to the Earth
or space objects shall also be prohibited.
ARTICLE II

1. The Moon sball be used by all States Parties exclusively for peaceful

purposes.
2. States Parties undertake not to place in' orbit around the Moon any objects
carrying nuclear weapons or any other kindl:l of weapons of mass destruction
or to install such weapons on the surface of the :MOOll or in it.':> subsoil.
3. The establishment of military bases, installations and fortifications. the
testing of any type of weapons and the conduct of military manoellvers on
the Moon shall be prohibited.
ARTICLE III

1. States Parties shall strive to co-operate in matters relnting to activiti~
on the Moon. Such co-operatioll lliay be 011 either u mUltilateral or a bilateral
basis.
2. Each Rtate Party ~hall engagt' in thf' explnration amI ll~f-' of the :'\lc'nll
with due regard to the inter~ts of preseut aud future generations and with
respect for the right:; of other State,s Partier-; a:-: specified in this Treaty.
3. A State Party which has :reason to beli€'yp that another State Party is
violating its obligations under this Treaty may I'e<luest consultations betw(;>en
the States Parties concernro.
ARTICLE TI'

1. States Parties shall explore and use the :\Ioon by reasonable means avoiding -the disruptioll of the- existing balance of the lunar ellvironment.
2. States Parties shall eXlllore and use tlit> :'tl(1ol! ill ~lIch a way as tu pren?llt
adverse changes in tbe lunar em·iroument and ir:-: ('l)utaminatiOll througb tue
introduction of extralunar matter. Where IH:'ces8ar,r. eon.sultatiulll' !o;hall lte held
between the States Parties concerned.
ARTICLE ,.

1. Rotate,.: Parties llla~' plIrSliP their ac·riyirit"'s ill till' e-xpl(Jrtlti"ll alld lI:'l' of
the .!\-lOOIl anywhere on the surfa("I.~ of fht> :'tlo()H. l!l it,.: suus>Jii 'I)' ill dn·illlllull:!~·
space.
:!. Fllr tl)f~.se jJurpnse13 :-itates Parrie:- luU,\. ill partieu\;lr:
-land their space object~ on the :'tiooll. launch them from the .:.'Iloon and
place them ill ei!'('llmlullar orbi!:
--dispose their vehicles. equipinl?Uf and per":(lllllE.,l anywhere on tllt' surface
of the :'tlC)()ll. in its sub.-.:oil or in dl"f"U1UluIlar ,.:pu'_·e.
Vehicles and. personnel of 8tates Parth':-; may l1lO'l-e frPeI.r over the surface
of the :'Iloon, in its sulisoil ur in dreulllluuar :,llml~e.
3. Actions of States .Parties in 1.1ccuruallr.:e with paragraph~; 1 and. :.! of this
article should not interfere with the acth'ities Ilf otiler ~tates Parties on thl:),10011. Where such interference may occur, tlIe :States Parties concerned shall
undertake con:;ultations.
ARTICLE VI

1. l:5tates Partie:-; may establish Qotb manned and unmanned stations on the
)'IOOll.

2. Stations shall be installed in such a manner that they do not impede the free
access of no·hides and personnel of other :-;tates Parties pursuing ueti\·ities Il!l
t.he ).lOOll to all area~ of the .:.'Iloon, as provided for in article I of the Treaty
on Principleti Governing the Activities of States in the Exploration and Use of
Outer Space, including the :\oloon and Other Celestial Bodies.
ARTICLE VII

1. ~Hate;:; Parties undertake to adopt all practicaole measures to :-;afeguard
t hp liff' and health of men on thp: Mootl, For t.his purposE' th(~.Y :;hall regard any
jlt'rsOll lin the )!CJou H!oj U.I 1.I.·tr"ll.lllt withill the lUI aning of the art-ide V of the
'i'1'(,lIts 011 Principles Governing the .\('ti\"jlit's of :-itates ill the I'~xploration and
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(',.e of "uter Sjll)ce, ine1uuillg' til!' "\[{JOB ~rJd Other C(·it-'stial Hndi(':-:, alld as part
"f the jJf·r;'::(JlJuel of a spaeecraft within the weuuing of the '\~~'('llleut (Ill the
Hesl'ue "I .btru:'·':utH, thl! Ueturn of .\stronauts and till' It('!.l;rll "f OlJjects

Launclwd into Outer Kpul'e, irrespective <if the duration of the ::::tay of ;-';l1ch person on the .Moon, the place where h(> is situated on the Moon, his formal lllem/H'rshil) (If thf' Lrew of II :-;pacl'craft and nther ~imilar f'ircllmsUlIlCe.'<.
:.!. It .,,11lI1i IH:~ tIlt' dllty of ~tatl'''''' Parties to offer shdtf'r ill their ,... (ati()lj;';, \"f~'
hicleH, in:-;tallations or I1th(,f ft\('ilith's to persOTIS ill distresH OJ) tile )ioon \·,,110 ar(~
}lart of tile rwrsonnel of other ;";talp;.:: Partips.
:j. In ]!nr,.lling adiviU,,!' (III lhc .\Ioon, Stall~!-l I'arlil's shall \.:lke till' lH!{~eSSarr
.-.:tep8 tIl exc-lJUllge infrJrmatioll (1) any phPll!>lIlClJ;l t.!wy dis('I)\'('r ill ouler i-ipuce,
ilJ(~lndi!Jg the .\Iuon and nthed {'elestial lHJlli£'s, wllic·!J (~IJuld endanger th(' life or
health of men on the ~llJOll, as \veU as informatiuIl un any signs of organic life.
ARTICLE VIlI

or non-governmental orand national organizations having the status of juridical persons
(,r not. nor natural persons, may claim the surface or stIlIsoil of tue ~I()on as
their property. The emplacement of yehicles or equipment on the suriael:' of the
MOOD or in the subsoil thereof, including the efrDstruction of instaila.tiollS in·
tl;"'grally eonnected with the l:mrfu('e or subsoil of the .\10Ull, shall not create u
right of ownership over portions of the :,>urfaee of subsoil of the )10011.
:!. Portions of the i;urface or suiJsoil of the Moon may not ~ tue object of
concession. exchange, transfer, sale or purchase, lease. hire', gift or any other
llrrangements or transactions with or without compensation between States,
international intergovernmental and non·go~ernmental organizations or nU·
tional organizations having the- status of juridical persons M not. or of arrangt'meots or transactions between natural persons.
1. Xeither States, international intergovernmental

gallizatioll~

ARTICLE IX

In accordance with article VIII of the Treaty on PrinCiples Governing the
Activitie:-; of States ill the Exploration and Cse of Outer ~pace, includiu1!' the
Moon and Other Celestial Bodies. t::.tates Parties shall r{'taiu owernship of
II rtide~ of thf'ir property delivered to tJlEvsurt"aee of the Mom! or to circumluuar
sp."l.ce including structure"', "Vehicles and equipment.
ARTICLE X

A State Party which learns of the crash laD ding. foreed landing- f)r otht-r
unintended landing on the Moon of a spaee objed that does not iJelong to i::, ,)l'
tu.e crash of component parts of such an object ~hall inform the State Parts to
'''hieh the space olJject or component parts belong, and the Secrerary-General of
the l'nited Xations.
ARTICLE XI

In addition to the provisions of artic}£' VII of the Treaty Oil Principles Gov+
""rning the Activities of States in the Exploration and lse of Vuter Space, in·
eluding the )Ioon and Other Celestial Bodie~, a State Party shall be liable for
damag(~ resUlting from its act or omission or from an a('t or omission of its
personne-l on the ).roon to the property or personnel of other :-<ta t.e!:l Parties on
the ~loon. unless it is es.t.a.blished that the dama~e occurred through no fault of
the said State or of its personnel on the Moon.
ARTICLE

xn

1. This Treaty shall be open to all State...<; for signature. Any State which does
not sign this Trpaty before its entry jnto force in accordance with paragraph 3
of this article may accede to it at any time.
2. This Treaty shall be subject to ratification by signatory States. Instruments
of ratification and instruments of accession shall be deposited with the Govern·
ments of ,.
,which are hereby designated the Depositary Governments.
3, This Tr~aty shall enter into force upon the deposIt of instruments of ratification by five Gm·erllments including the Governments designated 8.., Depositary
Go"\""ernments under this '!'reatr.
4. l<~or f.;tatp" whos€' iIH:ltruments of ratification or accession are depo!:lited ,,>ubs~Juent to the entry into force of this Treaty, it shaH pntj'r iuto force on the
date of the deposit of tllf'ir instrumentH of ratitlcation or acce..sslou.
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5. The Depositary Governments shall promptly inform all signatory and ncced·

lng States of the date of each signature, the date of deposit ot each instrument
of ratification of and accession to this Treaty, the date of its entry into force
and other notices.
6. This Treaty shall be registered by the Depositary Governments pursuant to
Article 102 of the Charter of the United Nations.
ARTICLE

xm

Any State Party to the Treaty may propose amendments to this Treaty.
Amendments shall enter into force for each Stat~ Party to the Treaty acceptiIijt
the
upon their acceptance by a majority of the States Parties
the Treaty and thereafter for each remaining State Party to tbf' Treaty on the
dare of acceptance by it.

to

-amendments

ARTICLE XI\"
An~' ~rat~ Party to the Treaty may give notke of its \vithdrawal from the
TreJ.ty one year aftpr it::; entry into force hy \vritten notification to the Deposit·
ary Governments. Such withdrawal shall take effect one year from the date of
receipt of this notification.

.ARTICLE

xv

This Treaty. of which the Chinese. English. French. Russian and Spanish
rexts arf:' equally authentic, shall be deposited in the achiyes of the Depositary
liovernments. Duly certified copies of this Treaty shall be transmitted by the
Depositar,\' Governments to the Governments of the signatory and acceding

States.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF the undersigned. duly authorized. have signed this
Treaty.
DO.:'iE iu. .. at the ('iti€';.; of . , .. the, . , day of .. , one tbousand nine hundred
:lllcl sen"o ry

APPENDIX 3-CNITED STATES: DRAFT PROPOSAL~
SCBMITTED TO LEGAL Sl~BCor.DHTrEE. APHIL 1972*
3 .. USlTED STATES OF AUERICA: WORKING PAPER (AjAC.I05jC.!HXIJ/\VORKI:';(,
PAPER 1; 11 ~\PRU IB72)
ARTICLE I

(Intf>rnational law. force. hostile acts I
1. :-::irates Partif's tn the Trt>aty ~ball carr,\' out their actidtit"~ on thE' liloon and
other cele~tial hodies consistent \vith iuternational law. including llle Charter of
the t"nited. Xutions antI other treuril;'s in force.
~. ~rare$ Pal'fie::; ~IUlll rl;'fr~tin from tIle 1l~ or threar of fnrce or nlly other ho~·
tile act or threat of !JO~nlp act DB rill' lH()llll and <l[Iler ct'lpsriai ]lodi",.... excf>pt H!
fhl' eXE'reisf> of tIw iuherflHt right I)I ilLf!i"idnal or culleerin'" ....f>lf-dE'felH't-' ill ;L('eoril·
am'(' ~'ith Article.J 1 (If tllp Chartt"r. :-iratE'.... l'arti/:'-:" ~halllJ(jr us+' tht" moon IJr (H lit'/"
('el/:'-stial hudies ro ('lIlHlIlir all .... such aCT or I .. eng:l;..:t-' ill :lily ,..ncil rhrellt ill fl'l:nior;
the +'11rt:,. tilf> llIoon or tJrllPl' ('ple-:·.q iall>llille,;, ;,:p:H't-'(·raft. fllt-' iwrSOHIlf>1 nf .":PH"l'·

Til

craft 01'

lllilll-mllde

spuct' ohjt><·t .....

..I. l':-;-ITED :-\TATES UF

A~!r:lt1CA:

\YoHKI:-;-G l'AI"~~k (A".\.{·.10;);('.~(XI)/\V()RKI:\-1
1'.\!'EH _. 11 .\.PI:IJ. Il17:! I

.\RTICU: II

I Peaeeflll

PUfl)C.)~PS.

militar.... prohibiti()l1s I

1. TIlt'" mo()u and other cele-!'<tial hodi ....... ''''h.a.ll he uspd by all States Parties
~x('lll .... i,·el .... for pea('efllilJl1rpo:"es .

• Source-: UnIted Nations ducument AI AC.105jlOl. .\.nnex I, p. 7-13. 18, 20.
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_. "';tates Partie:-i shullllut place ill o1'l,illlil)uud Of tither tr;l.iN'rory to or around
the lllOOli .. \' 0tlll'r t:t'lestial hodil--s or 'iii ,.:ueil j,ndips ()l!.ih~rs carryillg: llude:!r
,,"papollS or any Orhl-'l' l~illds of wea pOllS or unis.": 1/estructi!;l1 til' ill!o:tllil. (·'mplnnt or
eltlpl<lct' ~ur:h Wt'<lpUI1" II)) (Jr ill thp llHIHIl or oth"r cp]pstil\! !Jodie,..;,
:J. The f'stablishm('llt of militar~' base:-:, installatir.lIls and fortificatioll!-:, ttl('

testing of any type of \YeaIloIIs and thE" ('onuw't of military manOeUYfeS Oll tilP
moon and uther celt~tiall>{)lliel'l shall lifo> f"rhiddf:>ll. The nst' of military persollnel
for scientific research (II" for any oth{~r peaceflll purposes shall not lie prohibited.
The use of auy equipment or facility necessary for peaceful exploration and use
ot the mO'Jn and other cel~tial bodies- ~h311 also not be prohibited.
5. -eXITED STATES OF AMERICA: ""'ORKI:iG PAPER (AI AC,105/C.2
PAPER 3; 11 APRIL 1972)

(XI) jWORKING

AR'rItLE III
ill\-'p~tiga t iOIl. ('n-opf'l'll I ion. p,\:(·hangp of
rC'lIortillg, s~entifi(' /lr{',"(~rn's. aCt'ps~, consultatiolls)

I Frt:'edoIH of s('ientifil'

per.'lolluel,

1. There shall be freedom nf s<:ieiltifiC' fm'eHtigatioll un the moun ~uHI other
celestial bodies, and :-ltates shall facilitate and encourage international co-operation in such investiga tion.
.
2. IntprJlational co-operation may take. place by sueh meallS as multilaterally,
through international intergovernmental organizations or bilaterally.
3. Rta tes Parties shall engagp in the t'xploration and use (If the lUoon and othf'r
celt"stial bodies with due regard to the illterest:-; of present and futllrt> ~t>lu:,r:'ltiolls
and with respect for the rights of lither- ~tates Pflr-ties sr~itied in tliis Tn>at~·
nnd other treaties in force.
4. States Parties agree on the desirability of exchanging scientific and other
personnel on expeditions to or installations on the moon or other celestial bodies
to the greatest extent feasible and practicable.
5. Well in advance of lauliching. hut in nny t,'"\-'cnt not later thun 60 days b€'fore
launching, States Partie~ intendin~ t.o ~ollduct a('tiviti€'~ on thl' moon or other
celestial bodies shall inform the ::::ecretary·General of the United .Nations, as
well as the public and the international sei€'lItific community. of tht> plalllwd
time frame of laullching, purposes of the mission, intended locations of the mis·
;.;ion. orhital jlarHlllt'"tf'rs, and prnspectiYe duration of thE' mission. Timely notice
shall also be given of any mnjot"' changes in plans for the mis~ion, of thp termination of the mission and, in due course. of the Ilaturp, conduct, locations and r~·
suIts of the mission. The- Secretary-General of tbt' rnited Xntion:;; shall disseminate such information. ft." \Yell 31'< othf'"r iuformation transmitted to him under
this Treaty, immediately and eff'€'ctively.
6. If :I State Party hecomes ;'l\yare that allotlH'r State Party plans to operate
simultaneously in the SHInl'" urea of Ill' in the SllllH" orhit around or trajt>ctory to 01'
around the moon (IT other (,piestia! lowly. it :-;hall prllmptly inform the other Statf'
awl tilt'" Xt'{'rt-rnry-(iener:1l nf tll>-" tilllill~ of and plans for its own ope-rations,
7, Stnte~ Partif'~ umlPrtake to rppnrt til othN ~tate!ol Parties and to the ~ecre
tary-G~Il~rllJ on art>as (If rill' IllpOll and nther ('p]t>:-:tinI hod if's hnYin.<!" "j)f>('jnJ ~('j
en.rific interest with a "View 1:0 nlf' possible pstahIi:.;hment in tho~f' arf>a~ of :0-:('1f'ntific present>s who~p pxpluration and n~f' ~ltonld he subject. 1(1 conditions tr,
bE' agreed.
". All station:-;. installations. eqniplIwnl :ll\1! spart" yphiclel-) 011 tlw moon and
other celestial hndie~ ~hall Ill" opt·n to rt'prf'~t'ntath-e~ of othf>r Statt>H Partie~ on a
basis of reciprocit:". Such rellresPIltative;: shall giyp fE'(lSOllllhlf' aavancE" Tlotl('t'
of a projected Yb:it in orot'r that appropriatp j,onsultations may ilp held and
that maximum precaut.ions mllY he takf'n 10 asslIrt> :-;ufety and to .!n'oid inteITf'renCE' with normal operat.ions in the fadlit~- to
visited,
9. A Statf' Party wllil'h has rf>a"Ofl tn iJeli('w' that anotlwr ~tate Party is n{)t
fulfi1lin~ its obligations or is int~'rferillg with tilt> right~ of other ~tates Parties
under this Treaty lllay rf>qut':';t conSUltations hetween t1lP :-5tates Parties COIl('ernM. A Start> Party r€('f'iying fI. request for :';l1<.:h ('onslllt.ation~ shall f'nter into
~uel1 consultation ...: without dp!:n-'. Ea('h i"tatf' Purry partiCipating in such eon·
,..;uit[ttions shall ";f'~'k a lll11tUlIII.\' ;w(,I'J)taillp rf>...:(dlltioll of any ('fITttrnn'r~r ami

h.-

,~hHlI b~'!lr ill
(~c>lwral shull

miud ill!' rij!hts alHl int€,ri's!":-,; or all i"tatl's Parti!'s. Thl' i"f'f~n·tar;.·
III' inform('rt of ill" r('snlt:-.; ,Jf' llHj" sud] (·oflsllltatiolls. Any Stutf'

Purtr way. Ilt

tim!' aut! I\'ifJlUui s(,plduA" 1111' ('o])sl'lll of' other Ntu1f's Farties
flj' t hl' 1:11 i I pli Satiolls ill
re~olviIlg Ully such c o n t r o v e r s y . '
,

('II]Wt'T!If'l1.

lillY

."f'( k 1ht, asshd a lit'\' f 'f thf' St'<'rpi it r\,-( ;1']H~ruJ
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tA/AC.105/C.2(XI)/WORKING
PAPER 4: 11 ApaH. 1972)

6. UNITED SV.TE8 Of' AMERICA: WOEKI!'iG I'APER

ARTICLE IV

(Definitions)
As employed in this Treaty:
(i) The term "celestial body" includes all natural celestial bodies other than
the Earth.
(ii) The phrase "the moon ilnd other celestial bodies" iuclmies orbits around

or other trajectories to or around celestial bodies.
7. UNITED STATES 01<' AMER!CA: WORKING PAPER (AjAC.I05jC.2(XI)/WORKING
PAPER 5; 11 APRIL 1972)
ARTICLE IV
(Non~colltamination,

reporting)

1. States Parties shall explore and use the Moon and other celestial bodies in

a reasonable manner so us til minimize the disruption of the t'xisitng balance of
their environments whether hy introducing advPfse changes in such environ·
ments, their harmful contamination through the introduction of extra-environ·
mental matter or otherwise,
2.- states Ptrrties planning missions to the Moon and other celestial bodiefi
shall notify the Secretary·General of measures being adopted to minimize the
disruption of the existing balance of the environments of those bodies. Such reports shall include the trajectories to be flown, the distance of closest approach,
and specific measures taken to control micro.-organisms on and in the spacecraft.
3. States Parties sball notify the Secretary-General of plans to place radioactive
matenal on or in orbit or other trajectory around the Moon or other celestial
bodies and shall give similar notification with regard to the conditions and effects
of such placement when it occurs.
8. UNITED STATES OF AMERICA: WORKING PAPER (A/AC.I05/C.2(XI)/WOSXING

PAPER 6; 11 APRIL 1972)
ARTICLE v

(Freedom of movement)
1. Sr.ate8 Parties IlIa:.' pursue their actiyities in the exploration and use of
the }loon and otber celestial bodies anywhere on the surface of such bodies, below
their surface and in space around them.
2. For these purposes Stares Parties may. ill purti{'ular:
la, Land their space objects on the Moon and other celestial bodie-so
launch them from t'lleh b{)dit::'~ flud plu(.'e them in orbit around or in other
trajectory to
tlround them:
(b) Dispose their \'phiclel;. pquipment and IH-'r~onnel any,yhere on the surface of the )Ioon and other celestial bodies, below their surface and in SPU('I'
around them,
3. States Panie:-< ;tcting in aecurdallce with rmrngraphs 1 and:':: of this Articit·
:-<hall rake cure to ayoid interferill/! \\'ith the actiyities of other States Partit':-<
Oil the )Ioon or other celestial bodies.
.

lI,

H. C:'iITED STATES

!If

AMERICA: \YmtKING l'APER

i

AI AC,105/C.:':: (XI j /\YORKIX(;

P ..o\PER. 7: 11 APRIL 1972)
ARTICLE VI

(Right to establish non-interfering stations)
1. States PartiE'S may p~tahlish both temporary and permanent, manned and
unmanned Mations on the ~IOOIl and other celestiHl lJodie~, .A State Purty estalJ·
i,jshing a :;;tatioH !"hall limit tIle area ul';ed to that which i!' reasonllhlr required
fHf

the neerJ:.s of the ~Ta{illll lind slmll. at lI111111UI intervalR. inform the Secretarr-

t;eneral \vhetiler, ;lllt! iII what malUlf;>r, tile station ('ontinue~ in lise,
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:!. :-:ralPs ",hall I,., i:J!':tallE'd ill sw·h a UlllllIler thnt they dl! n"r impede thf' fn'f'
;icceHS of vehicl(>.-: and perHOIwel of otiH'r i'Hates Partie.. ('onducting aC'tivitie!'! OIl
the ~Ioon and other cele!'!tial 1,ouie,<,,; in accordance with tbis Treaty or the

Treaty Oil Prindilies Governing the Activities of Statf's in the EXf}loration and
r"p of Outer SplH~. including the \loon and Other Celestial Bodies.
10. P:"ITF-I) HT .... TE~ (IF Ar.n:RICA: WORKING PAPfo:a
PAPER

(A/AC.H);"ijC.2(XI)/WORKI:-;O
8; 11 APRIL 1!l72)
ARTICLE VII

(Rescue, shelter, reporting)
1. States Parties slJall adopt ull IiracticllbJe measures to safeguard the liff' and
health of l~rSOI\'<:' on the Mogn and other celestia1 bodie!'!. For fhi" pl1rpOFH' tht>r

..;hall regard any per~on on 'the :\100n or other celestial hody as an astronaut
within rlH' meaning r,f the Article Y of the Treaty on Prin<"iples G()w'rning Oil'
.\.('tivities of State::: in the Bxploration and Use of Outer ~pa{'e, induding the
:\100n and Other Celstial Bodies, and as part of the personnel of it spacecraft
\yithin the meaning of the Agrei'ment on tflf. Re::WlIf' of Astronaut~. thf' Return
"f A~trf)naut!-> and the Return of Ohjects Lunll('hf'fl into Outer SIIUr'f'. irre!->pf'diW'
M the cl·uration of the !'ita)" nf such persoll 011 tlle :'\Ioou (lr othf'r celestial body.
rhe place where such person is If/'Csted. formal ulPmhersilip of tile crew of a
'-i'ueeeraft. or other circumstances.
2. States Parties shall ofTer shelter in their stations, installations, vehicles and
otber facilities to persons in distress on the Moon or other celestial bodies.
3. States Parties shtlll inform the Secret8ry~General, as well as tbe public
and the intf'rnational scientific community. of any indications of organic life and
of any phenomena they discover in outer space. including the ).loon and other
celestial bodies. which could ~ndaillger buman life or health_
11. UNITED STATES OF A;-'IERICA: WORKING PAPER (.A/AC.l05/C.2(XI)/WORKING
PAPER 9; 12 ApRIL 1972)
TREATY 0 .... THE EXPLQRATIO::i OF THE .MOON AND OTHER CELESTIAL BODIES

PREAMBLE

The Stutes P:lfties to this Treaty,
Xoting the gains made by States in the exploration and use of the Moon and
other celestial bodies.
Desiring to prevent tht> Muun and uther celestial bodies from becoming the
scene of international conflict auo. to promotp the further development (If Luter·
national t:o·"peratioll in their exploration and use.
Recalling the provisiollS of the Tre~lty ()ll Principles Governing the Acti\"ities
of ~tilte:-; ill tile Explorlltioo and. use of Outer ':';pace. including the ~lo()n and
Other Celt:.')";ti:.ll Bddic.':i. the Agreement Ull the- f{l-'s('ue ut' A.str(Hl<lut:..s. f{Nurn of
Astronaut,"; ;1,HI rh~ HeturlJ lJf Oh.ie<?ts LanIll'hed illtn Outer :-:pa{·e. and tht'
('1'flypuri,,!Il (II! luternational Liability f{lr 1 Jama.ct' Cansed II." Spa('p Ohjf:'f't:-.
Takin:: inl" ;1(·t:O\~Jlt the llef>l1 to detine and tlen>to}) tllp prn"jsil)1!:': (If tiles.' internatiollal instrulllPnt..; iu relntion to activities Oil til(> Moon and Mllf'r eelestial
!ladies \\·itll H "ie-w 10 further progreRs in the PXplo!:"Htion and use of outer space.
HaH' agrpf'd (Ill thf' followinf,:":
Hi. {-:':lTI::P :-:'T.-I.TJ:;s \)~' .\.YERlt"A: WORKI:iO PAPER (A/AC_105(C,~(XI I (WORKING
PAPER 12; 13 ApRIl. 1972)
ARTICLE VIn

{Xatural re."onrcesj
1.. TIJi-' natural

n'S(~llr{"(>s

(If the moon alld othp1' ('elf'stial hodit's shall hi> tbl:'
allllJall.lkilHl.
IW1Y !lS(' <lpjlropria1(! qllUlltitif's of Ill!' rt'sollr('I'''' of til(' Illuon
:llJd H!!Jpr "I'I!'stiai I"I-{Ii{> ...; ill ('arr.l'ing (lilt ...;('jf·ut.liie inn-Il"i"tig:lt.i,.n,.; ill furttu'nllwl'
I,f fh,' pr,)\·i:-;l"flS "I' tili~ Tn'at.\", will'tiH'1' I',l!- slllliJOrtilll! .'""l·iellti!i<· ill\"!.·st.igatjoll
"11 til!' mo,m 'II' nlhE'!' l'.'I\':-;!i;(1 I,,,di('s nl· hy l·(,lll(n·illg" HU,·1t rpSHun·,')"; til tlu' (·I.lrt.h
for allal.\" . . i ...; or aJJlllysill).! thf'/l! ill ,o.:Pll{'!> or 011 the mool) 01' other ('ph-14tiui hod i 1'1'1.

l'OJllHwn lll~ri!i\;';::t' lIt"
~. :-:latt''' I',i!'til':'

1981
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16. UNITED ::5TATES OF AMERZCA: WORKING 1 1 A1'E& (A/AC.105/C.2(XI)/WORXING

PAPER 12/REV. 1; 17 APRIL 1972)
ARTICLE VIII

(Natural resource8)
1. The natural resources of the moon and other celestial oooies shall be the
common heritage ot all mankind.
2. States Parties may use appropriate quantities of the resources of the moon
and other celestial bodies ill carrying out scientific illvestigations in fUrtherance
of the provisions of this Treaty, whether for supporting scientific inv~stigation
Gn the moon or other celestial bodies or by removing such resources to the earth
for analysis or analysing them in space or on the mOon or other celestial bodies.
8. The States Parties to this Treaty, bearing in mind tbe need for economic
advancement and for the encouragement of innstment and efficient de\"elopment
if utilization of the resources of the moon and other celestial bodies becomes a
reality, recognize the import~tnce of concluding agreements in this area. To this
end, the Depo.sitary Governments shall promptly ('onvene a meeting of all ~tates
Parties with a view to negotiating arrangementl'i for the international sharing of
the benefits of such utilization when oue-third of the States Parties inform the
DepOsitaiy"' Governments that' they cOnsider that practical utiiizut-ioll"
tht' _.
resources of the moon or other celestial OOdies is likely to begin within two yearH
following or has already begun.
.

-of

17. AU8TB.A.LlA.: WOBKING PAPQ (A/AC.I05/C.2(XI)/WOBKING PAPER 13;
13 A1'Iur. 1972)
ARTICLE

vm

Propoaed aUition to paragraph.2 Of the United States working paper 12

Add the following sentence at the conclusion of paragraph 2: "Such State};
shall have regard to the desirability of making some portion of resources removed
to the earth for such purposes available to other interested States for similar
scientific investigation."
18. UNITED STATES OF AMERICA: WORKING PAPER

(AI AC.I05/C,2 (XI) /WORKI:"W

PAPER 14; 13 ApRIL 1972)

(Ownerahip of space vehicles. emergency use)
1. States Parties shall retuin jurisdiction and cOntrol over their personnel.
Yt"hicl€'s. installatioIls and equipment OIl the moon and other celestial lJodif's.
OWller~hjp of such facilities is not affecred by their pr€'sence Oll the lUoon or
other celestial body or eise,yhere ill outer space or by their return to the earth.
Such facilities or their component parta found in places othN than their intendt>(j
location shall, in accordance with the provision~ of the Agreement on Assistalu'{'
to Astronauts, the Return of Astronuur~ and the Return of Objects Launched int"
Outer Space, be returned to the State Partl owning them.
2. A State Party may use the property of other States Partie~ on the lllOOll ur
other celestial bodies in the event of an emergency involving a threat to buwal!
lite and shall promptly notify the Secretary·General ot such use.

19. L'NITED STATES OF AMERICA: WORKING PAPER (A/AC.I05/C.~!(XI)/WORKIN"
PAPER 15; 13 APRIL 1972)
ARTICLE X

(Information regarding accidents)
A State Party which learns of the crash landing, fore€'(l luuding or othN
unintended landing Oil the moon or other celestial body of n ~pace object that dot's
not belong to it, or the crush of <:umJ)Ouent parts of snch an object shall Inform
the State Party to which the space object 0.1.' component parts belong, and tb£>
Secretary~Gene:ral of the United Nations.
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~. UNITED STATES OF AMERICA: WORKING PAPER

(AjAC.I0G/C.2(XI)/WORKINO
P Al'ER 16; 13 APRIL 1972)
ARTIeLl': XI

(Non-Governmental entities, international organizations)
1. States Parties to thl" Treaty sball bear international responsibility for
national activities on the moon and other celestinl bodies where such activities
are carried on by governmental agencies or by non_governmental entities, aDd
for assuring that national activities are carried out in conformity with the proi
visions set forth in the present Treaty. The activities of non-governments
entities on the moon and other celestial bodies shaH require authorization and
continUing supervision by the appropriate State Party.
2. With the exception of Articl{>K--tu-- referell("cs ill this Tr£>aty tu State~
shull he deemed to apply to any intt'rnutionnl intergovernmental organizati n
which conducts spaee aetiYities if the organization declares its acceptance of th t!'
rights and obligations provided for in this Treaty and it a majority of the States
members of the organization are States Parties to this Treaty and to the Treaty

°

on Pril}(:iplp~ (;o\'£>ruillg tllP Adh'itii:'1<i of ~tutl;-'S in thl' J<;xplnrlltion llIl(l "!-:p nf
Outer Space, Including the )Ioon and Other Celestial Bodies. States members of
any such organization wbich are States Parties to tbis Treaty shull tnke all
appropriate steps to ensure that the· orgauizatiolJ makes u declaration in accordlwee with the foregOing,
WORKING P AI'Ell. l AI AC,105/C,2 (XI) jWO&KING
PAl'EB 17; 13 APRIL 1972)

21. UNITED STATES OF AMERlCA:

ARTICLE XII

(Outer :::pace Treaty, astronaut .\.greemellt, HabUit;r COllyentiuu>
In the event of any ditIerences arising with regard to the interpretation or
application of the prm-h;joll~ of this Tre-My, H'ferf:'lI(,f' shull ill;-' madp where appro,
priate to the provisions of the Treaty on Principles Governing the Acti.ities of
States in the Exploration and Lse of Outer Space, Including the ~loon and orher
Celestial Bodies. the Agreement on the Rescue of Astronauts, the Return of
Astronauts. and the Return of Objects Launched 'into (lutf'I"" ~puce, and the Convention on International Liability for Damage Cau::;ed Ly Space Objects,
2':;, t· :\lTELI

:-'TATES OF A~[EP.H.'~\:

\\'mtKC'Ii(,

IL\l'J:.:n

1 A.·'}.J

',10:i/C,:..! I XI

I

\\'C,RKI:-;G

PAPER 21; Ie: ApRIL 1972 j
ARTICU; .

(Review)
At any rillW atrp!, thi1-- 'l'rt'uty I1U1<i h"Pli ill ( .. rl't' fo/" tin"' Y~'l.lr1<i. ,II tlle rl"'qut':-:t ,,1'
one third of the Stare;.; Parties to tht' Treat~· ,Iud wit!! t!Ji' ('ollcurrence >If tlle

majuritr of the States i'llrries a conferen('e of the States Parties shall be coureued to re\'iew thi:-l Treaty,

•

•

•

2i, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA; WORKING l',-\PER (AjAC,105jC,:!(XI)/\\'ORKING

PAPER 23; 19

APRIL

19i2)

The following prO\'ision replaces article 111, paragraph '( contained ill
AjAC,105jC,2(XI)/Working paper 3:
States Parties shall report to other ~tates Ptu'Oes and to tbe ~ecretar.r-G€n
~ral concerning areas of the ~looll [ami other ('elestial bodiesJ baying slJ€Cial
scientific iuterest in order that consideration may liE-' gi \'en to tin-it designation
as scientific preserves for which special protective arrungernentH are to lie agreed,
witllout prejudice to the rights of other Ht~ltes Parties to tbig Treaty.
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28. UNITED KI~GDOM: 1VORKI';"-O P.UEH (AJ.\.C.105/C.2(XI)/WORKI:iu PAPEr::!-l:

20 APRIL In72)
ARTICLE.

(Definitions)
Propoaed addition t!J USA draft contained in document A/AC.l0!i/C.2(XI)/
Working paper .4

Number the existing paragraph as paragraph 1 and add the following pam.·
graph as paragraph 2:
"This treaty does not apply to f'xtra·terrestriai materials \vhich readl the
j,jurta('~ of the Earth hy ullTllrai IUPHI!S."

3, States Parties .agree on the desiralJility of exehauging Beien! ifie and iJtlwr
personnel on expeditions to or installations on the :\loon [or other ('(~le;.;tial
bodies] to the greatest extent feasible anti practicable .

•

•

•

30. UNI'I'Ell STATES OF AMEBICA: WORKING PA-PEB (lVAC.I05/C.2(Xl)/WOR.KJNIl
PAP~H :'W; :!/01 APRIL 1972)
ARTICLE IX

1. StateR Partie:,; shall retain ownership. juri~diction and ('ontrol on'r theit'
persollnel. vehicles, equipment. facilities, statiuns and installations on the .Moon
other celestial b()(li~J.'
31. TEXT FORMULATED BY THE WORKING GROUP

(PUOS/C.2/WG(XI)/1;

11 APRIL

1972)
ARTICLE I, PARAGRAPH 1

Activities on fin the exploration and u~e of] the !\looll {and in circllmlulla J'
Hpace] [and other celestial hodies] shall be curried out in ac('ordance with
international law. including the Charter of the l"nited N~'l.tion~ [aud thf' Trenty
on Principles Goveruin/{ the Actiyitie~ of Htates in the Exploration and {J~t" of
Outer Spaee. including the )Ioon and othel" Celestial Hodies] in tile iuterest of
maintaining international peace find ~ecnrjty and prolIlotillj.! international ('n
operation and understanding.
32. TEXT FoRMULATED BY THF WOR,;LNU UROVP

{PtJOS/C.:.!/\YGt XI,) I:.!: I:.! ':\l'IHl

19721
ARTICLE I.

PARAGRAPH

_

III accordance with th~ Charter of the I.-nited ~atioll~, the [ille-gall thn-'at or
tIse of force or any othpr hostile aet or threat of ho~tilf:" :let on the )loon r HI'
othf'r celestial bodies] i~ prohibited. It j:-: likewi~e prohihited to n~e thfO ::\10011

t or other celestial bodies] in order to commit any :;;uch acr or to t>llgage ill UIl.\·
8uch threat in relation to the earth. [the :Moon] or other celestial hodies. spa("f'craft. the personnel of spacecraft or man-made space objects.

APPENDIX 4-DR.\FT OF THE LEOAL :';UBCOMMITTEE.
MAY 1972*
19. After its .fir~t readin~ of all the proposals the working group formulated 13
articles which were reproduced in documents PCOS/C,2/WG (XI) /1-14. The
texts of 16 articles which resulted from fl second reading by the working group
were issued in document prOS/C.2/WG (XI )jlri. _.\t a fUrtll"r Illeeting the working group formulated the preamble and fillal clauses of the draft treaty, which,
together wit.h the texts earli-E'r iOl'IlmlatM. were rpprodnced in document PL'OS/
C.2/\\"G( XI) /Hi/Rpy. 1. ('prtHin prm·hdou . . . of tlH>~t-' llrrides 011 which agreement
IUHll/nt :oPt lif't'u l"paM1P(j \\"Pl"P indietltetl by ~qllart'. hr,wkpts.

·Souree: United Natioos do-eument A./AC.l05/101, p.

fj~16.
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20. The llrollo~al~ referred to ill paragTaphs H:l--18 and the texts referred to
in paragraph 19. with the exception of the draft (P'['()S/C.2jWG (XI) j15/Rev.
1) set out in paragraph :!11.('/()\\', arp to lie found ill anllex I.
21. At its 190tb meeting Oil 4 :'Ila,\-', the Suh-Committee approved the following'
text tas contained in document PI-OS/C.:.UWnrXI) 'J5/Rev.l), on which work
should he pursued as a matter of priority:
The State~ /'nrtif'x tf) thi~ 1'reaty.
X/Jtitl!1 the ar'ldf>n'ment~ of States ill the f>xploratiol, )JIHI use

()f

the )Ioon [and

othel"cell'stial bodiE'sJ,·

Recognizing that the

~Ioon.

as a natural satellite of the Earth. bas an im-

portant role to play ill the exv1oratioll of outer spaef',
Determined to promote on the basis of equality the further development of
co-operation among State~ ill the exploration and U~f' of the Moon [and other
celestial bodies],
Desiring to prevent the M')on [and other celestial bodies] from becoming an
area of international contlict,
Recalling thf' Treaty on Principle.!> Governing the Activities of States in the
Exploration and Use of Outer 8pace. including the ~Ioon and Other Celestial
Bodies, the AgI't'ement on tb(> Rescue of Astronauts, the Return of Astronauts
. and the Return of Objects Launched into Outer Space, and the Convention on
International Liability for damage caused oy space objects,
Taking into accQunt the need to define and develop the provisions of these
international instruments in relation to the Moon [and other celestial bodies]
having regard to further progress in the exploratiou and use of outer space.
Have agreed on the following;
ARTICLE I

1. [As elliployed in thi~ 'l'rea ty :
(i) The term "celestial oody" include:.; all natural celestial hodies oth('}"

than the Earth.
(ii) The phral'le "the )OIooD and- other celeJ.!tial bodies" includes orbits
around or other trajectories to or around celestial bodies.]
.
2, This Treaty does not apply to extra-terrestrial materials which reach the
!rurface of the Earth by natural mean:.;.
ARTICLE II

in

1. Activities on tin the exploration and use of] the Moon [and
circumlunar
Hpace] [and other celestial hodies] shall be carried out in accordance with international law, including the Charter of the Unit€'d :-;ation8 in the interest of
maintaining international peace and security and promoting international cooperation and understanding.
2, In accordance with the Charter of the United Nations, the threat or use of
force or an~· otht>r hostile act or threat of hostile act on the Moon [and otht>r
cele:-:tial lxld.i{>s] is prohibited. It is likewise prohihited to lIRe the ~Ioon [or other
eelestial hodies] in order to commit anr such act or to pngalW in any such
threat in relatioll to tlle Earth. [the :lIoon] or nther celestial IJodies. :-;pacecraft,
the pe-rsonllf'l of :-:'lltH'(l'Craft orlman-made space objects.
ARTICLE III

1. Tlw Moon [and other celes:tial bodies] shall be used by ali ~tates Partie~
exclusively for peaceful purposes.
2. States Parties shall not place in orbit around or other trajectory to or
llroulld th€' :\10011 [or othf'r ('ele~rial bodies] object~ carrying nuclear weapons or
llI1Y other kind of weapons of mass destruction or p:a('e or u,<;;e such weapons 011
or in the )'Ioon [or other celei'ltiul bodies].!;
3. The esra1.JIiRhment of military baSf'R, installations and for!"ificntions, tllf'
testing' of any typf' of w€'upons and tIl€' conduct of military malJoem-res on tlw
1100B ("and nthPT celestial hodif'!o;] shall llf' forhidof'n. TIlf' lI:-:.e of military per~(Jnnel for :'f"ipntitie rf':-:.eareh or for any other peH('('f1l1 pnrposp:-\ Rhall not hp
prohibited, Thf' nse of any equipment or facility necessary for peaceful exploration and use of the Moon [and other celestial bodies] shall also not be
prohihited.
'A RUO!'gi!lltion wn!l HUlllt· thllt, with Jl d"w tn tll'lI·tlul! ""!"r(>nrl'~ 10 "qtill'r rf"It>Jo!tlllt
bodies" the tri'lIt,v IlII~ht {'ontalll n pro\'\RI"Zl aloZlg' Ill<' r"JI"w~!le' J\1If'JoI: Tilt' proviJollon!l (If
tblR Treaty JoIhll.lI apply to (·eh·"tlnl bocli('~ III Ut!l!llIoll tn tlw !I!"OIl Hntll Ilur'h IIml' Ull pro·
vision Is made by other trf'atieR III I·elation to s{Jt!eltlc t~I'II'stI&: l,',!llt'fl, T" t~H' I'xtl'nt that
provision hI J:jO made, this Treaty Hhnll then {'eusp. to !1pply t[' :11"fl(' bodlf's.
~

Certain delegations resen·ed their f!oHltion on this IJUtaA'fIlJlh.
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ARTICLE IV

1. TIH' expiorari()ll and U~f' of tilt' .:'.l{)on [and othe-r f'plestilll hf)(lif'~] !'!halJ !II'
rll!' pro\'incl:' of all mankinu Hud [tbl:' e:qiloitutiolJ of rhpir Ilatural rp:-:oIlT('t'i'!
shall he (,Ilrried our for tilt' helletit and ill fhe intf're~t:.; of all eOllIltI"ies, irr€'~pf'e·
tin~ of their riegrf't' of el'llHomi" or sdentitk rli?H'lopmPllf. Dup rf'g'ard shall ht,
paid to the iutPre:,t:;; of prf'''Rnt and futnT/:' gene-rutiolls Hs well as to the llPed ltl
prnUlor~· higher :.;randarn:-: '"'f Jj,"iul! C'OlHlirjon:.; of e<,ollfHllil' and Ho<'iai prog-reJ:o;~

ac{'orrianc€' ~\"ith thE' ('lul.rtpr of the rnitf?(l Xation.s. 6
shall hi? J:llid<:>d hy ihf' principle of ('o-operation and mntn,\!
:lSt'listallf't:> in nIl tlH'ir acti"ities ('oll('erniuJ.{ the E'xploration and USE' of the lIoon
land othl."r M>lestial hodiE's"]. International co-operatiol! ill lJUrsuanee of rhi~
'rrputy should he :\ ...; ,.. idp a..; pnssib!e and muy rake plaCE> on n multiiatE'ral basis.
011 u hilateral basi,;. or rhrlJug:h international intergovernmental organizations.
3. ~tatps Parties shall inform tIle' Hecretary-Gelleral as 'veIl as the public and
illtf'rnational scientific community. to thl:' g'reatest extent feasible- and practicable.
of their ucti'dtie,; ('oncerned ,.... itll the exploration llnd u~e of thp lIoon [and other
l'plestial hodif'sJ. Tlwr shalt in ilny ea!;e gin' information on the time. purposes.
loeations. orhital paralllf'ters, duration and results of Nl.ch [completed] mission
to the MOOIl laud oiler celestial hodies}. in particular on the scientific resultH
arising out of such mis8ion~. In cu:,)e of u mission lastin~ more than 60 days. information on condlwt of tile mi.!;sion shall lie ~in'n periodically at 30 days' interYals. !-'or mi.<.:sioll!-; lasting more than six monthfol, ouly significant additions to
such information need be reported thereafter."!"
4. If a ~tat!:' Party hecomes aware that anotlwl' Htnte Party plans to operatf'
~illlultaneol1-"ly in the ~ame urea of or in tIle RaUle orbit around or trajectory to
01' around the linon or other cel{'Rtial hOdy, it AllaH promptly inform the other
Rtate of the timing of and pluns for its own operations .
and denlopment
:!.

iI;

State~ Partie~

•\RTICLE V

1. There shall be freedom of &":ientific im'estigation on the lloon [and other
celestial bodies] hy all Htates PartieR ' ...·ithout discrimination of any kind, on the
hasis of equality and in a{;~)rdal1('e with international law.
2. In carrying out scientific il.ln~stigations in furtherance of the provisions of
rhis Treaty the ~tates Partie!-; shall have the right to collect OIl and remove from
the Moon [and otlll~r cplestiul hlldiesl samples of its [their1 mineral and other
suhstances. Ruch sample~ Hhall rf;'main at~the disposal of those Htate:.; Parties
which paused th(-,Ill to hI-'- collf'('tpu and may he nsed hy them for scientific purposes. States Parties shall haw regaru to the desirability of making a portion of
louch samples uyailahle ro other interested l'5tnres Parties and the international
scientifie COl1lUlllllity for sdelltinc iIl\·psri~ation. States Parties may in the course
of srienrHk illn~.stigHtions :t\so ll~e mineral and other l'uostances of the :Moon
[and other celestial hodi!:'::> j ill (}uulltities appropriate for the ~upport of their
missions.
3. ::;tate:-.; l'arties agree on the ue!:iirahilit.r of exchullgiug scieutific aIld other
personnel all expeditions to or installations OIl the :Moon [or other celestial
bodies] to the greatest extent feasible uud practicable .
•\.RTICLE VI

1. In exploring and nsin~ th€, :lIoon land t'ir('umlunar !->pace] Lund other celestiul hodiei'J ~tfttes Parties shall take llleasures to pre\'ent the disruption of the
i'xisting bulanee of [its] [their] t'IlViroIlruent[sJ whether hy introducing adyerse
ehanges ill such em'iroulllent[s] [it-'lj [their] harmful contamination through
the intr(.ductioll of extra-em'iroulllentallUutter or othpl"wise. States Parties shall
also takt, measures In preyell; harmfully affecting" tlw f!uyironuwnt of the Earth
through rllP intn,ducrioll of t'xtru-terre-strial matt!:'f or otherwise.
~. [~tutf't-< l'artie~ phumin:: mission:.; to the :\10011 [and other celestial bodies]
:--hllll wJtif.\· til\-' ",e('rerarr-(ieneral'of measures hf:'ing" adopted to minimize the
!lisrujJtiuil Id Ille existing IJllhllll:e of ! j,!, ell \'irOlllllellt[:-: I of [those I.odie:,:]. ~l1ch
,·t'jlnrf,; ...;1,:111 ill('lllth' !In> ,r:ljt'"<.'fori1:'l' fn lip tillwil tilt' distullce of (']o,.:!:',;{ approach.
li/1(1 -"Vt'dtk lllt'U:"Uft',.: tah:PI1 Til ("olltrolllllt'l"P-llrg-ulJisllls ollllnd ill rile spaeecfl1ft.l

~ The ·eventllll.1 placement of this purug-raph w11l be lli'ddf'd la t.'I'.
1 Certain delegations resel'vf'd their position with rl~ijjlect to tue (llle!;tion of uth'anl't'
notUlc1'ltlon ot missions to celestial bodie~.
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:), [State:, l!Hrtie~ .",Il2.;i llHtify rile :-;pl'retaQ-·Ueueral of plan.:; t.o Illacl:' radio:ldh-e luar!:'rial <i() (II' j j j ori'll vr other !r;!jet'l(lry arolllld rhl· )'10Ull tor otlIe]'

celestial bodies] and shall give similar notification with regard to the conditions
aud effeet,- of ~u(;ll pi<lCemellt wilen it occurs.]
4. ~tate~ l'ur(ii>s shall [<'purt to other ~rllre:-; Parties and to the ~ecretar.r
(~l'neral C' JIlt't'nlillg: i! rp;l s of tIle Moon! awl orlJPr (·plei;tin t i«(,die:-; J lla Yiug sp(:'cial
.... delltifk illh're",\ ill order that cOlIsiuer,llloll lIlily he givell to tbt'ir designatioll
liS international ~delltifk lIreser\'eM fol' which ::;pecial vrotectin~ arrangements
are to hI! agreed. without prejudice to tile right ... of otller State~ Parties to this

Treaty.
ARTICLE VII

1. States Parties may pursue their activities ill the exploration and il!:it' of the
rand otlwr ('pl(>stiul hodies] nnywilf're on or lIelo\... it~ [tbeirJ surface, [and
ill t"irl'lIUllllll:!f SpUI'{' I. I'lnhjP('t to the otil(-'r proYisiol!s of thiR Treaty.

)JOOIl
~.

}1'or these ImrpOSf:'s t:\tntes Parties may, in particular:
(a J land their spaee objects Oil tile '\loon (and other c!:'lestiul uodiel:d,
and lauDch them from the 1\1oon (SUdl bodies]. Laud place them in dreull!'
lunar orbit) ;
(ll) place theIr personnel, space vehicles. etluiplllent, facilities, statioJ}s
and installations unywJlPre on or helmv the surface of the MOUli Laud other
celestial bodies] [and in drcumlunar space] ;
Personnel, space ,"ehicles, equipment, facilities, stations and installations lllay
move or be moved freely oYer or llelow the surface of the Moon [and otber celestial bodies] [and in circullliunar space].
3. Activities of State:; Parties in accordance with paragraphs 1 and:! of thi~
article shall not interfer(: with the activities of other States Parties on the Moon
[and other celestial bodies1. Where sllch interference may occur, the States
Parties concerned shall undertake consultations in accordance with article XVI.
ARTICLE

vnr

'.'

1. States Parties may establisl1 manned and unmanned stations on the Moon
[and other cf'lestial bodies], A State Party establishing a station shall use only
that area which is required for the needs of the station and shall immediately
inform the Secretary~(jeneral of the locatioll and purposes of that station, Sub~
osequentls, at annual intervals that State shall likewise inform the Secretary·
General wtwth"r the station continues in use and wllether its purlJost:S huye
changed.
2. Stations :-;hall be installed in such a manner that they do 1l0t impede the
free access to all areas of the Moon of pen-wnIleI. vehicles and equipment Ilf other
States- Parties <:ouduc:ting acth-ities on the Moon {and other celestial hodies] in
accordance with the pro\-isions of thiS! Treaty or of article 1 of the TreatJ' Hit
Principles Governing the Activities of States in the Exploration and Use of Outer
SPaCE>, inclUding the Moon and other Celestial Bodies,
ARTICLE IX

1. States Parties shall adopt all practicable measures to safegunnl the Hfp
and health of persons on the Moon [and other celestial bodies]_ For this purposi'>
they shall regard any person on the Moon [or other celestial hody1 as an astro'
nant within th£>- meaning of tll€' article Y of the Treaty on Prillciple~ Gon='rningthe Activities of States in the Exploration and Use of Outer Space. including tbe
)1oon and Other Celestial Bodies and as part of the personnel of a spacecraft
within the meaning of the Agreement on tbe Rescue of Astronauts. the Return
of Astronauts and the Return of Objects Launched into Outer Space.
2. States Parties shall offer shelter in their stations. installations. vehicles and
other facilities to persons in distress on th£>- Moon [or other celestial bodie~ J.
3. Rtatf:'~ Partie-s shall inform the Secretary,General, as well as the publit'
11 I\(} tile- international scientific community, of any phf'nomena they disco\"l:'r in
outer .spaee, including the Moon and other celestial hodies, which could endanger
human life or health. ns well as any indication of organic life.
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L [The natural r€1!lourCf>!' of tlw :\Ioon [and oth!'r ('(>If'stial borties] shall

lJf'

the ('ommon heritag(> of all mankind.]
:.::. Xeither State". international intPfg'O\",·rnlllenral or tJIIll-goH'rnmentul organi
zutions. national ol'lranizutions haYing th(' "tatus of juridical per:-;on~ or not. nor
natural

per~;Oll",

lllay claim the surfact> or sllbf;nrfa<'t' of thf' ':\ionn [or nthl-'r

celestial bodies] as their property. The placement of llersonnel. spaCe .ehicle~.
equipment. facilities. stations and illstallations on or below the surface of tbt-'
)Ioon [or other celestial hodie~J including- structures connectpd with its [their
surface or subsurface. shaH not ('reate- a right of ownership oyer purts of the
surface or suhsm1'acf' of the ~Ioon [or othE'r eeiestial bodips].
3. f Parts of th£> surface or subsurfacp of the Moon [ur other celestial hodiesJ
may not be the ohject of ,g-rant. exchange, transfer, salt' or purcha:;e lease. hire,
gift or anJ other arrangement or trall~actions \vitll or \vithout compensation
hetween States, international intergovernmental and non-governmental organizations or national organizations having rhe status M juridical persons or not.
or of arrangements or transactions between natural personl'l.l
4. [The States Parties to this Treaty. bearing in wind the lleed for economic
advancement and for the encouragement of investIllf'nt and efficient develQPUlent if utilization of the resources of the Moon and other celestial bodies hecomes a reailty, recognize the importance of concluding agreements in this
area. To this end, the Depositary Governments shall promptly convene n meeting of all States Parties with a \"ie'.... to negotiating arrangements for the international sharing of the benefits of such utilization when one third of the States
Parties inform the Depositary Goyerllment~ that they consider that practical
utilization of the resources of the )'IooD or other celestial bodies is likely to
begin within- two years following or has already begun.]
ARTICLE XI

1. States Parties shall retain jurisdiction and control over their personnel,

n'hides, equipment, iac·nities, stations and installations on the Moon [and other
celestial bodies]. The ownership of Rpace yehicles, equipment, facilities, stations and installations shall not he affected hy their presence on the "foon [or
other ~t:"lestial bodiesJ. D
2. Vehicles, installations and equipment or their component parts found in
places other than their intended location shall be dealt with in accordance with
article V of the Agreement on Assistance to Astronauts, the Return of Astronauts
and the Return of OLjectR Launched into Outer Space.
3. In the·-e:vellt of an ~Illergenc:r illyolving a threat to human Ufe, State~
Parties may u~e the ~luiplllPllt, vehi(·lf'~. installationf';, facilities or snpplies ("If
otl11-'1' Htate:o. l'artiel:\ on the 3,10011 {or in drcumlunar space] [or other celestial
bodies]. Prompt notification of such use shall be made to the 8ecretary-General
or .tltate Party concerned.
ARTICLE XII

A StatE' Party which learns of the crash lauding, forced landing or other UIlint£>IHled landing on ttle "loon [or other celestial body] of u space ohject, or its
component part:-:, that were not launched by it, shall prumptly infonll the launching State Party anll the ::;ecretary-General of the l'nited :\'ations.
ARTICLE XIII

1. :-;tnte::,; Partie:,; tu thi:; Treaty slmll Ilear illternnriollal responsibility for
!Ultioufll aC'th'itiE';;l 011 tht, )'Ioon rnnd other ceh'stiai hvdies] whNhpr ;;uch aeti,·j·

ties are carried OIl hy goyernmentalagenC'ies or by lion-governmental entities, and
for a ... snriu~ thlll llatiolJal aetidtie~, are carri~d (Jut in I.'ouformiry with rht:' pr.)\'i~iolls set forth ill tiw pn~;-lent Treutr. :-itates I'artie... shall Pll",Ul"P fila! IlOllgllH'rnlllelltal Pllritip:-: llrl(h'r their jurisdictioll s!J:dl 1;"!l~aJ!e iu aeril"irit';o.; on rh£·
:\loon [and other ('€lestiai hodie::,;] only und0r the authority and continuing SUpel\·bion nf tIlt> ;l.JJpropriatf-' ~tate Purty.

a This text may be supplemented later.
\> Certain delegations reserved their pO!lltions on thf'
to tacll1t1es, stationH, I!nd InO\tallation~.

ref~renc.,

to

pr()I~('rty.

with regard
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and Other Celestial Bodies. a Statt,> Parr;;" shall be Hable for

rp1<ulriu:;!" from ir~ :tel' or omis,.j')J] II)' froiJ] an :!<" "\" "l!Ii"~i<)!, ,,1' it- 1,"','
rh ...\J''''1I to till' I)ropE"rty \/1' per,sollllel ()f otil!'!' .";laj"" i':lnl.' . . . "1, il!,'\iU"!I. !Jllh'''''' ir j ... ,",stnhjh:lwd tilat tbl-> danw~:l' ()I'/'Hrr"d rilr"1!I..:"!1 ::" ::11lJ! (,1 ']1"
,.;aid :-:tutt> "I' "r irs pl:'l'.":!HlIlel Oil thp :\10011.1
l!Ulll:q!('

";Pllnpl

(I!J

With the

f~x('epti'm

of

Arti('le~

XYIII

[0

XXI,

referf>lJ("e~

in this Treaty to

State~

"iw)i Ill' (jpelued r'l tlll!)l;; to ally illte-ruatioll;li iutPr/.!,,\·pnlllH'Ul.!l o["J!:tnizariu!J
\\"IJif"!! ('()IHjucts :-;IIlH.'e acti\·ith~s if the orgallizafioll df'{·lare,..: irs a('{'~lJtaJ)c!' of thp
l'i/!"hts awl uJdhwtiulls providp<l for ill thi.... Treltty Hull if a majorit .... IJf the ~tates
l!lf'lllhf>r:, of thp on!"<lni'l.;.ltion are- ~tatt's Parties to tid;.; Treaty awl to thf:- Treaty
Oil l'riuciph'::; {;iJverlliu~ the .\cti\"lties of ~tates ill tiw ExplorHtif!l1 and rsp of
I Inter ~lHJ.cP. lliciudillg thf' :\Io.m and Othf'r Celestial Bodies. :-:tate-:-; 1H!:'"lube!'s qt"

ally .... ucll orgllniz<ltion whieh are Stateto> I'arties to thili Treatr ,.;h:tll talil-' all
approprhite :-;tepJS to ensure that the or)!<lni:.mtioll make,,; Ii declaration ill accordance with thl? foregoing,
ARTICLE x\"

In the en·nt of allY difference arising between States Parties with regard to the
iutf'rprelatioll jor apllikatillll J 'If th(, prodsiolls of tliis TI't'aty. rert'l'eIH~t' shall
he made where appropriate to the provisions nf the Treaty on the Principles
(;OH'rlJillj..(' flit' Aetidties of :-:tnf('H ill til(> Exvloratiou awl l'se of Uuh'l' Hl'llCe,
Iucludillj..(' th(· )'I(>oll alHI utileI' Celestial Sodh's, (ht· .\greemt'lit Uli the Re.'-:cue of
.\strnlluuts, the fu·turn of A:-Itrollautl" :1ll<1 the UNurn of Objects LaulIchffi into
Outer Hpace, awl thE' COIIYNltion OIl Illternatioual LiaJdlity for Damage caused
loy :';pace OlJjectR 10

1. Each HtJlte 1'1Irt .... lUllY llHsure itsE-'lf tilat thE:> aetiviti{>.... of other :-:tates Parties
in tlw {'xv1oration ami IlSf' of th· )Ioun [and other ('{'l(>stial Joodie:-; J 4re ('urnpat.ihle
with t.he prm'isiong of this Treaty. To this end, all space vehicles, etluipment, fa~
dlilies. stutilms and ilJ:-;talllltiollS on tllf' ::\I(JolI !H1Hl other celestial 1)(J(.J.i~J Hhall
tJ(~ opell to other Xtat(":-; l'artics. ~llch St;ltes Parties :-;hall give reasollahle a{}\'unce
notice of a projected dsit, ill order t!Jllt approprillte ('oJlsultutions way be held
and that maximuill lJrt'('aution:-; may be taken to a:-;slIre sufety and to Hvoid iuterferenc(' with Bormal olJpratiolls in the fucility to lie visited. In I!ur!'luallce of this
_\rticle, any Stale Party way use its 0\\'11 weans, or may act with till-' full or partial assistance of any other State Party. or through appropriate international
procedures withiQ the framework of the llnited Nations and in accordance with
the Charter.
2. A State Party which has reason to lIelievf:> tbat anothf'f ~t.ate Party is not
fulfilling th£> obli~ations iJl(~llmheut upon it pursuant to thi~ Treaty or that another State Party i$ interfering with the rights \.... hich the former ~tate has under
thi~ Treaty may request consultations with that Party. A Rtatf' Party rf'Cei-ving
such a request shall enter into such consultations without delay, Any other State
Party which requests to do so shall bE' entitled to take part in the consultations,
Each State Party partiCipating in such consultations f'lhall seeli a mutually
acceptable resolution of any controversy and shall bear in mind the rights and
interests of' all States Parties, The S~retary~General shall he informed of the
results of the consultations and transmit th€' information received to all State:;Parties concernf'd.
3. If the consultat.ions do not lead to a mutually !teceptllhl(· ~ttlf'ment which
has due regard for the right!': and interest.~ of all til(> Statf'~ Parties. tbf' parties
oon~rned shall takE> all measures to -"ptttl.' the ui~putp by other peareful means
of the-it cboice and appropriatE' to tilE' C"ir('um:,;tances find the nature of the
dispute. If diffi.culti~ sriSf.' in connexion with the opening of consultations or
if consultations do not leact to a mutually acceptable settlement, any Stat.e
Part: may seek the assi~t.ll.ncf' nf til(' ~ecretary-Generfil without :-;eeking th(·
{'on~e-nt of any other StIlte Party ('oll('ernf'd. in orner to rf>soiw' tilt' ('o!1trovE'-rRY
A ~ratf> Parry which nOI":-1 Hot maintain diplomatic> rf-'iatiou .... with another St.at<'
Parry ('oDN"rneO: :-:IHl.U particiPll re in such c.onsult.atioll ..... !It it$ chuic('. pitber
itSf'-lf or through nnothpr Statf" Part~· OJ'" the Sf>Cretary-Genf'ral. u ...; intermediary.

'" The de1.:gllU'JlI of AUl;tralla rCl;erl'ed Its PVlI'ltlIJll un til!!.;

article.
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ARTICLE xnI

At anv tiwe after this Treaty ha:s hPen in forel' for fivE' y(>ar~. at th ... request
of one (hiNi of the State..~ Parties to the 'Treaty and with toile ('out'urrence or thp
majority of the Stat€'S Partie-s a conferem'f' of til£' Rtatps PartiN; shall b(' coun'ned t(l rE',-jew this Treaty.
ilTICLF. XVIII

1. This Treaty shall be open to all States for o;ignature. Any State which does
not sign this Treaty before its entry into force in accordance with paragraph 3
of this article may accede to it at any time.
2. This Treaty shall he subject to ratification by signatory States. Instruments of ratification and instruments of accession shall he deposited with the
Governments of .... which are hereby designated the D€'}Jositar:r Gr,vernments.
3. This Treaty shall enter into force upon the depoRit of instruments of ratificatioo by five Governments including the GovernmentR deF'ignated as Depositary
Governments under this Treaty.
4. For States whose instruments of ratificatioli or accession are deposited
subsequent to the entry into force of this Treaty, it shall enter into force on
the date of tbe de~sit of their instrumellts of ratification or accession.
5. The Depositary Governments ::.hall promptly inform all signatory and acceding States of the date of each signature, the date of deposit of e-ach inst.rument of ratification of and accession to this 'l'reaty, the date of its entry into
fortY and other notices.
6. This Treaty shall be registered by the Depositary Governments pursuanl
to Article 102 of the Charter of the United Nations.
ARTICLE XIX

Any State Party to the' Treaty may propose amendru~nt.!< to this Treaty.
Amendments shall ente-r into force for each State Party to the Treaty accepting
the amendments upon their acee-ptance by a majority of the States Parties to
the Treaty and thereafter for each remaining State Party to the Treaty on
the date of acceptance by it.
ARTICLE XX

Any State Party to the Treaty may give notice of its withdrawal from the
Treaty one year after its entry into force by written notification to the Depositary.
Governments. Such withdrawal shall take effect one year from the date of
receipt of this notification.
ARTICL£ XXI

This Treaty. of which the ChineRf'. E!l~lish. French. Rus.... ian and ~pal1iRh
texts are equally authli'ntk. shall he df"poRiteu ill the ur('liin~':-: d rht-' Dt>pvsitary
{;(}Yt>Tnments. Duly ('fOrtified eopiel': of this 'Treaty :-:huli he tr:lllHmith"tl h~' til!'
Depositary Governments to thf' GOYernlIH'nts of tht' :-;iJ:matory and acceding
States.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF thf:' undersigned. duly authonzt>d, hUYe signed rhiJ';
Treaty.
DONE in . . . , at the cities of
... thl:."
dar of
one thousand nine
hundred and seventy.

APPENDIX 5-rXITED STATES PROPOSALS, 1973*
(12)

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA: 'YOKKING PAPER (30 ~IARCII 1973)
DRAFT TREATY REL>\.TI:'i"O TO THE

MOO~

(A/AU.loo/lO!. paragraph 21)
1. The pro.isions of this Treaty shall I.l.pply to the moon, planets, and other
celestial bodit'~ wirhill thE> snlar :-:ystem. otiwr !lum the ~arth. unless expressl~'
stated. as well as to orbits around the moon, planets or such other- celestial
bodi~K

$

SOUl'Ce: United Nations document AIAC.I05/1Hi, Annex I, p. 32-34.
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:!. This 'J'rv;lty 11,"'" Hoot appLv til extm-!e-rn'.-:trial lIwtt'rinb which reach tit"
surfacp of till' t'arth II)" llu{ural UleHIlK

3. Thl' term

"nth~r

('I;'-h>:-;tial bodies" as E'mployed in

to 1\li llut1lral l'{·j",.qial hodi('s (If tllp :-;olar
and planetf,l.

sy~teUi.

tlli~

TrPllty shull apply

otllPr thUll til!' p<lrth.

JIll/OJ]

(A/. "\'.C.I05/101, paragraph 21)
Refnellces in tlJi~ Trt'Rty to ··otlier (,t'll,!"tial hodi/·. . ,.: .. ~hall he- <it'emert UI appl~'
to tht' planf'ts and ntht'f ('eipstiai bod it's withiu tllf' /ioIar :-;ystem. pxeept rhl'
t'urth. a>: wpll flR ro "rbits and nth!:'f transit tmje-\'tories to or around thOse hodie.".
The ~tates partit':.; t" the Trf'lltr agr('~' that. :-;1101.11(1 it hf'{'Olllt' dt'siraiJie at 80111~'
later 4a~e to e-hl.horatio> additional arrallj!PlIl('nt:o; in f{'gl.lrd to tlip. t'xplorariotl
and \I,.;t> of individual planers or other (,f'lf':<tiul hodie~ withiu the solar SystPUl.
it confprpnce of f{tares I)artie:-: ;.:;hall ht' ('m)'\'PIlP{] for tilat purpose h.Y the cippol'li·
tary Governments when one third of the States parties so request.

(14) UNITED STATER OF AMJ,;RICA: WORKING PAPER (17 .-\PRIY. 1973)
[JR.AFT TREATY RI':LATING TO THE MOON

The United States advances the following proposal fOr rhe purpose of reacbing
agreement on a mutually acceptable formulation of article X, concerning the
natural resources of the moon and other cel{'stial bodies.
ARTICLE X

"1. The moon and other celestial bodies are not subject to national appro-

priation by any c:lailll of soyereiguty. by means of use or occupation. or by
any other means.
"2. Neither the surface nor the suvsurface of the moon or other celestial
bodies, nor any are·a thereof or natural retolOUrces in place. shall become the
property of any StHte. international intergovernmental or non_governmental
organization,. national organization or nOIl-govermental entity or of any
natural person. The placement of per!"onnel, 5!pace vehicles. equipment. facilities, stations and iltJtallations ou or below the surface of the moon or
other celestial bodies, including structures connected with their surface or
subsurface, shall not create a right of o\l,.·llership over the surface or the
subsurface of the moon or other celpstial h(!dies or any areas thereof. '.fhe
foregoing provisions are without prejudice to the international regime referred to in paraKraph 4 of this article, as well as to exploitation of the
natural resources of the moon or other celestial bodies pending tbe establisbment of such a regime.
,,;t 'States Parties ha,'e an equal right to the exploration and use of the
moon and other celestial hodies without. discrimination of any kind under
the conditions stipulated in this treaty.
"4. States Parties undertake to establish an international regime governing the exploitation of the natural resources of the moon llnd other celestial
bodies, including appropriate procedures, when sllch exploitation becomes
feasible.
"5. ThE' main purposes of the international regime to be estaplished shall
be to ensure the orderly and safe development and rational management of
the natural resources of the moon and other celestial bodies. to expand opportunities in the use thereof and to determine an equitable sharing by all States
Parties in the henefits derived therefrom. taking into consideration. in par·
ticular. the intNestR find needs of the developing countrieR.
"6. A conference of all States Parties shall be convened by the depositary
gOYf'rnments at the request of Olle third of Ruch States in order to implement
the proV'ision.-: of paragraph 4 of this article on the basis of principle that
rhe natural rE:.':-::uuree~ of the moon and other cele8tial bodies are the common
heritage of mankind. due regard being paid to the provisions of article V of
tbis treaty.
"7. All acU"ities with rp8pect t.o the natural resources of the moon or
other (~elet-1t.ial bodies shull oe carried out in a manner compatible 'with t.h('
purposeH of the internat.iuJlul regime to be established as specified in para·
graph [i of this article."
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In addition. the enited States would accept the proposal to add all obligation
to furnish information not only on scientific results of missions but also on natural resources found on the moon or other celestial bodies. As re'Vised accordingly.
article IV, paragraph 3 of the draft treaty would read:
"3. States Parties shall inform the Secretary-General as well as the public
and the international scientific community. to the greatest extent feasible and
practicable, of their activities coneerned with the exploration and use of the
moon and other celestial bodies. They shall in any case give information on
the time, purposes, locations, orbital parameters. duration and results of
each mission to the moon and other celestial hodies. and in particular information regarding scientific results and natural reSOftTC€S arising out of such
missions. In case of a mission lasting more than 60 days. information on
conduct of the mission shall be gh'en periodically at 30-day interTals. For
missions lasting more than six months. only Significant additions to such
information need be reported thereafter." 1
1

The question of advance notiflcation or missions is reaen'ed.

APPENDIX 6-WORKING GROUP REVISIONS 1973'
17. The Working Group. after consideration approved the texts of six pro,-isions which are reproduced below.
ARTICLE

n,

P.ARAGBAPH

1

All activities on the moon including its exploration and use, shall be carried
out in accoNiallc(> with i.nternational law. in particular. the Charter of tht-'
Unitffi Nations. and tnking into account the I)(>claration on Principles of Inrprnational IAlw concerning Friendly Relation:.: and ('o·olJeration nmollp;' :::ltates iii
accordance with the Charter of the United Nations. adopted by the General Asgembly on :!4 October l!f.O. in the illtere~t of main1 aining intemational peace and
Hecurit~· and promoting international co-operation and mutual understanding. and
with due regard to the corresponding interests of nIl other ~tates Parties.
ARTICLE IV. PARAGRAPH 3

States Parties shall inform the Seeretary·General as well as the public and
the international ::;cientific community. to the grputest extent feasiblt> and prae·
tieabh·. of their activiti€'s concerned with the exploration and use of the moon,
Information on tht! time, purposes, locations. orbital parameters and dura nUll
shall be given in respect of each mission to the moon, while information on rli,'
re~mlts of each mission. including scientitie results. shall bi:' furnished upon cow·
plecion of the mission. In case of a mission lasting more than 60 days, informH'
tion on conduct of tile mission shall ue given periodically at 30 days' interyuls.
For mi::;siollS lasting more than six months, only significant additions to such
information need ue reported thereafter (points of time of information to tbt'
Secretary·Genera·l to be resolved).
ARTICLE VI

1. In exploring anu using- the moon, States Parties shaH take measures ttl
prt'H'nt the disruption of the existing balance of its em'ironment whether by
introducing adverse changes in such enVironment, its harmful contamination
through the introduction of extra~environmental matter or otherwise. States
Parties shall also take measures to prevent harmfully affecting the environment
of the earth through Ule introduction of extra-terrestrial matter or otherwise.
:L States Parties shall inform the Secretary~General of the measures being
adopted by them in accordance with paragraph 1 of this article and shaH also
notify him of all placements by them of radioactive materials on the moon and
of the purpoSE-a of such placements. (Points of time of information and notifica·
tion to the Secretary·General to be resolved.)

•

•

-Snurce: United Nations

•
do~ul!lent

•

•

A/AC.l05/115, p. :'i-1.

•

,
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4. States Parties shall report to other States Parties and to the Se<:retarYGeneral concerning areas of the moon having special scientific interest in order
that, without prejudice to the rights of other Stales Parties. cOll!-:.ideration may
be given to the designatioA;of such areas as international scientific preserves for
which special protective a'trangements are to be agreed in consultation with the
competent organs of the Cnited Nations.
ARTICLE IX, PA:RAGRAl"H 3

States Parties shall immediately inform the Secretary-General, as well as the
public and the international seientific community, of any phenomena they discover in outer space, including the moon and other celestial bodies, which could
. p.ndanger human life or health, as well as nny indication of organic life_
..u:rICLE XIII, P A.B.AGBAPH 2

States Parties recognize tlm.t detailed arrangements concerning liability tor
damage sustained On the moon, in additiou to the provisions of the Treaty on
Principles Governing the Activities of States in tile Exploration and lise of Outer
~pace, includiug t.he Moon and Other Celestinl Bodies and the Conwntion on
International LialJility for Damage Cau"ed by Space Object~, may become neees·
sary as a result of more extensive activities on the moon, and agree that a can·
ference of States Parties to this '!'reaty for the purpose of elaborating snch ar·
rangements shall be convened by the Depositary Governments when one third of
the States Parties so request,
The Working Group also agreed to d€'lete article XV of the text approved by the
Legal Sub-Committee in H172.
18, The Working Group considered the text relating to article X worked out
Originally in informal consultations llut did Dot reach agreement On it. This text
if [sic} reproduc€'d in annex I (C).
19. At the 205th meeting of the Sllll·Committee. the Chairman reported, in his
capacity as Chairman of Working Group I, on the work of that Group. The Sub·
Committee took note of the texts set out in paragraph 17 above, and recommended
that the Committee on thf! i'eaeeful t'seR of Outer Space should makt- It!:': l't-"st
efforts to complete the tre-aty relating to the moon at its next session in June IH73
in order that the draft treaty may be submitted to the twenty·eighth session of the
i.,;.eneral Assembly for adoption.

APPENDIX 7 -AUSTRIA: WORKING PAPER. APRIL 19;8 •
AGBEEME:iT GoVERNING THE AcrIVITIES OF STATES ON THE MOON AND OTHER
CELESTIAL BODIES

The State8 Parties to this A.greement
Soting the achievements of States ill the exploration and use of the moon and

other celestial bodies,
Rcc-ognizing that the moon, as a natural satellite of thi'> earth, has an important
role to play in tbe exploration of outer space,
Determined to promote on the basis of equality thf' further development of
co--opt'ratioll lllllong States in the exploration and ll~P of the ruoOll and otlwr
celestial bodies.
Dair1l1U to prt"vent the moon from lIe('IImillg' an area of international conflict,
Bfarin.g itl milld the iJenefits which lll!l,Y hE' derh-ed from the exploitation of
the natural rel';Ollr('p~ llf the moon and lIr/Jer celestinl Ludies.
Rfr-allinp the Treaty IIll Prin('jplp~ (;(,\'erning- thf> Actiyitip:-; of Rtntes in tbf'
Explllrarit11J und CSt.> of ()\lter :-..pace, il1clllding the )lo<)l! (/wl I)r b!:-r ('eipsrial
Bodi~. rhe Agreemi'>llt ,In tht" Rescll!' of .·\"UOllaut". tlit' Returll of Astroufiut!--;
~llld 11w H.('tllrn of «)hjt><'i> I ,:1 ullch!'(j ill to CInter KPiU'f'. 1ht' C'I III \'PIlI;' '11 ,HI Ill! I';
national Li;lhility for Damag-t· (~auspd hy ~P1"l.{'~' (lhj£>('I:-:. aud tIll' nJllYl'IltiuIl Oil
Hegi:-:.rratjn\\ ,)f ()hj£>('l:-:I,;tllll('hed inll) Clntf'r ~Pll('l'.
7'flkrf/!! frlill fU'l'rlll1lt 1!It' W't'd In dl'tilw Hud lit'\'plop til(> pro"i:-;i<llJl-' of the~e iIltprUllti.HWl inl-ltrUIlH'nt!--; in. N>!lltiOIl t,) till' 1ll()(1I1 al\([ ()ll!!,!' ,·p!.'~il:!1 )HHii,·>-. Ii~l,"
ill,", reg-lInl til fnrtlH'r pro,",ress in tht' f'x"loratillll al1(1 lI~P of l'lltp,- :-;jllt<'(>,
Han· ag-r€'eti Oil the following-:
·SOUTce: t"nited Nations tlO('Hment AIAC.I05/218, Annex I, p. 2-10,
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1. The proVlslOns of this Agreement relnting to the moon shall also apply tn
other eele!:>tial hodies within the wlar ~YHtelll. other than tiw earth. exeept ill
so far fro ~pecific legal norms enter into force with respect to an.'" of the-sf> ct'lestial bodies.
2. For the purposes of the Agreement reference to the moon ~hall iIH'lude orhHI'O
around or other trajectories to or around it.
3. This Agreement does not almly to extra-terrestrial m;HerialH which reach

the surface of the earth by natural means.
ARTICLE II

All activities on the moon including its exploration and use, shall he carrif>o
out in accordance \.... ith international law, in partic:ular, the Charter of the l"niled
~ationH, and taking into account the Declaration on Principles of IHternatiollul
Law concerning Friendly RelatiolJ.s and Co~operatiou Hlllong States in accnrdanef'
with the Charter of the United Nations, adopted hy the G€'neral Assl!mhly on :.!-l
OctoUer 10iO, ill the int€'re:-;t of maintaining interllatioll~l peace and security und
promoting international cooperation and Ulutual understanding, and with due
l'egard to the corre~ponding interest.s of nIl other States Parties.
ARTICLE III

1. The luvon shall be used by all :-Hutl'1:! l'artie~ eze!u:-:h'e!y for I.e-acei'ul
purpose!.;.
.
2. Any threat or use of force or allY other hostile aet or threat of .hostIle act
on the mOon is prohibited. It is like'vise llNhihited to USt.' the moon In order to
commit any 8uch act or to engage in fiUY such threat in relation to the earth, the
moon, sp~cecraft, the personnel of spacecraft or lHall~made space nbjects.
3. ,\';tates Parties shall nut place in orbit around or other trajectory to or around
the moon objects carrying nnclear wealJOn~ or any other kinds of "' .... apons of
Ulass detrllction or place or use such weapons on or in the moon.
4. The pstablishment of military base~. in:-:tallations and fortifications. the
testing of any type of weapons aud the conduct of military mSl10elHTes Oil the
moon shall lJe forbidden. The use of military personnel for scientifi(' resf'arcil
or for any other peaceful purposes shall not be prohibitt>d. The use of anr equip~
ment or facility llece:-:sary for peaceful exploratioll and use of the moon shall also
not be prohibited.
ARTICLE IV

1. The exploration and use of the moon shall ht> tht> pr("~incf' of all mankind
and shall hI:' carried out for tht' benefit find in tile jnter~ts of all countries, ir~
respective of their degr~ of economic 01' scipJltific development. Due regard shall
h€' paid to the interests of present and futurf' generHtiollR a.'l well as to the need
to prollwte higher standards of Ih'ing" conditions of f'('onomic and social proj:~Te!';~
lind de,'elopment in acCOrdUllC'1! with the ('harter of the United Xution;-;.
:!. States Partie:-: :-:hall bt' guid€'rl by the llrillCipl€'s of Cf'~OI)€rllti()J1 ttlHl mutual
u:;sh,:tallce. in all their I1ctiYitiE's t.'ullcerllin~ the pxploratiou ane! lise of th€' moon.
InternatiotJa! ('I)·operatbm in purSuunce of !!li:-: .\I.!"rt't'lllellt ..;;hon!d lip u:-: wille :IS
IjO.·..;;siblt:" and !llflY takf' plll(,t' illl a multilateral ha:-:b. cHI :1 Idlatf'ral lia:-:is. 'Or
through internntiona! intergOyerlllllental or~mniznrions.

1. :;tates Partips ... hHlI inform the St'crt'tary~( ;f'llPral rlf rhp Ll1ited Xatiol1s
as well as rh{-'o public and tbe illternatioual ;:;cielltitie C(JIIHllunity, to the greate1-t
ext€'nr feasi!Jle <llld prlH'ticab!t'. of their ,\(.'ridties ('olleerued with the exploration
aud use of the iHP()ll. Illrormariull on tht-' til\i/~. pllrpose~. iocarions, orhital parameters and duratiun ;,;h.all be gin-u ill re:-:pPtt IJt' eHt.'h mis:-;iull to the mOon <1:0; soon
:1." possible after lHuilehing. while iufoI'lw,ri()1l (1[1 the results of each mission.
illdmlilJg scieutific result~. l'ihall be furni!->ued UlmH completion of the mission.
In case of a mi!:;sioll lasting more than GO days. information 011 conduct of the
mission including- any !:>cientifie result.:; shall he gi"ell periodically at 30 days'
inrervals. For Inissioll~ lasting more than s~s lJl(!1Jth,,-;. only signi.ficant additions
to such informatiun neer! be reported thereafter.
:.!. If a ~tute Part,\' iJet"illle...; uware that :lJJOthe~ State partr plans to operate
simultulll:'!ously ill the same area of or in the :-:ame orhit around or trajectory to or
around the lllOOll. H Jodw.ll promptly iufornl tilE' other :';wt€' (Jf the timing of and
.!Jians for its own operaiiolls.
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3. Iu ("arryilll{ III!! :li'tiyitii'H ll114h'f tlli~ .\.J..:TI'i'llwnt. :-;tH!I'~ j';!rtips :-:il!11! pnlllJptJ,\
inform the :-;e('retary~(j'~Il('ral, as well us tht· public :Iud the international scientific:
community, of any phenomena ther discover ill Cluter sJ!Uce, including t.he moon,
which coUld eudauger hamuli lift-' or health, as well a:-: of an,}' inIJl<!atir.m of

organic life.
ARTIL'U;

n

1. There );hall be- freeuolll Ilf seieutifk investigation 011 the mOHil llr all States

Parties \vithout dh;crirniIlation of any kiud, on the basis of equality !lnd In
accordance with interuati(,oallaw.
2. In carrying out scientific im"estlgations in furtherance of the provbliom:
of this Agreement the ~tates P:lrties shall bave the right to collect un and
remove from the moon samples of its luineral llwl other suustances. ~uc:h samples
shall remain at. the nisposal of those Htates Parties which c:aused them to he
collected and may he Hl'ed uy them (or :,;cientiflc lJUrV0ses. :-;tate~.Pnrtjes shall
have regard to th~ desirability of making a portion of such samples available to
other interested States Parties and the interllational scientific community for
scientific il1vestigatioll. ~tates Parties Illay in the (~ourse of scientific: investigations also u.se mineral and other subl'tallce!':i of the llJoon in Ijuantities appropriate
for the !':iupport of tll(~ir miSHions.
3. States Parties agree 011 tIu-' dpsirability !if t~xc:hanging scientific ana (Jtber
personnel au expeditious to or installutinl):-i on the moon to the greatest extent
feasible and practicable.
ARTICLE VII

1_ Iu exploring and using the moon, State:-; Purties shall take measur-es to
prevent the disruption of the t>xisting lJalallee of its environment whether by
introducing ad'"erse changes ill such envirollment. its harmful contamillation
through the introduction of extra--ell\'ironmental matter or otherwise. State8
Parties shall also take measure::; to prevent harmfully affecting the environment
of the earth through the introduction of extra-terrestrial matter or otherwise.
2. States Parties shall inform tll€' :::lecretary-General of the United Nations of
tbe measures being adopted by them in ~lceordance with paragraph 1 of this
article and shall also to the maximum extent feasible notify him in advance of aU
placements by them of radioactive materials on the moon and of tbe purposes
of such placemen ts.
3. States Parties shall report to other States Parties and to the SecretaryGeneral conceming areaS! of the moon ha dug- sp~ial scientific interest in order
that. without prejudice to the rights of other States Parties. consideration m.!;lY
be gl\'"en to the desi~nati(Jn of such areas as interllutional scientific preseryes for
which Hpecial prote(:tin2 ;lr:rangeUlent~ :Ire 10 he agreed in consultation with thf'
competent organs of the LIliteu. Xations.
ARTICLE VIn

1. :-'.tates

Partie~ muy pursu~ their a('ti'"itie~ in the e::qlloratioll and nsf' of tht,
anywhere 1111 IIr llelH\\" it,.; :-;urfuct,. sul;ject to the provisions of Uli.';
Agreement,
:!. For rhe~t' J.mrposl'l' ~tate,., l'arTie~ lI1ay. illllBrtknlar:
lU) Land rlwir ~pU("t' pl;ject:-; Oli lilt' lllOOIl and launch them frolll the
moon;
(V) Place their llersullneL :-;IH1CP vehicles. equipmE'nt. facilitie;.;. stati(Jli~
and install:ltion:-; anywhere IlU !fl- below the !mrface of the moon.
l'e:r~nnnel. space vehicles. equipment. fal'ilitie::::. ,,("atiom; and inMallations may
move or be moved freely o"er or llelow thl' :-:nr:aCe of the mOOD.
;-5. Activities of State:-; Partie).; ill accordance with paragraphs 1 and 2 of this
article shall llot interfere ,,-Hh the acth·itieH of otht'l" Htate:- Parries on the moon.
'Where 8HCh interferen('''' may occur. tiw ~tateH Parties concerned shall undertake
consultations in accordance with article XV, paragraphs 2 and 3_

llloon

ARTICLE IX

L States Parties illa~- estaulish lllaIlIleu and \!llluauned stations on the mOOll.
A Stilte Party establh;hing Ii station ic'hall UHe only that area which is required
for the needs of the ~tation and I;hall imlllediately inform the Secretary-General
of the United ~ntions of tile locat.ion and IJlJrposes of that station. Sultsequputly,
at unllual intt'rvub; that ::;tutt, shall likewb-;{-! inform the Hecretary-Hent>rnl
whether tllt' sUltion cOlltinueR ill IlHt> Ilwl whether its purposes have changed.
~. Stations shall he installed in snch Ii manner thnt they do not impede the fr-ee
access to all areas of the moon of personnel, v(~hicles and Pquipment of other
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::;tate-s Partie:-> conducting activities on the moon in accordance with the provi~
sions of this Agreement or of article I of the Treaty on Principles GoYerning the
Activities of States in the Exploration and Use of Outer Space, including the
Moon and other Cele~ial Bodies.
ARTICLE X

L States Parties shaH adopt all practic-able mensure to safeguard the life and
health of persons on the mf,on. For this purpose they shall regard &ny person on
the mOOn as an astronaut Volthin the meaning of article V of the Treaty on Principles Governing the A("tiyities of States un the Exploration and Use of Outer
Space, including the "loon and other Celestial Bodie~ and as part of the personnel
of a spacecraft within the meaning of the Agreement on the Rescue of Astronauts.
the Return of Astronauts and tbe RE'turn.of Ohjects Launched into Outer Space.
2. States Parties shall ofi'er shelter in their stations, installations, vehicles and
. other facilities to persons in distress on the moon.
ARTICLE XI

1. For the purpose ()f thi;-.; Agreement, the moon and its natural resources shall
consiq.ered the common heritage of mankind, which finds its expression in the
relevant'i>rt)"vis{ons oFt-his Agreement and in particular in paragraph' 5 ot this'
article.
2. The moon is not subject to national appropriation by any claim of sover·
eignty, by means of u..-;e or f.K.'t."upariou, or by any other weans.
3. !\ieither th~ surface nor thi;' subsurface of the moon, nor any part thereof or
natural re~ources in place. shall beeowe liroperty of any State. international
intergOVernmental or TlOIl~goverllmental organization, national organization or
non-go\'ernmental entity or of finy natural perROll. The placement of personnel,
space Yl:'hicle-s, equipment faci-lities, stntiol!.s and installations oq or below tlhe
surface of the moon, including structures t~olluected with their surface or subsurface. shall not create a right of ownership over the Hurface or the subsurface
of the moon or any areas thereof. The forel-:"oing proYisions are without prejudice
to the international regime referrE'd to in paragraph 5 of this article.
4. States Parties have the right to exploration and use of the moon without discrimination of any kind on a Oasis of equality. and in accordance with internationalla wand the terms of t his Agreement.
5. States Parties to this .Ag-reemenr hereby undf.>rtakt- to estauli:;;h an international regime. including" appropriate procedures. to gO\'ern the exploitation of the
natural resourCeH of t.he 1Il()()1l as such exploitation is almut to he<:>ome feasible.
This pro,Ision !-;hull be imple-mented in ul'('ordallce wiTh "lrti("h.' XVIII of this
Agreement.
't). In order to facilitate th!:' f'-"tahlishmenr of thl' international regime referred
to in paragraph;; of thi.s artit'lt-". :-;tate~ p[ll.""'tie~ .'"hali inform th .. ::-;ecretary~Gen
f'I"UI of the "Cnitei.i Xariow, a:-; \\'eIl as tht- puhlic .Ind thE' iutemationul ~iEmtifi('
community to the greatest extent fea~ibit, and practicable of Rny natural resources they muy discover on the moon.
7. The maio purposes of the iuternational regilllf'- to be e:--tablished shall include:
/ a I The orderly and sufe develop men t. of thl:'" natural resources of the moon;
(bJ The rational nUlnag-eme-nt of tho~4:' resources;
((" J Thf' expansion of opportllnit.ie).; in the use of tho~ resources; and
(dJ An equitable sharillK by all ~tares Parties in the benetits derived from
thos(:> resources,
whereby rhe interest):; and llet'ds of the developinJ! cnuntries as well as the etTorts
of tlwBe eountries whieh ha re contributed to the exploration of the moon shall be
given special eonsideration.
S. All the activities with resjlE'C"t. to the natural resources of the moon shaH tit'
carried ont in a manner compatible with the purposes specified in paratp'aph 7 of
this article and the pNwi6i.ons of article Y1. paragraph 2, of this Agreement.
~

ARTICLE XII

1. States Parties shall rptain juristliction and ('ontrol over their personnel,
\'ehicles, €'quipment. facilities, stations and installations on the mOOD. The O\\"11ership of space ,·ehicles. e(jllipment, facilities, ..tatioIl}o; aHd i1mtallations shall not be
afi'ected hy their present'e on the moon.
2. Vehi('If'~. installations ann. equipmellt or their C"omponent part"! found in
places ot!u'r than their illtf"nded location shall hf' dealt with in accordance with
article Y of thf> Ag:reelllent Oil Assistance to Astronaut-H, the Return of Astronauts and tllt.' hf>tul"u (If Ohje('ls Lnllllchod iuto Outer Space.
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3. III thp e\"E;l\t of all elUergt>llc~' involving- a threat to human liff'. ~tates Partit'!'
may use tbe equipment. yehicl~. in~tallations, facilities or supplies of other
States Partie!; all the moon. Prompt nntifica tinn of such use Rhall he made to the
S~retary·General of the United :.\'ations or Rtate Party concerned.
'.'

ARTICLE xnI

A State Party wllif'h learn~ of the ('rash lanciing, fol"(,ed, landing or other unin·
tendf'd landing Oil the moon of n JolpftCf" ohject. or its component parts, that were
not launched by it. l->hall prmnptly inform the launching State Party and the
SecretuI"Y·Ceneral of the United Xations.
ARTICU: XIV

1. States Parties. to tbis Agreement shall il('ar intf'rnational responsibility for
national activities on the moon whether <;11cll a('ti\'itie~ are carried on by governmental agencies or by non·governmental entitie.r.:, and for assuring that national
activities are, cnrriedout in ~onformity \vith the provisions set forth in the pres~
ent Aii'eemEmi states P-arties shaft ensure that non-governmental entites onder their jurisdiction shall engage in activities uD the moon only under the authority
and eontinuing supervision of the appropriate Rta re Party.
2. States Parties recognize that detailed arrangements concerning liability for
damage sustained on the moon, in addition to the provtsion~ of the Treaty on
Principles Go"erning the Activities of Stl'ttcs in the Exploration and Use of
Outer Space. including thf" ;\1000 and other Celestial Bodies and the Convention
nIl Inrf"rnarional Liability for Damage CauHed hy SpRce Objects. Dlay become
necessary as a result of more exten"ive activitie~ on the moon. Any "uch arrangements shall be elaborated in accordance with the procedure provided for in article
XVIII of this Agreement.
ARTICLE xv

1. Each State Party may assure itself that the activities of other Stntex
Parties in the exploration and use of th(' moon are compatible :with the provisiam; of this Agreement. To this end. all S[IRCe vehicles. equipment. facilities, stutions and installations on thp moon shall he open to othpr ~tates Parties. Such
States. Parties ,<.;hall give r{>asonahl(~ adyancI' noticf' of H projE'cted visit. in ordE'r
tbat appropriate consultations may be held and that maximum precautions ma~'
be taken to assure safety and to avoid interference with normal operation~ in the
facilit.' 10 Irp yi;-;itf'u. III lJUr:->lw.ncp of thi!' article. auy ~tate Party may use its
own means. or Jllay act with thf' full or partial assistance of any other Statf'
Party. or through appropriare international ilro("edure~ wirhin rhe framework of
the t"nited Narions and in accordan{'p with the Charter.
2. A State Party which has reason to helif've that another z;tate Party is not
fulfillilli-!" the ohlizntioIl:'; illcumhpnt U!JOll it pursuant ro thi~ _"\Jrreement or that
another State Party in interfering with the righrs. which th(> former State har:
nnder rhi);; Agree-mellf m[i;-" rf'quest consulTatioll:'; with that Party. A State Party
re<--eiving" such a request shall pntf>r into :"'uch consultations ,virhout delay. Any
other ~tate Parry whieh rPfJuf"sr::-: rOJ do !,/J shall !If' entitled to tuke part In rhf'
consultations. Each ::Statf' Party participating in snch consultations shall seek
a Illutually ll(,(,E'lltah]p rf'''olutioIJ Ilf any controversy and shall bear in mind tht·
rights and interests of all State~ Parties. The Secretary-General of the United
Xation,. shall be informed of the results of thf' consultations and transmit the
information recein>d to all StateR Parties concerned.
3. It. the consultatioQ,s do not lead to a mutually acceptahle settlemE'nt which
has due regard for' the rights and imerE'sts of all the States Parties, the parties
concerned shall takE' all measures to settle the <lispute by other.peaceful means
ot their ('hoice and appropria te to the cIrcumstances and the nature of the dispute. If difficulties ariBe ill connexion with thf' opening of consultations or if
consultations do not lead to a mutually acceptable settlement, any State Party
may seek the assistance of the Secretary-General without sef'king the co~sent of
any other State Party concerned. in ordpr to resolve the controversy. A State
Party which does not maintain diplomatic relations with another State Party
concerned shall participate in ;.;uc1l con~ll1tations. at its choice, either itself or
through another State Party or tht' Se<>retary-GflIleral, as intermediary.
ARTICLE XVI

With the exceptiull nf IIrticlps X\~II to XXI, references in this Agreement to
:"hall be df't'lllt'd tl) llIJply to ally international intergoYernmental organization which conducts spllce ndivities if the organization declares its acceptance
~tates

--
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of the rights and obligations provided for in thi:.; Agreement nnd if a majority"
of the States mf'mbers of the organization are States Parties to this Agreement
and to the Treaty on Principlefi Governing the Activit!f>s of States in the Exploration and Use of Outer Space;-.Ilduding- the :lIaon and other Celestial Bodies.
States members of any 8uch organization which are States Parties to this Agreement shall take all appropriate steps to ensure that the organization makes a
declaration in accordance with the foregoing.
ARTICLE XVII

ADr State Party to this Agreftment ron,Y proIJose amendments to the Agree-

ment. Amendments shall enter into force for touch State Party to the Agreement
accepting the amendments upon their acceptance hy n majority of tbe States
Parties to the Agreement and thereafter for euC'h remainiing State Party to
the Agreement on the date ot acceptance by it.
ABTICL& XVIII

Ten years after the entry into force of this Agreement, the que~tion of the review of the Agreement shall be included in the provisional agenda of the enited
~ari()Il~ (ipueral As:-;elllbly ill ordt'r to t'onsidf'r, in the light of past application
of the Agreement. wllt'tiwr it requires rp"i~ion. However. at any time after the
Agreement has been in force for five year", rlle ~ecl'etary-Gener:ll of the United
Nations. as depository, shall, at the request of one third of the States Parties
to the Agreement and with the concurrence of the majority of the Statel'!. Par,
ties. convene a conference of the States Partiel'!. to review this Agreement. A
rel'iew conference shall also ,consider the question of the implementation of the
prorisiolls of article XI, paragraph :i, OIl the hasi,,; of the principle referred to in
paragralJh .1 of that article and taking into account in particular ans relevant
technological developments,
ARTICLE XIX

1. This Agreement shall

h~

open for a lSignature hy all t;tates at United :oiations

Heatlqu:tr[er~ in ':-';p\\, ). ork, Any tltate which does 1I0t sign this Agreement before
its entry into fore(> ill acC'ordauce \"ith !Jaragraph a of this article may n('c~l€' trl

it at any time.

:.:. This Ag-ret-'Illent :-.halJ IJt:' .'·m1;j~f to ratification 10.\' :-;ignatory State~. Instrumellt::; of ru[itil':ltioll ami iustrUnlPllt~ of aCl'essiuu :shall be depositell with the
~peretary-(;f'Ileral of thf> ("uired :-';atiolls,
;{. Tin!' Agreement shall enter into fnrce aillollg the Stat£>:-: which have rlepositNi
iu.'<[rUlllent ... vf ratiIicutioIl on the deposit of the tifth ,;nch instrument with the
Secrt'tary-GellPml.
4. For ~taH':-. \\"11lJ;.;e instrument:.; of ratification or lleCI-'!'iS!OH ure deposited subsequellt to fli .. flutr .... iuto r'()f('e of rhi~ Agreement, it shall enter into fort'{' OIt
the da.tl-' 01' thp dejJo,;it of their instrument!' of rat.ifil'utioll or accession,
./. The :Secretary-(;eneral :shall promptly inform all signatory and acceding~rat-e~ nf the d.ate of each ~ignatul'e, the date' of Ul:'posit of each instrument of
l'utihcutiou of an accesl:;ion to tbit; ,Agreement, the date of its entry into force and
other notices.
ARTICLE XX

Any Htate Party to thi,; Agreement may give notice of its withdrawal from the
.\greement Olle year after its entry into force by written notification to the Secretar""-General of the United Xations. Such withdrawal shall take effect one
,rear from tbt:, date of receipt of this notification.
ARTICLE XXI

The original of this Agreement, of which the Arabk, Chinese, English, .£I'renell,
Hussian and Spanish texts are equally authentic. l'ihull be deposited with the
Hecretary-(;eneral of the ['uired Xatious, who shull send terttiied copies thereof
to all :;igllutory and acceding ~tateH.
I~ \\'ITXESH WHEREOF the uUdersigned, being duly authorized thereto by
their respt'ctil'e GOYernments, have signed this Agreement, opened for signature
nt Ne\v York on . , .
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1

lAgreement Goyerning the Activities of Btates on thE' )Io()n and other "'celestial
Bodies] [Draft Treaty relating to the l-Ioon]

The States Parties to thi8 Agreement
the achievements of States in the exploration and use of the moon
and other celestial bodies.
Recognizing that the moon, as a natural satellite of the earth. has an important
role to play in the eXIlloration nf outer f'pac{',
Determined to promote on the basis of equality the further development of co(tperation among ~tate~ in the- exploration and u.'.:e of the moon laud othf'r
"E'lestial bodies].
TJe,'fi-rillfl to pre\'eut tht> moon frolll ht"c'oming- an area of illternational eontl.icr
Rearing in mind the henefits which may he derived from the exploitation of
1!1f' natural reSOllrf'es of till! moou Land orhf'r N'iestial hodipHj,
RccalUnq the Treaty OIl Principif's GOYf'rllin;.: tllp ..\('liyitiPR of :-:taU"s ill til!'
Exploration Ilnd nAP of Ollt4?'r Hpn{'e, indll(lill~ til(' ~I()on and other CelefltiaJ
Bodie-fl. the Agrepment on thp Rf'S('lH> of Astrou:tuf:.!, tilt' Upturn of .\>.,(tronauts aIllI
!lit:' Return of Ohjects I...s.uu{'hed iuto Outer Hpnce. tilt" Convf>ntion on International Liability for Dama/;!"e Caused hy HJl1H'e Ohjeets, and nlf> COlI\'ention on
R('g'i!'ltration of Ohje(·tH Lanu(>hf'd intn Outf'r ~pa('e.
TflkirlU into account thp ue(>{l hI define and den.iop lilt' prndsions of thesp
international instruments in relation tn tlu.' moon I-Illd othpr ('elestial bodies.
having reg-ard to further progress in tlw exvioration and tHile of outer spacp
Have agreed on the following:
-;V-oting

ARTICLE

r

1. [The proviSions of this [A.greement] [Treaty] relating to the moon shall also
avply to other celestial Lodief; within the solar Hyf(tem. other than the earth.
except in so far as specific legal norms [or international agreements1 enter into
force [at the intprnational level] with rel-lpect to any of tlipse celel'ltial hOOies].
2. For the purpoS€'H of this [Agreement) [Treaty] reff'reuce to the moon shall
include orbits around or other trajectories to or aronnd it.
3. This rA.greement] [Treaty1 does not apply to extra-terrestrial materials
which reach the surface of the earth by natural meanH.
ARTICU; II

A.ll activities on tile moon including its exploration and lIRe, Hhall he carried
(Jut in accordance with international law. in particular. tlle Chart€'r of thf> vnited
:\"ations, and taking into account the Declaration on Principles of International
Law concerning Friendly Relations and Co-opf'ration among Htat('s in accordance with the Charte-r of the Vllited Xatiolls. ndopted hy the Gpn(>ral AHHemhJy
on 24 October 1970, in thp interest of lUuintnilling international pea{'(> and security and promoting interllutioJlul en-opf'ration and Ulutual understanding, and
with due regard to the corresponding interests of all States Parties.
ARTICLE HI ..

1. The moon >.,(ha11 be n~ed by all ~Hutes Partie;; eX('!ul'lh'ely for peaceful

purposes.
2, Any threat or use of fore€' or any other hOHtile nct or threat of hostile act
lin the moon is prOhibited, It is likewise prohihit~d to URe the moon in order to
I'ommit all)' such Het ()r to E>uguge in any such threat in relation to the earth. the
moon. spacecraft. the personnel of spacecraft or man·made space objects.
3. States Parties shall uot place in orbit around or other trajectory to or
nround the moon objects carrying nuclear weapoll!S or allY other kinds of
weapons of ma:,,;s d€'Struction or place or lIse such weupons on or ill the moon.
-t. TIl(-' e:-ttnhlisitment of militarr bases. installntiolt~ aud fortiti('atiuIl:-t. rill'
testing of any type of weapons and the t'Ondu('t of military maneuvers on the
moon shall be forbidden. The use of military personnel for scientific research or

·Source: United Natious doclItnf'nt AlAe. 10:)/240. Annex III. p. 4-14 .
• Working paper WO.I (l978)/WP.2 Is reproduced tn AjAC.l05/21R, annex I, appendix.
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for any other peaceful purpDses shall not be prohibited. The use of any equipment or facility necessary for peaceful exploration and use of the moon shall also
not be prohibited.
ARTICLE IY

1. The f'xploration and use of the moon shall he the province of all mankind

and shall be carried out for the benefit and in the interests of all countries, irrespective of their degree of economic or s<!ientific deYelopment. Due regard shull
he paid to the interests of present and future generations as well as to the
need to promote higher standards of living condition~ of economic and social
progress and development in accordance with the Charter of the Cuited ~ations.
:.!. States Parties shall b(> gnided by the principle of ('o-operation and mutual
a~sistance in all their activities ('oncerning the exploratiorJ and use of the moon.
International co-operation in pursuance of this [Agreement] [Treatr J should
bE' as wide as possible and may take pIacl:' on a multilateral basis, on a
bilateral hasis, or through international intergo\'ernmental organizations.
ARTICLE Y
~ecretary~General of the enited Nations
as well as the public and the international scientifk community, to the greatest
extent feasible and practicable, of their acth-iries concerned ,vith thf> explora~
tion and use of th(' moon. Information on the time, purposes, locations, orbital
parameter:::; and dUration shall ile gh-ell in respect of each mission to the moon
as soon us possible after lannching. "'hile information on the results of each
mission. including ~cjentific reHult~, Hhall he furnished upon completion of the
mission. In case of a mission lasting more than 60 days, information on conduct
of the llJissioll including an,,- ~cientific results shall be given periodically at :~O
days' intervals. For missions lasting more than six months, only significant additions to such information need be reported thereafter.
2. If a State Party becomes aware that another State Party plans to operate
simultant:,ously in the same area of or in the same orbit around or trajectory to or
around the moon, it shall promptly inform the other State of the timing of and
plans for its own operations.
3. In carrying out activities under this [Agreement] [Treaty] States Parties
shall promptly inform the ;"ecretarY·General. as well as the puulic and the
international scientific community, of any phenomena they discover in outer
space, including the moon, ' .... hlcb could endanger hUman life or health. as well
as of any indication or organic life.

1. States PartiE'S shall inform the

ARTICLE VI

1. There :shall be freedom of scientific investigation on the rooon by all States
Parties without (liseriminatioll of any kind, on the basi!,; of equality and in ac-

cordance with interllutiollallu\v.
2. In carrying out scientific investigations iu furtherance ~f the provisions
of this [Agreement] (Treaty] the Htates Parties shall have the right to coUect
on and remove from tbe moon samples uf itH minf'ral and other substances.
Huch samples shall remain at the disposal of those Parties which caused them
to be collected and may be used by them for s('ientific purposes. States Parties
shall huYe regard to the desirability of making a portion of such samples avail~
able to other interested States Parti{>s and the international scientific com·
munity for scientific in'i'estigation. Htates Parties may in the c.ourse of Rcientific
investigations abo ust> mineral and other ,.;ubstanc'es of tht> moon in quantities
appropriate for the support of their missions.
3. States Parties agre!~ on the desirability of f:'xeilallgiJ1~ scientific and otber
personnel on expedition~ to or io:;tallatiom; un the moon to the greatest extent
feasible and practicable.
ARTICLE

vn

L In exploring and using the mOOD, States Parties shall take measures to
prevent the disruption of the existing bulance of its environment wbether by
introducing adver~e changes in such f'nvironment, its harmful contamination
through the intl'oduction of extra-environmental matter [, especially nuclear
materials.] or otherwis('. States Purties shall also take measures to prevent
harmfully affecting th0 em-ironment of the earth through the introducition of
extra-terrestrial matter or otherwise.
2. [Rtates Parties shall inform thE' Secretary·General of the United Nations
,,( the measure~ hein~ udopted hy them in accordance with paragraph 1 of this
article and shall also [to the maximum extent feasible] notify him in advance of
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all placements hy thf'm of radio--active materials on the moon and of tbe purposes of stIch placements].

3. States Parties shall report to other States Parties and to the SecretaryGeneral concerning areas of the moon haYing special scientific interest in order
that. ,,·ithout pI'€judice to the rights of other States Parties. consideration may
!,t' ~iy('ll to tllp de~i~Ilati(lll of such areas as international scieutifi(· preRer\'ps for
whkh ~pecial protectiYc arrangements are to he agreed in consultation with

the competent organs of the United ~ations.
ARTICLE

Yill

1. ";;tntes Pflrtie,i.: may pnl'~uP tllPjr acth-itie-;;; in the t'xplol'ati<'l1 and n~ of the
moon anywhere on or helow its ...;urfnce. ~uhjE'{'t to the prndsions of this
[u,grel?ment] [Treatyl.
:2. For theRe Pllrp().<tf'S :-;tat('~ Parti~ may. in particu11.r:
I a 1 Land their ~pacf' oiljE"('ts Oil the nll"'u and lamwh them from the moon;
! h I Place their p.~rsl>nnpl. -"Jl,H~f' \·ehich· ..... e<lllipIl1€'Jlt. f:"leilitif's, station.-;
anel instflllntiolls anywher,· Oil or helo'.... lht' ~llrfJlce of the moon.
P",r!';-IHmel, l>pace \"phif'le~, equiplllf>Ut, fal'ilitie~. stations and ilL-:taliatinns mar
tuuve ur he Jlloved frpely o"er or helow the :-'ourfacE> of the moon.
3. Actidties of Stutes Parties ill ll.ccordance with paragraphs 1 .and 2 of this
aI'"ticie .-;hallnot i.nterf('-re wIth tht· activit.ies of other tlta1es Parties on the moon.
"-here such interference may occur, the ~t.ates Parties concerned shall undertake consultations in accordance with article XV. paragraphs 2 and 3.
ARTICLE

IS

on the moon.
State Party establishing a station shaH use only that area which is required
for the needs of the station and shall immediately inform the Secretary-General
ot the "Lnited Nations of the 1000ation and purposes of that station. Subsequently,
at annual intervals that State shall likewise inform the Secretary-General
whether the station continues in use and whether its purposes have cbanged.
2. Station~ shall be installed in such a manner that they do not impede the
free access to all areas of the moon of personnel. Yehicles and equipment of other
States Parties conducting acti.ities on the moon in accordnnce with the provisions of thi~ [Agreement] [Treaty] or of Article I of the Treaty on Principles
f'JOverniog the Actiyities of States in the Expiuratioll and Vse of Outer Space.
including the MnOIll.lnd other Celestial Bodies.
1. :::;tates Partie-s may establish manned and ullmanned stations

~\

ARTICU;

x-

l. States Parties shall adopt all practical lIe mea....mres to sateguard the life
and health of persons WI the moon, For this purpose they ~hall regard any per~
s.on on the mOOn as an astronaut within the meaning of article V of the Treaty
on PrinCiples Governing the Actiyities of States on the Exploration and Use of
Outer Space, including the Moon a.nd othel' Celestial Bodies and as part of the
personnel of a spacecraft within the meaning~of the Agreement on the Rescue of
Astronants, the Return of Astronauts and the Return of Objects Launched into
Outer Space.
'
2. States Parties shall offer ~helter in rheir stations. installatio.ns. vehicles
llnd other faCilities to persons in distress on the moon.
ARTICLE XI

r1.

The- moon aud its natural resources are the common heritage of mankind.
which finds its expressiou in the provisions of this [Agreement] [Treaty] and
in particular in paragraph 5 of this article,
:..!. TIlt> 111001l i:-; Hut !'uhject to national approprilltion by any claim of sover('igot)', by meAns of use or occupation. or by any other means.
3. :-;either the surface nor the subsurface of the m()()n. nor any part thereof
or natural resources in place. shall l.lecome property of any State. international
intergovernmental or nOll-governme-ntal organization, national organization or
non~gon:'rl1111Pnlal ('ntH), or (If ./lIly naturnl person. The placement of personnel.
~1l:H'f' \'f'hkl€':,. equipmf"llt fBf'ilitips. Ml1tinlls and installations (lIl or below the
slIrF:H't' "f rll(> moon. inducting- ~trllcture-" ('(Jnnet'red wit.h tile surface or subsurfact.>. :-:llall HilI" I'rt'atp 11 ril!"ht (If ownerRhip o\'pr th€' surfacp or the suh~urfacf' of
Ih€' lllO()t! or :lily arpa~ tilPrt'!)f. The forl~~l)ing proYisiol1!-l are without prejudkf>
to tilt' iutpl"!l;llirlilai r~.l:dnlt' rf'ferred tu ill !Iaragrllph~) of this articlE'.
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4. ;.itate:; Partie~ haye the ri~ht to explorutioB and use of the moon without
discriminatioIl of ally kind OIl a basis of equality, and in accordance with iDternationallaw and th(-' terms of thil-i (Agreement] [Treaty],
;i. !::'taTP~ Parti€'~ to thi:.; f Ae:re-ement] [Treatyl hereby undertake til E'~tahlish
:tu intemati()llUi regime. induding appropriat~~ procedure.-.;, to govern tile expl"ir.
Utiull uf the natuI".ll resources (>f the moon [a:-; sHdl exploitatiun is about tu 1Je("orne feasible J. This provision shall JJt> implenwllted in accordance with article
X\"III of tbi~ [Agreement] [Treaty].
0. In order to faeilitate the e},;[ablishillent of the interuatioual regime referred
to in paragraph ;j of thif.: article. Stales Purtie!) shall inform rhe St'<:retar.\-General of the i'nUed Natinns as well as the public anti the international scientific
community to the greate!'lt extent feasible and practicable of any natural resources they may discover on the mO()ilL
7. The main purpose.<.: of the international regime to be established .:;hall
include;
(a) The orderly and safe development of the natural resources of the
moon;
(b) The rational management of those resources;
(e) Thf;' ('xpanBion of npportunitif'-'> in t.he use of tho~ resources; and
(d) An equitable sharing by all :;;tates Parties in the benefits derived from
those resources.
whereby the interestR and needs of the developing countries as well as the efforts
ot those countries which have contributed either directly or indirectly to the
exploration of t.he moon shall be given special consideration.
8. All the activiEes with respect to the natural resources of the moon shall
he carried out in a manner compatible \vith the purposes specified in paragraph
7' of this article and the provisions of article VI, paragraph 2. ot. this [Agreement] [Treaty].
ARTICLE XII

1. States PartieR Hhall retain jurisdiction and control over their personnel.
vehicles. Pfluipnwnt. faciliUel-l. fStations and installations on the moon. The ownership of Hpace vehicles, equipment, facilitie."I, stations and installations shall
not he affP<'ted by their presence on the moon.
2. Vehicles, inHtallations and equipment or theIr component parts tound in
1I1ace~ other than their intended loeation shall ue dealt with' in accordance with
article V of the Agreement on ASi-!istance to Astronauts. the Re~q.rn ot Astronauts
and the Retnr. of Objects Launched into Outer SpaC{'!.
.
3. In the event of an emergency involving a threat to human life, States Parties
may use the f'fJuipmf'nt, vehicles. installations, facilitie~ or supplies of other
States Parties on the mOOD. Prompt notification of such use shall be made to
the Secretary-General of the United Nations or State Party concerned.
ARTICLE XIII

A State Parry which learn.s of the crash landing, forced. landing or other
unintended lnnding on thf' moon of a ~IJa('e object, or its component part~, that
were not launched by it" .-;hall prumptly inform the- launching State Party and
the Hecretary~General of the 'Fnited Nations.
AR'l'ICLE XIV

1. States Parties to this [Agreement) [Treaty] shall bear international responsibility for national activities on the moon whether such activities are
('arried on by govf'rnmentnI agencies or hy non~go\"ernmental entities. and for
assuring that national aeti.ities are carried out iu contormity wirh the provisions set forth in the present [Agreement) [Treaty]. States Part.ies shall ensure
that non~governm{>nt.al entitif's under their jurisdiction shall engagf' in activities
au the moon onlS under the authority and continuing- super.ision of the appro-priate State Party,
2. States Parties recognize that detailed arrangempnts concerning liability
for damage sustained on the moon. in -addition to thf> prOVisions of the Treaty on
Principles Governing the Activities of Statf's in the Exploration and F::>:e of Outer
Space. inclnding the }Ioon and other Celestial Bodies and thf> Com'ention on
International Liabilit;r for Damage Cau~d hy ~pac(> Objects. mu.' bp('ome nece8san- as n ref':ulf of more extensive activities 011 the moon. Any sneh arrange~
:ne~ts shall hf' elaborated in accordance with rhf' I)rocedun' provided for in
article XTIII of this [Agreement] [Treaty].
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ARTICLE XV

1. Each :-;tatf> Party iliay aS~l1re it$elf that the uctiYitieli of other :-:rate.s Parties
:n th€' exploration and ust:> of rhf' moon tHP compatihlE' with thp provif'lionf; of this

[Agreement] [Treaty]. To this end. all space vehicles. equipment, facilitie!'.
~tatiom: and in~tllllations on the moon shall lIe oIlen to other ~tatef.; Partif's. Such
~tate:l p:qrties shall ~i\"e rea~onahle advance notice of a projected ,-isit. in ordpr
Ihat 3ppropriarf' consultatioIlH may he held and that maximum precautions may
be taken to :lssure safety and to avoid iuterferE'nce with norm.al operations in
thf:' facility to he visited. In pursuance of this article. any ~tare Party may act
l l i l its. own behalf or with the full or partial assi~tancE' of any other State Party
"r through appropriate international pro(,f'durf'~ within thf> framework of thf'
r ·nitpd :\"ntiollf: find in uc('ordauN' with the Chartpr_
2. A Htah' Party which has N'al'un to helieve th:tt allot.hpr :':'tate Party is not
fulfilling the obligations incumbent upon it pursuant to this [Agreement]
rl'reatyJ or that another State Party is interferin~ with the rights which the
former State has under this [Agreement] [Treaty] may reqllest consultations
with that Party." A State Party recei"t'ing such a request shall enter into such
("onl"lultatiollR without delar. Any other Htate Party which requests to do so
."ball be entitled to take part in th.e consultations. Each Statp- Party participating
in such consultations shall seek a Ulutually acceptablp resolntiou of any eon~
trm-ersy and shall bear in mind the rights nnd interests of all Rtates Parties. The
Secretary-General of the Enited Nation!'! !'lhall hf' informed of the rel'lults of the
results of the consultations and transmit the information received to all States
Parties concerned.
3. If the consultations do not lead to a mutually acceptable settlement which
has due regard for the rights and interests of all the states Parties, the parties
('oncerned shall take all measures to settle the dispute hy other peaceful means
of their choice and appropriate to the circumstances and the nature of the dis~
pnte. If difficulties arise in connexlon with the opening of consultations or if
consultations do not lead to a mutually acceptable settlement, any State Party
may seek the assistance of the Secretary-General without seeking the consent of
any other State Party concerned. in order to resolve the controverRY. A State
Party. which does not maintain diplomatic relations with another State. Party
e<:mcerned shall participate in such consultations, at its choice, either itself or
through another State Party oJ':;.'jthe Secretary~General, as intermediary,
ARTICLE XVI

With the exception of articles XVII to XXI. refer€'.nces in this [Agreement]
[Treaty] to States shall be det'med to apply ·to any international intergovernmental organization \vbich conducts ~pace activities if the organization declares
its acceptance of the rights and obligations proYided for in this [Agreement]
[Treaty) and if a majority of the States lllember~ of the organization are States
Parties to this [Agreement] [Treaty] and to the Treaty on Principles Governing
the Activities of States· in the Exploration and Use of outer Space, including the
ltoo·u and other Celest-1al··Bo(iies,
members of any sueh o·l"'gai:ii~~tio~·"~hiCh--
are States Parties to this [Agreement} [Treaty] shall take all appropriate steps
to ensure that the organiZation makes a declaration in accordance with the
foregoing.

States

ARTICLE

XVII

Any State Party to this [Agreement] [Treaty] may propose amendments to
the [Agreement] [Treaty]. Amendments shall enter into force for each State
Party to the [Agreement] [Treaty] accepting the amendmentR upon their ac~
ceptance by a majority of the States Parties to the [Agreement) [Treaty]
and thereafter for each remaining State Party to tbe [Agreement] [Treaty]
on, the da te of acceptance by it.
ABTICLE

xnn

[Ten years after the entry into force of thi;.: [Agreement] [TreatsJ, the question of the review of the [Agreement] [Treaty] shaH he included in thf' pro";-isional agenda of thE' United Nations General Assemuly in order to consider, in

the liJ!"ht of past application (If tlu> [Agrt:o,>mE'ntl [Tr(,:lty J. whether it T""'fjtlire~
revision. However, at uny time after the lAgre-ement] [Trear:.ri h:l1-4 been in forc(>
for five years. thf' Secretary-General of the {'nitl'u :\"ations. as depositor:>. shaU.
at the request of (llli;>- third of tlH> Stat€'s Partip~ tn th(> i.\g-r"PIIl"W" ~ Trpm...-·!
and with th~ concurrence of the Illajority of thp ~tatf'~ Psrrif'.". ('oll\·E'Ilt' a ('OIlfl;'ren(,f> of th(' Htatp:-; Partie!' to rpvie\\" thi;.: [.\,gn'I'IIlPl\; I !Tn.:!ty, "\ rpYl,·'.\" ""!'_
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ference shall also t'onsider the question of rhf' iltlplf!menrarWll "l the pmnSlOn~
of article XI. paragraph 5. on the basil:; of thf> principle rt:'ferred to in parug-rapb 1
of that article and taking into ac~()unt in particular allY relevant technological
developments. ]
ARTICLE

XIX

.-!lternatit.'e A
[1. This [Agreement} [Treaty) shall be open to all StateR for signature. Any
State which does not sign this [Agreement] [Treaty] before its entry into force
in accordance with paragraph 3 of this art ide may accede to it at any time.
~. This [Agreement] [TreatyJ shall he suhject to ratification hy signatory
~tates. Instruments of ratificatioll auu illstrumentH of accession shall be depU8ited with the Governments of ... , which are hereby df'signated the Depositary
Go'·ernments.
3. This [Agreement1 [Treaty1 shall enter into force upon the dE'posit of instruments of ratification hy five Governments including the GoY(>rnments designated as Depositary Governments nnder this [Agreement] [Treaty].
4. For States whose instruments 01' ratification or uccession are deposited Buh~
sequent to the entry into force of this [Agreement] [Treaty), it ,.hall enter into
force on the date of the deposit of their inHtruments of ratification or accession.
5. The Depositary Governments shall promptly inform all Hignatory and
acceding States of the date of each !'Jig-natnre, the date of deposit of each instru~
ment of ratification of and accesssion to this [Agreement] [Treaty], the date of
its entry into force and other notices.
6_ This [Agreement] [Treaty] shall be registered by the Depositary Governments pursuant to Article 102 of the Charter of the enited Nations.]

Alternative B
[1. This [Agreement] [Treaty] shall be open for signature by all States at
Cnited Nations Headquarters in New York.
.
2. This [Ajfreement] [Treaty] shall be subject to ratification by :;ignatory
States. Any State which does not sign this [Agreement] [Treaty] before its entry
into force in accordance ' . . . ith paragraph 3 of this article may accede to it at any
time. Instruments 01' ratification or accession shall be deposited with tbe Secretary~General of the Cnited Nations.
3. This (Agreement] (Treaty] shall enter into force on the 30th uay following
the date of deposit of tbe fiftb instrnment of ratification.
4. For each State depositing its instrument of ratification or acees,.;ion after
the entry into force of this [Agreement] [Treaty]. it shall enter into force on the
30th day following the date of deposit of such instrument.
5. The Secretary-General shall promptly inform all Signatory and :t("'I'(jing
States of the date of each signature, the date of deposit of each ir-,trtllnf'nr of
ratification or accession to this (Agreement] [TreatY], the date of its entry into
torce and other notices.
.ARTICLE :x:x

Any State Party to this [Agreement] [Treaty} may give notice of its with~
drawal from the [Agreement] [Treaty] (me year after its entry into force by
written notification to [the Secretary~General of the United Nations]. Such withdrawal shall take effect one year from the date of receipt of this notification_
.ARTICLE XXI

Th-e original of this [Agreement] [Treaty], of which the Arabie, Chinese.
English. French, Russian and Spanish texts are equally authentic. shall be deposited with [the Secretary~General of the United Xations). who shall send
certified copies thereof to all signatory and acceding States.
.
IN ,VITNESS \VHEREOF the undersi~ned. being duly autborized thereto by
their respective Governments, have signed this [Al!reement] [Treaty], opened
for signature at New York on . . .

APPE:I1DIX B-WORKING PAPERS SUBMITTED TO THE WORKING
GROUP AT THE PRESENT SESSION
NETHERLANDS: WORKI:'iG PAPER

{WG.I (1979)/WP.l,
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ARTICLE XIX
~tates at Cnited Nation~
Headqllarters in ~ew York.
:!. This Agreement shall he :,;uhject to ratification. apI)ronll or iJ.{'ceptance hy
signatory States. Any State which does not sign this Agreement before its entry
into force in accordance with paragraph 3 of this article may accede to it at any
time. Instruments of ratification. approval. acceptance or accession sball be
deposited with the Secretary~General of the United Nations.
3. This Agreement shall enter into force on the 30th day following the date of
deposit of the fifth instrument of ratification. approval or acceptance.
4. For each State depositing its instrument of ratification. approval, acceptance or accession after the entry into force of this Agreement, it shall enter into
force on the 30th day following the date of deposit of such instrument.
5. The SecretarywGeneral shall promptly inform all signatory and acceding
States of the date of each signature, the date of deposit of each instrument of
ratification, approval. acceptance of, or accession to this Agreement. the date of
its entry into force and other notices.

1. This Agreement shall he open for signature- hy all

BELGIUM: WORKING PAPER

(WG.l (1979)/WP.2)
ARTIOLE XVITI

Divide in paragraphs to read:
1. Ten years ... requires revision.
2. However . . . developmen ts.
Add a paragraph:
3. Under the sa.me conditions as set out in the preceding paragraphs, the
SecretarywGeneral of the United Nations, as depositary, shall COD\'ene a conw
ference of the States Parties to negotiate the establishment of the interns·
tional r~me foreseen by the provisions C?f article XI, paragraph 5.

APPENDIX 9-REPORT OF THE OUTER SPACE COMMITTEE IN 1979: EXCERPTS ON THE MOON TREATY,
INCLUDING PARc\.GRAPHS 62. 63. AND 65'
7. DRAFT TREATY RELATI:-;'G TO THE :\IOON

55. The CODlmittee took note of the work done hy the Let!'al 8ub-Committee in
accordance with General A.ssembly re:,;olucion 33,"16 in its effort to complete the
pxawination of the text of the draft treaty relating to the moon. The Committ",e
also noted that 'Vorking Group I of rile ::-:;uhwColllmittee had based its discussions
on the text of a tentative draft agreement elaborated through informal consultaw
tions oy the delegation of Austria and that at its eighteenth ses.~ion an article-bY·

article rt'adinf;1: of this text had taken place.
5U. The Committee further noted 1lip recommendation of the Legal Sub·Committee that its parent body. while ('on":idering- the f!uf>~tion of the draft treaty relating to tile moon at its current sf;'ssinll. should 11.1.'>0 consider whether the elabo·
ration of a draft treaty could /)1:" <..:oncluded. or whether progress could be achieved
during that se:;:-:ioll.
5i. The Committee established an infurmal working group of the whole under
the chairmanship of )'Ir. (;yuln. K. Szelei (Hungary) to consider the matter.
The "'~orking (;roup held four tllf"€'tings het\weu :!6 June and 3 July 1979.
!'if{ The Committet'o through the \Vnrkinu Gr(lup. (,o!):.;jderf'd the compromise
1ext propos/O'tl hy All:-:fria. \\"hi('h \'."1t.... :.lIlIlPxpd 1(( the Ja~r n"'pnrt of the Commit·
tef',"' with a ,"iew tu tinJillJ.:" a COIISt'!lSIl:; Oil (hat tf'xt. The \\'orkinK Group a1;,;0 bad
hefore it. the text retiectiIlg tllp ()ut~onH' of the rp\'ie\v at the eighteenth session
IIf tilt' Legal :-;uh·('ommittel" 1.:\/AC.I05/~4(J, annex II. appendix A).

"'Kourcf>: ellJt!'d Xations. '\>lIltllittf'f' 011 thte Peaceful LSf'S of Outl'r ;.)I"JI:II'/', HI'port. Xew
York, L'nite-d :\ation:;, Hi,!). !Juges 10-11. (Vnitell ;-';atlons. ';enerul Al:Isemt,ly. Uttlc1al
Reeords, 34th Se!:lRjon, Supplement No. 20 lAj34/:Wj t.
~ Official Reeordl> of tile General Assembly. '.rhlrty·thlrtl Session, Suppl~ment So. :;:0
(A/33/20), annex: II.
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;)~. lJurillg' the (,OU1":-;t' flf the discussions, sen,'rai proposals were made to amend
the Austrian text.
f«) . •\.fttc'i informal ,'ullsultutiow_ amoug -Illt'lliuers Oil tht-' main outstanding
bSUf', It sUF,"g'esrioll \\a;.; macti' that artiele XI, paragraph 1, in the Austrian text

!:'hould he allH.'jHled to fPad:
"TIle moon and its natural resources are the common heritage of mankind,

which finds its exvresi;ion in the pr(lyb.:ions of this agreement and, in particular,
in paragraph:3 of this article."
This propol'ial was adopted and article XI, paragraph 1, was amended accordingly.
61. Heveral further sl1g"g"estiolls were made and amendments were agreed upon
to article XI, paragraph i; artiele XV, paragraph 1; and article XIX. It was
also agreed that thE' ti tI ... ~hould remain me; propo:;ed in the Austrian text.
62. Heveral :mggestirJllH were made to amelld article I, paragraph 1. However,
after extensive diSClL'iSion of tile matter, it \VUS agreed not to amend the Austrian
text but to include ill the relJOrt of the Committet' a statement reflecting the
Committee's nndf'rstanding of tll{' interprptatioll that should iH' given to article
r. paragraph 1. Thnt lluderR\llIHlin,t( is as follows:
"The C(JmmittN~ uKreeil that hy \'irttlf~ of nrtic1p I, paragraph 1. the principle
/'ontained in artide XI. lJaragraph 1, would ahw apply to celf'~tial 1Io<1ie8 in the
solar system other than the partll and to its natural resources."
63. }<~()llowillg a .l;Uggl'stiOIl for clarification of article I. paragraph 2. the Committee agreed that tile trajectories and orbits mentioned in articl~ I, jJaragraph
~. do not ill<:lude trajeetorit-'s and or hits of spacf' ohjects in earth. orhits only and
trajectories of sIJace ohject:; h(;'tWf't'H the earth and such orbits.
64. With respect to article YII of the Austrian text which refers to the avoidance of harmful contamination of the moon and its environment, it was suggested
to introduce a reference to "especially nuclear material". After an extensive
l1i~cussioll. it was agreed that the Austrian text should remain as. drafted.
6fJ. Following a ~ngge"tion for further clarification of article VII. the COUlmittel' agreed that artil'lf;' VII is not intended to result in prohibiting the exploration of natural resources which may be found on celestial bodies other than
the earth but. ratht"r, that slieh exploitation will be carried out in such a manDer
as to minimize any disruption or adl'"erse effect~ to the existing halance of the
environment.

APPENDIX lO-U.S. STATEMENT IN SPECIAL POLITICAL
cmmITTEE, ex. GE;;TERAL ASSEMBLY, EXCERPTS ON
MOON TREATY, NOVEMBER 1, 1979'
STATEMENT BY AMBAS8.A.DQB RlCHA.BD 'V. PETBEE!

:Mr. Chairman. I appreciate the opportunity to address this Committee regarding international cooperation in outer space acth'ities and some of the matters
under consideration by the United Nations Committee on the Peaceful Uses of
Outer Space.
1979 was a year of significant accomplishments in the exploration of outer
space, and productive work by the United Nations Committee on the Peaceful
Uses of Outer Space. Tbe United States has regularly reported. major developments III our national and international space programs to the Outer Space Committee and its subcommittees, and I would like to draw the attention of the
General AHsembly t.o some of the highlightlS of our ongoing and planned spaee
programs,
We are- plea8€-d to see the increasing number ot countries participating in the
peaceful use:- ,)f ollh.'l" spaCt'. E'qr its part. aud in pursuit of its statutory mandate
to conduct space activities for the benefit of all mankind, the United States continues to enter inW international eooperative Hpace projects. I would like to
mention some or" the more important United States space activities over th{'
past year.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

·Source: U.S. ~ilssiou t{, the United NationR. Pres/< ReletUIP USU.:'\-107 (79). ~ov. I,
1919. p. " 4-1.
1 U.S. Deputy Rt'presentaUvp to the United Natlo!Ls S~ur!ty Council, in tIlt' L'.~.
Genflral Assembly Special Pol1tlcal Commlttpe nIL tlip Rl'port of tbp. U.N. OUff>r fo'pace
Committee and the Agreement (;overulng thl! AcUvlth's of States on tbe }{oon and
Otner Celestinl Bodies, Nov. 1. 1979.
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MOON TREATY

A.tter some seven years of effort, the Outer Space Committee has completed a
dratt of the Agreement Governing the Activities of States on the Moon and Other
Celestial Bodies (tbe "Moon Treaty"), The successful completion by the Commit·
tee on the Peaceful lises of Outer Space of the :\1oon Treaty is a reaffirmation of
the constructive spirit of tbe Outer Space Committee, which has now produced

some five treaty texts since its inception-an enviable record, It is also a reaffir·
mation of the valdity of the consensus procedures by which the Outer Space
Committee operates. Consensus may 1I0t be the spt-'ediest method of work, but it
is the method which best ensures that the results of the Outer Spaee Committee
are meaningful.
It is a method especially appropriate to dealing with outer space, which the
Outer Space Treaty declares to be the common province of mankind, and with
Article XI of the draft Moon Treaty, which declares that celestial bodies (other
than the earth) and the Datural resources of such celestial bodies are the common heritage of mankind.
The draft Moon Treaty is based to a considerable extent on the 1967 Outer
Space Treaty. Indeed, the discussion in the Outer Space Committee confirmed
the understanding that the Moon Treaty in no way derogates from or limits the
provisions of the 1967 Outer Space Treaty.
Of course, the draft }foon Treaty also is, in its own right"l;l meaningful advance in the rodification of international law dealing with outer space, containing obligations which are of both immediate and long-term application in regard
to such matters as the safeguarding of human life on celestial bodies, the promotion of scientific investigation and_ tlle_ excll:anK.e of information, ~18tive to and
ci'e·rlve(i""from fiCtlVlties-onceiestiai
the-eIlhancemenCof oppOrtlmitie~<i--·and conditions for evaluation. research and exploitation of the natural resources
of celestial bodies, We think it useful to address some of the especially signifiennt provisions contained in the draft Moon Agreement. thiR "fifth Mar'· ill the
constellation of outer space treaties.
Therp has been considerable discussion of Article] of the draft treaty. We
accept the Outer Space Committee's conclusions as to this article-namely, first.
that references to the moon are intended also to be references to other celestial
bodies within our solar system other tban the earth; secondly, that references
to the moon's natural resources are intended to comprehend tholo'e natural re~ources to he found on thest' celestial bodies: and, thirdly. thn t the trajectorif'~
and orbits rf'ferred to in Article I. paragraph 2. do not include trajectorif's and
nrhit!-l of space objects between the earth and earth orbit or in earth orbit only.
III regard to rhe phrase "earth orbit only'·. the fact that a spaCt-> objf'ct ill earth
orhit also is in orbit aronnd the sun does not bring space ohjects which are only
ill {'-firth orbit within the scope of this treaty.
Iu regard to Articlf'A II and III of the draft treaty. we cannot fail to note the
('oncerns t'xpre>::sf>d by memlwr~ of the Outer Space Committef' If'st onter !':pacf'
I,e-come yet another area where man make;<;- war. Article II reaffirm!': the applicu+
rinn of the Clwrtf't' nf the t"nited ::'\8tion:-; and of international In w to outf'T
,.:pacf'. "~hilf' the Charter predate,.: man'~ entry into space, its principles and
pro\·isions. including those rf>iating- to the permissiblf' and impermissibll-' uses
of fot'('e. are a5 \'alid for outer spa('e as they are for our sea~. land or alr. 'Yf'
welcome the international community',<l reaffirmation in the l-100n Tr!:'uty M this
pssential point.
Artid!:' III ('(lntain~ a st:Hellle-nt of the principif' that tite celestial hodies and
tho!'.e orhits around rhem und to them are onl:- to he ntilize-d for peacefnl-Lf-' ..
lloIHlf!gr{'ssiye----purpoS€s. Paragraph 2 of Artic-lt-> In spf'll.-: out iii SOllie detail
~orne of the eonsequences to he drawn from Article II. ~pecitil'allr. parag-rulJiJ
two·t.:: purpose is to make clear that it is forbidden for a party to tht> :\Ioon Trear)·
til eng-age in uny threat or use of force on the moon or in other dreulllstance~
SI-'t forth in para!!ruph 2 if such ncts \vould constitute a violation of thf> I)arty·s
international obligations in regard to the threat or use of force.
Article '"II contains important protections tor the em·ironment of celf-'stial
!lodies. 'We endorse the Committee's understanding that the language of thi~
article j..:: not intend(>d to be read in such a way as would result in prohihiting the
exploitation of natural resources to be found nn celestial hodies but. rather.
that any such exploitation i~ to h(' carried out in such a manner as to ndnimize,
insofnx as is possihle. disruption of or adverse changes in the envirollment.
Tilt" common berita/!p cnn('~pt. whi('h \...·flS initially !'.ugge!'.ted !Jy .\rgentina, In!t
fOl"lllUllr }lrop(l~ed b~' tile T"llited Rtutp$I in 19i2. is set forth ill Article XI. pura.
graph 1. which makes clear thut its melluing-. for purposps of the Moon Treaty,
is to he found within thf' ::\-foo"lJ Treuty it"Plf. Like,,·if-:.f'. it~ meaning in the

·bodies: and
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~JOOIl Treaty is without prpjl.1(li{·p t(1 it~ use IIi mpanillg ill Ully otht>r treaty. Article
XI also mnkt-'s ('lear that the IjUrtieH to tl\l' ripnt~· undertake. [lS tht" exploitation
of The natural resources (Jf the celestial bodies other than the earth i.s about to
heeome feasihle. to enter into lIpgotiatiollS to estahlish a lllutually acceptable
international regiuH" to gOYf'r11 tiH' t-'xploitation of thosp mineral and other
sllhstnntin. resources \'Ihich may be found on the surface or subsurface of a
relestial body, ~Iy GOYernment will. when and if negotiations for such a regime
Uie called for IUHlf'f Articles XI amI X\'III. make a good faith effort to see that
such negotiation~ are snccessfulI~' concluded. Each of the participants in a regilne conference will. of course. ha,-e to evaluate any tr€'aty that enierges from
thp conference in the light of i~ own national intf>rests_ For the United States.
this would require a conclusion that the treaty is bnlanced and reasonable and
would then. a:o; a constitutional matter, require suhmission to the Senate for its
advice und consent, ju:;;t as ,ve have sought and ohtain('d fHh'"ice and cons('nt to
United States ratitkution of the, four outer spD.\'e trf>atiN! now in force.
The draft treaty. as part of the cOU1promisf> by many d",l~gations, places no
moratorium upon the f>xploitn tion of the nn tural resourcf'S on celestIal bodie:.;
hy foHntes or their nutiollals, hut dOf>:-; IJrovide lhat any exploitation of the natural
rE'sources of cf'lestial bodies he carri~d {Jut in a manner compatihle with the purpORe~ specifipd in paragraph j of Article XI nnd the provi5!ions of paragraph 2
of Article YI. We view the purpOSt>s set forth in paragraph 7 as providing both
a--framework and an illcenti,'e for exploitation of t-he- natural resources of celestial bodies. They constitutf:> a framework because even exploitation which is
undertaken by a ::-ltate Party to the Trt'aty or its nationals outside of the coutext
of ,any such regime. eitht'I" bt'Cause the exploitation occurs before a re~ime b
negotiated or hecans(> a particular Stat(> may not p;lrticipate in th1,> inrernation:il
regime ()nce it is pstablisllPd, will have to be compatible with th()se purposes ~t
forth in Article XI, llaragraph j. of the Moon Treaty.
This same paragruph also is au incentiv('. By setting forth now the purposf>~
governing exploitation of natural resources. ullcertainty is decreused and botll
States and private entities lUay now find it possible to enga2'e in the arduous
and expensive efforts necessary if exploitation of the natural resources of the
c~le:-;tial uodies is ~ver to hecome a reality _ Especially '"ital in this regard is the
fact tllat Article XI (7) (dl recognizes that an equitable sharing of the benefits
derived from the natural rl:'sourcE'S of celestial hodies necessitates gi,ing special
consideration to those who have contributed directly to the exploration of the
moon. as well as to the needs of developing countries and those who have indirectly contributed to the moon'~ exploration. This language also reflects the Luternational cooperation that exists today in telecommunications and other pr:lctka!
applications of space. for example. Intelsat. Intersputnik and Inmarsat, wilerE'
those States who have expended large resources. eithpr public or pri '-a re. to df'\-elop space systems to exploit these applications have equitably shared the beut-tit" with the international community.
'\VIC' al:-;o HOtp that- Articl~' XI. paragraph ,..... not only {!OVE'rs and sets the stllndards for the general right t(l t'xlJloit Ilatul'al resources (in Ii wanuer compatihl~
\vith Article XI t_ j) J but abo is intended to ~n~ure that the unrestricted right to
collect samplf'~. I)f natural reSlJurCf':-i i.'I uot illfriuged upon and that there is nu
limit upun the ri,\!hts of Stati;"~ Partie~ to utilize in the ('our~e of !>cientific investi·
gntion~. :-;uch (!uautitie:-: of rfJOst" natural rl;'sour('es found on celestial bodies tiS
aI"l;' apprupriate for the lmpport of their llli!:;sivtll'.
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EVENTS OF INTEREST
A. Past Events
1. AIAA Conference on Large Space Platforms, San Diego, Feb. 2, 1981

The Technical Committee (TC) on Legal Aspects of Aeronautics and Astronautics
of the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA) sponsored a panel on
"Legal, Institutional and International Issues Involved in Multipurpose Space
Platforms," in connection with the AIAA 2nd Conference on Large Space Platforms in
San Diego, California, on Febtuary 2,1981.
Gerald]. Mossinghoff, NASA's Deputy General Counsel and Chairman of the TC,
was the moderator of the panel. The discussions included a presentation by Professor
Carl Christol of the University of Southern California on three areas of space law
particularly relevant to large space platforms: exploitation of the orbit! specttum
resource, nuclear power sources in outer space, and definition/ delimitation of outer

space. This was followed by a detailed discussion by]oseph Pelton, Executive Assistant
Director General of INTELSAT, of the economic, technical, operational, legal and
political aspects of what he referred to as "the space platform girdle."
Dr. George Peter van Reeth, Director of Administration for the European Space
Agency, summarized that agency's multinational plans for low earth orbit space
programs, thus supplementing the analysis of Pelton. Dr. David Tong, Manager of
Satellite Systems at Canadian Astronautics Ltd., then presented the results of a major
srudy that company had undertaken for the Canadian Department of Communications
to evaluate the potential impact of the large multifunction platform on Canadian
satellite systems. There was a general conclusion that the panel had served to focus
attention of scientists and engineers on potential legal and institutional barriers to the
introduction of large space platforms, which barriers could prove to be more significant
than the technological and engineering challenges such platforms would present.
Gerald]. Mossinghoff, .
Deputy General Counsel, NASA
Chairman of the AIAA Technical
Committee on the Legal Aspects'
of Astronautics and Aeronautics

2. Inter-American Bar Association Meeting, Quito, March 16-18,1981.

Meetings of the Secrion on "Air and Space Law" were held during the XXII
Conference of the Inter-American Bar Association (IABA), at Quito, Ecuador, March
16, 17, and 18, 1981, attended by attorneys, judges and law educators from the
countries ofNotth and South America.
The meetings of Section B on "Air and Space Law" were held jointly with Section
A on "Law of the Sea and Oceanography", both of Committee I on Public
16)
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International Law. Captain John R. Brock, U.S.A., in the absence of Judge Harold
Berger of Philadelphia, Section B Chairman, acted as chairman and moderator. Those
delivering papers in either English or Spanish, and their topics on Air and Space Law
included:
1.

"The Space Shuttle and Satellite Energy", by Dr. Stephen Gorove,
University of Mississippi Law Center, U.S.A.

2.

"La Declaracion de Soberania de los Estados Ecuatoriales, en los
Segmentos Correspondientes de la Orbita Sincronica
Geoestacionaria.", by Dr. Rodrigo Salazar B., Ecuador.

3.

"Del Derecho Internacional Publico Aeronautico al Privado-El
Contrato de Transpotte Aereo-De Varsovia A Guatemala con Escala en
La Haya", by Dr. Miguel Angel Cevallos Hidrobo, Ecuador.

4.

"La Integracion en el Transporte Aereo", by Dr. Alvaro Bauza
Araujo, Ecuador.

The discussions of the foregoing papers concerning their content and related
subjects were lively and constructive, contributing to an outstanding and successful
program.
After the presentation of papers a resolution on Solar Power Satellites was proposed
by Professor Gorove and subsequently approved by the Committee and the IABA
Conference .•
Alfred M. Klein, Chairman
Committee I, IABA
3. American Astronautical Society Goddard Memon'al Symposium Pentagon City,
Virginia, March 26-27, 1981.
The American Astronautical Society held its nineteenth Goddard Memorial
Symposium on March 26-27, 1981 at the Quality Inn, Pentagon City, Virginia. The
theme of the symposium was International Space Technical Applications. The
Sympoisum was co-sponsored by the American Chemical Society, the American
Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, the American Society for Aerospace
Education, the L-5 Society, National Space Club, National Space Institute and the
Sunsat Energy Council.
The first day of the Symposium featured four sessions concerned with industry in
space, international Landsat programs, communications, weather and climate. The

following day a luncheon was held, the guest speaker being Senator Harrison H. Schmitt
(New Mexico). The concluding sessions were on space based earth science applications,
space based manufacturing and power generation and space science futures.
Concurrently the 3rd annual space history symposium dealt with the impact of science
'For a text of the Resolution, see Current Documents, infra,
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fiction upon technology. Copies of papers may be obtained from the American
Astronautical Society, 6060 Duke Street, Alexandria, Virginia 22304.
Bilene Galloway
President, von Kiernan
Memorial Foundationa

4. Military SPace Doctrine Symposium, United States Air Force Academy, Colorado
Springs, April 1-3, 1981.
The United States Air Force Academy hosted a Symposium on Military Space
Doctrine at the Academy near Colorado Springs, Colorado, April 1-3, 1981. Guest
speakers included Dr. Hans Mark, former Secretary of the Air Force; General Bernard
Schriever (USAF Retired); Dr. Charles W. Cook, Deputy Assistant to the Secretary of
the Air Force, Space Plans and Policy; Lieutenant General Richard C. Henry, USAF,
Commander, Space Division; and Dr. I. B. Holley, Jr., Duke University. Separate
panels were convened to examine past, present and future aspects of the following
topics: (1) U.S. Space Operations Doctrine, (2) U.S. Space Organization and (3)
USSRlInternational Space Operations Doctrine and Organization.
Over 50 papers were submitred in advance of the Symposium and printed by the
Academy in four volumes. Unfonunately, these volumes are already out of print and it
appears unlikely that there will be an additional printing. Included in the wtitings were
two papers on the law of outer space; one by Dr. Harry Almond of the National War
College, the other by Lieutenant Colonel Roben L. Bridge, Office of The Judge
Advocate General, USAF. Other lawyers interested in space law in attendance were
Brigadier General Manin Menter (USAF Retired); Mr. George Robinson, Office of
General Counsel, The Smithsonian Institute and Mr. Mike Zehner, Office of the Air
Force General Counsel. The 275 participants at the Symposium included representatives
from several Air Force commands, the Office of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, the Office of
the Secretary of Defense and several retired military officers and members of the
academic community. The overwhelming consensus of those in attendance was that the
Symposium should become an annual event.
The Final Repon of the Symposium should be available in the Summer of 1981.
Roben L. Bridge
Lieutenant Colonel, USAF
International Law Division,
Office ofTheJudge Advocate General

5. Symposium on International Communications and the New Information Order,
Syracuse University College ofLaw, Syracuse, N. Y., April 11, 1981.
The International Law Society at Syracuse University College of Law arranged the
program consisting of four speakers during the morning session and three during the
afternoon session. A panel followed each session during which panelists made comments
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and asked questions of the speakers. Members of the audience were also invited to
question the speakers and the panelists. The speakers were Messrs. Gabriel Warren,
Director General, International Telecommunications, Department of Communications,

Canada; Stephen E. Doyle, Director, Domestic Space and Weapon Systems, Aerojet
Services Co., Sacramento, California; RamJakhu, Senior Research Assistant, Center for
Research of Air and Space Law, McGill University, Montreal, Canada; Lesueur Stewart
who is completing research at the United Nations on dissertation "Progressive
Development of International Law in light of the New International Information
Order" towards S.].D. degree from Harvard University School of Law; Ambassador
Mustapha lJasmoudi L Tunisia Permanent Delega£e to UNESfO; Charles M. Dalfen,
Attorney, Ottawa, Formerly Vice-Chairman Canadian Radio-Television and Communications Commission; and Carl Q. Christol, Professor ofInternational Law and Political
Science, University of Southern California.
Panelists were David Berkman, Assistant Dean, Telecommunications and Film
Division S.I. Newhouse School of Public Communications, Syracuse University; Edwin
Bock, Professor of Political Science, Maxwell School of Citizenship and Public Affairs,
Syracuse U.; W.John Hottenstein, Administrator, International Broadcasting Seminar,
S.I. Newhouse School of Public Communications, Syracuse U.; Theodore M. Hagelin,
Professor of Law, Syracuse U. College of Law; David Rice, Professor of Law, New York
Law School Communications Center.
Mattin Menter served as Moderator of both sessions and presented opening remarks
outlining the legal issues involved and their background in the dual-subject program.
Martin Menter
Vice-President, International
Institute of Space Law

6. "Space Law Workshop ", American Society of International Law Meeting,
Washington, D.C., Apn124, 1981
On April 24, 1981, during the annual meeting of the American Society of
International Law, a Space Law Workshop on the' 'Space Shuttle Era: International and
Domestic Implications" was held in Washington, D.C. under the sponsorship of the
Association of the U.S. Members of the International Institute of Space Law, the
American Society of International Law and the Federal Bar Association. Speakers
included L. Michael Weeks, Deputy Associate Administrator for Space Transportation
Systems, NASA, who spoke on "Technical Capabilities;" Jerald]. Mossinghoff, Deputy
General Counsel, NASA, who addressed "Domestic Legal Aspects;" and Professor
Stephen Gorove, University of Mississippi Law Center, who spoke on "International
Legal Aspects." Commentators were Professor Myres S. McDougal, of Yale; Irwin M.
Pikus, Division of Strategic Planning and Analysis, National Science Foundation; and
Professor Oscar O. Schachter, of Columbia University Law School. The meeting was
chaired by Professor Gorove and Edward R. Finch, Jr., of the New York, D.C., and
Florida Bars, acted as moderator.
The workshop session drew an overflow audience of about 120-150 people and
invoked lively discussions from among the panelists as well as from the audience. While
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there were no formal papers submitted, it is expected war the presentations and
discussions will be published in the 1981 Proceedings of the American Society of
International Law.
The highly successful session was followed by a business meeting of the Association,
during which Ms. Helen Kupperman, Secretary of the Association gave an unofficial
repon on the recent UNCOPUOS Legal Subcommittee meeting, indicating that her
views did not necessarily represent the views of any organization with which she was

connected. Subsequently, she summed up her presentation in the following manner:
"The Legal Subcommittee (LSC) of the United Nations Committee on
the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space (COPUOS) met in Geneva,
Switzerland from March 16, 1981 through April 10, 1981.
Considerable time was spent by the working group in intensive
informal discussions on the agenda item concerning Direct Television
Broadcast Satellites (DBS) principles. Although agreement was not
reached on a set of principles, progress was made. It is expected that
discussions will be continued at the COPUOS.
The Remote Sensing working group continued its work at the LSC and
a new working group on the use of Nuclear Power Sources (NPS) in
Outer Space was formed. Discussions in the NPS working group
focused primarily on an exchange of views. Regarding the agenda item
on Definition/Delimitation of Outer Space, two proposals as to how
the future work should proceed were made. The USSR proposed that
the item be made into two agenda items (1. Definition/Delimitation
and 2. the Geostationary Orbit) and that priority and a working group
be accorded the Definition/Delimitation issue. Colombia proposed
that it remain one agenda item and be accorded priority and a working
group. The COPUOS will decide the issue.
The following new working papers were introduced: In DBS, a twelvenation sponsored paper; in remote sensing, a Colombian paper and a
Mexican paper; and in NPS, a Canadian paper, an Italian paper, and a
Venezuelan paper.'"
Stephen Gorove
Chairman, "Space Law Workshop"
ASILAnnual Meeting, 1981

'Editor's note: For a Repon on the Work of the 1981 UNCOPUOS including its Scientific and Technical
and Legal Subcommittees, see Events of Interest, 8,'injra'::for repom of the Working Groups on Remote

Sensing and DBS, see Current Documents I and II, infra.
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7. Conference on "Space Manufacturing-International and Legal Considerations"
Princeton University, May 18, 1981
On May 18, 1981, a session on "International and Legal Considerations" regarding
space manufacturing was held at Princeton University to lead off the Fifth Princeton
Conference on Space Manufacturing. The Conference also dealt with a wide range of
technical, scientific and sociological aspects of the subject.
The "International and Legal Considerations" session was chaired by Dr. Irwin M.
. Pikus of the National Science Foundation. It included presentations by Nandasari
Jasentuliyana of the United Nations Outer Space Affairs Division on "Institutional
Cooperation relevant to Space Manufacturing"; Eilene Galloway, Fresident of the
Theodore von Karman Memorial Foundation on "Space Manufacturing and the
Proposed Moon Agreement"; Marta Cehelsky of the National Science Foundation on
"Space Manufacturing: Stake, Interest and Potential Role of Developing Nations";
Professor Stephen Gorove of the University of Mississippi Law Center on "Recent Trends
in Space Law: Focus on the LDe's"; Bruce Bon of the Jet Propulsion Lab at the
California Institute of Technology on "International Space Policy and the Interests of
the United States and the Developing Countries"; Martin Rothblatt of the University of
California on "International Resource Allocation Policy Governing Development of
Asteroidal Wealth"; Amanda 1. Moore of Bronxville, N.Y. on "Space Manufacturing
Facilities and the Law of Telecommunications: Invisible Resources and International
Law"; and Edward R. Finch, Jr., of Finch and Schadler, New York City, on
"International Legal Regimes for Outer Space Resources."
Discussion sessions interposed between groups of papers brought clearly to light
several concerns on the part of technicians and business interests. Concern was expressed
that the fabric of international public law and, in fact, our recent foreign policy may be
unduly penalizing entrepreneurial initiatives particularly in regard to space
industrialization. In this regard, the meaning of the term "heritage of mankind," used
in the language of the Agreement Governing the Activities of States on the Moon and
Other Celestial Bodies as well as in other international negotiations, was questioned and
compared with the "province of mankind" language of the 1967 Outer Space Treaty.
The distinction between equal sharing and equitable sharing was highlighted and carne
up a number of times in the course of discussion. The relationship between guarantees
of profitability and the need for private ownership of parts of celestial bodies was
explored briefly.
In addition to matters relating to existing law, this session highlighted several areas
needing further development. In particular, among others, the notion of resource
sharing, the relationship between telecommunications and other uses of space, and the
arrangements among countries on multilateral institutional bases, as for example in the
"international regime" envisioned in the Moon agreement, were noteworthy.

Irwin M. Pikus
Director, Division of Strategic Planning and Analysis
National Science Foundation
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8. Report on the Work of United Nations Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer
Space in 1981'

The United Nations Committee on the Peaceful .Uses of Outer Space
(UN-COPUOS) continued consideration of several important issues in 1981 through its
Scientific and Technical Sub-Committee which met in New York from 2-13 February
and its Legal Sub-Committee which met in Geneva from 16 March to 10 April. Several
working groups established by the Committee and its Sub-Committees also met during
this period. For a complete discussion of the issues involved, reference should be made
to the Report of the Scienrific and Technical Sub-Committee (AI AC.I05/287) and the
Repott of the Legal Sub-Committee (AI AC.105/288). What follows is only a summary
of discussions relating to the impottant legal issues.
Under the mandate given to it by the General Assembly, the Committee is
currently giving priority consideration to the elaboration of draft principles relating to
remote sensing of the earth from space and the use of satellites for direct television
broadcasting. It is also considering the legal implications of the use of NPS in outer
space, matters relating to definition and/or delimitation of outer space and outer space
activity, and the questions relating to the geostationary orbit. The Committee has also
recently begun considering the implications of space transpottation systems and is
engaged in the preparation for the Second United Nations Conference on the
Explorarion and Peaceful Uses of Outer Space.
Progress in the work of the Committee this year relating to legal issues, however,
was minimal. This lack of progress generally seems to emphasize the apparent
intransigence of established national positions. The Committee, through the efforts of
its Legal Sub-Committee, had previously proceeded much more rapidly in its work;
however, many of the issues resolved were of lesser complexity and importance than
those which now remain outstanding. The Committee must now confront those issues

on which Member States have expoused fundamentally differing positions and therefore
progress will be slow and reflecrive of painstaking compromisary efforts required.
Remote Sensing ofEarth from SPace

The Committee, through its Legal Sub-Committee, had drafted 12 draft principles
relating to remote sensing at its previous sessions. However. several texts had alternative

formulations or were within square brackets indicating the areas where agreement was
still to be achieved.
This year work was continued in the Legal Sub-Committee based on the texts
worked out previously. A number of working papers were submitted and extensive
discussions were undertaken, but the work was concluded without achieving any
concrete progress.
This was so because those issues which are most easily reconcilable have now been

resolved. This leaves only those issues which are more complex and basic to the divergent
view of the States. The natural consequence is that progress on this item will proceed
only as Member States exercise an active desire and political will to accomplish the
necessary compromises.
"The views expressed herein do not necessarily reflect (he views of Lhe United Nations.
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The remaining issues concern the concepts of freedom of State activity in outer
space and the freedom of dissemination of remote sensing information on the one hand
and the concept of State sovereignty over its natural resources and information on the

other. The developing countries in particular would like to establish a regime that would
restrict the dissemination of certain data and information acquired through remote
sensing activ.ities subject to prior consent of the sensed State, while the United States
and certain Western European countries feel strongly that there should be no such
restriction

which, in their view, is impractical as information on remote sensing activities

is already openly available to all countries and individuals and an attempt to control
such information would therefore be futile. The socialist countries, following a proposal
made by the USSR, would like to make spatial resolution as a criterion to differentiate
between data to be freely disseminated and those to which the consent regime should be
applicable.
A new proposal that was introduced this year was contained in a working paper
submitted by Columbia. It attempted to introduce a new distinction between
"macroscopic" and "microscopic" femote sensing. Under this definition, the first

category would cover information on the characteristics of the earth and its natural
phenomena obtained from outer space by sensors onboard satellites, the dissemination
of which would not be subject to restrictions, the second category of information
collected by airborne platforms operating below the lower level of outer space, could be
used and/ or disseminated to third parties only with the express consent of the sensed
state. Tbis porposal also suggested that information on specific natural resources or
agricultural crops be disseminated only with the prior consent of the sensed State. While
some countries indicated their agreement with this basic approach in as much as a
distinction was drawn between different types of remote sensing activities and
conclusions wefe drawn from this distinction as to the regime for the dissemination of
data, other countries felt that the new definitions proposed were likely to create more
problems than they would solve, particularly because the new definitions included
activities which could not be qualified as "space activities" which were beyond the
mandate of the Committee to regulate.
Mexico submitted a proposal containing a complete text of draft principles based
on the work so far carried out by the Committee and reflecting the views of developing
countries in the debate and thl}s requiring greater participation of the sensed State.
There was only a preliminary exchange of views on this proposal as countries reserved
their right to discuss it next year.
In the Scientific and Technical Sub-Committee there were discussions aimed at
clarifying remote sensing data based on spatial resolution with a view to making spatial
resolution the basis of a regime for dissemination of information. There was, however.
no agreement as some countries did not feel that there was a scientific or technical basis
for such a classification.

Direct Television Broadcasting
The Committee, through its Legal Sub-Committee had worked out texts of 12 draft
prillcipk·s and a preamble al ils previous sessioll. Some texts, however, remained within
square brackets indicating that final agreement on them was yet to be achieved.
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The discussions cominued this year on the basis of the texts worked out previously

as well as other proposals, particularly a text prepared by Canada and Sweden in 1980
which, in a sense, was the same as the draft prepared by the Committee without square
brackets found in its text. In spite of extensive discussions, the efforts led to little
progress.
Although a number of factors contributed to this lack of progress, one problem
remains central, and that is that the position of various countries on the main issues

remained identical to the position taleen by them in the previous year. The basic
dilemma regarding Direct Television Broadcasting is similar to that which the
Committee presently faces in Remote Sensing. At this stage, those issues which could be
agreed upon through minor shifts in positions have already been resolved. This leaves
only those principles on which fundamental policy differences exist, and consensus will
not be reached unless important and difficult political compromises ace carefully
elaborated.
The remaining principal point of contention relate to differing position held with
regard to the principle of freedom of information and that of sovereignty of States which
form the basis of the remaining principles covering State responsibility, consent and
participation, programme content and unlawful broadcasts. The centre of the
controversy is whether or not direct television broadcasting to a foreign country must

have the prior consent of the receiving State. The developing countries and the socialist
countries reiterated their view that prior agreement is necessary while the United States,
Japan and several western European States continue to expouse a policy of absolute
freedom in the dissemination and reception of information. Until a compromise is

reached between these two views on the central question, little progress on the
elaboration of draft principles will be possible.
Following the discussions in the Legal Sub-Committee which took place primarily
during informal sessions, a negotiating text was submitted which was co-sponsored

by

12 countries (Argentina, Brazil, Canada, Chile, Columbia, India, Indonesia, Iraq,
Kenya, Mexico, Niger and Venezuela) though not an agreed text, reflects the views of a
substantial number of States and seems to have the general support of the developing
countries and the socialist countries as well as some others. Although this text does not
contain specific provisions of prior consent, programme content and unlawful

broadcasts, the United States and some other delegations did not feel that it is an
appropriate basis for negotiations.

The Use ofNuclear Power Sources in Outer Space
Under a mandate of the General Assembly, the Committee had previously
established a working group of the Scientific and Technical Sub-Committee to consider
matters relating to the Use of Nuclear Power Sources (NPS) in Outer Space. The working
group, after three years of work, completed its work this year and concluded that "NPS
can be used safely in outer space, provided that all safety requirements are met". What
the safety requirements should be is discussed in the report.
Following this work, the Committee through its Legal Sub-Committee considered
the possibility of supplementing the norms of international law relevant to the use of
NPS in outer space.
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Several countries led by Canada, after reviewing existing international law ,felt that
there is a lacuna to be filled by supplementing the existing international law to ensure

the safe use ofNPS in outer space. Other countries including the Soviet Union felt that a
comprehensive study of relevant international law had not been done yet aod that the
consideration of supplementing relevaot norms could begin only after that.
The discussions centered on proposals contained in three working papers submitted
by Canada, Venezuela and Italy respectively. The Caoadian proposal suggested drafting
principles in four areas: (1) Information concerning the use of NPS; (2) Notification
prior ro re-entry; (3) Assistance to States; and (4) Radiation exposure levels. Under these
categories it suggested that the launching state should provide the Secretary-General of
the United Nations, at least one month prior to the launch of an NPS, with information
including specific data on the space object concerned and the Secretary-General be
notified of aoticipated re-entry and provide him with information to enable Member
States to assess the likelihood aod consequences of a particular re-entry and carry out
preparations for search aod rescue of NPS and protection of their population. It also
spelr out certain requirements concerning radiation exposure levels and other safety

requirements. The proposal submitted by Venezuela was in general similar to that
contained in the Caoadian working paper, aod the Italian working paper contained
comments on certain provisions in the Canadian proposal. Unlike the Caoadian
proposal, Venezuela and Italy suggested inclusion of provisions relating to liability for
damages caused by such objects.
Although a detailed discussion took place on the proposals, no agreement could be
reached in view of the fundamental difference to view as referred to above concerning

the appropriateness of supplementing international law norms in this field.
Definition and/or Delimitation o/Outer Space and Outer SPace Activities
The Committee continued jts consideration of this item which it had discussed

previously for several years. The debate generally reflected the views previously
expressed. Particular attention was focussed on a proposal made in 1979 by the Soviet
Union to delimit air and outer space at an altitude not higher than 100-110 kilometers
aod leaving the area below that to be the subject of negotiations by States while
providing for freedom of transit for space objects in that region. Maoy States expressed
their support for a solution along the lines suggested in the Soviet proposal, however,
some others recognized the arbitrariness of selecting criteria for such a boundary and
recommended that functional and other criterion also be examined. The United States,
Japan and the United Kingdom in particular felt that there was no legal or scientific
basis for defining such a boundary aod as no practical difficulties had hitherto arisen due
to a lack of defmition. it was not necessary to resolve the matter.
While the discussion showed that a growing number of countries wishes to have a
definition on outer space, no agreement could be reached due to the differences of view
stated above.

Questions relating to the Geostationary Orbit

Tn considering the rdated question of the geostationary orbit, positions expressed
at the previous 'session were reiterated. Thus, some equatorial States restated their view
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that the geostationary orbit as a limited natural resource is subject to sovereignty of
subjacent States. In opposition to this concept remained all non-equatorial countries,

including the Space Powers, which maintained that the geostationary orbit is an integral
part of outer space and, in accordance with the outer space treaty, is not subject to the
sovereignty of any COllotry. The view was also expressed that, as the number of satellites

that could be placed in the geostationary otbital position should be the subject of
agteement within the ftamework of the International Telecommunication Union (lTV).
Space Transportation Systems

The Committee, through its Scientific and Technical Sub-Committee, considered
the questions relating to Space Transponation Systems and their implications for future
activities in space. During the discussions, some countries noted the importance of
large-scale activities in outer space and the consequences to the environment due to the
increased use of Space Transponation Systems. The Committee reviewed the various

Space Transportation Systems being developed and decided to continue consideration of
this matter next year and called upon the Secretariat to update the study it had prepared
on the International Implications of Space Transportation Systems.
UNISPACE-82

The General Assembly has convened the Second United Nations Conference on the
Exploration and Peaceful Uses of Outer Space to be held in Vienna from 9-21 August
1982. The Committee has been designated as the Preparatory Committee for this
Conference. It worked out rhe agenda of the Conference, the list of participants to be
invited, the rules of procedure, schedule and other organizational aspects of the
Conference. It also began the preparation of a draft for the final report of the
Conference on the basis of the national papers submitted by Member States. Further
work relating to the Preparatory Committee will be continued by the Committee at its
next session.

N. ] asentuliyana
Chief of Section, Outer Space
Affairs Division, United Nations
9. Other Events

Several othet conferences and symposia were planned and / or held discussing issues
of space law, science and policy. Among them the following may be noted:
(a) The Annual Meeting of the Technical Committee on Legal Aspects of
Aeronautics and Astronautics, Washington, D.C. February 23, 1981 with fearured
speaker Paul G. Dembling on "25 Years of Space Law Development";
(b) A panel discussion on "Space Ttansportation Systems Update" arranged by the
18th Space Congress in Cocoa Beach, Florida, April 29-May 1, 1981, undet the auspices
of the Canavetal Council of Technical Societies, on such topics as "Shuttle Status and
Plans", "Free Market Opportunities in the U.S. Space Program", "Energy Programs",
"Planetary Programs" and "DOD Space Program Activities";
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(c) A Special Symposium on the commercial implications of the Space Shuttle,
Boston, May 14,1981, organized by ArthurD. Little, Inc.;
(d) During the Annual Meeting of the AIAA in Long Beach, California, May
12-14, 1981, a session on "Space Law in the 1980's" was chaired by John Cavanagh of
Lockheed Corp. At the session presentations were made by S. Neil Hosenball of NASA
on "Managing Business Risks in Commercial Space Ventures", Prof. Carl Christol of
the University of Southern 'California on "An Inventory of Legal Aspects of Outer
Space" and Raymond G. Leeth of Rockwell International on "Practical Aspects of the
Impact of Space Law on a Space Shuttle User" .
(e) A Seminar planned by the Pacific Telecommunications Council onJune 5, 1981
in Washington, D.C. on such topics as "The Role of Telecommunications in Political
and Foreign Affairs", "Planning Telecommunications Services to Meet User Needs",
and "Computers and Communication,'C & C' in the Pacific Age".
10. Brie/News.

As a result of the General Assembly decision taken in November 1980, the Outer
Space Committee's membership was increased from 47 to 53. The new members are
China, Spain, the Syrian Arab Republic, Upper Volra, Uruguay, and Viet Nam.
Zimbabwe has become the 155th member of the International Telecommunication
Union ... and Ireland the 11th member of the European Space Agency (ESA).
Ireland's contribution to the Agency's budget is 0.54% of the total ... The
Agreement of Association between Austria and ESA, signed on October 17, 1979 carne
into force on April 1, 1981 ... Under the terms of the Agreement between Norway and
ESA, signed on April 2, 1981, but subject to approval by the Norwegian Parliament.
Norway will have Associate Member status with ESA for a period of five years during
which time it may consider acceding to the Convention of May 30, 1975 and thus
becoming a full Member.
B. Forthcoming Events
As reported previously, the 24th Space Law Colloquium will be held during the
XXXIInd Congress of the International Astronautical Federation in Rome, Italy, on
September 6-12, 1981. Subjects to be discussed include: 1) Legal Implications of
Economic Activities in Space; 2) Legal Status of Artificial Space Objects; 3) Legal
Implications of Space Transportation Systems; and 4) Institutional Arrangements for
Space Activities.
A Symposium on "Earth-Oriented Space Activities and their Legal Implications"
will be held at the Centre for Research of Air and Space Law, McGill Universiry on
October 15-16, 1981.
An "International Conference on Doing Business in Space: Legal Issues and
Practical 'Problems" will be held on November 12-14, 1981 at the L'Enfant Plaza Hotel
in Washington, D.C. Further information may be obtained from ALI-ABA, 4025
Chestnut Sr., Philadelphia, PA 19104.
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A Conference on "Telecommunications in the Year 2000 - National and
Illternational

Perspectives",

sponsored

by

the

Program

II1

International

Telecommunication Training and Research, the International Center and the Office of
Conference Development, Rutgers University, New Brunswick, New Jersey, is expected
to be held, November 17-20,1981.
The 1982 Pacific Telecommunications Conference is planned to take place in
Hawaii duringJanuary 18-20, 1982 in Honolulu, Hawaii.
The Section on Aviation and Space Law of the Association of American Law Schools

will have a session devoted to "Private Enterprise in Outer Space" on January 9, 1982
during the Annual Meeting of the Association in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
There will be a panel discussion of the "Legal Implications of Satellite
Applications" during the 1982 AIAA Satellite Systems Conference to he held March
7-11,1982 in San Diego, California.

BOOK REVIEWS/NOTICES

DOE/NASA Satellite Power System Concept Development and Evaluation
Program, The Final Proceedings of the Solar Power Satellite Program Review, April
22-25,1980, Lincoln, Nebraska (U.S. Dept. of Energy, 1980). Pp. 678, $33.00.
The concept of a Solar Power Satellite (SPS), which is to place a satellite in orbit to
capture sunlight, change the energy into an appropriate form for transmission to earth

and introduction into a terrestrial power grid, is one which intrigues many people. The
Concept Development and Evaluation Program was created by the Department of
Energy (DOE) in cooperation with NASA to study the cost and benefits of the SPS. A
program review of the SPS was held at the University of Nebraska sponsored by the
Department of Energy and NASA and coordinated by the Kenneth E. Johnson
Environmental and Energy Center of the University of Alabama in Huntsville. This
book is a report of the final proceedings of that program review.
The review is divided into four areas, namely, systems definition, environmental
aspects, political and economic effects, and comparative assessment. The part on
political and economic effects deals with military implications, internationalization,
energy implications, insurance, and other legal and political aspects. According to the
report, important political and legal consequences arise in relation to: 1. Access to
resources, 2. Environmental impacts, 3. Industrial operation (traffic regulation and
safety), 4. Liability and 5. Organization (international bodies).
This book includes information that will be of interest to a wide range of people
and organizations, such as engineers, the power industry, environmentalists, politicians.
lawyers and others because of the world-wide implications and likely impact of SPS on
virtually everyone.

Settlement of Space Law Disputes, edited by Karl-Heinz Bo'ckstiegel (Carl
Heymanns Verlag, Kaln, 1980), pp. IX, 415.
This book contains the Proceedings of an International Colloquium held in
Munich, Germany in September of 1979.
The Colloquium was divided into four categories which were further broken down
into several topics. Under the first category, Dr. Hans von Mangoldt, Chair of Public
and International Law, University of Tubingen, discussed "Methods of Dispute
Settlement in Public International Law," and Aron Braches, Secretary General,
International Centre for Settlement of Investment Disputes, Washington, D.C.,
elaborated on "Experiences from the Practice of an International Arbitral Tribunal. "
The second category on Rules for Dispute Settlement in Present Space Law
contained three topics. Professor Stephen Gorove, of the University of Mississippi Law
Center addressed "Dispute Settlement in the Liability Convention," Mr. G. Bourely,
Legal Advisor, European Space Agency, spoke on "Settlement of Disputes under the
Convention for the Establishment of a European Space Agency," and Sylvia Mauteen
Williams, Professor of International Law at the University of Buenos Aires, presented a
paper on "Dispute Settlement According to the Convention."
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Under the third section, Rules and Experiences in Comparable Fields of the Law,
Michael Milde, Principal Legal Officer and (acting Director, Legal Bureau), ICAO
Secretariat, Montreal, discussed "Dispute Settlement in the Framework of the
International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO)." Professor Bin Cheng, of the
University of London addressed "Dispute Settlements in Bilateral Air Transport
Agreements" and Gunther Jaenielse, Legal Advisor to the German Delegation at the
Law of the Sea Conferences, President of the German National Branch of the
International Law Association, elaborated on "Solutions for dispute settlement
procedures elaborated by the Conferences on the Law of the Sea."
In the fourth category, Perspectives for Further Development of Space Law,
Professor Aldo Armando Cocca of Argentina, focused on the topic' 'To What Extent are
Further Procedures for the Settlement of Space Law Disputes Considered Necessary?"
Karl-Heinz Bockstiegel, Director of the Institute of Air and Space Law, UnivefSlry of
Cologne, elaborated on "Which Method of Dispute Settlement in Space Law Can be
Considered Being the Most Effective and Which Has the Greatest Chance of
Realization?" Eilene Galloway, Vice President of the International Institute of Space
Law, discussed' 'Which Method of Realization in Public International Law Can Be
Considered Most Desirable and Having the Greatest Chance of Realization?" Dr.
Nicholas M. Matte, Director of the Institute of Air and Space Law, McGill University,
Montreal, addcessed "What Steps Should be Taken in Research and Practice in Order to
Achieve Progress?"
The book contains a bibliography-including relevant materials and texts-and
references. This reviewer agrees with Karl-Heinz Bockstiegel, the editor who says in the
preface that, "[tJhe Munich Colloquium brought together top experts from different
parts of the world who ... produced what was certainly the widest and at the same
time deepest research and insight ever made on the subject so far."

Life in the Universe: The Ultimate Limits to Growth, AAAS Selected Symposium,
edited by William H. Gale (Westview Press, 1979), pp. 121.

This book contains a report of the proceedings of the symposium of the American
Association for the Advancement of Science. One point the participants obviously
intended to stress was that our role in space should be viewed with a much more
optimistic approach.
J esco von Putt Kamer, program manager of Space Industrialization Studies in
NASA's Advanced Programs Office of Space Transportation Studies, discussed
"Humanization Beyond Earth: The New Age of Space Industrialization," pointing out
the importance of the Space Shuttle Orbiter in reducing the cost of space transportation
and thereby increasing the opportunity for the commercial use of outer space.
Brian O'Leary, research physicist at Princeton University, addressed the "Limits of
Growth Implication of Space Settlements," including the potential of extracting
resources from space to be used here on earth and the possibility of growing food in
space-manufactured facilities.
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Leonard David, director of student programs at the Forum for the Advancement of

Students in Science and Technology elabotated in his paper on "Space Exploration:
Prospects and Problems for Today and the Future, " including the possible conflict over
resources, pollution and military uses of space.

William A. Gale, member of the Statistics and Data Analysis Research Department
at Bell Telephone Laboratories and Gregg Edwards, program manager at the National
Science Foundation for the program New Knowledge for National Productivity,
discussed' 'Models of Long Range Growth," suggesting that we will only reach our limit
to

growth when we encounter areas of space in which the resources have been developed

by other intelligent beings.
Michael Michaud, U.S. Department of State focused on "Improving the Prospects
for Life in the Universe," reviewing several methods that would improve our chances of

living beyond earth, including allocation of resources, a backing by society, political
support and, most importantly, an educational boost.
This book demonstrates some extremely important qualities such as optimism,
dedication, organization and a continuing persistence in seeking perfection if our
endeavors in space are to be successful. The contributors to this book are very optimistic

but fortunately they do not lose sight of reality.

Der Weltraumvertrag vom 27. January 1967. by von Adrian Bueckling. (Published in
Studies in Air and Space Law, vol. 2, edited by Karl-Heinz Bockstiegel), Carl Heymanns
Verlag, Kllln, 1980. Pp. VIII, 82. DM 40.
This study by von Adrian Bueckling, a frequent German writer on space law, deals
with the 1967 Outer Space Treaty. The substantive part of the study is divided into two
areas-the brief history and the main ideas of the Outer Space Treaty. In discussing the
basic principles, the author focuses on the exploration and use of free space and celestial
bodies, especially on the military use of outer space and celestial bodies and the civilian
use of free space and the moon and other celestial bodies. Additional sections deal with
the common interest cemses of the Ourer Space Treaty (arts. 1, 3,4, 9 and 11), and the
legal status of movable and immovable space objects.
The monograph is accompanied by a bibliography and extensive annotations to
both German and English materials.
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